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September 2007  

To the Clients, Friends, and People of Deloitte & Touche LLP: 

Two-and-a-half years have passed since we last updated our Roadmap to FASB Interpretation No. 46 (revised 2003), 
Consolidation of Variable Interest Entities (the "Interpretation").  As preparers encounter new arrangements, issues 
are fleshed out in practice, and interpretive guidance is released, our perspectives on this Interpretation continue to 
deepen, leading to our publication of this third edition.   

The third edition updates the December 17, 2004, publication of the Roadmap and reflects important authoritative 
and other guidance as of September 2007, including the following:    

• FASB Staff Position No. FIN 46(R)-5, "Implicit Variable Interests Under FASB Interpretation No. 46(R)." 

• FASB Staff Position No. FIN 46(R)-6, "Determining the Variability to Be Considered in Applying FASB 
Interpretation No. 46(R)." 

•  Additional insights by the SEC and FASB staffs on a variety of issues, such as identifying implicit variable 
interests and applying the Interpretation to derivative instruments.   

The third edition also includes 49 new proprietary Deloitte & Touche LLP Q&As on topics such as:    

• The business scope exception.   

• Determining what variability to consider. 

•  Implicit variable interests. 

•  How to consider interests held by related parties in determining which party should consolidate a variable 
interest entity. 

•  Calculating expected losses and residual returns.   

See "What Is New in the Third Edition" on page x for a complete list of new or modified Q&As. 

Many of the professionals who contributed significantly to the first and second editions continued their yeoman's 
effort the third time around.  Especially deserving of mention and appreciation are Carrie Bloomer, Brandon Coleman, 
Rob Comerford, Lisa Delfini, Bruce Herard, Claudine Hollack, Kerri Leavay, Laura McCracken, and Randall Sogoloff.     

Sincerely, 

Deloitte & Touche LLP
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For the third edition, we have updated "A Roadmap to Applying Interpretation 46(R)'s Consolidation Guidance" to 
reflect recent FASB and SEC developments and our recent experience in practice.  See below for a list of Q&As that 
we have added or modified.   
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Variable Interests 

2(c)-1.1 Implicit Variable Interests and Activities Around the Entity — Illustration 
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2(c)-1.5 Implicit Variable Interests — Back-to-Back Asset Guarantee 
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2(c)-15 Applying the Guidance in FSP FIN 46(R)-6 to Purchase and Supply Arrangements 

2(c)-16 Applying FSP FIN 46(R)-6 to Power Purchase Agreements, Tolling Agreements, and Similar Arrangements 

2(c)-17 Off-Market Supply Agreements 

2(c)-18 Applying Interpretation 46(R) to Trust Preferred Security Arrangements and Similar Structures 

2(c)-19 Applying Interpretation 46(R) to Synthetic Collateralized Debt Obligation Structures 

2(e)-1 Determining Whether a Variable Interest Is Subordinated Financial Support 
 

Scope Exceptions 

4-2 Application of Interpretation 46(R) to Holding Companies 

4(a)-5 Retention of a For-Profit Enterprises's Accounting Policies in the Consolidated Financial Statements of a 
Not-for-Profit Enterprise 
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5(b)(1)-6 The Ability to Make Decisions Under Paragraph 5(B) Versus the "Decision Maker" Discussion in 
Paragraph B18 

5(b)(2)-5 Determining the Effect of Other Arrangements on the Ability of the Equity Group to Absorb Expected 
Losses or Receive Residual Returns 
 

Disproportionate Voting Rights 

5(c)-1 Application of the Variable Interest Entity Test Under Paragraph 5(c) 
 

Initial Determination of Whether an Entity Is a Variable Interest Entity 

6-3 Future Sources of Financing to Include in an Entity's Cash Flows 
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Introduction 

1. This Interpretation, which replaces FASB Interpretation No. 46, Consolidation of Variable Interest Entities, 
clarifies the application of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 51, Consolidated Financial Statements, to 
certain entities in which equity investors do not have the characteristics of a controlling financial interest 
or do not have sufficient equity at risk for the entity to finance its activities without additional 
subordinated financial support.  Paragraph 1 of ARB 51 states that consolidated financial statements are 
"usually necessary for a fair presentation when one of the companies in the group directly or indirectly 
has a controlling financial interest in the other companies."  Paragraph 2 states that "the usual condition 
for a controlling financial interest is ownership of a majority voting interest. . . ."  However, application 
of the majority voting interest requirement in ARB 51 to certain types of entities may not identify the 
party with a controlling financial interest because the controlling financial interest may be achieved 
through arrangements that do not involve voting interests. 

 

1-1:  Determining Which Consolidation Model to Apply  

On December 24, 2003, FASB Interpretation No. 46 (revised December 2003), Consolidation of Variable Interest 
Entities (Interpretation 46(R)), was issued to clarify the application of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 51, 
Consolidated Financial Statements, as amended by FASB Statement No. 94, Consolidation of All Majority-Owned 
Subsidiaries.   

Question  

Does Interpretation 46(R) insert another step into the consolidation analysis before applying the majority voting 
interest requirement in ARB 51?   

Answer  

Yes.  Interpretation 46(R) is now the new first step in determining whether an entity should be consolidated.  Even a 
company with wholly owned consolidated subsidiaries must determine whether any of its subsidiaries (as well as any 
interests it may have in other entities) are within the scope of Interpretation 46(R), unless the potential accounting 
parent or potential accounting subsidiary is scoped out of Interpretation 46(R) based on the exceptions enumerated in 
paragraph 4 of Interpretation 46(R). 

Example 

Enterprise A has 60 percent of the voting interest in Entity B.  Prior to the issuance of Interpretation 46(R), Enterprise 
A consolidated Entity B pursuant to the majority voting interest requirement in ARB 51.  Unless Enterprise A (the 
potential accounting parent) or Entity B (the potential accounting subsidiary) is scoped out of Interpretation 46(R) 
based on one of the exceptions enumerated in paragraph 4, Enterprise A must determine (1) whether it holds a 
variable interest (as defined in paragraph 2(c) and Appendix B of Interpretation 46(R)) in Entity B and (2) whether 
Entity B is a variable interest entity (VIE) (as defined in paragraph 5 of Interpretation 46(R)).  If Enterprise A holds a 
variable interest in Entity B and Entity B is a VIE, the consolidation analysis needs to be performed in accordance with 
the provisions of Interpretation 46(R).  If Enterprise A holds a variable interest in Entity B but Entity B is not a VIE, the 
consolidation analysis needs to be performed pursuant to the voting interest model in ARB 51.   
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Definition of Terms 

2. Certain terms are defined for use in this Interpretation as follows: 

a. Variable interest entity refers to an entity subject to consolidation according to the provisions 
of this Interpretation. 

b. Expected losses and expected residual returns refer to amounts derived from expected cash 
flows as described in FASB Concepts Statement No. 7, Using Cash Flow Information and Present 
Value in Accounting Measurements.  However, expected losses and expected residual returns 
refer to amounts discounted and otherwise adjusted for market factors and assumptions rather 
than to undiscounted cash flow estimates.  Paragraph 8 specifies which amounts are to be 
considered in determining expected losses and expected residual returns of a variable interest 
entity.  Expected variability is the sum of the absolute values of the expected residual return and 
the expected loss.  All three concepts are illustrated in Appendix A. 

c. Variable interests in a variable interest entity are contractual, ownership, or other pecuniary 
interests in an entity that change with changes in the fair value of the entity's net assets 
exclusive of variable interests.  Equity interests with or without voting rights are considered 
variable interests if the entity is a variable interest entity and to the extent that the investment is 
at risk as described in paragraph 5.  Paragraph 12 explains how to determine whether a variable 
interest in specified assets of an entity is a variable interest in the entity.  Appendix B describes 
various types of variable interests and explains in general how they may affect the determination 
of the primary beneficiary of a variable interest entity. 

d. Primary beneficiary refers to an enterprise that consolidates a variable interest entity under the 
provisions of this Interpretation. 

e. Subordinated financial support refers to variable interests that will absorb some or all of an 
entity's expected losses. 

 

2(c)-1:  Determining Whether a Holding Is a Variable Interest  

Paragraph 2(c) of Interpretation 46(R) defines variable interests in a variable interest entity (VIE) as "contractual, 
ownership, or other pecuniary interests in an entity that change with changes in the fair value of the entity's net 
assets exclusive of variable interests" (see Q&A 8-2).  Paragraph B4 of Interpretation 46(R) further states that variable 
interests absorb or receive the expected variability created by those assets, liabilities, or contracts of a VIE that are not, 
themselves, variable interests. 

Question 

What are some examples of interests that generally would or would not be considered variable interests? 

Answer 

Table 1 and Table 2 below indicate when an interest that an enterprise holds generally would be considered a variable 
interest for purposes of Interpretation 46(R) (Table 1), or generally would not be considered a variable interest for 
purposes of Interpretation 46(R) (Table 2).  It is important to note that determining whether an enterprise's interest in 
an entity is a variable interest is only one step in applying the provisions of Interpretation 46(R).  For example, certain 
aspects of Interpretation 46(R) may exempt the holders of specific types of variable interests from the Interpretation 
46(R) consolidation requirements or require special treatment, such as the following: 
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• An enterprise, or the entity in which it has an interest, may qualify for one of the scope exceptions 
enumerated in paragraph 4 of Interpretation 46(R). 

• An enterprise may determine it is apparent that its interest would not be a significant variable interest in 
the entity (see Q&A 6-1) and that the enterprise, its related parties, and its de facto agents (as described 
in paragraph 16 of Interpretation 46(R)) did not participate significantly in the design or redesign of the 
entity. 

• An enterprise's variable interest in specified assets of a VIE may not be considered a variable interest in 
that entity (as described in paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R)).  However, an enterprise's variable 
interest in specified assets of a VIE may be required to be "siloed" as described in paragraph 13 of 
Interpretation 46(R). 

To determine whether a holder of an interest has a variable interest in an entity requires an economic analysis of the 
associated rights and obligations.  Q&A 2(c)-2 further elaborates a five-step process of this analysis.  The principle is 
that variable interests absorb or receive portions of a VIE's variability in results.  For a hybrid instrument (see paragraph 
12 of FASB Statement No. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities), the host instrument 
and the embedded feature should be evaluated separately if the embedded feature is not clearly and closely related 
(see paragraph 13 of Statement 133) to the host (see Q&A 2(c)-6 for further discussion). 

As a general rule, assets and operations of an entity create its variability, while its liabilities and equity interests absorb 
that variability.  Other contracts or arrangements entered into by the entity may appear to both create and absorb 
variability (for example, interest rate swaps) because they can be assets or liabilities depending on prevailing market 
conditions.  Additionally, a contract or arrangement may absorb many different types of risks (for example, credit risk, 
interest rate risk, and foreign currency exchange risk). 

In April 2006, the FASB issued Staff Position (FSP) No. FIN 46(R)-6, "Determining the Variability to Be Considered in 
Applying FASB Interpretation No. 46(R)," to assist in determining whether such contracts are variable interests.  The 
FSP introduces the "by-design" approach to determine which variability to consider in evaluating whether an interest 
is a variable interest.  A variable interest is an interest that absorbs variability in the entity.  Therefore, the 
determination of whether a particular interest is a variable interest will be affected by which variability is considered in 
performing the analysis.  In determining which variability to consider, FSP FIN 46(R)-6 requires an analysis of the 
design of the entity, including the nature of the risks in the entity, the purpose for which the entity was created, and 
the variability that the entity is designed to create and pass along to its interest holders.  In performing this analysis, 
an enterprise should review the terms of the contracts that the entity has entered into.  The review may include a 
detailed analysis of the original formation documents, governing documents, marketing materials, and other 
contractual arrangements entered into by the entity and provided to potential investors or other parties associated 
with the entity.  The FSP provides additional guidance, including indicators and examples, to assist in applying this 
approach.  The FSP is effective beginning the first day of the first reporting period beginning after June 15, 2006. 

Table 1 below identifies examples of financial instruments and other contracts with an entity that generally would be 
considered variable interests to the enterprise holding the instruments, or contracts with that entity.  This list is not 
intended to be all-inclusive; the table is only a general guide.  The determination of whether a particular interest is a 
variable interest depends on the design of the entity and the role of that interest.  For purposes of this table, "entity" 
means the potential VIE in which the enterprise holds an interest.   
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Table 1 — Examples of Variable Interests  

Financial Instruments or Other Contracts Comments 

Trade accounts payable Generally, liabilities of an entity do represent variable interests in the 
entity.  However, trade accounts payable that are short-term, fixed in 
amount, not junior to any other liability, and not concentrated with a 
small number of vendors, generally should not be treated as a significant 
variable interest of the entity by the holder because this type of trade 
accounts payable is routine and has little variability.  A trade accounts 
payable that does not meet this description may be a variable interest in 
the entity. 

Long-term liabilities of an entity (e.g., fixed-
rate debt, floating-rate debt, mandatorily 
redeemable preferred stock) 

A debt holder's interest absorbs the variability in the value of an entity's 
assets because the debt holder is exposed to that entity's ability to pay  
(i.e., credit risk) and may be exposed to interest rate risk depending on 
the design of the entity. 

Equity of an entity (e.g., mezzanine equity, 
preferred stock, common stock, partnership 
capital) 

If the equity interest is equity investment at risk pursuant to paragraph 
5(a) of Interpretation 46(R), then it is a variable interest.  It absorbs the 
variability associated with changes in the entity's net asset value.  If the 
equity interest is not at risk pursuant to paragraph 5(a), it is usually a 
variable interest if it exposes the equity owner to the VIE's variability. 

Guarantees held by an entity1 2 The guarantee agreement transfers all or a portion of the risk of specified 
assets (or liabilities) of the entity to the guarantor, resulting in the 
guarantor absorbing the variability in values of those specified assets (or 
liabilities).  See FSP FIN 46(R)-6.  See Q&As 2(c)-1.5 and 2(c)-1.6 for a 
discussion of implicit variable interests. 

Put options held by an entity and similar 
arrangements on specified assets owned by 
the entity1 

Same as guarantees held by an entity.  The put option writer is exposed 
to the variability in the values of the assets held by the entity.  However, 
whether a derivative or a contract with the characteristics of a derivative 
is a variable interest in an entity depends on the design of the entity and 
the characteristics of that instrument.  See FSP FIN 46(R)-6. 

Stand-alone call options written by an entity 
on specified assets owned by that entity1 

The holder of such a stand-alone call option absorbs positive variability in 
the value of the specified assets under that call option agreement in 
scenarios that the call option would be exercised.  However, whether a 
derivative or a contract with the characteristics of a derivative is a variable 
interest in an entity depends on the design of the entity and the 
characteristics of that instrument.  See FSP FIN 46(R)-6. 

Fixed-price forward contracts to sell specified 
assets owned by an entity1 2 

The counterparty to the forward absorbs variability in the fair value of 
specified assets of the entity that are the forward contract's underlying.  
However, whether a derivative or a contract with the characteristics of a 
derivative is a variable interest in an entity depends on the design of the 
entity and the characteristics of that instrument.  See FSP FIN 46(R)-6. 

Total return swaps on specified assets owned 
by an entity1 

The total return swap transfers all or a portion of the risk of specified 
assets (or liabilities) of the entity to the swap counterparty resulting in 
the counterparty absorbing variability created by those specified assets. 

Other derivatives Whether a derivative is a variable interest in an entity depends on the 
design of the entity and the characteristics of that instrument.  FSP FIN 
46(R)-6 provides additional guidance on determining whether other 
derivatives are variable interests. 

 
1  Variable interests in a specified asset whose value is less than half of the total fair value of a variable interest entity's assets are not considered 

variable interests of that entity as indicated in paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R). 
2  Counterparty credit risk (risk that the party that may be contractually obligated to pay will default) must be considered in the allocation, rather 

than the determination, of cash flows, expected losses, and expected residual returns to each variable interest holder in determining the primary 
beneficiary of a VIE under paragraph 14 of Interpretation 46(R). 
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Financial Instruments or Other Contracts Comments 

Fees paid to a decision maker Contractual rights to receive fees are deemed variable interests that 
absorb or receive variability unless the decision maker is viewed as a hired 
service provider or an employee based on the conditions identified in 
paragraph B19 of Interpretation 46(R). 

Stand-alone residual value guarantees of an 
entity's leased assets and/or written call 
options covering such leased assets1 

These contracts transfer all or a portion of the risk of specified assets of 
the entity to the guarantor, resulting in the guarantor absorbing the 
variability of those specified assets. 

Operating leases (where the entity is the 
lessor) with an embedded residual value 
guarantee and/or a non-fair value based 
purchase option (a lessee call option)1 

Because the embedded guarantee and purchase option are not clearly 
and closely related to the cash flows of the operating lease, the operating 
lease (i.e., the host contract) and the embedded items need to be 
evaluated separately.  The embedded items result in a variable interest1 as 
explained above.  The host contract, an economic equivalent of an 
account receivable on the other hand, creates variability for the entity, 
and therefore, is not a variable interest.  See Q&A 2(c)-1.6 for a discussion 
of an implicit variable interest. 

Operating leases (where the entity is the 
lessee) 

An operating or capital lease represents an economic liability of the lessee 
entity (the potential variable interest entity).  That is, the lessor is exposed 
to the lessee entity's ability to pay under the terms of the agreement; 
therefore, a lessor's interest in a lease generally is a variable interest in 
the lessee entity.  See Q&A 2(c)-5.2. 

Supply agreements with a variable cost 
component (where the entity is the 
supplier/seller) 

For supply agreements that are designed to reimburse all or a portion of 
actual costs incurred, the counterparty to the supply agreement absorbs 
variability in the entity.  Investors in the entity are protected to an extent 
from absorbing losses because the counterparty is reimbursing the entity 
for actual costs incurred. 

 

Table 2 below identifies examples of financial instruments and other contracts with an entity that generally would not 
be considered a variable interest to the enterprise holding such instruments or contracts with that entity.  Similar to 
the previous list, it is not intended to be all-inclusive; the table is intended only as a general guide.  Determining 
whether a particular interest is variable depends on the design of the entity and the role of that interest.  For purposes 
of this table, "entity" means the potential VIE in which the enterprise holds an interest. 

Table 2 — Examples of Nonvariable Interests  

Financial Instruments or Other Contracts Comments 

Assets of an entity Assets typically are the major source of an entity's variability and, thus, 
are not considered variable interests.  However, see Table 1 for purchased 
guarantees, put options, and similar items that may be assets but are 
considered variable interests in the entity or in specified assets pursuant 
to paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R). 

Options, guarantees, and similar financial 
instruments or contracts written by an entity 

When the entity writes (sells) an option, a guarantee, or similar contract, 
those contracts normally create variability (e.g., an entity writes a put 
option on an asset owned by another party).  Therefore, they are 
normally non-variable interests to the counterparty, except for stand-
alone call options written by an entity on specified assets owned by that 
entity, as discussed in Table 1. 

 

 

 
1  Variable interests in a specified asset whose value is less than half of the total fair value of a variable interest entity's assets are not considered 

variable interests of that entity as indicated in paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R). 
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Financial Instruments or Other Contracts Comments 

Other derivatives Whether a derivative is a variable interest in an entity depends on the 
design of the entity and the characteristics of that instrument.  FSP FIN 
46(R)-6 provides additional guidance on determining whether other 
derivatives are variable interests. 

Fixed-price forward contracts to purchase 
assets not owned by an entity; fixed-price 
contract to sell assets not owned by an entity 

Typically, forward contracts that relate to assets the entity does not own 
create variability because they expose the entity to the changes in the fair 
value of the assets underlying the forward purchase or sale contracts. 

Service provider contracts These contracts normally are non-variable interests, unless they fail one or 
more of the three conditions enumerated in paragraph B22 of 
Interpretation 46(R). 

Operating leases where an entity is the lessor 
(no residual value guarantee, no non-fair 
value based purchase option — a lessee call 
option — or other provisions of similar nature) 

The operating lease is the economic equivalent of an account receivable, 
and, therefore, exposes the entity to variability (e.g., lessee performance). 

 

2(c)-1.1:  Implicit Variable Interests and Activities Around the Entity — Illustration  

Question  

What is an implicit variable interest, and how does an enterprise determine whether it holds an implicit variable 
interest? 

Answer  

Table 1 in Q&A 2(c)-1 provides examples of contracts or arrangements that may result in an enterprise holding a 
variable interest in a VIE.  Variable interests held by an enterprise may be explicit, implicit, or both.  FASB Staff Position 
(FSP) No. FIN 46(R)-5, "Implicit Variable Interests Under FASB Interpretation No. 46 (revised December 2003)," clarifies 
that a reporting enterprise should consider whether it holds an implicit variable interest in a potential VIE. 

The identification of explicit variable interests involves determining which contractual, ownership, or other pecuniary 
interests in an entity directly absorb or receive the variability of the entity.  An implicit variable interest acts the same 
as an explicit variable interest except it involves the absorbing and (or) receiving of variability indirectly from the entity, 
rather than directly from the entity.  Therefore, the identification of an implicit variable interest, in part, involves 
determining whether an enterprise may be indirectly absorbing or receiving the variability of the entity. 

At the 2004 AICPA National Conference on Current SEC and PCAOB Developments, the SEC staff referred to 
"activities around the entity."  The SEC staff's use of the term "activities around the entity" refers to certain 
transactions and relationships between a direct interest holder in a potential VIE and other enterprises that indirectly 
alter the holder's exposure to the risk and reward profile of the direct interest holder's investment.   

The SEC staff stated: 

We have seen a number of questions about whether certain aspects of a relationship that a 
variable interest holder has with a variable interest entity (VIE) need to be considered when 
analyzing the application of FIN 46R.  These aspects of a relationship are sometimes referred 
to as "activities around the entity."  It might be helpful to consider a simple example.  Say a 
company (Investor A) made an equity investment in a potential VIE and Investor A separately 
made a loan with full recourse to another variable interest holder (Investor B).  We have been 
asked whether the loan in this situation can be ignored when analyzing the application of FIN 
46R.  The short answer is no.  First, FIN 46R specifically requires you to consider loans 
between investors as well as those between the entity and the enterprise in determining 
whether equity investments are at risk, and whether the at risk holders possess the 
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characteristics of a controlling financial interest as defined in paragraph 5(b) of FIN 46R.  It is 
often difficult to determine the substance of a lending relationship and its impact on a VIE 
analysis on its face.  You need to evaluate the substance of the facts and circumstances.  The 
presence of a loan between investors will bring into question, in this example, whether 
Investor B's investment is at risk and depending on B's ownership percentage and voting 
rights, will influence whether the at risk equity holders possess the characteristics of a 
controlling financial interest. 

Other "activities around the entity" that should be considered when applying FIN 46R include 
equity investments between investors, puts and calls between the enterprise and other 
investors and non-investors, service arrangements with investors and non-investors, and 
derivatives such as total return swaps.  There may be other activities around the entity that 
need to be considered which I have not specifically mentioned.  These activities can impact 
the entire analysis under FIN 46R including the assessment of whether an entity is a VIE as 
well as who is the primary beneficiary. 

In another situation involving activities around the entity, investors became involved with an 
entity because of the availability of tax credits generated from the entity's business.  Through 
an arrangement around the entity, the majority of the tax credits were likely to be available to 
one specific investor.  Accordingly, the staff objected to an analysis by this investor that 1) did 
not include the tax credits as a component of the investor's variable interest in the entity and 
2) did not consider the impact of the tax credits and other activities around the entity on the 
expected loss and expected residual return analysis.  [Footnote omitted] 

At the 2005 AICPA National Conference on Current SEC and PCAOB Developments, the SEC staff emphasized that 
while much of the discussion in FSP FIN 46(R)-5 focuses on the example of a non-contractual interest in a leasing 
transaction between related parties, it is important to note that implicit interests can also result from contractual 
arrangements between and enterprise and unrelated variable interest holders.  The SEC staff provided an example as 
well as some factors to consider in determining whether an implicit variable interest exists.  Those factors are as 
follows:   

• Was the arrangement entered into in contemplation of the entity's formation? 

• Was the arrangement entered into contemporaneously with the issuance of a variable interest? 

• Why was the arrangement entered into with a variable interest holder instead of with the entity? 

• And lastly, did the arrangement reference specified assets of the variable interest entity?   

Implicit variable interests and activities around the entity may affect the determination of:   

1. Whether an investor has provided additional financial support (see Q&A 4(h)(3)-2). 

2. Whether an enterprise holds a variable interest (see Q&As 2(c)-1.3, 2(c)-1.4, 2(c)-1.5, and 2(c)-1.6 for 
examples of transactions and relationships that are not directly with an entity that require consideration).   

3. Whether an investor's equity is at risk as described by paragraph 5(a) (see Q&As 5(a)(1)-4 and 5(a)(4)-1).   

4. Whether the entity is a VIE as described by paragraph 5(b). 

5. The allocation of expected losses to determine which party, if any, should consolidate the VIE as 
described by paragraph 14.   
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In many cases, an implicit arrangement in the design of an entity serves to protect a variable interest holder from 
absorbing losses in a VIE, limits the holder's ability to receive residual returns in a VIE, or both.  Entities can also be 
designed to enable an enterprise to circumvent the provisions of Interpretation 46(R) by placing a party (often a 
related party) between it and a VIE.  In all cases, the role of a contract or arrangement in the design of an entity must 
be carefully evaluated, with a focus on its substance rather than on its legal form or accounting designation.   

The following diagram shows examples of arrangements.  Anything within the circle represents arrangements that are 
potential explicit variable interests in Entity X.  Arrangements between the investors and other enterprises outside the 
circle represent "activities around the entity" and are potential implicit variable interests in Entity X.   

 

Investors A and B hold the only potential explicit variable interests in Entity X as a result of their equity investments of 
$1 million and Investor B's asset guarantee.  However, an enterprise is required to consider those arrangements 
outside the circle to determine if any represents an implicit variable interest in Entity X.  In other words, an analysis 
must be completed to determine whether Enterprises C, D, E, and/or F should "look through" the counterparty to 
determine whether the role of their interest is to absorb variability of Entity X.  An implicit variable interest may result 
from a contractual or non-contractual arrangement.  (See the 2005 SEC Staff speech from the 2005 AICPA National 
Conference referenced above.) 

FSP FIN 46(R)-5 does not provide specific guidance to assist in determining whether, in this fact pattern, any of the 
investors hold an implicit variable interest.  Instead, according to the FSP, each enterprise must consider whether its 
arrangement may result in the enterprise absorbing variability of Entity X.  The FSP does provide an example of when 
an implicit variable interest may exist in a leasing arrangement.  See Q&A 2(c)-1.6 for steps in making the 
determination of whether an implicit variable interest exists in a leasing arrangement. 

In addition to those factors discussed at the December 2005 AICPA conference, other factors should be considered in 
determining whether an enterprise holds an implicit variable interest, including the following:   

D 
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• Does a related party, through an ownership interest or by virtue of holding a significant role in the 
operations, have the ability to require (or have substantial influence over a decision to require) the 
enterprise to reimburse the related party for its losses? 

• Is there an economic motivation for the enterprise to protect the related party or its variable interest 
holders from potential losses? 

• Does the related party relationship lack the following: (1) conflict of interest policies, (2) significant 
regulatory requirements that create disincentives, (3) fiduciary responsibilities clauses, or (4) other similar 
restrictions that would prevent or deter an enterprise from forcing a related party to absorb losses? 

• Are there situations where losses have been sustained in the past and, though not contractually required 
to be, were absorbed by the enterprise? 

• Are the unrelated parties (e.g., creditors, legal advisors) unaware of the existence of the relationships 
between the parties? 

• Do other parties (e.g., a lender) involved with the enterprise believe that there are implicit variable 
interests (e.g., guarantees)? 

• Have implicit variable interests existed in past relationships that are similar to the current arrangement?   

The determination as to whether an interest is an implicit variable interest will depend on the role of that interest in 
the design of the entity and should be based on facts and circumstances.  The following are references to assist in 
determining whether an interest represents an implicit variable interest: 

• Enterprise C (purchased call option):  Q&A 2(c)-1.3. 

• Enterprise D (written put option):  Q&A 2(c)-1.3. 

• Enterprise E (total return swap):  Q&A 2(c)-1.4. 

• Enterprise F (back to back asset guarantee):  Q&A 2(c)-1.5.   

 

2(c)-1.2:  [Omitted] 

 

2(c)-1.3:  Implicit Variable Interests — Call and Put Options  

Question  

Investor A has a variable interest in Entity X.  Investor A writes a call option to Enterprise C (an unrelated enterprise), 
that allows Enterprise C to call Investor A's variable interest in Entity X.  Is Enterprise C deemed to have a variable 
interest in Entity X by virtue of the call option between Investor A and Enterprise C? 

Investor A also purchases a put option from Enterprise D (an unrelated enterprise), that allows Investor A to put its 
variable interest in Entity X to Enterprise D.  Is Enterprise D deemed to have a variable interest in Entity X by virtue of 
the put option between Investor A and Enterprise D? 

See the diagram in Q&A 2(c)-1.1.   
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Answer  

An implicit variable interest acts the same as an explicit variable interest except it involves the absorbing and (or) 
receiving of variability indirectly from the entity, rather than directly from the entity. Therefore, the identification of an 
implicit variable interest involves determining whether an enterprise may be indirectly absorbing or receiving the 
variability of the entity. 

Neither Enterprise C nor D holds an explicit variable interest in Entity X.  However, the arrangements (call and put 
options) between them and Investor A (a holder of an explicit variable interest in Entity X) require Enterprises C and D 
to consider whether each of them holds an implicit variable interest in Entity X. 

In making this determination, all factors need to be considered including:   

• Whether the call and put options were entered into in contemplation of Entity X's formation. 

• Whether the call and put options were entered into contemporaneously with the issuance of the variable 
interest held by Investor A. 

• The reason the call and put option was entered into with Investor A and not Entity X. 

• Whether the call and put options reference specified assets of Entity X. 

• The specific terms and conditions of the call and put options (e.g., whether the strike price is fixed).   

In all cases, the determination as to whether an implicit variable interest exists will depend on individual facts and 
circumstances.   

 

2(c)-1.4:  Implicit Variable Interests — Total Return Swap  

Investor B holds an equity interest in Entity X that is a variable interest pursuant to Interpretation 46(R).  Investor B 
enters into a total return swap agreement (the "swap") with Enterprise E (an unrelated enterprise), with the following 
terms and conditions:   

• Investor B pays to Enterprise E any dividends it receives as a result of its equity interest in Entity X. 

• Investor B pays to Enterprise E the appreciation in the value of its equity interest in Entity X, if any, at 
certain predetermined dates, including the maturity date of the swap. 

• Enterprise E pays to Investor B the depreciation in the value of Investor B's equity interest in Entity X, if 
any, at those same dates. 

• Enterprise E pays to Investor B a fixed periodic amount. 

• Investor B must vote its interest in accordance with Enterprise E's instructions. 

• The swap matures in five years, a date in advance of the expected liquidation of Entity X. 

• Both Investor B and Enterprise E are constrained; that is, neither enterprise can transfer or assign its rights 
under the swap and Investor B cannot sell or transfer its variable interest in Entity X.  In the absence of 
such constraints, there are qualified parties that would engage in the constraining transactions. 
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• It is remote that either Investor B or Enterprise E will fail to perform on any of the swap terms. 

• Investor B's variable interest is collateral for Investor B's obligation to Enterprise E.  

See the diagram in Q&A 2(c)-1.1.   

Question  

Is Enterprise E deemed to have a variable interest in Entity X by virtue of the total return swap agreement as described 
above?   

Answer  

An implicit variable interest acts the same as an explicit variable interest except that it involves the absorbing, 
receiving, or both of variability indirectly from the entity rather than directly from the entity.  Therefore, the 
identification of an implicit variable interest involves determining whether an enterprise may be indirectly absorbing or 
receiving the variability of the entity. 

Enterprise E does not have an explicit variable interest in Entity X.  However, the total return swap arrangement 
between it and Investor B (a holder of an explicit variable interest in Entity X) requires Enterprise E to consider whether 
it holds an implicit variable interest in Entity X. 

In making this determination, Enterprise E must consider whether the role of the total return swap is to protect 
Investor B by absorbing variability in Entity X.  Although Enterprise E does not have legal ownership of the assets of 
Entity X, the role of the total return swap generally is to protect Investor B by transferring the risks and rewards of the 
assets in Entity X from Investor B to Enterprise E.  Therefore, Enterprise E would most likely conclude that it holds an 
implicit variable interest in Entity X. 

This conclusion is consistent with paragraph 10 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 which addresses interests that transfer all or a 
portion of the risk of specified assets (or liabilities) of a VIE (the FSP cites total return swaps as examples of such an 
arrangement).  This risk transfer strongly indicates a variability that Entity X was designed to create and pass along to 
its interest holders.  Therefore, under the provisions of FSP FIN 46(R)-6, if Enterprise E had entered into the total return 
swap agreement directly with Entity X, Enterprise E would most likely conclude that it holds a variable interest in 
Entity X. 

All factors must be considered, including those provided by the SEC staff at the 2005 AICPA National Conference on 
Current SEC and PCAOB Developments, which were as follows: 

• Was the arrangement entered into in contemplation of the entity's formation? 

• Was the arrangement entered into contemporaneously with the issuance of a variable interest? 

• Why was the arrangement entered into with a variable interest holder instead of with the entity? 

• And lastly, did the arrangement reference specified assets of the variable interest entity? 

In all cases, the determination of whether an implicit variable interest exists will depend on individual facts and 
circumstances. 

Note that in the example above, a principal-agency relationship exists between Enterprise E and Investor B, 
respectively, because Investor B is required to vote its interest in Entity X as directed by Enterprise E.  When applying 
the provisions of Interpretation 46(R), Investor B's interest should be attributed to Enterprise E.  See the illustrative 
example in Q&A 5(a)(4)-1. 
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2(c)-1.5:  Implicit Variable Interests — Back-to-Back Asset Guarantee  

Investor B holds an equity interest in Entity X and provides an asset guarantee (guarantee of value) to Entity X.  The 
equity interest and guarantee of value are both variable interests pursuant to Interpretation 46(R) and FSP FIN 46(R)-6.  
Investor B enters into a guarantee contract with Enterprise F (an unrelated enterprise), which requires Enterprise F to 
make a payment to Investor B for any decrease in value of the assets held by Entity X. 

See the diagram in Q&A 2(c)-1.1.   

Question  

Is Enterprise F deemed to have a variable interest in Entity X by virtue of the guarantee agreement as described 
above?   

Answer  

An implicit variable interest acts the same as an explicit variable interest except it involves the absorbing and (or) 
receiving of variability indirectly from the entity, rather than directly from the entity.  Therefore, the identification of 
an implicit variable interest involves determining whether an enterprise may be indirectly absorbing or receiving the 
variability of the entity. 

Enterprise F does not have an explicit variable interest in Entity X.  However, the guarantee arrangement between it 
and Investor B (a holder of an explicit variable interest in Entity X) requires Enterprise F to consider whether it holds an 
implicit variable interest in Entity X. 

In making this determination, all factors must be considered, including those provided by the SEC staff at the 2005 
AICPA National Conference on Current SEC and PCAOB Developments, which were as follows:   

• Was the arrangement entered into in contemplation of the entity's formation? 

• Was the arrangement entered into contemporaneously with the issuance of a variable interest? 

• Why was the arrangement entered into with a variable interest holder instead of with the entity? 

• And lastly, did the arrangement reference specified assets of the variable interest entity? 

In all cases, the determination as to whether an implicit variable interest exists will depend on individual facts and 
circumstances.  In situations where Enterprise F guarantees the fair value of less than a majority of the entity's assets, 
the guarantee would not be considered a variable interest in a VIE. 

 

2(c)-1.6:  Determining When an Implicit Guarantee (Variable Interest) Exists in a Related-Party 
Transaction  

Q&A 2(c)-5 notes that an arrangement accounted for as an operating lease (or accounted for as a capital lease) that 
does not include a guarantee (or similar arrangement) or fixed-price purchase option, and is consistent with prevailing 
market terms at the inception of the lease, generally does not represent a variable interest to the lessee because the 
arrangement is a receivable of the lessor entity (the potential VIE).  As a "receivable" it creates rather than absorbs 
variability for the entity.  However, paragraph B10 of Interpretation 46(R) provides that: 
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Guarantees of the value of the assets or liabilities of a variable interest entity . . . or similar 
obligations such as [other ] . . . agreements (explicit or implicit) to replace impaired assets 
held by the entity are variable interests if they protect holders of other interests from 
suffering losses.  [Emphasis added]   

Note:  FSP FIN 46(R)-5 clarifies that a reporting enterprise should consider whether it holds an implicit variable interest 
in a potential VIE resulting from a related party relationship, as well as unrelated parties, under Interpretation 46(R). 

The FSP should be considered in conjunction with the answer below.   

Question  

What are the considerations to be given to a related party lease to determine whether the lessee has a variable 
interest in the lessor entity through an implicit guarantee of the assets of the lessor entity? 

Note:  This Q&A focuses on whether an implicit guarantee exists in a leasing arrangement between related parties.  
However, whether an implicit guarantee exists should be analyzed in any arrangement.  

Answer  

In situations where a lessee does not have an explicit contract with a potential VIE (lessor entity) that meets the 
definition of a variable interest, the lessee still may have a variable interest in the entity through an implicit guarantee.  
Whether an implicit guarantee exists depends on the relationship between the related parties and the nature of their 
variable interests in the lessor entity.  Since an operating lease is not a variable interest under paragraph B24 of 
Interpretation 46(R), there may be no explicit variable interests between the related-party lessor (potential VIE) and 
lessee.  However, it is possible, due to the nature of some related-party relationships, that even absent any form of 
explicit guarantee or purchase option, the lessee may protect the lessor3 entity from losses on the leased property, 
and thus, an "implicit guarantee" as described in paragraph B10 is created. 

Due to the nature of some related party relationships, the holders of variable interests in the lessor entity may have 
the ability to exert its influence on the lessee enterprise to require the lessee to protect the lessor from incurring losses 
on the leased property.  Determining whether an implicit guarantee exists is important to the analysis of a potential 
VIE because (1) any implicit guarantee may cause the lessor entity to be a VIE under paragraph 5(b)(2) of 
Interpretation 46(R) since it protects the holders of equity from the expected losses of the entity and (2) if an implicit 
guarantee exists, the lessee or its related parties may hold a variable interest in the lessor VIE and could be the lessor 
VIE's primary beneficiary.  Careful consideration of all of the facts and circumstances is required before concluding 
that a related-party lessee (and its related parties) has not provided an implicit guarantee of the lessor entity's 
property. 

The determination of whether an implicit guarantee exists is based on all facts and circumstances.  The steps to take 
in making the determination are as follows. 

Step 1:  Does a party involved with the lessee through an ownership interest in the lessee, or by virtue of holding a 
significant role in the operations of the lessee, have the ability to require (or have substantial influence over a decision 
to require) the lessee to reimburse the lessor entity for losses it incurs by virtue of holding the leased asset? 

An implicit guarantee, for example, could manifest in a decision to renew the lease at above market rents or in 
compensation paid directly to the variable interest holder.  The guarantee is not limited to an outright reimbursement 
of the lessor for incurred losses. 

 
3  For purposes of determining whether the lessor entity is protected, both payments made to the lessor entity by the lessee, as well as payments 

made directly to an interest holder of the lessor should be considered protecting the lessor entity. 
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Some examples of possible substantial influence under Step 1 include the following:   

• The lessee and the lessor are both controlled by a common parent. 

• The lessor is wholly or substantially owned by a stockholder or group of stockholders who also own a 
stake in the lessee entity and have the ability to exercise substantial influence over the lessee. 

• The lessor is wholly or substantially owned by a stockholder or group of stockholders who hold a 
significant role in the operations of the lessee entity (e.g., holding a senior officer or director position in 
the lessee or a controlling parent company). 
   

If the characteristic in Step 1 is met, an implicit guarantee may exist; proceed to Step 2.   

Step 2:  Once it has been determined that an implicit guarantee may exist under Step 1, all factors, including the 
following, should be considered to determine whether an implicit guarantee does exist:   

• Whether there is an apparent economic motivation for the lessee to protect the lessor entity or holders of 
variable interests in the lessor entity (paragraph B10 indicates that a guarantee cannot exist unless it 
protects holders of other interests from suffering losses).  For example, if the lessee and the lessor are 
both wholly owned subsidiaries of a common parent, the parent (as the shareholder in the lessor) would 
likely not benefit (on a net basis) from an implicit guarantee.  However, all facts and circumstances need 
to be considered, including whether (a) a tax strategy exists that creates an economic motivation or (b) 
parent financing is secured by assets of the lessee. 

• Whether the lessee (or its ultimate parent) has a fiduciary responsibility.  For example, if the lessee had 
minority shareholders who would be disadvantaged by an implicit guarantee, a fiduciary responsibility 
may exist that would prevent or significantly deter an implicit guarantee. 

• Whether the lessee (or its ultimate parent) has clear conflict of interest policies that would preclude the 
existence of an implicit guarantee, and the policies are effectively monitored and violations are reported 
to a level within the organization with authority over the violator. 

• Whether the lessee is subject to regulatory requirements that create significant disincentives or preclude 
transactions that result in an implicit guarantee, or would raise a question as to the legality of an implicit 
guarantee. 

• Whether similar transactions have occurred in the past in which a loss has been sustained, and there has 
been no performance constituting an implicit guarantee. 

• Whether other unrelated parties (e.g., creditors, legal advisors) are aware of the existence of any implicit 
guarantee between the related parties to the transaction.   

In addition, at the 2005 AICPA National Conference on Current SEC and PCAOB Developments, Mr. Mark Northan, 
Office of the Chief Accountant, indicated that the SEC staff believes preparers should consider the following 
questions in identifying implicit variable interests:   

• Was the arrangement entered into in contemplation of the entity's formation? 

• Was the arrangement entered into contemporaneously with the issuance of a variable interest? 

• Why was the arrangement entered into with a variable interest holder instead of with the entity? 

• And lastly, did the arrangement reference specified assets of the variable interest entity?   
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No individual factor is necessarily compelling.  All facts and circumstances (including the factors listed above) should 
be considered in determining whether an implicit guarantee exists.   

Example 1 — Implicit Guarantee Exists  

Operating Company (Operating) is a nonpublic entity that leases real estate from a related party, Real Estate Company 
(Real Estate).  Real Estate is wholly owned by the majority shareholder of Operating.  Real Estate (a VIE) was 
capitalized with $30,000 of equity from the majority shareholder and $970,000 bank debt with recourse to the assets 
of Real Estate and to the personal assets of the majority shareholder.  Real Estate owns no assets other than the real 
estate asset leased to Operating.  The lease contains no explicit guarantees of the residual value of the real estate or 
fixed-price purchase options.  At the inception of the lease, the terms were consistent with fair market rentals.  The 
lease meets the classification for an operating lease in accordance with FASB Statement No. 13, Accounting for 
Leases.  The operating lease is the only contractual relationship between Operating and Real Estate. 

The following diagram depicts the relationship described above:   

 

Paragraph B10 of Interpretation 46(R) provides that guarantees of the value of the assets or liabilities of a VIE may be 
explicit or implicit.  Although the operating lease itself does not contain a contractual guarantee of the value of Real 
Estate's leased asset, the related-party relationship between the two entities requires an analysis of whether 
Operating has provided an implicit guarantee of Real Estate's leased asset to protect the majority shareholder's 
investment in Real Estate and the majority shareholder's personal guarantee of the debt of Real Estate. 

Step 1 Analysis:  Does a party involved with the lessee through an ownership interest in the lessee, or by virtue of 
holding a significant role in the operations of the lessee, have the ability to require (or have substantial influence over 
a decision to require) the lessee to reimburse the lessor for losses it incurs by virtue of holding the leased asset? 
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The majority shareholder does have the ability to require Operating to reimburse it or Real Estate for losses incurred 
through its controlling interest.  Therefore, an analysis under Step 2 must be performed. 

Step 2 Analysis:  All factors should be considered to determine if an implicit guarantee exists. 

The majority shareholder has economic motivation to require Operating to reimburse it for losses incurred by Real 
Estate because the minority interest holder will incur a portion of the losses pushed to Operating.  Absent any other 
factors that would lead to a conclusion that the majority shareholder is unable to require performance, an implicit 
guarantee exists. 

The implicit guarantee would result in Operating holding a variable interest in Real Estate (this implicit guarantee of 
Real Estate's leased asset exists whether the guaranteed payment is made directly to Real Estate or directly to the 
majority shareholder).  If the combined variable interests of Operating (i.e., through its implicit guarantee of the assets 
of Real Estate) and the majority shareholder (i.e., through its equity interest and personal guarantee of the debt) 
absorb a majority of the expected losses or receive a majority of the expected residual returns, the related party group 
(i.e., the majority shareholder and Operating) must follow the guidance in paragraph 17 of Interpretation 46(R) to 
determine which enterprise will consolidate Real Estate.  This analysis would most likely result in Operating 
consolidating Real Estate as the primary beneficiary because it appears that the activities of Real Estate are most 
closely associated with Operating. 

Under the facts and circumstances above, the related-party group would absorb more than half of the expected losses 
and expected residual returns of the entity because all of the assets and obligations of Real Estate are guaranteed by 
the related-party group.  Conversely, if the debt holder only had recourse to the assets of Real Estate and not to the 
personal assets of the majority shareholder, Operating would need to analyze whether the combined interests of the 
related-party group or the debt holder absorbs a majority of the expected losses of Real Estate.    

Example 2 — Implicit Guarantee Does Not Exist  

Enterprise H (H) is a public holding company with two wholly owned subsidiaries, Entity R (R) and Enterprise O (O).  
Enterprise O is a regulated operating entity that must file stand-alone financial statements with its regulator.  The 
regulator requires that all related-party transactions entered into by O be on market terms, and also imposes certain 
restrictions on dividends that O can pay.  Entity R is a real estate company whose only asset is a building leased to O.  
The lease is a long-term, market-rate operating lease with no explicit residual value guarantee or purchase option.  
Entity R is funded by 20 percent equity issued to H and an 80 percent intercompany loan from H.  Since an operating 
lease is not a variable interest under paragraph B24 and since O and R are related parties, O must consider whether it 
has provided an implicit guarantee to R because of H's potential ability to require O to fund any losses of R. 

Step 1 Analysis:  Does a party involved with the lessee through an ownership interest in the lessee, or by virtue of 
holding a significant role in the operations of the lessee, have the ability to require (or have substantial influence over 
a decision to require) the lessee to reimburse the lessor for losses it incurs by virtue of holding the leased asset? 

Enterprise H, through its 100 percent ownership in O, has the ability to control O.  Therefore, an analysis under Step 2 
must be performed. 

Step 2 Analysis:  All factors should be considered to determine if an implicit guarantee exists. 

The following analysis is performed:   

• Enterprise O and Entity R are both wholly owned subsidiaries of Enterprise H.  Therefore, the parent 
would not benefit (on a net basis) from an implicit guarantee. 

• Enterprise O is subject to regulatory requirements that require transactions with related parties to be 
transacted at market terms.  In addition, there are significant disincentives within the regulatory 
requirements for capital transactions. 
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Absent any other overriding factors leading to a conclusion that H is able to require O to protect it from losses 
incurred on its investment in R, an implicit guarantee does not exist.   

 

2(c)-2:  Identifying Whether an Enterprise Holds a Variable Interest Requiring Analysis Under 
Interpretation 46(R)  

Interpretation 46(R) indicates that the investments or other interests that are variable interests will absorb or receive 
portions of a VIE's variability in results.  Paragraph B4 of Interpretation 46(R) explains that the identification of a 
variable interest involves determining which assets, liabilities, or contracts create the entity's variability, and which 
assets, liabilities, or contracts absorb or receive the entity's variability.  The latter are the entity's variable interests.  
Paragraph B2 of Interpretation 46(R) states, in part:   

The identification of variable interests requires an economic analysis of the rights and 
obligations of an entity's assets, liabilities, equity, and other contracts.  Variable interests are 
contractual, ownership, or other pecuniary interests in an entity that change with changes in 
the fair value of an entity's net assets exclusive of variable interests.   

As a general rule, assets and operations of an entity create its variability, while its liabilities and equity interests absorb 
that variability. Other contracts or arrangements entered into by the entity may appear to both create and absorb 
variability (for example, interest rate swaps) because they can be assets or liabilities depending on prevailing market 
conditions. Additionally, a contract or arrangement may absorb many different types of risks (for example, credit risk, 
interest rate risk, and foreign currency exchange risk). 

In April 2006, the FASB issued FSP FIN 46(R)-6 to assist in determining whether such contracts are variable interests.  
The FSP introduces the "by-design" approach to determine which variability to consider in evaluating whether an 
interest is a variable interest.  A variable interest is an interest that absorbs variability in the entity.  Therefore, the 
determination of whether a particular interest is a variable interest will be affected by which variability is considered in 
performing the analysis.  In determining which variability to consider, FSP FIN 46(R)-6 requires an analysis of the 
design of the entity, including the nature of the risks in the entity, the purpose for which the entity was created, and 
the variability that the entity is designed to create and pass along to its interest holders.  In performing this analysis, 
an enterprise should review the terms of the contracts that the entity has entered into.  The review may include a 
detailed analysis of the original formation documents, governing documents, marketing materials, and other 
contractual arrangements entered into by the entity and provided to potential investors or other parties associated 
with the entity.  The FSP provides additional guidance, including indicators and examples, to assist in applying this 
approach.  The FSP is effective beginning the first day of the first reporting period beginning after June 15, 2006.   

Question  

What steps should be taken to determine whether an enterprise holds a variable interest in an entity, and, therefore, 
needs to evaluate its interest to determine whether it is the "primary beneficiary" of a VIE?   

Answer  

A holder of a variable interest must evaluate its interest in an entity under Interpretation 46(R) unless (1) it meets one 
of the scope exceptions provided in paragraph 4 of Interpretation 46(R) or (2) it is apparent that the enterprise's 
interest would not be a significant variable interest and neither the enterprise, nor its related parties (including de 
facto agents) participated significantly in the design or redesign of the entity (paragraph 6 of Interpretation 46(R)).  
The following steps can be used to guide the decision process for an enterprise that holds an interest (this interest can 
take many forms, including a financial instrument or other contract) in an entity to determine whether that interest is 
a variable interest.  These steps provide a framework, but under certain circumstances, an enterprise may be able to 
determine it is apparent that the entity it is analyzing is not a VIE and therefore need not determine if it holds a 
variable interest.   
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Step 1:  Does the entity or enterprise qualify for one of the scope exceptions listed in paragraph 4 of Interpretation 
46(R)?  If yes, the enterprise should not apply Interpretation 46(R).  If no, proceed to Step 2.   

Step 2:  Does the enterprise (the holder of an interest in the entity) performing the evaluation have either (1) an 
explicit arrangement or (2) an implicit arrangement (see Q&A 2(c)-1.1), that absorbs or receives variability of the 
entity?  (Appendix B of Interpretation 46(R) and FSP FIN 46(R)-6 are also helpful in making this determination.)  If no, 
the enterprise should not apply Interpretation 46(R).  If yes, the enterprise holds a variable interest and should proceed 
to Step 3.   

Step 3:  Is it apparent that the enterprise's interest is not a significant variable interest and neither the enterprise, nor 
its related parties (including de facto agents), participated significantly in the design or redesign of the entity 
(paragraph 6 of Interpretation 46(R))?  If yes, the enterprise does not need to apply Interpretation 46(R).  If no, 
proceed to Step 4.   

Step 4:  Is the enterprise's interest considered a variable interest in specified assets that represent 50 percent or less 
of the fair value of the total assets of the entity as described in paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R)?  If no, the holder 
has a variable interest in the entity and should continue its analysis under Interpretation 46(R).  If yes, proceed to Step 
5.  (The interest is not considered a variable interest in the entity but may represent a "silo.")   

Step 5:  Is the variable interest in specified assets an interest in a "silo" as described in paragraph 13 of Interpretation 
46(R)?  If yes, the holder should continue its analysis under Interpretation 46(R) — note that silo treatment is only 
appropriate if the entity has been determined to be a VIE.   If no, the interest is not considered a silo and should not 
treat that portion of the entity as a separate VIE.  FASB Staff Position No. FIN 46(R)-1, "Reporting Variable Interests in 
Specified Assets of Variable Interest Entities as Separate Variable Interest Entities Under Paragraph 13 of FASB 
Interpretation No. 46(R)," provides further guidance on applying paragraph 13. 

If the enterprise determines that it holds an interest in an entity or a silo, Interpretation 46(R) should be applied to 
determine whether the entity is a VIE and, if it is, whether the enterprise is the primary beneficiary (the one required 
to consolidate the VIE or silo).  If the enterprise is determined not to have a variable interest in the entity or a silo of 
the entity, the enterprise should not apply Interpretation 46(R).  If the entity is determined not to be a VIE, 
consolidation of the entity should be determined under ARB 51 and any other applicable guidance.   

 

2(c)-3 and 2(c)-4:  [Omitted] 

 

2(c)-5:  Determining When a Lease Represents a Variable Interest — Potential Variable Interest 
Entity Is a Lessor  

Question  

Does a lessee's interest in a lease constitute a variable interest in the lessor entity?   

Answer  

Paragraph B24 of Interpretation 46(R) states, in part:   

Receivables under an operating lease are assets of the lessor entity and provide returns to the 
lessor entity with respect to the leased property during that portion of the asset's life that is 
covered by the lease.  Most operating leases do not absorb variability in the fair value 
of an entity's net assets because they are a component of that variability.   
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Guarantees of the residual values of leased assets (or similar arrangements related to leased 
assets) and options to acquire leased assets at the end of lease terms at specified prices may 
be variable interests in the lessor entity if they meet the conditions described in paragraph 12 
of this Interpretation.  [Emphasis added]   

Accordingly, a lessee arrangement accounted for as an operating lease (or accounted for as a capital lease) that does 
not include a residual value guarantee (or similar arrangement) or fixed-price purchase option, and is consistent with 
prevailing market terms at the inception of the lease, generally does not represent a variable interest because the 
arrangement is akin to a receivable of the lessor entity (the potential variable interest entity).  However, all 
relationships and contractual arrangements between the lessee, lessor, and variable interest holders of the lessor 
should be evaluated to determine if those relationships or arrangements result in the lessee absorbing expected losses 
or receiving expected residual returns, even if the lessee has not entered into an arrangement that would be an 
explicit variable interest in the entity.  See Q&A 2(c)-1.6 for a discussion of when an implicit guarantee may exist in a 
related-party lease. 

See Q&A 2(c)-5.2 for a discussion of whether a lessor's interest in a lease constitutes a variable interest in the lessee 
entity.   

Example — Standard Operating Lease  

Company A (A) leases property from an unrelated party, Company B (B).  The lease requires fixed monthly payments 
and contains no residual value guarantees or fixed-price purchase options.  At the inception of the lease, the terms 
were consistent with fair market rentals.  The lease meets the classification for an operating lease in accordance with 
Statement 13.  The operating lease is the only contractual relationship between A, B, and variable interest holders  
of B. 

Company A's operating lease would not be considered a variable interest in B.   

 

2(c)-5.1:  [Omitted] 

 

2(c)-5.2:  Determining When a Lease Represents a Variable Interest — Potential Variable Interest 
Entity Is a Lessee  

Q&A 2(c)-5 states that, from a lessee's perspective, a lease that does not include a residual value guarantee (or similar 
arrangement) or fixed-price purchase option, generally does not represent a variable interest in the lessor entity.   

Question 

Does a lessor's interest in a lease constitute a variable interest in the lessee entity?   

Answer 

An operating or capital lease represents an economic liability of the lessee entity (the potential variable interest entity).  
That is, the lessor is exposed to the lessee entity's ability to pay under the terms of the lease agreement.  Therefore, a 
lessor's interest in a lease generally is a variable interest in the lessee entity.  Contingent rentals may increase the 
lessor's exposure to variability in the results of the entity.  For example, contingent rentals based on the lessee entity's 
sales would result in the lessor absorbing or receiving additional variability in the results of the entity.   
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2(c)-6:  How to Determine Whether an Embedded Derivative Is Clearly and Closely Related 
Economically to Its Asset or Liability Host  

Paragraph B16 of Interpretation 46(R) states:   

Some assets and liabilities of a variable interest entity have embedded derivatives.  For the 
purpose of identifying variable interests, an embedded derivative that is clearly and closely 
related economically to its asset or liability host is not to be evaluated separately.  [Emphasis 
added]   

Question  

If an embedded derivative is determined not to require separation from its related asset or liability host for purposes 
of paragraph 12 of Statement 133 as amended and interpreted, can it be assumed that the embedded derivative does 
not need to be evaluated separately from its host asset or liability for the purpose of applying Interpretation 46(R)?   

Answer  

Not necessarily.  The analysis of whether an embedded derivative should be separately evaluated is different for the 
purpose of Interpretation 46(R). 

Paragraph 12 of Statement 133 enumerates three criteria in order for an embedded derivative to be separated from 
the host contract:   

1. "The economic characteristics and risks of the embedded derivative instrument are not clearly and closely 
related to the economic characteristics and risks of the host contract." 

2. The hybrid instrument embodying both the embedded derivative and the host contract "is not 
remeasured at fair value under otherwise applicable generally accepted accounting principles [in the 
United States of America] with changes in fair value reported in earnings as they occur." 

3. The embedded derivative, if freestanding, would be a derivative instrument pursuant to paragraphs 6–11 
of Statement 133.   

If the embedded derivative meets criterion (a) above but fails criterion (b) or (c), it should not be separated from its 
host contract under Statement 133.  However, because the embedded derivative is not clearly and closely related to 
the host contract, it should be evaluated separately for the purpose of determining whether there is a variable interest 
under Interpretation 46(R).  In other words, Interpretation 46(R) only requires an analysis of whether the derivative is 
clearly and closely related economically to its asset or liability host (i.e., paragraph 12(a) of Statement 133).  For 
relevant guidance in deciding whether the embedded derivative is clearly and closely related economically to the asset 
or liability host in accordance with Interpretation 46(R), practitioners should consider the guidance in paragraphs 13, 
60–61, 176–200, and 305 of Statement 133, and relevant guidance on the phrase "clearly and closely related" in 
Section B of the Derivatives Implementation Group issues.   

Example  

Enterprise A leases equipment (the only asset of Entity B) from Entity B for a monthly payment of $10,000 for a total 
of 36 months.  The lease agreement includes a residual value guarantee provision whereby Enterprise A guarantees 
that the fair value of the leased equipment will be no less than $25,000 at the end of the 36-month term.  The lease 
is an operating lease pursuant to Statement 13. 

The hybrid instrument embodies a host contract (the operating lease) and an embedded derivative (the residual value 
guarantee provision).  The residual value guarantee provision is not clearly and closely related to the operating lease 
because the economic characteristics and risks of the guarantee are different from those related to the cash flows of 
the operating lease.  Therefore, the hybrid instrument meets the criterion in paragraph 12(a) of Statement 133.  As a 
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result, the residual value guarantee must be evaluated separately from the host operating lease (a non-variable 
interest) pursuant to paragraph B16 of Interpretation 46(R). 

The operating lease host, an equivalent of an account receivable, creates variability, and, therefore, is not a variable 
interest in Entity B.  As discussed in FSP FIN 46(R)-6, the residual value guarantee transfers the risk of certain of the 
entity's assets to the lessee and accordingly is deemed a variable interest in Entity B.  The fact that the instrument 
should not be separated from the operating lease host pursuant to Statement 133 because it fails the criterion in 
paragraph 12(c) of Statement 133, does not change the analysis under Interpretation 46(R). 

 

2(c)-7:  Determining Variable Interests Under Interpretation 46(R) in a Synthetic Collateralized 
Debt Obligation Structure When Decision Maker Fees Are Not Treated as a Variable Interest4  

Background  

A typical synthetic CDO is structured as follows.  An entity (the "vehicle") acquires high credit quality debt securities 
(a credit default on these securities is considered remote).  It finances the acquisition by issuing several classes of 
beneficial interests.  Each class has a different claim on the available cash flows of the entity — for example, a senior 
class, usually highly rated, a subordinated class and a junior class.  The junior class often is unrated and bears the first 
risk of shortfalls in available cash flows.  The stipulated rate of return on each class increases as its priority in the 
entity's cash flows decreases.  For purposes of this question, assume that the entity has an asset manager who is a 
decision maker but that its fees are not considered variable interests in accordance with paragraphs B19–B21 of 
Interpretation 46(R).  Also, assume that the entity is neither a voting interest entity nor a qualifying special-purpose 
entity. 

Note:  In the description of the structure, to this point, there is little credit risk because the vehicle's assets are high 
quality.  However, at inception, the entity writes a credit derivative, indexed to a specific portfolio of debt instruments 
(such as commercial loans or corporate bonds).  The derivative counterparty is senior in priority relative to the 
beneficial interest holders.  The portfolio may or may not be held by the derivative counterparty — the performance 
of the reference assets is used to determine the cash flows between the vehicle and the purchaser of the credit 
derivative (usually a financial intermediary such as a bank, broker/dealer or an insurance company).5 

If there are specified credit events on the reference assets (e.g., a default or bankruptcy), the vehicle may be required 
to purchase the actual reference assets at a price of par, even though its value is much less.  Alternatively, the vehicle 
may have to pay the derivative holder an amount equal to the decline in value. 

If there are no losses on the reference assets, the vehicle fully earns a premium for taking on credit risk.  This 
premium, plus the yield on the vehicle's assets, pays interest on the various classes of beneficial interests that the 
vehicle issued. 

However, if there are credit losses on the reference assets, the vehicle makes a payment to the counterparty in the 
amount of the losses or acquires the reference assets for an amount in excess of their fair value.  This could require 
the vehicle to sell all or a portion of its high quality debt securities.  As a consequence, the funds available to the 
vehicle to service its obligations decrease.  These events may result in the vehicle's inability to pay interest and/or 
principal on some or all of the beneficial interests it issues.  Because of credit tranching, the junior debt bears the 
initial risk of losses.  If losses are greater than the amount of junior debt, a reasonably possible scenario, the 
subordinated debt class would be next in line to absorb loss.  In the unlikely event of severe losses on the reference 
assets, the senior class also bears a risk of loss. 

 
4  See Q&A 2(c)-8 for the treatment of decision maker fees when they are treated as variable interests. 
5  Whether the credit derivative is a Statement 133 or is exempt from the requirements of Statement 133 (as amended by FASB Statement No. 

149, Amendment of Statement 133 on Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities) because it qualifies as a financial guarantee, is beyond the 
scope of this question. 
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Synthetic CDOs can vary substantially in their structure and complexity; therefore, the guidance in this question is of a 
general nature.  All facts and circumstances — including the possibility that risks other than those described in this 
question — have to be considered carefully.  For example, there may be other derivatives, such as interest rate swaps, 
that manage a risk between fixed rate assets and floating rate beneficial interests, or vice versa.  In the example 
discussed in this Question, assume that the only interest rate risk is attributable to the effect of interest rates on the 
fair value of the vehicle's assets if the vehicle must sell some or all of these assets to fund its obligation under the 
written credit derivative.   

Question  

In a synthetic CDO (sometimes referred to as a credit-linked note structure) in which the decision maker fees are not 
treated as a variable interest, which interests are variable interests for the purpose of performing an Interpretation 
46(R) analysis?   

Answer  

The fundamental objective is to distinguish interests that create variability, and thus are not variable interests, from 
those that absorb that variability, and thus are variable interests.   

Paragraph B11 of Interpretation 46(R) states:   

If the entity is the writer of a guarantee, written put option, or similar arrangement, the items 
usually would create variability.  Thus, those items usually will not be a variable interest of the 
entity (but may be a variable interest in the counterparty).   

Paragraph B14 of Interpretation 46(R) states, in part:   

Derivative instruments held or written by an entity should be analyzed in terms of their 
option-like, forward-like, or other variable characteristics.  If the instrument creates variability, 
in the sense that it exposes the entity to risks that will increase expected variability, the 
instrument is not a variable interest.  If the instrument absorbs or receives variability, in the 
sense that it reduces the exposure of the entity to risks that cause variability, the instrument is 
a variable interest.   

Paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 states, in part:   

The following characteristics, if both are present, are strong indications that a derivative 
instrument is a creator of variability:   

a. Its underlying is an observable market rate, price, index of prices or rates, or other market observable 
variable (including the occurrence or nonoccurrence of a specified market observable event).   

b. The derivative counterparty is senior in priority relative to other interest holders in the entity.   

The credit derivative, written by the vehicle described in the Background section of this question and answer, is 
strongly indicated as a creator of variability based on the design of the entity and because its underlying is based on 
observable market variable and is senior in priority to other interest holders (see Example 3 within Appendix A of FSP 
FIN 46(R)-6).  Because the credit derivative creates variability it is not a variable interest in the vehicle.  The assets of 
the vehicle also are a source of variability because they expose it to credit risk — but usually to a lesser extent than the 
credit derivative, since the assets are highly rated. 
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All of the beneficial interests, to a different degree, are available to absorb the variability created by the credit 
derivative.  However, the credit tranching indicates that the junior class and the subordinated class absorb the 
reasonably possible losses on the credit derivative, as indicated, in part, by the high credit rating on the senior class.6 7  
Thus, all of the beneficial interests represent the variable interests in the entity.  However, the senior class likely would 
not be the primary beneficiary because of its high credit rating.  If any single entity's holdings (including the holding 
of related parties and de facto agents) absorb a majority of expected losses, it is the primary beneficiary.  If no single 
entity's holdings absorb a majority of the vehicle's expected losses, the single entity (including its related parties and 
defacto agents), if any, that receives a majority of the vehicle's expected residual benefits, is the primary beneficiary. 

In determining the expected cash flows of the entity, the key drivers of outcome are the possible range of losses on 
the reference assets and the expected fair value of the vehicle's assets that will be realized on their sale to fund the 
vehicle's obligations under the credit derivative.  Accordingly, probability-weighted outcomes using various 
combinations of possible losses on the reference assets and fair value amounts to be realized upon the sale of the 
vehicle's high quality debt securities it holds as assets should be calculated in determining the vehicle's expected losses 
and expected residual benefits.  Asset manager fees are discussed in the following paragraph. 

As discussed in the Background section, the asset manager's fees are not variable interests in this case because it has 
been assumed that the conditions stipulated in paragraphs B19–B21 are satisfied.  It is possible for such fees not to be 
variable interests even if the fees have variability (e.g., they are determined as a percentage of the fair value of assets 
under management).  Accordingly, in this example, the determination of the expected losses and expected residual 
benefits of the vehicle, respectively, include (are net of) the fees paid to the asset manager. 

See Q&A 2(c)-8 for an example in which decision maker fees are considered variable interests.   

 

2(c)-8:  Determining Variable Interests Under Interpretation 46(R) in a Synthetic Collateralized 
Debt Obligation Structure When Decision Maker Fees Are Treated as a Variable Interest  

Background  

Asset managers often will be decision makers in synthetic CDOs.  Unlike the structure described in the Background 
section of Q&A 2(c)-7, the fees paid to the asset manager/decision maker frequently will be considered variable 
interests in the entity under the guidance of paragraphs B19–B21 of Interpretation 46(R).  Typical reasons include the 
following:   

• All or a portion of the fees are subordinated (see paragraph B19(b)). 

• The asset manager/decision maker holds more interests that, in the aggregate, would absorb more than 
a trivial amount of the entity's expected losses or receive more than a trivial amount of the entity's 
expected residual returns (see paragraph B19(c)). 

• There may be significant barriers to exercise of kick-out rights (see paragraph B20(b)).   

For example, in a structure similar to the one described in Q&A 2(c)-7, the asset manager/decision maker often will 
hold more than a trivial amount of the junior classes, thus violating the second bullet above.  Asset managers hold 

 
6  Interpretation 46(R), paragraph B9 discusses senior interests as follows: 

senior beneficial interests and senior debt instruments with fixed interest rates or other fixed returns normally would absorb little of the 
entity's expected variability, and therefore, a holder of only the most senior interests of a variable interest entity likely would not be the 
primary beneficiary of that entity, unless the subordinated interests of the variable interest entity are not large enough to absorb the entity's 
expected losses (or unless there are provisions such as embedded derivatives that expose the senior interests to losses).  [Emphasis added] 

7  Note that this paragraph analyzes losses within the vehicle, primarily attributable to the credit derivative.  Actual losses incurred on the reference 
assets will vary from the impact these losses have on the vehicle (i.e., the losses on the credit derivative, not the losses on the reference assets, 
create variability in the vehicle). 
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such interests because rating agencies prefer to see the manager's economic interests aligned with those of 
independent investors in the vehicle, since the asset manager believes the risk/return profile is attractive, and/or for 
other reasons.  When an asset manager/decision maker's fees are considered variable interests, all of its fees (whether 
fixed or variable, senior or subordinate) constitute a variable interest in the entity.   

Question  

Assume that the asset manager is a decision maker and its fee must be considered a variable interest in the vehicle.  
How does this change in assumption affect the determinations discussed in Q&A 2(c)-7?   

Answer  

When an asset manager/decision maker's fees are accounted for as variable interests, expected losses and expected 
residual benefits of the vehicle are calculated without reflecting any fees paid to the decision maker.  These fees are 
treated as "below the line" cash flows, making distributions of the fees like any other distribution to a variable 
interest holder.  The asset manager also will have to determine if its variable interests, due to all of its asset 
management fees in combination with any other interests it holds (these include owning a percentage of junior class 
bonds, for example) as well as the holdings of its related parties and/or de facto agents, make it the primary 
beneficiary. 

Note:  Under Interpretation 46(R), the treatment of fees paid to decision makers differs considerably from their 
treatment under Interpretation 46.  Under Interpretation 46, the fair value of such decision maker fees was added to 
the expected residual benefits of the entity.  This significantly raised the possibility that the decision maker would be 
the primary beneficiary if no single variable interest holder had a majority of the expected losses of the entity.  Thus, 
decision makers must ensure that they are using Interpretation 46(R) rather than Interpretation 46 to apply the 
guidance included in this question.  Under Interpretation 46(R), only the variability of fees paid to decision makers (if 
they are accounted for as a variable interest) should be considered in the calculation of both expected losses and 
expected residual returns.   

 

2(c)-9:  Netting of Instruments Other Than Equity  

Paragraph B7 of Interpretation 46(R) states, in part:   

Equity investments in a variable interest entity are variable interests to the extent they are at 
risk. . . . If an entity has a contract with one of its equity investors (including a financial 
instrument such as a loan receivable), a reporting enterprise applying this Interpretation to 
that entity should consider whether that contract causes the equity investor's investment not 
to be at risk.  If the contract with the equity investor represents the only asset of the entity, 
that equity investment is not at risk.   

Example 1 of Q&A 5(a)-6 describes an equity instrument that would not be at risk because of this netting concept. 

At times, a subordinated beneficial interest or debt holder, as described under paragraph B8 of Interpretation 46(R), 
of a potential VIE also will be the counterparty to an asset of that entity (e.g., also borrowed money from the entity).   

Question  

In determining its exposure to expected losses, does the same netting described in paragraph B7 apply to 
subordinated beneficial interests or subordinated debt instruments?   

Answer  

Generally, an enterprise should net its variable interests against contracts or other agreements in which the enterprise 
is the counterparty that the VIE treats as assets.  The netting concept applies to any variable interest holder that has 
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another interest with the potential VIE.  However, if the contract with the investor is not the only asset of the entity, 
the investor must consider whether the combination of its rights and interest economically expose the investor to risks 
of the entity.  For example, while an investor's investment in the entity may not be greater than the asset of the entity 
to which it is the counterparty, the subordination of its investment may economically be the equivalent of a guarantee 
of the entity's other assets.   

Example  

Entity X is funded as follows:   

• Enterprise A:  Subordinated preferred stock — $100  

• Enterprise B:  Senior debt — $100  

Entity X uses the $200 to invest in a note from Enterprise A in the amount of $100 and to invest the remaining $100 
in "Other Debt Securities" issued by parties unrelated to Enterprise A, Enterprise B, or  Entity X. 

Based on the above facts, Enterprise A has two relationships with Entity X:  (1) the subordinated preferred stock (an 
absorber of variability [i.e., a variable interest]), and (2) a note receivable due to X (a creator of variability).  These two 
interests should be netted when considering Enterprise A's exposure to expected losses because a portion of its risk 
relates to its own ability to pay on the note.  That is, when allocating expected losses, Enterprise A should not 
allocate, to itself, expected losses related to its own credit risk. 

In this example, Enterprise A has indirectly guaranteed the "Other Debt Securities" through the subordination of its 
interest.  That is, if the "Other Debt Securities" fail to pay when due (or otherwise decrease in value if Entity X does 
not plan to hold them to maturity), Enterprise A will absorb that loss by paying on its $100 note payable to the entity 
and receiving the residual amount in the entity through its preferred stock investment. 

Note:  In certain circumstances, netting a variable interest with an asset that an enterprise is a counterparty will result 
in minimal or no risk to the variable interest holder (see Example 1 of Q&A 5(a)-6).   

 

2(c)-10:  Overview of the Guidance in FSP FIN 46(R)-6 

In April 2006, the FASB issued FSP FIN 46(R)-6 to assist in determining, in part, whether an interest in an entity is a 
variable interest.  The FSP introduces the "by-design" approach to determine which variability to consider in 
evaluating whether an interest is a variable interest.  An enterprise that holds a significant variable interest in a 
variable interest entity must determine whether that interest causes that enterprise to be the primary beneficiary of 
the entity. 

The FSP applies to transactions entered into in the first reporting period beginning after June 15, 2006.  Retrospective 
application is permitted, but not required, but must be completed no later than the end of the first reporting period 
ending after July 15, 2006.  If a reconsideration event occurs, as defined in paragraph 7 of Interpretation 46(R), an 
enterprise should apply the provisions of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 to these entities.   

Applying the FSP 

In determining which variability to consider for purposes of applying Interpretation 46(R), FSP FIN 46(R)-6 requires the 
following two-step analysis: 

Step 1:  Analyze the nature of the risks in the entity. 

Step 2:  Determine the purpose(s) for which the entity was created and the variability (created by the risks identified 
in Step 1) the entity is designed to create and pass along to its interest holders. 
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In applying Step 1, examples of risks that may cause variability include, but are not limited to, credit risk, interest rate 
risk, foreign currency exchange risk, commodity price risk, equity price risk, and operations risk. 

In applying Step 2, the enterprise should determine the purpose for which the entity was created and the variability 
the entity was designed to create and pass along to its interest holders.  In making this determination, all of the 
following factors should be considered:   

• The activities of the entity. 

• The terms of the contracts the entity has entered into. 

• The nature of the entity's interests issued. 

• How the entity was marketed to potential investors. 

• Which parties participated significantly in the design or redesign of the entity.   

Additionally, in performing this analysis, an enterprise should review the terms of the contracts that the entity has 
entered into.  This review may include a detailed analysis of original formation documents and any amendments, 
governing documents and any amendments, marketing materials, and other contractual arrangements entered into 
by the entity and provided to potential investors or other parties associated with the entity. 

The FSP provides the following strong indicators of the variability that the entity was designed to create and pass 
along to its interest holders:   

• When the term of the interests transfer all or a portion of the risk or return (or both) of certain assets or 
operations to the interest holder, the variability that is transferred strongly indicates a variability that the 
entity is designed to create and pass along to its interest holders (paragraph 10).  Interests that absorb 
this risk or return are likely variable interests. 

• Variability that is absorbed by an interest that is substantively subordinated strongly indicates a particular 
variability that the entity was designed to create and pass along to its interest holders (paragraph 11).  
Interests that absorb this variability are likely variable interests. 

• Variability associated with periodic interest receipts and/or payments on fixed rate investments that may 
or will be sold prior to maturity strongly indicates variability that the entity was designed to create and 
pass along to its interest holders (paragraph 12).  Interests that absorb this variability are likely variable 
interests.   

The FSP also provides guidance for determining whether certain derivative instruments are creators of variability or 
variable interests (see Certain Derivative Instruments on page 27).   

Impact of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 

Interest Rate Variability 

Prior to the issuance of the FSP, there was diversity in practice when deciding when interest rate risk was a source of 
an entity's variability to be considered.  According to the FSP, interest rate variability related to an entity's assets is 
generally not a risk an entity is designed to create and pass along to its interest holders when such risk is hedged 
through the use of a derivative instrument (e.g., an interest rate swap).  Therefore, under the FSP, interest rate 
variability that is hedged, or that arises from assets that will be held by the entity until maturity, is generally not 
variability that should be considered when determining whether an interest is a creator or absorber of variability. 
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However, according to the FSP, there are circumstances that indicate an entity was designed to create and pass along 
interest rate risk to its interest holders.  Examples that strongly indicate the presence of such a design objective 
include the following:   

• Variations in cash proceeds to be received upon anticipated sales of fixed rate investments in an actively 
managed investment portfolio. 

• Variations in the cash proceeds an entity will receive when it holds investments in a static pool that, by 
design, the entity will be required to sell prior to maturity to satisfy its obligations. 

• Variations in fair value resulting from an "interest rate mismatch."  The FSP provides an example in its 
appendix whereby an entity holds fixed rate assets and floating rate debt.  The interest rate mismatch is 
not hedged and, therefore, the entity was designed to expose the debt and equity investors to changes 
in fair value of the investments.  Therefore, the FSP concludes that interest rate risk associated with 
changes in the fair value of fixed rate periodic interest rate payments received must be considered.   

Therefore, interests that absorb interest rate variability associated with any of these three circumstances generally 
would be considered variable interests.   

Certain Derivative Instruments 

According to paragraph 13 of the FSP, while certain derivative instruments (see Q&A 2(c)-12) absorb the variability an 
entity was designed to create and pass along to its interest holders, derivatives that have both of the following 
characteristics are generally considered creators of variability (not variable interests): (1) its underlying is an observable 
market rate, price, index of prices or rates, or other market observable variable (including the occurrence or 
nonoccurrence of a specified market observable event), and (2) the derivative counterparty is senior in priority relative 
to other interest holders in the entity.  As a result, it is likely that most "plain vanilla" interest rate or currency swaps 
that possess these characteristics will not be variable interests if the swap counterparty is not otherwise a holder of a 
variable interest in the entity. 

The FSP provides an exception to this indicator.  If changes in the fair value or cash flows of the derivative instrument 
are expected to offset all, or essentially all, of the risk or return (or both) related to the majority of assets (excluding 
the derivative instrument) or operations of the entity, the design of the entity will need to be analyzed further to 
determine whether that instrument is a creator of variability or a variable interest.  Therefore, many total return 
swaps, put options and call options related to a majority of the entity's assets or operations would likely be considered 
variable interests even if they possess the characteristics in paragraph 13 of the FSP.   

Illustrative Examples 

FSP FIN 46(R)-6 provides six examples to illustrate the application of the "by-design" approach.  In each example, the 
FSP illustrates how to (1) analyze the nature of the risks in the entity, (2) determine the purpose for which the entity 
was created, and (3) determine the variability the entity was designed to create and pass along to its interest holders.   

 

2(c)-11:  Applying the Guidance in Paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 

Paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 provides specific guidance on determining whether a derivative instrument is a 
variable interest.  Specifically, paragraph 13 states, in part:   

Certain Derivative Instruments — The following characteristics, if both are present, are strong 
indications that a derivative instrument is a creator of variability:   
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a. Its underlying is an observable market rate, price, index of prices or rates, or other 
market observable variable (including the occurrence or nonoccurrence of a 
specified market observable event).   

b. The derivative counterparty is senior in priority relative to other interest holders in 
the entity.   

If the changes in the fair value or cash flows of the derivative instrument are expected to offset all, or essentially all, of 
the risk or return (or both) related to a majority of the assets (excluding the derivative instrument) or operations of the 
entity, the design of the entity will need to be analyzed further to determine whether that instrument should be 
considered a creator of variability or a variable interest.  For example, if a written call or put option or a total return 
swap, that possesses the characteristics in (a) and (b), relates to the majority of the assets owned by an entity, the 
design of the entity will need to be analyzed further to determine whether that instrument should be considered a 
creator of variability or a variable interest. 

Under paragraph 13 of the FSP, an interest may be considered a creator of variability (that is, not a variable interest), 
even if that contract absorbs variability, so long as the instrument possesses specified characteristics and it does not 
absorb all or essentially all of the variability in the entity.  The FASB intended the guidance in paragraph 13 to be 
narrow in scope, applying to only certain types of derivative contracts that possess specified characteristics.  See Q&As 
2(c)-12 and 2(c)-13 for further discussion on those characteristics.  Paragraph 13 provides a threshold of "all or 
essentially all" that should be used in determining whether the contract is a creator or absorber of variability when a 
derivative that meets characteristics (a) and (b) of paragraph 13 relates to a majority of the entity's assets.  That is, a 
derivative contract that absorbs all or essentially all of the variability of an entity would need to be analyzed further to 
determine whether that instrument should be considered a creator of variability or a variable interest. 

Since the accounting afforded under paragraph 13 is unique, an enterprise should not apply its guidance when it has 
other involvement with the entity (e.g., holds equity, debt, or other contractual arrangements) nor should it analogize 
to its guidance for other types of contracts that do not possess the specified characteristics.  Rather, an enterprise 
should apply the other provisions of the FSP as well as Interpretation 46(R) to all of its interests in determining what 
variability to consider in determining which interests are variable interests. 

The following decision tree illustrates how an enterprise should apply the guidance in paragraph 13 of FSP  
FIN 46(R)-6:   
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The following examples illustrate the application of paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6.  However, each transaction must 
be evaluated based on its own facts and circumstances.   

Example 1  

An entity is created and financed with equity and variable rate debt.  The entity uses the proceeds to purchase BB–
rated fixed rate securities.  In addition, the entity enters into a "plain vanilla" interest rate swap with an unrelated 
third party (swap counterparty) that economically converts the fixed rate securities to variable rate. The notional 
amount of the swap relates to a majority of the assets in the entity.  The swap counterparty has no other involvement 
with the entity.  Assume the interest rate swap possesses the following characteristics that are necessary to apply 
paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6:   

1. The interest rate swap meets the definition of a derivative, as described in paragraphs 6–9 of Statement 
133. 

2. The interest rate swap's underlying is an observable market rate. 

3.  The swap counterparty is senior in priority to the entity's other interest holders.   

Does the enterprise have other 
involvement with the entity other 
than the derivative instrument? 

Does the instrument meet the 
definition of a derivative under 

paragraphs 6–9 of Statement 133?  
Q&A 2(c)-12 

Is the derivative's underlying a 
market observable variable? 

Q&A 2(c)-13 

Is the derivative counterparty senior 
in priority relative to other interest 

holders in the entity? 

Are changes in the fair value or cash 
flows of the derivative instrument 

expected to offset all, or essentially 
all, of the risk or return (or both) 
related to a majority of the assets 

(excluding the derivative instrument) 
or operations of the entity?   

Q&A 2(c)-14

Absent evidence to the contrary, the 
derivative instrument is not a  

variable interest. 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

The derivative instrument should not 
be evaluated under paragraph 13 of 

the FSP. 
 

The design of the entity should be 
analyzed further to determine if the 
instrument is a creator of variability 

or a variable interest. 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 
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The interest rate swap would likely be considered a creator of variability even though that swap absorbs interest rate 
variability.  Although the notional amount of the swap relates to a majority of the assets of the entity, changes in the 
cash flows or fair value of the swap are not expected to offset all, or essentially all, of the risk or return (or both) 
related to the investments because the fair value and cash flows of the entity's investments are expected to be 
affected by risk factors other than changes in interest rate risk (e.g., credit risk of the fixed rate securities).  The swap 
is designed to offset only interest rate risk, which does not comprise essentially all of the overall risk in the entity.   

Example 2  

An entity is formed to construct and hold a single plant that will produce electricity.  The plant has an estimated 
useful life of 40 years.  The cost of the plant is financed with equity (10 percent) and non-recourse debt (90 percent).  
An enterprise enters into a forward contract to buy 100 megawatts of the electricity produced by the plant (that is 
not contingent on the output of the entity) for 20 years.  The forward contract is at a variable price, reimbursing the 
entity for a portion of operating and maintenance costs.  The contract was entered into during the formation of the 
entity.  The enterprise has no other involvement with the entity.  The entity can choose to purchase its raw materials 
needed to produce the electricity on the spot market at the time needed, or prior to need.  Assume the forward 
contract possesses the following characteristics necessary to apply paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6:   

1. The forward contract meets the definition of a derivative, as described in paragraphs 6–9 of Statement 
133 (see Q&A 2(c)-16 for discussion of power purchase arrangements). 

2. The forward contract's underlying (electricity) has an observable market price. 

3. The enterprise is senior in priority to the entity's other interest holders.   

The enterprise has identified construction risk, raw material price risk, electricity price risk, operating risk, and credit 
risk as risks to which the entity is designed to be exposed. 

The forward contract would likely be considered a creator of variability even though the contract absorbs variability 
associated with electricity price risk and a portion of operating risk.  Although the forward contract relates to a 
majority of the operations of the entity, changes in the cash flows or fair value of the forward contract are not 
expected to offset all, or essentially all, of the risk or return (or both) related to the output of the entity because the 
fair value and cash flows of the entity's asset are expected to be affected by risk factors other than changes in 
electricity price risk and operating risk (i.e., construction risk, raw material price risk, credit risk).  The forward contract 
is designed to absorb electricity price risk and a portion of operating risk, which does not comprise essentially all of 
the risk in the entity.   

Example 3  

An entity is created solely for the purposes of holding common stock in a public company.  The entity enters into a 
total return swap agreement with an unrelated third party in which the entity pays to the third party the return on all 
of the common stock held by entity at certain pre-determined dates, and the third party pays to the entity a fixed 
periodic amount.  The enterprise has no other involvement in the entity.  Assume the swap possesses the following 
characteristics necessary to apply paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6:   

1. The swap meets the definition of a derivative, as defined in paragraphs 6–9 of Statement 133. 

2. The swap's underlying (common stock of the entity) is publicly traded and therefore has an observable 
market price. 

3. The swap counterparty is senior in priority to the other interest holders.   

While the total return swap possesses the characteristics described above, it offsets all, or essentially all, of the risk or 
return (or both) related to the majority of the assets (common stock) held by the entity because the fair value and 
cash flows of the entity's investment will vary solely with changes in the price of the common stock, and are not 
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expected to be affected by other risk factors.  Under the swap agreement, the third party is absorbing all of that price 
risk and the entity's residual interest holders are receiving a fixed return.  Therefore, based on a further analysis of the 
design of the entity, the total return swap would likely be considered a variable interest (see also Q&A 2(c)-1.4).   

 

2(c)-12:  Meaning of the Term "Derivative Instrument" in Paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 

Paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 states that if certain derivative instruments have the characteristics described in (a) 
and (b) of that paragraph, the presence of both of these characteristics are strong indications that the derivative is a 
creator of variability and therefore not a variable interest.   

Question  

What is meant by the term derivative instrument as used in paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 and how does that 
compare to the use of the same term in Appendix B of Interpretation 46(R)?   

Answer  

The term derivative instrument, as it is used in paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6, refers only to those instruments that 
meet the definition of a derivative set forth in paragraphs 6–9 of Statement 133.  This conclusion was confirmed 
through discussions with the FASB staff.  Such derivative instruments would also include those instruments that might 
not otherwise be subject to the requirements of Statement 133 in accordance with paragraph 10 of that Statement.  
Therefore, only an enterprise that holds an instrument that meets the Statement 133 definition of a derivative may 
use the guidance in paragraph 13 in FSP FIN 46(R)-6 for determining whether that instrument is a variable interest. 

If an enterprise cannot use the guidance in paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6, the design of the entity should be 
analyzed further under the FSP and Interpretation 46(R) to determine whether the instrument is considered a creator 
of variability or a variable interest. 

It should be noted that Appendix B of Interpretation 46(R) provides examples of variable interests that are subject to 
the Interpretation's provisions.  These examples include instruments that have derivative-like features, including 
guarantees, written put options, liquidity agreements, and forward contracts (paragraphs B10–B16).  While these 
instruments may or may not meet the definition of a derivative under Statement 133, they are still subject to the 
provisions of Interpretation 46(R) and FSP FIN 46(R)-6.  However, only those instruments that meet the definition of a 
derivative under Statement 133 can apply paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6. 

 

2(c)-13:  Meaning of the Term "Market Observable Variable" in Paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 

In determining whether an enterprise that has no other involvement with an entity can apply paragraph 13 of  
FSP FIN 46(R)-6 to a derivative instrument, it  must first determine whether the instrument meets the definition of  
a derivative in paragraphs 6–9 of Statement 133.  If the instrument does meet the definition of a derivative, the 
enterprise must then determine whether the instrument possesses the following characteristics:   

1. The derivative instrument's underlying is an observable market rate, price, index of prices or rates, or 
other "market observable variable" (including the occurrence or nonoccurrence of a specified market 
observable event).   

2. The derivative counterparty is senior in priority relative to other interest holders in the entity.   

Question  

What is meant by the term "market observable variable" as used in paragraph 13(a) of FSP FIN 46(R)-6?   
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Answer  

To be a market observable variable, the market price, index, rate, or other variable underlying a derivative must be 
verifiable through an active, liquid market.  A derivative whose underlying is a variable that is entity-specific (such as 
an entity's sales or service revenues) or a variable that is not based on market events (such as the occurrence of a 
hurricane or an earthquake) would not meet the conditions in paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 even if the contract 
met the definition of a derivative in paragraphs 6–9 of FASB Statement 133.  This conclusion was confirmed through 
discussions with the FASB staff. 

For example, commodities that trade on an active market, such as a commodities exchange, would be deemed to 
have an observable market price.  However, a manufactured product that is sold by an enterprise and its competitors 
in the marketplace, but not through an active, liquid market, would not be deemed to have an observable market 
price. 

Another example is an interest rate index such as LIBOR, which would be deemed to be a market observable interest 
rate index.  Conversely, a bank's prime rate would not be considered a market observable interest rate index because 
it is determined by the bank and not in an active, liquid, market. 

The concept of "market observable variable" used in paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 should not be analogized to the 
notion of "observable inputs" used in FASB Statement No. 157, Fair Value Measurements.  Under Statement 157, 
"observable inputs" are not limited to variables that are verifiable in active, liquid markets.   

 

2(c)-14:  Meaning of the Term "Essentially All" in Paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6  

An instrument that possesses characteristics specified in paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 but is expected to offset all, 
or "essentially all," of the risk or return (or both) related to the majority of the assets or operations of the entity, 
needs to be further analyzed to determine whether the instrument is a creator of variability or a variable interest.   

Question  

How does an enterprise determine whether an instrument offsets "essentially all" of the risk in an entity?   

Answer  

An enterprise must consider whether the instrument offsets "essentially all" of the overall risk in the entity.   The 
magnitude of the total risk should be considered, not whether an enterprise offsets some of each type of risk in the 
entity.  The determination of whether an instrument offsets "essentially all" of the risk or return (or both) is a matter 
of judgment.  There are no strict quantitative guidelines that should be followed.  All facts and circumstances should 
be considered.  These conclusions were confirmed through discussions with the FASB staff. 

For example, assume there are two types of risk created in an entity:  operating risk and credit risk.  Operating risk 
comprises 98 percent of the total risk in the entity.  The enterprise holds a derivative instrument in the entity that 
offsets all of the operating risk but does not offset any of the credit risk.  There are no other arrangements between 
the entity and the enterprise. 

In this example, although the derivate instrument does not absorb each type of risk in the entity, it does offset 
essentially all of the overall risk in the entity because operating risk, on its own, represents essentially all of the risk in 
the entity.  Therefore, the design of the entity needs to be analyzed further to determine whether the derivative 
instrument is considered a creator of variability or a variable interest.  Absent evidence to the contrary, the derivative 
instrument is a variable interest.   

 

2(c)-15:  Applying the Guidance in FSP FIN 46(R)-6 to Purchase and Supply Arrangements  
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In applying the guidance of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 to purchase and supply arrangements in which an enterprise enters into a 
contract to either purchase products from, or sell products or services to, an entity, the enterprise must first determine 
whether that contract should be evaluated under paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6.  If the contract does not possess 
the necessary characteristics to be evaluated under paragraph 13, the enterprise should apply the other provisions in 
the FSP and Interpretation 46(R) to determine what variability to consider and ultimately whether the contract is a 
variable interest.  See Q&As 2(c)-11, 2(c)-12, 2(c)-13, and 2(c)-14 for discussion regarding the application of 
paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6. 

If the contract is not deemed a creator of variability under paragraph 13 of the FSP, the determination of whether a 
purchase or supply contract is a variable interest will be based on what risks the entity is designed to be subject to and 
whether the role of the contract is to transfer a portion of any of those risks from the equity and (or) debt investors to 
the counterparty of the purchase or supply agreement.  This is consistent with the guidance in paragraph 10 of FSP 
FIN 46(R)-6, which states:   

An analysis of the nature of the entity's interests issued should include consideration as to 
whether the terms of those interests, regardless of their legal form or accounting 
designation, transfer all or a portion of the risk or return (or both) of certain assets or 
operations of the entity to holders of those interests.  The variability that is transferred to 
those interest holders strongly indicates a variability that the equity is designed to create and 
pass along to its interest holders.  [Footnote omitted] 

To determine whether the role of the contract is to transfer all or a portion of the risk or return (or both) of the assets 
or operations of the entity to the forward counterparty, it is necessary to understand (1) the pricing of the contract, 
including whether the contract is fixed, variable, at market value, or off-market, (2) the predominant risks in the 
entity, and (3) any other involvement the counterparty may have in the entity.  For example, a purchase or supply 
agreement that is off market, when entered into, will be always be a variable interest because the pricing terms of the 
contract results in a reallocation of expected losses between the interest holders.  See Q&A 2(c)-17 for further 
discussion of off-market contracts. 

The following table illustrates the application of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 to certain types of purchase and supply contracts.  
Ultimately, the determination of whether a contract is a variable interest will depend on individual facts and 
circumstances. 

Assume the entity is created to hold a manufacturing facility and is funded by two unrelated equity holders (Investor 1 
and Investor 2).  An unrelated enterprise enters into either a purchase or supply contract with the entity, as described 
in the table below.  The purchase or supply contract is priced at market terms at the inception date of the contract.  
The enterprise has no other involvement with the entity.  Assume that paragraph 13 of the FSP does not apply 
because there is no observable market associated with the purchase or supply contract.  The enterprise has identified 
the potential risks in the entity to be operating risk, credit risk and product price risk.   

Table 3 

Type of Contract Variable Interest?  

Fixed price purchase contract in 
which the enterprise purchases 100 
percent of the manufactured product 
from the entity. 

No.  The entity is designed to be subject to operating risk, credit risk, 
and raw material price risk.  The role of the fixed price purchase 
contract is not to transfer a portion of those risks from the equity 
investors to the enterprise since the price paid under the contract 
does not change as a result of changes in operating costs, raw 
material costs, or default by the purchaser.  The variability associated 
with those risks is designed to be absorbed by the equity investors. 
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Type of Contract Variable Interest?  

Variable price purchase contract in 
which the enterprise purchases 100 
percent of the manufactured product 
from the entity.  The contract 
reimburses the entity for actual costs 
incurred in manufacturing the 
product. 

Yes.  The entity is designed to be subject to operating risk, credit risk 
of the counterparty, and raw material price risk.  The role of the 
variable priced purchase contract is to transfer raw material price risk 
and some portion of operating risk from the equity investors to the 
enterprise.  Risk of changes in raw material prices and a portion of 
operating costs will be borne by the purchaser. 

Fixed price supply contract in which 
the enterprise supplies the raw 
materials to the entity. 

No.  The entity is designed to be subject to operating risk and 
product price risk.  The role of the fixed price supply contract is not 
to transfer the product price risk from the equity investors to the 
enterprise.  Rather, the fixed price supply contract creates variability 
since the entity has fixed its raw material price.  Risk of changes in 
product prices and operating risk will be born by the equity investors. 

Variable price supply contract in 
which the enterprise supplies the raw 
material to the entity.   

No.  The entity is designed to be subject to raw material price risk, 
operating risk, and product price risk.  The role of the variable priced 
supply contract is not to transfer raw material price risk from the 
equity investors to the enterprise.  Risk of changes in raw material 
costs will be borne by the equity investors. 

 

2(c)-16:  Applying FSP FIN 46(R)-6 to Power Purchase Agreements, Tolling Agreements, and 
Similar Arrangements  

Enterprises that purchase output under power purchase agreements (PPAs), tolling agreements, or similar 
arrangements may not be able to apply the provisions of paragraph 13 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6.  Some features of these 
agreements that would not allow an enterprise to apply paragraph 13 include the following:   

1. There is no explicit or implicit notional amount in the PPA. 

2. The output under the PPA (power) does not meet the net settlement criteria in paragraphs 9(b)–9(c) of 
Statement 133.   

To understand how FSP FIN 46(R)-6 is applied to PPAs, tolling agreements, or similar arrangements that cannot be 
evaluated under paragraph 13, consider the following example:   

• An entity (PowerCo) is created to hold a power plant and is funded by two unrelated equity holders and 
one unrelated debt holder. 

• PowerCo uses the proceeds from the equity contributions and debt to purchase the power plant. 

• As a condition of lending, the debt holder requires PowerCo to enter into a 20-year forward contract to 
sell 100 percent of its output to a third party. 

• PowerCo holds the title to the plant, which has a useful life of 40 years.   

Although PowerCo is a "business" as defined in Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R), the equity holders, debt holder, 
and purchaser of the electricity participated significantly in the design of the entity.  Therefore, they should analyze 
PowerCo to determine whether it is subject to Interpretation 46(R).   
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In applying the provisions of the FSP to PPAs, tolling agreements, or similar arrangements, the enterprise 
(counterparty to the contract) should assess risks to which the entity was designed to be exposed, such as raw 
material price risk, operations risk, credit risk, and electricity price risk.  Factors to consider during this assessment 
include the activities of the entity, the terms of the contracts the entity has entered into, the nature of the entity's 
interest issued, how the entity's interests were negotiated with or marketed to potential investors, and which parties 
participated significantly in the design or redesign of the entity.  Furthermore, it is important to consider all contracts 
held by an enterprise, as well as by its related-party group. 

The following table illustrates the application of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 to PPAs, tolling agreements, or similar arrangements.  
These contracts are analyzed from the purchaser's perspective (first column).  The contracts described in the second 
column are other arrangements entered into between the entity (PowerCo) and either a third party or the purchaser.  
Assume that paragraph 13 of the FSP does not apply to the contracts below.  Ultimately, whether a contract is a 
variable interest will depend on individual facts and circumstances.   

Equity 1 Equity 2 

Utility — Electricity 
(Purchaser) 

PowerCo 
(Seller) 

Debt 

Raw Materials 
(Fuel) 
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Table 4 

Type of  Contract (Purchaser) 
Existing Contracts for Fuel 
and Other Materials 

Is the Purchaser's Contract a Variable 
Interest? 

Fixed-price forward to purchase 
electricity. 

Market-price forward to 
purchase fuel from a third-party 
provider. 

No.  The entity is designed to be subject to 
operating risk, credit risk of the purchaser, 
and fuel price risk.  The role of the fixed-price 
forward contract is not to transfer any 
portion of those risks from the equity and 
debt investors to the purchaser since the 
price paid under the forward does not 
change as a result of changes in operating 
costs, fuel prices, or default by the purchaser.  
Those risks are designed to be borne by the 
equity and debt investors. 

Fixed-price forward to purchase 
electricity. 

Fixed-price forward to purchase 
fuel from a third-party provider. 

No.  The entity is designed to be subject to 
operating risk and credit risk of the 
purchaser.  The role of the fixed-price 
forward contract is not to transfer any 
portion of these risks from the equity and 
debt investors to the purchaser since the 
price paid under the forward does not 
change as a result of changes in operating 
costs or default by the purchaser.  Those risks 
are designed to be borne by the equity and 
debt investors. 

Fixed-price forward to purchase 
electricity. 

Fixed-price forward to purchase 
fuel from the purchaser. 

Yes.  The entity is designed to be subject to 
operating risk, credit risk of the purchaser, 
and fuel price risk.  The role of the fixed-price 
forward contracts held by the purchaser, 
when evaluated together, transfers the fuel 
price risk from the equity and debt investors 
to the purchaser.  Changes in the fuel prices 
will be borne by the purchaser.  This 
arrangement is equivalent to the purchaser's 
entering into a variable-priced forward that 
is designed to reimburse the entity for 
changes in fuel prices. 

Tolling arrangement in which the 
purchaser provides fuel to the 
entity at no cost or transfer of 
title and purchases 100 percent of 
the output at a specified charge 
per unit (conversion cost). 

Agreement to provide fuel 
included in the tolling 
arrangement. 

Yes.  The entity is designed to be subject to 
operating risk, credit risk of the purchaser, 
and fuel price risk.8  The role of the tolling 
arrangement transfers the fuel price risk from 
the equity and debt investors to the 
purchaser.  Changes in the fuel prices will be 
borne by the purchaser.  This arrangement is 
equivalent to the purchaser's entering into a 
variable-priced forward that is designed to 
reimburse the entity for changes in fuel 
prices. 

 
8  Although the entity does not take title to the fuel in a tolling arrangement, the entity must produce electricity, which requires fuel.  By supplying 

the entity with fuel at no cost, the enterprise is implicitly absorbing fuel price risk associated with producing the electricity.  This concept is 
consistent with the SEC speech on "activities around the entity" — see Q&A 2(c)-1.1.   
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Type of  Contract (Purchaser) 
Existing Contracts for Fuel 
and Other Materials 

Is the Purchaser's Contract a Variable 
Interest? 

Variable-priced forward to 
purchase electricity — reimburses 
entity for costs of fuel and 
operations and maintenance 
(O&M). 

Market-price forward to 
purchase fuel from a third-party 
provider. 

Yes.  The entity is designed to be subject to 
operating risk, credit risk of the purchaser, 
and fuel price risk.  The role of the variable-
priced forward contract is to transfer the fuel 
price risk and some portion of operating risk 
from the equity and debt investors to the 
purchaser.  Changes in the fuel prices and 
O&M costs will be borne by the purchaser. 

Variable-priced forward to 
purchase electricity — reimburses 
entity for costs of fuel and O&M. 

Market-price forward to 
purchase fuel from the 
purchaser. 

Yes.  The entity is designed to be subject to 
operating risk, credit risk of the purchaser, 
and fuel price risk.  The role of the variable-
priced forward contract is to transfer the fuel 
price risk and some portion of operating risk 
from the equity and debt investors to the 
purchaser.  Changes in the fuel prices and 
O&M costs will be borne by the purchaser. 

Variable-priced forward to 
purchase electricity — reimburses 
the entity for costs of fuel and 
O&M.  A component of the 
variable-priced forward is 
considered an operating lease 
under EITF Issue No. 01-8, 
"Determining Whether an 
Arrangement Contains a Lease," 
and Statement 13. 

Market-price forward to 
purchase fuel from a third-party 
provider. 

Yes.  The entity is designed to be subject to 
operating risk, credit risk of the purchaser, 
and fuel price risk.  Although a component of 
the variable-priced forward is considered an 
operating lease, the role of the remaining, 
non-lease components of the arrangement is 
to transfer fuel price risk and some portion of 
operating risk from the equity and debt 
investors to the purchaser.  Changes in the 
fuel prices and O&M costs will be borne by 
the purchaser.   

Purchaser enters into a fixed-
priced forward contract that 
qualifies as an operating lease 
under Issue 01-8. 

Market-price forward to 
purchase fuel from a third-party 
provider. 

No.  The forward contract to buy the 
electricity is an operating lease.  Under 
paragraph B24 of Interpretation 46(R), 
operating leases are not variable interests in 
situations in which the lease is contracted at 
fair value and the purchaser provides no 
guarantee or holds no purchase option on 
the leased assets. 

 

2(c)-17:  Off-Market Supply Agreements  

Investor A (A) and Investor B (B) (unrelated parties) each hold a 50 percent equity interest in an entity.  The entity 
owns a manufacturing facility that makes a product that is sold into the marketplace.  In addition, Investor A enters 
into an agreement to supply the entity with the raw materials it needs to manufacture its product.  The pricing of the 
supply agreement is off-market at the inception date of the contract.   

Question  

Is the supply agreement between A and the entity a variable interest?   

Answer  

Yes.  Under the off-market supply agreement, expected losses are reallocated between A and B and, therefore, the 
contract absorbs expected losses and residual returns.  For example, if the selling price of the raw materials were 
below market, A would absorb expected losses beyond its 50 percent equity interest because it is not receiving the 
normal profit on the sale.  If the selling price of the raw materials were above market, A would receive, in the form of 
a premium, residual returns beyond its 50 percent equity interest. 
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This conclusion would not change if a nonequity investor were to enter into the off-market supply agreement with 
the entity.  The off-market contract would reallocate expected losses from the equity investors to the counterparty to 
the supply agreement. 

Illustration 

In the fact pattern above, assume that there are no other variable interest holders and that the entity is a variable 
interest entity.  The expected losses of the entity are $110 and are allocated to the variable interests as follows: 

Below-Market Supply Agreement — Investor B $10 

50 Percent Equity — Investor A    $50 

50 Percent Equity — Investor B   $50  

If the supply agreement had not been considered a variable interest, the effect of the supply agreement would have 
been included in the expected loss calculation, resulting in an incorrect 50/50 allocation of expected losses (and 
residual returns).  Neither investor would absorb a majority; therefore, neither investor would consolidate the entity as 
its primary beneficiary.  However, from this illustration, it is clear that the entity is designed so that B is absorbing the 
majority of the expected losses in the entity through the combination of its equity interest and the below-market 
supply contract, and should therefore consolidate the entity as its primary beneficiary.  (See also Example 3 in Q&A 
5(b)(2)-5, which addresses the role of an off-market supply contract in a paragraph 5(b)(2) analysis.)   

 

2(c)-18:  Applying Interpretation 46(R) to Trust Preferred Security Arrangements and Similar 
Structures  

Many companies ("sponsors") use trusts or other legal entities ("vehicles") as issuers of trust preferred securities.  The 
structures are marketed under a variety of names, including trust originated preferred securities (TOPRS), monthly 
income preferred securities (MIPS), and quarterly income preferred securities (QUIPS). 

A conventional trust preferred arrangement is structured as follows:   

• The sponsor invests a nominal amount of cash in exchange for common stock in a new entity ("trust"). 

• The trust issues preferred securities to outside investors in exchange for cash (for an amount much larger 
than the cash invested by the sponsor). 

• The proceeds received from the issuance of the common and preferred securities are loaned to the 
sponsor in exchange for a note (the note's terms are identical to those of the trust preferred securities). 

• The sponsor's parent provides a guarantee to the trust for the repayment of the note payable. 

• The interest paid on the note by the sponsor to the trust is used by the trust to pay dividends on the 
preferred securities to outside investors.   

In a conventional trust preferred arrangement, the trust has a contract (note receivable) with the sponsor, which is the 
trust's only asset.  The common stock's absorption of expected losses depends solely on the sponsor's ability to repay 
the note.  That is, the trust was designed to create and pass along only the credit risk of sponsor to the sponsor.  As a 
result, the common stock is not equity at risk and not a variable interest.  Therefore, the sponsor would not 
consolidate the trust under the provisions of Interpretation 46(R) (see paragraph B7 of Interpretation 46(R)).  
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The following diagram illustrates a typical conventional trust preferred arrangement:   

 
 

Question  

Should an enterprise analogize to a conventional trust preferred security arrangement in determining whether it holds 
a variable interest in a similar type of arrangement?   

Answer  

It depends.  Trust preferred arrangements can be structured in many ways and can result in different conclusions 
under Interpretation 46(R).  Based on informal discussions with the FASB staff, the enterprise (sponsor) should 
consider whether the arrangement is designed such that the sponsor's interest in the trust constitutes an obligation to 
the trust or an investment in the trust. 

The risks the trust was designed to create and pass along to the sponsor should be considered in evaluating the 
design of the entity.  For example, in a conventional trust preferred security arrangement, the trust was designed to 
create and pass along the credit risk of the sponsor to the sponsor.  The only asset of the trust is an obligation of the 
sponsor, and the sponsor controls the payment on its obligation.  In a situation in which the trust holds the common 
stock of the sponsor, the trust is designed to create and pass along equity price risk to the sponsor.  The sponsor does 
not necessarily control its own equity price because it is subject to a myriad of economic factors. 

To illustrate this concept, the FASB staff has expressed the following views on two scenarios similar to conventional 
trust preferred arrangements:   

Example 1 — Reverse Trust Preferred Structure  

In this example, the trust receives preferred stock, redeemable at the sponsor's option, instead of holding a note 
receivable.  The preferred stock is treated as debt on the financial statements of the sponsor under FASB Statement 
No. 150, Accounting for Certain Financial Instruments With Characteristics of Both Liabilities and Equity.  The investors 
have no recourse to the assets of the sponsor.  The FASB staff's view is that, similarly to a conventional trust preferred 
arrangement, the common stock is not equity at risk and is not a variable interest because the contract (preferred 
stock) with the sponsor represents the only asset of the trust and the preferred stock represents an obligation of the 
sponsor to the trust; therefore, the only asset of the trust is an obligation of the sponsor.   

 
 

#2 Issues 
Preferred
Securities 

Sponsor Trust 

Outside Investors 

#1 Initial Cash Investment

#1 Common Stock

#3 Note Payable 

#3 Cash

#2 Cash 
Proceeds 
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Example 2 — Treasury Stock Financing Arrangement  

In this example, the sponsor seeks to reduce the amount of its common stock held by third-party investors by 
establishing a special-purpose entity (SPE).  The proceeds received by the SPE from the sponsor and the investment 
bank (from the issuance of the SPE's common stock and debt, respectively), are used to purchase the common stock 
of the sponsor on the open market.  The SPE makes interest payments on the debt with the dividend proceeds from 
the sponsor's common stock.  The investment bank is entitled to additional returns from the SPE if the share price of 
the sponsor's common stock exceeds specified thresholds. 

The FASB staff's view is that the sponsor has a variable interest in the SPE because the SPE was designed to create and 
pass along equity price risk to the sponsor.  Unlike the first example, the sponsor does not have an obligation to the 
SPE.  Conversely, the sponsor has an investment in the SPE that absorbs variability because the common stock of the 
sponsor, purchased on the open market, is subject to economic factors not limited to the credit risk of the sponsor.   

 

 
 

2(c)-19: Applying Interpretation 46(R) to Synthetic Collateralized Debt Obligation Structures 

Investor A (an insurance enterprise) invests in structured notes that are designed to earn a return similar to that of a 
referenced portfolio of corporate bonds.  To facilitate this transaction, Company B (an unrelated third party) forms a 
special purpose entity.  Investor A and Company B each contribute $49 and $51, respectively, to the newly formed 
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entity in exchange for a proportionate amount of structured notes.  The entity invests the $100 in high-quality debt 
securities, which it intends to hold until maturity.  The risk of credit default on the debt securities is remote.  

At inception, the entity issues a credit default swap to Company B in exchange for premiums to be received over time.  
The entity will use the returns from the high-quality debt securities and the premiums received to pay the returns on 
the structured notes.  Under the credit default swap, the entity will compensate Company B for any credit event that 
occurs in the referenced portfolio of corporate bonds.  The rights of Company B under the credit default swap are 
senior in priority relative to Investor A's and Company B's interests under the structured notes.  That is, if a credit 
event referenced in the credit default swap occurs, the entity must liquidate enough debt securities to make the 
required payment under the credit default swap, and the structured note holders will not receive their full principal 
amount. 

The entity is a variable interest entity subject to consolidation under paragraph 5 of Interpretation 46(R).  Investor A 
and Company B cannot apply the scope exceptions in paragraph 4 of Interpretation 46(R).  (For further discussion of 
typical synthetic CDO arrangements, see Q&A 2(c)-7.) 

Question 

Which party, if any, is the primary beneficiary of the entity?   

Answer 

On the basis of the design of the entity, Investor A appears to be the primary beneficiary and therefore would 
consolidate the entity.  

Although Company B holds 51 percent of the structured notes, the transaction was designed so that Investor A bears 
a majority of the risk.  This conclusion is supported by an analysis under Interpretation 46(R) and FSP FIN 46(R)-6.  

The entity is exposed to minimal credit risk associated with the high-quality debt securities  and credit risk associated 
with the referenced portfolio of corporate bonds.  However, as discussed below, the transaction was designed so that 
Company B is protected from the credit risk associated with the referenced portfolio of corporate bonds.   

Paragraph B11 of Interpretation 46(R) states: 

If the entity is the writer of a guarantee, written put option, or similar arrangement, the items 
usually would create variability.  Thus, those items usually would not be a variable interest in 
the entity (but may be a variable interest in the counterparty). 

Paragraph B9 of Interpretation 46(R) states, in part: 

However, senior beneficial interests and senior debt instruments with fixed interest rates or 
other fixed returns normally would absorb little of the entity's expected variability, and 
therefore, a holder of only the most senior interests of a variable interest entity likely would 
not be the primary beneficiary of that entity. [Emphasis added] 

The credit default swap is a creator of variability for the entity and therefore not a variable interest for Company B.  
Q&A 2(c)-9 concludes that an enterprise should net its variable interest(s) against contracts or other agreements in 
which the enterprise is the counterparty.  Therefore, Company B's variable interest in the entity created through its 
investment in the structured notes would be netted with its interest in the credit default swap.  Since the credit 
default swap is senior in priority relative to the structured notes, Company B effectively has a senior beneficial interest 
in the entity.  In addition, after netting its interests, Company B is not exposed to potential losses pursuant to the 
credit risk associated with the referenced portfolio.  As a result, Investor A absorbs a majority of the expected losses of 
the entity and is therefore the primary beneficiary.   
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If Company B were to sell its interest or part of its interest to other unrelated third party investors, that sale would 
constitute a reconsideration event under paragraph 15 of Interpretation 46(R).   

Note that these types of arrangements can be structured in many ways, which can result in different conclusions 
under Interpretation 46(R). 

 

2(e)-1: Determining Whether a Variable Interest Is Subordinated Financial Support 

Understanding which variable interests constitute subordinated financial support is important to evaluating an entity 
under Interpretation 46(R).  For example, paragraph 4(h)(3) requires an enterprise to assess whether it has provided 
more than half of an entity's subordinated financial support when determining whether the entity meets the business 
scope exception.  Further, paragraph 5 requires an enterprise to assess the design of the entity's subordinated 
financial support when determining whether an entity is a VIE. 

Paragraph 2(e) of Interpretation 46(R) defines subordinated financial support as "variable interests that will absorb 
some or all of an entity's expected losses." 

Question 

Under Interpretation 46(R), would all variable interests also be considered subordinated financial support? 

Answer 

No.  Interests in an entity that are considered variable interests because they absorb expected losses of the entity are 
not necessarily subordinated financial support.  Paragraph 2(c) of Interpretation 46(R) defines variable interests in a 
VIE as "contractual, ownership, or other pecuniary interests in an entity that change with the changes in the fair value 
of the entity's net assets exclusive of variable interests" (see Q&A 8-2).  Paragraph B4 of Interpretation 46(R) further 
indicates that variable interests absorb or receive the expected variability created by those assets, liabilities, or 
contracts of a VIE that are not, themselves, variable interests. 

The determination of whether a variable interest is subordinated financial support will be based on how that interest 
absorbs expected losses compared with other variable interests in the entity.  The determination will be based on all 
facts and circumstances.  If the terms of the arrangement cause the variable interest to absorb expected losses prior to 
or at the same level as the most subordinated interests (e.g., equity, subordinated debt), or the most subordinated 
interests are not large enough to absorb the entity's expected losses, the variable interest would generally be 
considered subordinated financial support.  For example, investment-grade debt and trade accounts payable are 
variable interests that would generally not be considered subordinated financial support. (See also Q&A 2(c)-1, which 
addresses whether an interest is a variable interest.) 

Example 

An investor holds a common-stock investment of $50 and a debt instrument of $60 in an entity.  The only other 
variable interest is $40 of preferred stock held by an unrelated third party.  The common and preferred stock are 
considered equity at risk in accordance with paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R), and the expected losses of the 
entity are $80.  The entity is designed so that common and preferred stock absorb expected losses prior to the debt.  
The investors are evaluating whether the entity is a VIE under paragraph 5(a). 

In this example, the equity, preferred stock, and debt are all considered variable interests because they are expected 
to absorb some of the entity's variability.  However, because the common and preferred stock ($90) are expected to 
absorb 100 percent of the expected losses ($80), the debt is not considered subordinated financial support. 
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Use of the Term Entity 

3. For convenience, this Interpretation uses the term entity to refer to any legal structure used to conduct 
activities or to hold assets.  Some examples of such structures are corporations, partnerships, limited 
liability companies, grantor trusts, and other trusts.  Portions of entities or aggregations of assets within 
an entity shall not be treated as separate entities for purposes of applying this Interpretation unless the 
entire entity is a variable interest entity.  Some examples are divisions, departments, branches, and pools 
of assets subject to liabilities that give the creditor no recourse to other assets of the entity.  Majority-
owned subsidiaries are entities separate from their parents that are subject to this Interpretation and may 
be variable interest entities. 
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Scope 

4. This Interpretation clarifies the application of ARB 51 and replaces Interpretation 46.  With the following 
exceptions, this Interpretation applies to all entities: 

a. Not-for-profit organizations as defined in paragraph 168 of FASB Statement No. 117, Financial 
Statements of Not-for-Profit Organizations, are not subject to this Interpretation, except that 
they may be related parties for purposes of applying paragraphs 16 and 17 of this Interpretation.  
In addition, if a not-for-profit entity is used by business enterprises in a manner similar to a 
variable interest entity in an effort to circumvent the provisions of this Interpretation, that not-
for-profit entity shall be subject to this Interpretation. 

b. An employer shall not consolidate an employee benefit plan subject to the provisions of FASB 
Statements No. 87, Employers' Accounting for Pensions, No. 106, Employers' Accounting for 
Postretirement Benefits Other Than Pensions, and No. 112, Employers' Accounting for 
Postemployment Benefits. 

 

4-1:  Application of Interpretation 46(R) to Entities Not Commonly Known as Special-Purpose 
Entities  

Question  

Does Interpretation 46(R) apply only to entities commonly known as special-purpose entities (SPEs)?   

Answer  

No.  Paragraph 4 of Interpretation 46(R) provides scope exceptions for certain enterprises and entities.  All entities that 
do not fall under these scope exceptions (which could be any form of organization including limited partnerships, 
joint ventures, co-operatives, and trusts) should be evaluated by variable interest holders to determine whether they 
represent variable interest entities (see Q&A 1-1).   
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4-2:  Application of Interpretation 46(R) to Holding Companies 

Holding companies are frequently established (often for legal or tax purposes) to hold some or all of the ownership 
interests in an entity.  Enterprises often have ownership interests in these holding companies solely to invest in an 
underlying entity that must be evaluated to determine whether it is a variable interest entity under Interpretation 
46(R).  Questions often arise about whether an enterprise with an interest in a holding company can "look through" 
(i.e., ignore) a holding company and apply the provisions of Interpretation 46(R) directly to the underlying entity as if 
the holding company does not exist.  This is particularly relevant to the business scope exception in paragraph 4(h) of 
Interpretation 46(R).  An enterprise with an interest in a holding company would not be allowed to apply the business 
scope exception if that enterprise was not allowed to look through the holding company because the holding 
company would not meet the definition of a business. 

Question 

Is it appropriate for an enterprise to look through a holding company and apply the provisions of Interpretation 46(R) 
directly to the underlying entity as if the holding company does not exist? 

Answer 

Looking through a holding company is never required and often would be inappropriate under Interpretation 46(R).  
Paragraph 3 of Interpretation 46(R) indicates that "this Interpretation uses the term entity to refer to any legal 
structure used to conduct activities or to hold assets."  Therefore, Interpretation 46(R) requires that each legal entity 
be separately evaluated under its provisions.  In limited circumstances, however, an investor may be able to look 
through a holding company and apply Interpretation 46(R) directly to an underlying entity.  This can only be the case 
when (1) the holding company is truly a nonsubstantive entity because it does not have any substantive identity 
separate from the underlying entity and (2) the economics of the arrangement do not change as a result of inserting a 
holding company in between the investors and the underlying entity.  All facts and circumstances, including the 
design of the holding company and the underlying entity, and the nature of the relationships with the variable 
interest holders and their related parties, should be considered. 

The following conditions must exist for an enterprise to look through a holding company to the underlying entity: 

• Other than its ownership interests in the underlying entity, the holding company is restricted by its 
governing documents from holding any assets, issuing debt, or engaging in any operating activities on its 
own behalf. 

• The governing documents of the holding company and the underlying entity are substantively the same. 

• The governing documents associated with the holding company and the underlying entity require that 
both entities have the same individuals on the board of directors or other bodies that determine the 
financial and operating policies of the entity. 

• The risks and rewards of the interest holders (including their interests in profits and losses and in 
liquidation) would be identical if their interests were directly in the underlying entity instead of in the 
holding company. 

When these conditions exist, an enterprise can conclude that the holding company has no substantive identity 
separate from the underlying entity and that all variable interests in the holding company represent indirect variable 
interests in the underlying entity since they are virtually indistinguishable from the direct variable interests in the 
underlying entity.  That is, the variable interests in the holding company are essentially a "back to back" arrangement 
with the variable interests in the underlying entity such that the holding company represents a pass-through entity.  
Typically, this is only possible when the underlying entity is 100 percent held by the holding company and all the 
variable interests in the holding company mirror variable interests that exist in the underlying entity.  In general, the 
conclusions reached under an Interpretation 46(R) evaluation that involve looking through a holding company should 
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be the same conclusions that would be reached if the analysis were performed separately on the holding company 
and the underlying entity. 

Example 

Investor R (R) and Investor C (C) each hold 50 percent of the ownership interests in Holding Company H (H).  Holding 
Company H holds 100 percent of the ownership interests in Entity B (B).  Entity B is a business as defined in Appendix 
C of Interpretation 46(R).  Holding Company H has no assets (other than its ownership interests in B), liabilities, or 
day-to-day operations.  There are no other relationships or agreements between R, C, H, and B.  Assume that H meets 
all four of the conditions described above. 

Although it is not required, in this example the investors can look through H and apply Interpretation 46(R) directly to 
B.  In applying Interpretation 46(R), the investors must determine whether they meet, or B meets, one of the scope 
exceptions in paragraph 4 of Interpretation 46(R). 

 

4(a)-1:  Scope Exception for Not-for-Profit Organizations  

Question  

Does the scope exception in paragraph 4(a) exempt for-profit enterprises from consolidating not-for-profit entities 
under Interpretation 46(R) or exempt not-for-profit enterprises from consolidating a variable interest entity?   

Answer  

Yes, in both instances.  For-profit enterprises are exempt from consolidating not-for-profit entities unless the latter is 
used in a manner similar to a variable interest entity and is intended to circumvent the provisions of Interpretation 
46(R) (see Q&A 4(a)-2 for guidance on identifying circumvention of Interpretation 46(R)).  In addition, not-for-profit 
enterprises are not subject to the analysis required under Interpretation 46(R) to determine whether to consolidate 
any entity for which it holds an interest.  However, the not-for-profit enterprise may be a related party of a for-profit 
enterprise requiring analysis pursuant to paragraphs 16 and 17 of Interpretation 46(R).  In both cases, to the extent 
the reporting enterprise is exempt from the scope of Interpretation 46(R), other generally accepted accounting 
principles in the United States of America relating to consolidation for not-for-profit enterprises are applicable (see 
Q&A 4(a)-3 for guidance what generally accepted accounting principles in the United States of America relate to 
consolidation of not-for-profit entities).   

 

4(a)-2:  Scope Exception for Not-for-Profit Organizations:  Used to Circumvent Interpretation 
46(R)  

Question  

Paragraph 4(a) of Interpretation 46(R) states that "if a not-for-profit entity is used by business enterprises . . . to 
circumvent the provisions of this Interpretation, that not-for-profit entity shall be subject to this Interpretation."  How 
should the "effort to circumvent" provisions of Interpretation 46(R) in paragraph 4(a) be analyzed?   

Answer  

Significant judgment should be used in analyzing the facts and circumstances surrounding the creation and/or design 
of the not-for-profit entity, and its relationship with business enterprises to determine whether a not-for-profit entity 
has been established to circumvent Interpretation 46(R).  For example, the following should be considered:   

• Whether the party (the sponsor) who will transact with the not-for-profit entity created or designed the 
entity. 
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• Why the entity was formed as a not-for-profit. 

• The nature of its operations (e.g., are substantially all of the activities of the not-for-profit entity on 
behalf of the sponsor).   

Example  

Enterprise A (a business enterprise) forms a single-purpose entity (Entity B) in the form of a not-for-profit organization.  
Entity B is established by Enterprise A to be the lessor of a building to Enterprise A.  Entity B has issued various 
tranches of senior and subordinated debt, the proceeds of which are used to purchase the building to lease to 
Enterprise A.  The terms of the lease are designed so that Enterprise A can attain operating lease treatment.  The 
terms include a first loss residual value guarantee from Enterprise A (the guarantee is capped to meet the operating 
lease criteria), and Enterprise A has a fixed-price purchase option at the end of the lease term (the option is not 
considered to be a bargain purchase option).  It is expected that all of the lease payments (including those from the 
residual value guarantee) and the proceeds from final sale of the property will be sufficient to redeem the debt.  
While no excess funds are expected after the debt is redeemed, any excess funds must be contributed to a local 
foundation. 

Enterprise A could not use the not-for-profit scope exception in analyzing whether it must consolidate Entity B 
because, even though Entity B is a not-for-profit organization, its form as a not-for-profit was used simply to 
circumvent the provisions of Interpretation 46(R).  Therefore, Enterprise A would need to analyze its arrangement with 
Entity B under the provisions of Interpretation 46(R).   

 

4(a)-3:  Accounting Guidance for Not-for-Profit Entities as a Result of Interpretation 46(R)  

Question  

What accounting literature should be followed by not-for-profit entities that qualify for the scope exception in 
paragraph 4(a) of Interpretation 46(R)?   

Answer  

Not-for-profit entities should look to the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides, Not-for-Profit Organizations and 
Health Care Organizations, as well as AICPA Statement of Position 94-3, Reporting of Related Entities by Not-for-
Profit Organizations. 

 

4(a)-4:  Determining Whether Entities That Present Their Financial Statements Similarly to a Not-
for-Profit Organization Can Qualify for the Not-for-Profit Scope Exception  

Paragraph 168 of Statement 117 defines a not-for-profit organization as "an entity that possesses the following 
characteristics that distinguish it from a business enterprise:  (a) contributions of significant amounts of resources from 
resource providers who do not expect commensurate or proportionate pecuniary return, (b) operating purposes other 
than to provide goods or services at a profit, and (c) absence of ownership interests like those of business 
enterprises."   

Question  

Can an entity that presents its financial statements like a not-for-profit organization, even though it does not meet 
the Statement 117 definition, qualify for the not-for-profit scope exception in Interpretation 46(R)?   
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Answer  

No.  Only entities that meet the definition of a not-for-profit organization in Statement 117 qualify for the not-for-
profit scope exception.   

Example  

Company A (a for-profit organization) sells properties to a Common Interest Realty Association (CIRA) in exchange for 
time share memberships.  Company A then sells the time share memberships to consumers.  The CIRA presents its 
financial statements like a not-for-profit pursuant to the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide, Common Interest Realty 
Associations, but does not meet the Statement 117 definition of a not-for-profit as noted above. 

It is our informal understanding that the SEC staff does not believe that a typical CIRA is a not-for-profit organization 
under Statement 117 because typically it does not meet part (a) or part (c) of the definition in Statement 117 as 
follows:   

• Part (a) —The investors (consumers who purchase the time-share units) expect the CIRA to use their 
contributions to maintain the properties, which maintains (or increases) the value of their time share 
units. 

• Part (c) — The investors have a residual claim on the properties, voting rights with respect to the activities 
of the CIRA, and the units are exchangeable.  These attributes are characteristics of "ownership interests 
like those of business enterprises."   

The CIRA, therefore, would not meet the scope exception in paragraph 4(a) for not-for-profits. 

Note:  The next step in applying Interpretation 46(R) is to determine whether the entity is a variable interest entity 
(VIE).  If the CIRA entity is not a VIE, Company A is not required to apply Interpretation 46(R) to that entity, despite 
the fact that the CIRA does not meet the not-for-profit scope exception.   

 

4(a)-5: Retention of a For-Profit Enterprise's Accounting Policies in the Consolidated Financial 
Statements of a Not-For-Profit Enterprise 

Company N (N), a not-for-profit health care company, has a wholly owned Subsidiary W (W).  Company N follows the 
AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide, Health Care Organizations (the "Health Care Guide").  Subsidiary W is a for-
profit holding company that directly operates several for-profit businesses.  Subsidiary W also has a 75 percent equity 
interest in V.  Subsidiary W consolidates V under the provisions of Interpretation 46(R). 

Paragraph 4(a) exempts not-for-profit organizations from the provisions of Interpretation 46(R).  However, paragraph 
1.43 of the Health Care Guide states, in part: 

Not-for-profit organizations may follow and are not prohibited from following the guidance 
in effective provisions of the APB Opinions and the FASB Statements and Interpretations 
listed in Appendix A [paragraph 1.55] of this chapter, which specifically exempt not-for-profit 
organizations from their application, unless FASB Statements No. 116 or No. 117 or this 
Guide provide different guidance. (However, the guidance included in the effective 
provisions of pronouncements listed in Appendix A [paragraph 1.55] applies to all 
for-profit entities owned, whether owned all or in part, by not-for-profit entities.)  
[Emphasis added] 

Appendix A of the Health Care Guide includes Interpretation 46(R) in the list of guidance that not-for-profit 
enterprises are exempt from applying.   
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Question  

Should W's accounting for V be retained in the consolidated financial statements of N (a not-for-profit enterprise)?   

Answer  

Yes.  The parenthetical phrase in paragraph 1.43 of the Health Care Guide is clear in stating that that for-profit 
enterprises that are owned by not-for-profit enterprises must apply the guidance in Appendix A, including 
Interpretation 46(R).  That guidance does not change as a result of consolidation by the not-for profit enterprise.  
Therefore, W's decision to consolidate V should be retained in N's consolidated financial statements. 

This position is also supported by EITF Issue No. 85-12, "Retention of Specialized Accounting for Investments in 
Consolidation."  Issue 85-12 states, in part: 

The issue is whether the consolidated financial statements should retain the specialized 
industry accounting principles applicable to the subsidiary or whether the accounting 
principles applicable to the parent company should be applied to the subsidiary's 
investments. . . . 

The Task Force reached a consensus that, assuming that the specialized industry accounting 
principles are appropriate at the subsidiary level, those principles should be retained in 
consolidation.  

While the example above describes a not-for-profit health care organization, the language in paragraph 1.43 of the 
Health Care Guide is identical to the language in paragraph 1.09 of the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide, Not-for-
Profit Organizations.  Therefore, the conclusion above applies to all not-for-profit enterprises. 

 

4(b)-1:  Determining Whether Employee Benefit Plans Should Apply Interpretation 46(R) to Their 
Investments  

Employee benefit plans (either defined benefit or defined contribution) may have significant investments (e.g., equity 
or debt securities, or other investments) in entities that give them a controlling financial interest in those entities 
through voting rights or other arrangements.   

Question  

Are employee benefit plans within the scope of Interpretation 46(R)?  If not, are they within the scope of ARB 51?   

Answer  

No.  Employee benefit plans are not within the scope of Interpretation 46(R) or ARB 51.   

Defined Benefit Plans  

A defined benefit plan should follow the accounting prescribed by Statement 35 (i.e., fair value for all plan 
investments).  Paragraph 11 of Statement 35 states: "Plan investments, whether equity or debt securities, real estate, 
or other (excluding insurance contracts) shall be presented at their fair value at the reporting date."  Since these 
investments are required to be carried at fair value, defined benefit plans should not apply the provisions of 
Interpretation 46(R) or ARB 51.  Carrying the investments at fair value and complying with the disclosure principles of 
Statement 35 provides information to investors that reflect current circumstances based on all the arrangements that 
the enterprise (defined benefit plan) may have with the entity.   

Other Employee Benefit Plans  

For other employee benefit plans (i.e., defined contribution plans or employee health and welfare benefit plans) the 
guidance in the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide, Employee Benefit Plans (the "Employee Benefit Guide") should 
be applied.  That guidance generally requires investments be carried at fair value (see paragraphs 3.12 and 4.26 of the 
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Employee Benefit Guide).  Additionally, paragraph .30 of the AICPA Audit Risk Alert, Employee Benefit Plans Industry 
Developments — 2004, specifically states that investments in limited partnerships (as an example) be carried at fair 
value as opposed to being consolidated or applying the equity method.  Accordingly, neither Interpretation 46(R) nor 
ARB 51 would apply to other employee benefit plans, since the investments are required to be carried at fair value.   

Other Parties  

Other parties involved with employee benefit plans, such as service providers, should apply the guidance in 
Interpretation 46(R) or ARB 51 as the facts and circumstances may warrant.  Employer-sponsors are allowed a scope 
exception from the requirements of Interpretation 46(R) for those employee benefit plans that are subject to the 
provisions of Statements 87, 106, and 112 (paragraph 4(b) of Interpretation 46(R)).   
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Scope 

4. This Interpretation clarifies the application of ARB 51 and replaces Interpretation 46.  With the following 
exceptions, this Interpretation applies to all entities: 

c. Neither a transferor of financial assets nor its affiliates shall consolidate a qualifying special-
purpose entity as described in paragraph 35 of FASB Statement No. 140, Accounting for 
Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets and Extinguishments of Liabilities, or a "formerly 
qualifying SPE" as described in paragraph 25 of Statement 140.  A transferor reports its rights 
and obligations related to the qualifying special-purpose entity according to the requirements of 
Statement 140. 

d. An enterprise that holds variable interests in a qualifying special-purpose entity or a "formerly 
qualifying SPE," as described in paragraph 25 of Statement 140, shall not consolidate that entity 
unless that enterprise has the unilateral ability to cause the entity to liquidate or to change the 
entity so that it no longer meets the conditions in paragraph 25 or 35 of Statement 140.  If the 
entity is not consolidated, the enterprise reports its rights and obligations related to the entity.   

 

4(d)-1:  Interpreting "Unilateral Ability" — Scope Exception for Variable Interest Holders in a 
Qualifying Special-Purpose Entity  

Paragraph 4(d) of Interpretation 46(R) states that an enterprise that holds variable interests in a QSPE or a "formerly 
qualifying SPE" (under Statement 125) as described in paragraph 25 of Statement 140 and is not the transferor, 
should not consolidate that entity unless the enterprise has the unilateral ability to cause the entity to liquidate or to 
change the entity so that it no longer meets the conditions in paragraph 25 or paragraph 35 of Statement 140 to be 
a QSPE.   

Question  

How should "unilateral ability," as used in paragraph 4(d), be interpreted?   

Answer  

All of the facts and circumstances surrounding an enterprise's abilities with respect to an entity should be considered 
in determining whether the enterprise has the unilateral ability to liquidate or change the entity so that the entity no 
longer meets the criteria of a QSPE.  For example, if liquidation of the entity requires a unanimous vote of all variable 
interest holders, but the majority holder of the variable interests in a QSPE can obtain the remaining variable interests 
with minimal cost and effort, the majority holder would be deemed to have the unilateral ability to liquidate the entity 
and thus could not rely on the QSPE scope exception.  In general, if the minority holding of the QSPE's interests has 
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10 percent or greater of the total voting rights or equivalent in the QSPE, a majority holder of the variable interests 
should not be considered to have the unilateral ability to liquidate or change the entity.  A minority holding below the 
10 percent threshold would require an analysis of the facts and circumstances; however, a clearly insignificant 
minority voting interest may result in a presumption that the majority holder has the unilateral ability to liquidate or 
change the entity, absent convincing evidence to the contrary. 

See Q&A 4(d)-2 for a discussion of unilateral ability when an option to liquidate is based on a future event.   
Q&A 4(d)-2 also includes a discussion of cleanup calls.   

 

4(d)-2:  Determining Whether an Option to Liquidate Based on a Future Event Constitutes 
"Unilateral Ability"  

Question  

Enterprise A, a non-transferor holder of beneficial interests in Entity B, a QSPE pursuant to the requirements of 
Statement 140 holds an option that allows Enterprise A to require that all of the assets of Entity B be sold to 
Enterprise A (leading to Entity B being liquidated) when the outstanding assets of Entity B (or beneficial interests in 
Entity B) fall below 20 percent of their original amount.  While the QSPE's assets are subject to prepayment risk, they 
also have contractual amortization schedules that will reduce the outstanding balance to below 20 percent before the 
scheduled maturity of the QSPE.  Does the aforesaid option constitute a "unilateral ability" to cause Entity B to 
liquidate or to change Entity B pursuant to paragraph 4(d) of Interpretation 46(R)?   

Answer  

Based on our conversations with the FASB and the SEC staff, the option does not constitute a "unilateral ability" to 
cause Entity B to liquidate as contemplated by paragraph 4(d) of Interpretation 46(R) until the outstanding assets of 
Entity B fall below 20 percent of their original amount (i.e., the call option becomes exercisable).  Therefore in this fact 
pattern, regardless of whether the option will become exercisable based upon the occurrence of a future event, or it 
is clear that the option will become exercisable with only the passage of time, Enterprise A may rely on the scope 
exception in paragraph 4(d) of Interpretation 46(R) until such time as the option is exercisable.  In the example above, 
once the outstanding assets fall below 20 percent and the option is exercisable, Enterprise A can no longer rely on the 
scope exception in paragraph 4(d) of Interpretation 46(R), and, therefore, would evaluate its holdings as a variable 
interest because QSPEs are typically variable interest entities.  Only if Enterprise A were determined to be primary 
beneficiary would Enterprise A consolidate the QSPE.  The conclusion that Enterprise A can no longer qualify for the 
scope exception does not prohibit the ability of the transferor or other holders of beneficial interests from relying on 
the scope exceptions in paragraph 4(c) and 4(d) of Interpretation 46(R), respectively. 

This was the only fact pattern that was discussed with the FASB and SEC staff.  Enterprises should consider all facts 
and circumstances when evaluating arrangements with an entity, and judgment is required in determining whether 
an option related to the assets of a QSPE constitutes the unilateral ability to liquidate the entity or cause it to change.  
An enterprise holding an option that is designed to circumvent the requirements of Interpretation 46(R) will not be 
able to rely on the scope exception in paragraph 4(d). 

Further, if Enterprise A was the servicer and the call option was a cleanup call pursuant to paragraph 364 of 
Statement 140, Enterprise A would not have the unilateral ability to liquidate or dissolve Entity B.  A cleanup call 
under Statement 140 must meet the following conditions:   

• Must be held by the servicer of the financial assets transferred to a QSPE, or one of its affiliates. 

• Exercisable only if "the amount of outstanding assets or beneficial interests falls to a level at which the 
cost of servicing those assets or beneficial interests becomes burdensome in relation to the benefits of 
servicing."  
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4(d)-3:  Application of the QSPE Scope Exception to Entities Formed Before the Effective Dates of 
Statements 125 and 140  

Paragraph 4(d) of Interpretation 46(R) provides a scope exception for variable interests held in certain qualified special 
purpose entities (qualified SPEs).  It states, in part, that:   

An enterprise that holds variable interests in a qualifying special-purpose entity or a "formerly 
qualifying SPE," as described in paragraph 25 of Statement 140, shall not consolidate that 
entity unless that enterprise has the unilateral ability to cause the entity to liquidate or to 
change the entity so that it no longer meets the conditions in paragraph 25 or 35 of 
Statement 140.   

The concept of a qualified SPE was first introduced by FASB Statement No. 125, Accounting for Transfers and 
Servicing of Financial Assets and Extinguishments of Liabilities.  Generally, Statement 125 was effective prospectively 
for transfers and servicing of financial assets and extinguishment of liabilities occurring after December 31, 1996.  
Statement 140 amended and replaced Statement 125, generally requiring prospective application for transactions 
occurring after March 31, 2001.  Paragraph 35 of Statement 140 clarified the circumstances in which a special-
purpose entity can be considered qualifying.  In addition, paragraph 25 of Statement 140 indicated that an entity that 
was a qualifying SPE under Statement 125 but fails to meet one or more conditions of a qualifying SPE under 
paragraph 35 of Statement 140 should continue to be considered a qualifying SPE provided it maintains its qualifying 
status under the previous standard and meets certain other conditions (referred to as a formerly qualifying SPE).   

Question  

A special purpose entity that is holding transferred financial assets was formed prior to the effective date of 
Statement 125.  Can an enterprise with an investment in the entity qualify for the paragraph 4(d) scope exception?   

Answer  

Yes.  Based on informal discussions with the FASB staff, if the entity meets the characteristics in either paragraph 25 
(for a formerly qualifying SPE) or 35 (for a qualifying SPE) of Statement 140, the scope exception may be applied.  
That is, even though Statement 125 or Statement 140 was not effective at the formation of the entity, it can still be 
considered a qualifying SPE for purposes of the Interpretation 46(R) scope exception. 

This scope exception cannot be applied by an enterprise that has the unilateral ability to cause the entity to liquidate 
or change the entity so that that it no longer meets the conditions in paragraph 25 or 35 of Statement 140 (see Q&As 
4(d)-1 and 4(d)-2).   
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Scope 

4. This Interpretation clarifies the application of ARB 51 and replaces Interpretation 46.  With the following 
exceptions, this Interpretation applies to all entities: 

e. An enterprise subject to SEC Regulation S-X, Rule 6-03(c)(1) shall not consolidate any entity 
that is not also subject to that same rule.  
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4(e)-1:  Scope Exception for Certain Investment Companies  

Question 

What entities qualify for the scope exception in paragraph 4(e) of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

SEC Regulation S-X, Rule 6-03(c)(1), "Special Rules of General Application to Registered Investment Companies," 
states, in part, that consolidated statements of a registered investment company "may be consolidated only with the 
statements of subsidiaries which are investment companies."  Paragraph 4(e) of Interpretation 46(R) states that an 
enterprise subject to SEC Regulation S-X, Rule 6-03(c)(1), should not consolidate any entity that is not subject to that 
same rule. 

Interpretation 46(R) does not exempt nonregistered investment companies from its scope.  Nonetheless, as described 
in paragraph 36 of Interpretation 46(R), the effective date of Interpretation 46(R) was indefinitely deferred for 
investment companies (including nonregistered investment companies) that are accounting for their investments in 
accordance with the Investment Company Guide.  The deferral does not apply to investments made after March 27, 
2002, by a nonregistered investment company that is not a separate legal entity, unless those investments were 
acquired pursuant to an irrevocable binding commitment that existed before March 28, 2002. 

Note that on May 11, 2007, the FASB issued FSP FIN 46(R)-7.  The FSP revises paragraph 4(e) to state that investments 
accounted for at fair value in accordance with the specialized accounting guidance in the Investment Company Guide 
are exempt from the provisions of Interpretation 46(R).  The FSP also states that an enterprise that is required to 
discontinue application of the Investment Company Guide (as a result of adopting the recently issued SOP 07-1 is 
subject to the provisions of Interpretation 46(R) at that time.  Upon the effective date of SOP 07-1, the guidance in 
this Q&A is no longer applicable.  The effective date of SOP 07-1 is for fiscal years beginning on or after December 
15, 2007. 
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Scope 

4. This Interpretation clarifies the application of ARB 51 and replaces Interpretation 46.  With the following 
exceptions, this Interpretation applies to all entities: 

f. Separate accounts of life insurance entities as described in the AICPA Audit and Accounting 
Guide, Life and Health Insurance Entities, are not subject to consolidation according to the 
requirements of this Interpretation. 

 

4(f)-1:  Scope Exception for Separate Accounts of Life Insurance Entities  

Question  

Paragraph 4(f) of Interpretation 46(R) exempts "[s]eparate accounts of life insurance entities as described in the AICPA 
Audit and Accounting Guide, Life and Health Insurance Entities," from applying Interpretation 46(R).  However, must 
a separate account apply Interpretation 46(R) to an entity in which it holds a variable interest?   

Answer  

Yes.  The scope exception applies to investors in assets held by a separate account of an insurance company.  
However, the financial statements of the separate account prepared in accordance with generally accepted 
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accounting principles (GAAP) is not exempt from Interpretation 46(R)'s requirements to analyze whether the entities 
in which the separate account has a variable interest should be consolidated by the separate account.  In other words, 
the financial statements of the separate account are not exempt from considering consolidation of variable interest 
entities under Interpretation 46(R). 

The insurance company would follow the guidance in paragraph 54 of FASB Statement No. 60, Accounting and 
Reporting by Insurance Enterprise, that states in part that "separate account assets and liabilities ordinarily shall be 
reported as summary totals in the financial statements of the insurance enterprise."  Interpretation 46(R) included this 
scope exception because it was not intended to change the accounting under Statement 60.  In addition, the life 
insurance enterprise that established the separate account should look to the guidance in AICPA Statement of 
Position 03-1, Accounting and Reporting by Insurance Enterprises for Certain Nontraditional Long-Duration Contracts 
and for Separate Accounts.   
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Scope 

4. This Interpretation clarifies the application of ARB 51 and replaces Interpretation 46.  With the following 
exceptions, this Interpretation applies to all entities: 

g. An enterprise with an interest in a variable interest entity or potential variable interest entity 
created before December 31, 2003, is not required to apply this Interpretation to that entity if 
the enterprise, after making an exhaustive effort, is unable to obtain the information1 necessary 
to (1) determine whether the entity is a variable interest entity, (2) determine whether the 
enterprise is the variable interest entity's primary beneficiary, or (3) perform the accounting 
required to consolidate the variable interest entity for which it is determined to be the primary 
beneficiary.  The scope exception in this provision applies only as long as the reporting enterprise 
continues to be unable to obtain the necessary information.  Paragraph 26 requires certain 
disclosures to be made about interests in entities subject to this provision.  Paragraph 41 
provides transition guidance for an enterprise that subsequently obtains the information 
necessary to apply this Interpretation to an entity subject to this exception  

Footnote 1 — This inability to obtain the necessary information is expected to be infrequent, especially if the enterprise 
participated significantly in the design or redesign of the entity. 

 

4(g)-1:  Meaning of the Term "Exhaustive Effort"  

Question  

How should the term "exhaustive effort" as used in paragraph 4(g) of Interpretation 46(R) be interpreted?   

Answer  

All of the facts and circumstances surrounding an enterprise's ability to obtain information from an entity in which it 
has an interest should be considered in determining whether the enterprise has the information necessary to apply 
the provisions of Interpretation 46(R).  Footnote 1 in paragraph 4(g) of Interpretation 46(R) states that the "inability to 
obtain the necessary information is expected to be infrequent, especially if the enterprise participated significantly in 
the design or redesign of the entity." 
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Therefore, if the enterprise concludes it is subject to the exemption in paragraph 4(g), the enterprise should compile 
documentation supporting the fact that significant efforts have been made (e.g., date, time, and nature of requests; 
evidence that the appropriate parties at the entity have been contacted; copies of written information requests; 
evidence that other holders of similar variable interests are also unable to obtain the information; the nature of any 
responses from the entity; etc.).  An enterprise is not required to resort to legal action to obtain information if it does 
not have a contractual right to obtain the information. 

Exhaustive effort, supported by appropriate documentation, should be undertaken for each entity to which the 
enterprise is unable to apply the provisions of Interpretation 46(R).  As long as the reporting enterprise has an interest 
in the entity in question, the enterprise should continue to undertake exhaustive efforts to obtain the necessary 
information at least every reporting period. 

At the 2004 AICPA National Conference on Current SEC and PCAOB Developments, the SEC staff emphasized that 
management should be prepared to support how they have satisfied the exhaustive effort requirements. 

Note:  Enterprises can apply this scope exception only for entities created before December 31, 2003. 

At the 2003 AICPA National Conference on Current SEC Developments, the SEC Staff stated the following:   

[T]he staff has begun to contemplate the meaning of "an exhaustive effort" in applying this 
limited scope exception.  Consistent with the thoughts of the FASB, as expressed in the 
modifications to FIN 46, the staff anticipates that the use of the exception will be infrequent.  
We plan to deal with instances where the information scope exception is being applied on a 
case-by-case basis, considering all of the relevant facts and circumstances.  In assessing those 
facts and circumstances, the staff can be expected to consider whether registrants operating 
in the same industry with similar types of arrangements were able to obtain the requisite 
information.   

Paragraph 26 of Interpretation 46(R) requires certain disclosures to be made about interests in entities that apply this 
provision.  Paragraph 41 of Interpretation 46(R) provides transition guidance for an enterprise that subsequently 
obtains the information necessary to apply Interpretation 46(R) to an entity subject to this exception.   

 

4(g)-2:  Application of Exhaustive Efforts Scope Exception to an Inactive Entity Created Before 
December 31, 2003  

The "exhaustive efforts" scope exception in Interpretation 46(R) applies only to an entity that was both (1) created 
before December 31, 2003, and (2) meets the other requirements of paragraph 4(g) of Interpretation 46(R).  An entity 
may have been created before December 31, 2003, remained inactive for a number of years, and then re-activated 
after December 31, 2003 to carry out new activities and issue new variable interests.   

Question  

Can the exhaustive efforts scope exception be applied to an entity that has been re-activated after December 31, 
2003?   

Answer  

No.  At the 2003 AICPA Annual Conference on Current SEC Developments, the SEC Staff stated the following:   

For instance, in making a determination whether to apply the scope exception, registrants 
should carefully consider whether the entity was really created prior to December 31st or was 
merely in existence prior to that date and re-configured in such a way that the "creation 
date" of the legal entity is not relevant.  For instance, if an entity was inactive for a number 
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of years and then re-activated after December 31st to carry out new activities and issue new 
variable interests, the staff would consider the use of the information scope exception 
abusive. 
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Scope 

4. This Interpretation clarifies the application of ARB 51 and replaces Interpretation 46.  With the following 
exceptions, this Interpretation applies to all entities: 

h. An entity that is deemed to be a business under the definition in Appendix C need not be 
evaluated by a reporting enterprise to determine if the entity is a variable interest entity under 
the requirements of this Interpretation unless one or more of the following conditions exist 
(however, for entities that are excluded by this provision of this Interpretation, other generally 
accepted accounting principles should be applied):2  

(1) The reporting enterprise, its related parties,3 or both participated 
significantly in the design or redesign of the entity.  However, this 
condition does not apply if the entity is an operating joint venture 
under joint control of the reporting enterprise and one or more 
independent parties or a franchisee.4  

(2) The entity is designed so that substantially all of its activities either 
involve or are conducted on behalf of the reporting enterprise and its 
related parties. 

(3) The reporting enterprise and its related parties provide more than 
half of the total of the equity, subordinated debt, and other forms of 
subordinated financial support to the entity based on an analysis of the 
fair values of the interests in the entity.  

(4) The activities of the entity are primarily related to securitizations or 
other forms of asset-backed financings or single-lessee leasing 
arrangements.  

Footnote 2 — An entity that previously was not evaluated to determine if it was a variable interest entity because of this 
provision need not be evaluated in future periods as long as the entity continues to meet the conditions in this 
paragraph.  

Footnote 3 — The term related parties as used in this list of conditions refers to all parties identified in paragraph 16, 
except for de facto agents under item 16(d)(1).  

Footnote 4 — The term franchisee is defined in paragraph 26 of FASB Statement No. 45, Accounting for Franchise Fee 
Revenue. 

 

4(h)-1:  Definition of a Business Under Paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R)  

Question  

What is the definition of a business for purposes of applying the scope exception in paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 
46(R)?   
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Answer  

Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R) provides the definition of a business for purposes of qualifying for the paragraph 
4(h) scope exception.  Paragraph C8 of Interpretation 46(R) suggests a three-step process in determining whether a 
set of assets and activities is or is not a business as follows:   

1. Identify the elements that constitute the set of activities and assets of the entity. 

2. Compare the elements with a complete set of elements necessary for the set to constitute a normal 
business operation.  A normal business operation requires activities or assets involving inputs, processes, 
and outputs. 

3. Determine whether missing elements, if any, lead to the conclusion that the set is not a business.  
Consider the difficulty or cost of obtaining the missing element(s).   

The facts and circumstances of each entity should be evaluated carefully.  The examples included in EITF Issue No.  
98-3, "Determining Whether a Nonmonetary Transaction Involves Receipt of Productive Assets or of a Business" 
(which is the source of the modified definition of a business used in Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R)), may be 
helpful in making the assessment. 

In general, a special-purpose entity previously within the scope of the following pronouncements will not meet the 
definition of a business:   

• EITF Issue No. 90-15, "Impact of Nonsubstantive Lessors, Residual Value Guarantees, and Other 
Provisions in Leasing Transactions." 

• EITF Issue No. 96-21, "Implementation Issues in Accounting for Leasing Transactions Involving Special-
Purpose Entities." 

• EITF Issue No. 97-1, "Implementation Issues in Accounting for Lease Transactions, Including Those 
Involving Special-Purpose Entities." 

• EITF Topic No. D-14, "Transactions Involving Special-Purpose Entities."   

Note:  Paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R) provides that, even if an entity meets the definition of a business, an 
enterprise may still need to analyze its interest in that entity if any of the conditions in paragraph 4(h)(1)–(4) of 
Interpretation 46(R) exist.   

 

4(h)-2:  Applying the Business Scope Exception on an Enterprise by Enterprise Basis  

Paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R) states that "[a]n entity that is deemed to be a business under the definition in 
Appendix C [of Interpretation 46(R)] need not be evaluated by a reporting enterprise to determine if the entity is a 
variable interest entity under the requirement of this Interpretation unless one or more [enumerated] conditions 
exist."  Paragraph D16 of Interpretation 46(R) discusses the basis for including this scope exception.  The basis 
provides that paragraph 6 of Interpretation 46(R) was intended to obviate the need for an enterprise to apply the 
provisions of Interpretation 46(R) to determine if an entity is a variable interest entity in certain circumstances.  The 
Board decided to include a similar aid to implementation based on characteristics of the entity and its relationship to 
the reporting enterprise. 

Question 

Is the business scope exception required to be evaluated on a variable interest holder by variable interest holder basis? 
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Answer 

Yes.  The scope exception in paragraph 4(h) applies on an enterprise by enterprise basis.  In other words, each 
enterprise involved with the entity must evaluate whether, from its perspective, it or the entity fails any of the 
conditions in paragraph 4(h) to qualify for the scope exception.  It is possible for one enterprise with an interest in an 
entity to fail to qualify for the scope exception while another enterprise with an interest in the same entity will qualify. 

The following conditions in paragraph 4(h) should be based on an analysis of the entity (and thus, should be the same 
analysis for all holders of interests in the entity): 

• Whether the entity is a business as defined in Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R) 

• Whether the activities of the entity are primarily related to securitizations or other forms of asset-backed 
financings or single-lessee leasing arrangements (paragraph 4(h)(4)). 

The following conditions in paragraph 4(h) should be based on an analysis of the relationship each interest holder 
(reporting enterprise) and its related parties has with the entity (and thus, the analysis may be different for different 
holders of interests in the entity): 

• Whether the reporting enterprise, its related parties, or both participated significantly in the design or 
redesign of the entity, unless the entity is an operating joint venture under joint control of the reporting 
enterprise and one or more independent parties or a franchisee (paragraph 4(h)(1)). 

•· Whether the entity is designed so that substantially all of its activities either involve or are conducted on 
behalf of the reporting enterprise and its related parties (paragraph 4(h)(2)). 

• Whether the reporting enterprise and its related parties provide more than half of the total of the equity, 
subordinated debt, and other forms of subordinated financial support to the entity (paragraph 4(h)(3)). 

Example 

A joint venture (Entity A) is formed by two enterprises.  Entity A meets the definition of a business as defined in 
Appendix C and does not meet the condition in paragraph 4(h)(4).  Enterprise 1 provides 50 percent of the equity and 
a subordinated loan to Entity A.  Enterprise 2 provides 50 percent of the equity.  Enterprise 2 would be scoped out of 
Interpretation 46(R) because it did not provide more than half of the support under the condition in paragraph 
4(h)(3).  However, Enterprise 1 must analyze its interest under Interpretation 46(R) because it provided more than half 
of the total subordinated support to the joint venture.   

 

4(h)-3:  Determining When an Enterprise Should Assess Whether It Meets the Business Scope 
Exception Under Interpretation 46(R)  

Footnote 2 to paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R) states that "[a]n entity that previously was not evaluated to 
determine if it was a variable interest entity because of this provision need not be evaluated in future periods as long 
as the entity continues to meet the conditions in this paragraph."   

Question  

If an entity is deemed to be outside the scope of Interpretation 46(R) based on paragraph 4(h), how frequently should 
an enterprise evaluate whether the entity continues to meet the scope exception?  Conversely, if an entity does not 
initially meet the scope exception under paragraph 4(h), can the entity subsequently meet the scope exception?   
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Answer  

Under this scope exception, all enterprises should evaluate the entity on an ongoing basis to determine whether or 
not the enterprise continues to qualify for the scope exception.  An evaluation of the entity should be made on the 
date at which an enterprise becomes involved with the entity, when events occur that would require reconsideration 
under paragraph 7 of Interpretation 46(R), and as of each reporting date (see Note below).  If an enterprise 
determines that it qualifies for the scope exception under paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R), Interpretation 46(R) 
does not apply and consolidation should be evaluated under the ARB 51 and Statement 94 voting interest model. 

This reassessment could result in an enterprise no longer being able to claim the scope exception in paragraph 4(h) in 
subsequent periods. 

Conversely, an enterprise that has not been able to claim the scope exception may reassess whether it meets the 
scope exception in paragraph 4(h) only if one of the following types of events occur:   

• Paragraph 7 reconsideration events (see Q&A 7-1). 

• Paragraph 15 reconsideration events (see Q&A 15-1). 

• Events that cause a change in the design of the entity.   

Note:  Footnote 2 of Interpretation 46(R), read literally, requires an enterprise to evaluate all of the factors in 
paragraph 4(h) each reporting period.  Condition 4(h)(3) indicates that the reporting enterprise cannot provide more 
than half of the subordinated financial support to the entity.  However, in making the paragraph 4(h)(3) evaluation, 
the enterprise should not conclude that operating losses incurred by the entity, would, by themselves, cause it to fail  
to qualify for the exception (if in previous periods, the enterprise did qualify to use the scope exception).  That is, 
losses that have reduced the entity's equity such that the enterprise now provides more than half of the subordinated 
financial support, on a fair value basis, does not cause an enterprise to no longer be able to apply the business scope 
exception.  This view is supported by paragraph 7 of Interpretation 46(R), which states that "[a]n entity that previously 
was not subject to this Interpretation shall not become subject to it simply because of losses in excess of its 
expected losses that reduce the equity investment."  [Emphasis added]   

Example 1  

Enterprise A and Enterprise B, two unrelated parties, form a joint venture ("Entity C").  The two venturers contribute 
an equal amount of equity and have joint control of the entity.  Entity C sells all of its manufactured product to an 
unrelated third party.  At inception, Entity C is determined to be a business under Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R) 
and neither Entity C nor Enterprises A or B meet any of the conditions in paragraph 4(h)(1)–(4).  Therefore, both 
Enterprises A and B rely on the scope exception provided in paragraph 4(h). 

Subsequently, Entity C loses its customer — and no longer sells to an unrelated third party.  Enterprise A enters into a 
contract to purchase all of the output of the entity.  As a result, Enterprise A now meets the condition described in 
paragraph 4(h)(2) that "[t]he entity is designed so that substantially all of its activities either involve or are conducted 
on behalf of the reporting enterprise."  At the date this condition is met, Enterprise A must apply Interpretation 46(R) 
to Entity C. 

Note:  Enterprise B does not fail any of the conditions in paragraph 4(h)(1)–(4), and therefore, can still rely on the 
scope exception.   

Example 2  

Same facts as above with respect to the formation of Entity C, except that Enterprise A also loans Entity C an 
additional amount to fund the venture.  The loan has a bullet maturity at the end of twenty years.  Enterprise A would 
need to apply Interpretation 46(R) to Entity C because it provided more than half of the total equity and financial 
support and meets the condition of 4(h)(3).  Five years from the inception of the entity, Entity C determines that its 
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cash flows have been in excess of original expectations and decides to repay Enterprise A the entire principal on the 
debt early, which is an event that changes the design of the entity (i.e., the design was to pay the debt at the end of 
twenty years).  As of that date, Enterprise A may qualify for the scope exception because condition 4(h)(3) no longer 
applies — the remaining variable interests are two 50/50 equity interests from Enterprise A and Enterprise B.  On a 
fair-value basis at the reconsideration date, the reporting enterprise (Enterprise A) is no longer providing more than 
half of the total equity and financial support.   

 

4(h)(1)-1:  Definition of a Joint Venture and Joint Control as Used in Interpretation 46(R) 

Question  

What is the definition of a "joint venture" and "joint control" as used in paragraph 4(h)(1) of Interpretation 46(R)?   

Answer  

Authoritative accounting literature has provided little guidance on the definition of a joint venture or joint control.  
The Financial Accounting Standards Board intends to develop a definition of joint ventures as part of its project, Fresh 
Start (New Basis) Issues.  The determination of whether an entity is a joint venture under joint control must be made 
based on facts and circumstances.  The most significant distinguishing characteristic of a joint venture from other 
forms of entity is the owners' joint control over the significant operating decisions of an entity.  Below are several 
references in authoritative accounting literature to joint venture arrangements and joint control, which should be 
considered in analyzing whether an entity is a joint venture. 

Paragraph 3(d) of APB Opinion No. 18, The Equity Method of Accounting for Investments in Common Stock, states: 

"Corporate joint venture" refers to a corporation owned and operated by a small group of 
businesses (the "joint venturers") as a separate and specific business or project for the mutual 
benefit of the members of the group.  A government may also be a member of the group.  
The purpose of a corporate joint venture frequently is to share risks and rewards in 
developing a new market, product or technology; to combine complementary technological 
knowledge; or to pool resources in developing production or other facilities.  A corporate 
joint venture also usually provides an arrangement under which each joint venturer may 
participate, directly or indirectly, in the overall management of the joint venture.  Joint 
venturers thus have an interest or relationship other than as passive investors.  An entity 
which is a subsidiary of one of the "joint venturers" is not a corporate joint venture.  The 
ownership of a corporate joint venture seldom changes, and its stock is usually not traded 
publicly.  A minority public ownership, however, does not preclude a corporation from being 
a corporate joint venture. 

In a speech at the Twentieth Annual National Conference on Current SEC Developments on January 12, 1993, a 
Professional Accounting Fellow discussed certain indicators as to whether any of the joint venturers, individually, 
control an entity.  The speech stated, in part: 

An agreement between the venturers that requires consent of both venture parties for typical 
corporate actions generally indicates that control is not present as to either venturer.  If the 
majority holder cannot order the sale of assets in the ordinary course of business without the 
consent of its joint venture partner, the staff believes control is not present.  However, if the 
joint venture agreement requires the consent of both parties only in the case of a disposition 
of substantially all assets (an action that is clearly not in the ordinary course of business), the 
staff would not conclude that provision would negate the other aspects of control. 

The Accounting Standards Executive Committee indicated in its advisory conclusion In the July 17, 1979 Issues Paper, 
Joint Venture Accounting, "that the element of 'joint control' of major decisions should be the central distinguishing 
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characteristic of a joint venture."  The Committee also "recommended that the definition from Section 3055 of the 
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants Handbook should be adopted in substance as the definition of a joint 
venture."  It states: 

A joint venture is an arrangement whereby two or more parties (the venturers) jointly control 
a specific business undertaking and contribute resources towards its accomplishment.  The 
life of the joint venture is limited to that of the undertaking which may be of short or long-
term duration depending on the circumstances.  A distinctive feature of a joint venture is that 
the relationship between the venturers is governed by an agreement (usually in writing) 
which establishes joint control.  Decisions in all areas essential to the accomplishment of a 
joint venture require the consent of the venturers, as provided by the agreement; none of the 
individual venturers is in a position to unilaterally control the venture.  This feature of joint 
control distinguishes investments in joint ventures from investments in other enterprises 
where control of decisions is related to the proportion of voting interest held. 

While not considered to constitute generally accepted accounting principles, the G4+1 Organizations' Special Report, 
Reporting Interests in Joint Ventures and Similar Arrangements, may be helpful in determining joint control.  It states 
in paragraph 2.14: 

Joint control over an enterprise exists when no one party alone has the power to control its 
strategic operating, investing, and financing decisions, but two or more parties together can 
do so, and each of the parties sharing control (joint venturers) must consent. 

 

4(h)(1)-2:  Determining Whether the Reporting Enterprise Participated Significantly in the Design 
or Redesign of the Entity  

Paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R) exempts enterprises from evaluating entities deemed to be businesses under 
the definition in Appendix C unless one or more of several conditions exists.  Paragraph 4(h)(1) describes one of these 
conditions, which states, in part, "[t]he reporting enterprise, its related parties, or both participated significantly in the 
design or redesign of the entity."  [Footnote omitted] 

Question  

How does a reporting enterprise determine whether it "participated significantly in the design or redesign of the 
entity"?   

Answer  

All of the facts and circumstances should be considered in determining whether the reporting enterprise participated 
significantly in the design or redesign of the entity.  For example, the reporting enterprise would be presumed to have 
participated significantly in the design or redesign of the entity in any of the following fact patterns (not all inclusive).   

• The reporting enterprise's interest in the entity was obtained at the inception of the entity, or shortly 
thereafter.  This presumption may be overcome in certain circumstances, such as when the interest is not 
significant to the entity.  However, if the lack of participation by an enterprise would have prevented the 
creation of the entity, that enterprise always will be deemed to have participated significantly in the 
design of the entity. 

• The reporting enterprise was involved in the execution of the entity's initial or amended governing 
documents or contractual arrangements (if the amendment to the governing documents or contractual 
arrangements effectively redesigns the entity). 
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• The entity was initially formed, or subsequently restructured, by others on behalf of the reporting 
enterprise or its related parties. 

• The reporting enterprise participated significantly (or via protective or participating rights, had the 
opportunity to participate whether or not these rights were exercised) in significant changes to the 
entity's operations.   

Example 1  

Entity 1 is a corporation formed with investments by two equity holders and an unrelated debt holder.  All of  
the enterprises were involved in the determination of the amount of equity and debt financing necessary to fund the 
entity.  The equity holders and the debt holder would be deemed to have participated significantly in the design of 
Entity 1 because all parties were involved in the design (i.e., the funding requirements of the entity) and were involved 
in the execution of the contractual arrangements that established the design of the entity.   

Example 2  

Entity 2 is a real estate partnership that entered into a service contract with Enterprise D, a developer, concurrent  
with Entity 2's formation.  The service contract is determined to be a variable interest.  Under the terms of the service 
contract, Enterprise D will construct and manage a majority of Entity 2's assets, and has advised Entity 2 as to the type 
of assets that should be constructed for its operations.  In this instance, as the service contract is negotiated and 
executed concurrent with the formation of Entity 2, and gives Enterprise D the ability to significantly influence its 
activities, Enterprise D would be deemed to have participated significantly in the entity's design.   

 

4(h)(2)-1:  Scope Exception for Entities Deemed to Be a Business — Determining Whether 
Substantially All of the Activities Either Involve or Are Conducted on Behalf of the Reporting 
Enterprise  

Paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R) exempts enterprises from evaluating entities deemed to be businesses as 
defined in Appendix C unless one or more of several conditions exist.  One condition is under paragraph 4(h)(2), 
which states, "[t]he entity is designed so that substantially all of its activities either involve or are conducted on behalf 
of the reporting enterprise and its related parties."9  

Question 

How should the phrase "substantially all of its activities either involve or are conducted on behalf of the reporting 
enterprise and its related parties," as used in paragraph 4(h)(2) of Interpretation 46(R), be applied? 

Answer 

The evaluation of how to apply this phrase should be based on the design of the entity and should compare the 
nature and extent of the activities between the enterprise and the entity with the entire set of the entity's activities.  
Generally, if 90 percent or more of the entity's activities are conducted on behalf of a reporting enterprise and its 
related parties, it is presumed to be "substantially all" of the entity's activities.  However, less than 90 percent is not a 
safe harbor.  The evaluation should not necessarily be based on the reporting enterprise's economic interest.  
However, a significant economic interest may indicate that substantially all of the entity's activities either involve, or 
are conducted on behalf of, the reporting enterprise and its related parties. 

The following conditions should be considered, and may indicate (depending on relative significance) that an entity's 
activities are conducted substantially all on behalf of an enterprise and its related-party group: 

 
9  In this analysis, the term "related parties" would apply to those parties identified in paragraph 16 of Interpretation 46(R), except for de facto 

agents, as described in 16(d)(1). 
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• The enterprise has entered into an agreement to purchase the output of the entity. 

• The entity purchases the inputs for its products, services, or both from the enterprise, and the activities of 
the entity are an extension of the enterprise's activities. 

• The entity acts as a reseller of the enterprise's finished products or services. 

• The entity was designed or redesigned to provide goods, services, or both exclusively to the enterprise's 
customers. 

• The entity's assets are leased to or from the enterprise. 

• The entity depends on the enterprise when conducting its ongoing business activities (without a similar 
level of dependency on other parties). 

• The entity enters into an outsourcing or tolling arrangement in which the enterprise agrees to (1) provide 
raw materials, other inputs, or both; and (2) purchase all of the related finished product from the entity.   

• The entity enters into a technical service agreement (commonly known as a TSA) in which the enterprise 
provides the entity with a variety of technical, consulting, and administrative services. 

• The entity is dedicated to developing pharmaceutical, biotech, software, or other in-process technology, 
and the enterprise has rights to the resulting product. 

• The enterprise holds options or other securities to acquire the other investors' interests in the entity. 

• The other investors in the entity hold options or other securities that allow them to put their interests to 
the enterprise. 

• The enterprise is obligated to provide additional funding when operating losses occur, current funding is 
insufficient, or both. 

• The economics of the entity are designed or redesigned to be heavily weighted toward the enterprise. 

• The enterprise's employees act as management for the entity. 

• The entity's employees receive incentive compensation that depends on the financial results of the 
enterprise. 

Note that these conditions are also important when determining whether an entity is a variable interest entity under 
paragraph 5(c) of Interpretation 46(R).  See Q&A 5(c)-1 for additional examples. 

Example 1 

Enterprise A owns an equity interest in an entity, a public utility company.  The entity is a business as defined in 
Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R).  The entity provides electricity to unrelated third parties.  There are no other 
interests or agreements between Enterprise A and the entity.  Because the entity conducts activities (i.e., producing 
electricity) on behalf of third-party customers, it does not conduct its activities on behalf of Enterprise A.  Therefore, 
substantially all of the activities neither involve nor are conducted on behalf of Enterprise A.  However, Enterprise A 
would still need to evaluate the other conditions of paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R). 

Conversely, assume that Enterprise A enters into a long-term power purchase agreement for 100 percent of the 
output of the entity and that this arrangement does not constitute a lease under EITF Issue No. 01-8, "Determining 
Whether an Arrangement Contains a Lease."  Enterprise A would not be able to apply the business scope exception 
because substantially all of the activities of the entity are conducted on its behalf. 
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Example 2 

An entity is created solely to lease diagnostic equipment to hospitals.  Enterprise H owns several hospitals and enters 
into an agreement whereby it will exclusively lease its diagnostic equipment from the entity.  This arrangement 
represents 40 percent of the entity's total leasing activities.  Assume that there are no other arrangements between 
the two parties and that the entity is a business as defined in Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R). 

While Enterprise H leases 100 percent of its diagnostic equipment from the entity, the exclusive leasing arrangement 
does not, in itself, represent "substantially all" of the activities of the entity because the entity conducts the remaining 
60 percent of its leasing activities with unrelated parties. 

Example 3 

A joint venture entity is formed by two unrelated parties, Enterprises A and B.   Each investor has a 50 percent equity 
interest.  The entity's activities consist solely of purchasing a product from Enterprise A and selling and distributing it 
to third-party customers. 

Because of its current design, the entity represents another distribution or sales channel for Enterprise A's 
merchandise.  The entity appears to be an extension of Enterprise A's business because it is so closely aligned in 
appearance and purpose.  Therefore, "substantially all" of the entity's activities either involve or are conducted on 
behalf of Enterprise A. 

Example 4 

A joint venture entity is formed by two unrelated parties, Enterprises A and B.  Each investor has a 50 percent equity 
interest.  The entity has contracted to purchase all of its raw materials from Enterprise A.  The entity uses these raw 
materials to manufacture finished goods to sell to third-party customers. 

Unlike Example 3, in this example the entity does not appear to be an extension of Enterprise A's business, even 
though Enterprise A provides all the entity's raw materials.  Thus, the entity has not been designed so that 
substantially all of its activities would either involve or would be conducted on behalf of Enterprise A.  See also Q&A 
2(c)-17, which addresses off-market supply agreements. 

Example 5 

An investment hedge fund is established by a 99 percent limited partner and a 1 percent general partner.  The fund 
has no other activities, and profits and losses are allocated according to ownership interests.  In this scenario, the only 
activity of the fund is to invest its money and to provide returns to the general and limited partners.  In the current 
design of the entity, the fund's activities, as well as its economics, are heavily weighted toward the limited partner.  
Therefore, "substantially all" of the fund's activities involve or are conducted on behalf of the limited partner.   

 

4(h)(3)-1:  Scope Exception for an Entity Deemed to Be a Business — Determining Whether 
Financing Is Subordinated  

Paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R) states that an entity "deemed to be a business under the definition in Appendix 
C [of Interpretation 46(R)], need not be evaluated by a reporting enterprise to determine if the entity is a variable 
interest entity," unless one or more specified conditions exist.  One of these conditions, stated in paragraph 4(h)(3), is 
that the "reporting enterprise and its related parties provide more than half of the total of the equity, subordinated 
debt, and other forms of subordinated financial support to the entity based on an analysis of the fair values of the 
interests in the entity."   

Question  

How should the term "subordinated" be interpreted in paragraph 4(h)(3)?   
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Answer  

When considering financial support provided to an entity for purposes of paragraph 4(h)(3), in general all forms of 
financing are "subordinated financial support" unless the financing is the most senior class of liabilities and 
considered "investment grade."  Standard & Poor's and Moody's categorize investment grade debt as that rated BBB 
or higher and Baa or higher, respectively.  If the debt is not rated, it should be considered investment grade only if it 
possesses characteristics that warrant such a rating.  Evaluating whether a non-rated instrument possesses the same 
characteristics that warrant being considered investment grade requires careful consideration. 

Paragraph 2(e) of Interpretation 46(R) states that subordinated financial support refers to variable interests that will 
absorb some or all of an entity's expected losses.  The determination that non-investment grade debt is subordinated 
is based on the view that the debt holder is exposed to a more than remote chance of experiencing a credit loss.  
Therefore, unless the financing is investment grade or, if the debt is not rated, possesses the same characteristics as 
investment grade debt, the financing should be considered subordinated.  This conclusion is consistent with 
paragraph B8 of Interpretation 46(R), which states that "the return to the most subordinated interest usually is a high 
rate of return (in relation to the interest rate of an instrument with similar terms that would be considered to be 
"investment grade")." [Emphasis added]   

Example  

Two unrelated parties, Enterprise A and Enterprise B, form a joint venture ("Entity C") that meets the definition of a 
business as defined in Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R).  Enterprise A and B each contribute equity with fair value of 
$20 and share equally in all voting matters.  Enterprise A also lends $10 to Entity C.  The fair value of the loan is $10 
and it is not considered investment grade.  Enterprise A has provided support with a fair value of $30 ($20 in equity 
and $10 in debt), which is more than half of the total support of Entity C ($50).  Therefore, Enterprise A cannot apply 
the business scope exception.  However, assuming that it does not meet any of the conditions described in 
paragraphs 4(h)(1), 4(h)(2), or 4(h)(4), Enterprise B can apply the business scope exception because it does not provide 
more than half of the financial support.   

 

4(h)(3)-2:  Additional Financial Support — Put and Call Options  

Paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R) provides a scope exception and states that an entity deemed to be a business 
under the definition in Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R) "need not be evaluated by a reporting enterprise to 
determine if the entity is a variable interest entity" unless one or more specified conditions exist.  One of those 
conditions, in paragraph 4(h)(3), states:   

The reporting enterprise and its related parties provide more than half of the total of the 
equity, subordinated debt, and other forms of subordinated financial support to the 
entity based on an analysis of the fair values of the interests in the entity. [Emphasis added]   

Paragraph 2(e) of Interpretation 46(R) states as follows:   

Subordinated financial support refers to variable interests that will absorb some or all of an 
entity's expected losses.   

Question  

What impact does a put or call option between joint venture partners have on the determination of whether a 
reporting enterprise meets the condition in paragraph 4(h)(3) of Interpretation 46(R) and, therefore, cannot apply the 
business scope exception?   
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Example 1 (Put Option)  

Investors A and B form Entity X with equal contributions of equity.  Investor B purchases a put option from Investor A 
that permits it to put its interest in Entity X to Investor A at a fixed price.   

 
Answer  

The fair value of the fixed price put option should be considered additional subordinated financial support provided by 
Investor A to Entity X because Investor A will absorb expected losses of Entity X upon exercise of that put option (i.e., 
it meets the definition of subordinated financial support in paragraph 2(e)).  Therefore, Investor A would consider the 
fair value of the fixed price put option (presumably the price paid) in making the determination as to whether it meets 
the condition in paragraph 4(h)(3).  If the fair value of the put option is greater than zero, Investor A would not meet 
the condition in paragraph 4(h)(3) and therefore would not be able to use the "business scope exception," since the 
fair value of the equity provided by Investor A and the fair value of the put option written by Investor A would 
constitute greater than half of the total of the equity, subordinated debt, and other forms of subordinated financial 
support to the entity. 

This answer is consistent with the view that a fixed price put option between parties related to the entity would likely 
cause Investor B's investment to be deemed not at risk (see Q&A 5(a)(1)-4 for further discussion of the impact of put 
options on the determination of equity investment at risk).   

Example 2 (Call Option) 

Investors A and B form Entity X with equal contributions of equity.  Investor A purchases a call option from B that 
permits it to call B's interest at a fixed price (the call option's strike price is at or above the fair value of the equity 
interest at inception of the option). 

 

Investor A Investor B 

Entity X

50% 
Owned 

50% 
Owned 

Fixed Price 
Put Option 

Investor A Investor B 

Entity X

50% 
Owned 

50% 
Owned 

Fixed Price 
Purchased 

Call Option 
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Answer 

The fair value of the fixed price call option should not be considered additional subordinated financial support to 
Entity X because Investor A will not absorb expected losses of Entity X upon exercise of that call option (i.e., does not 
meet the definition of subordinated financial support in paragraph 2(e)).  Investor A has the ability to exercise its call 
and obtain additional residual returns of Entity X but the call option does not expose it to additional expected losses.  
Therefore, Investor A would not consider the fair value of the fixed price call option in making the determination as to 
whether it meets the condition in paragraph 4(h)(3).  Investors A and B would meet the condition in paragraph 
4(h)(3), since the fair value of the equity provided by each investor would not constitute greater than half of the total 
of the equity, subordinated debt, and other forms of subordinated financial support to the entity.  Investors A and B 
must determine whether the other conditions in paragraph 4(h) are met in order to use the "business scope 
exception." 

This answer is consistent with the view that a call option between parties related to the entity would generally not 
disqualify Investor B's investment from being deemed at risk (see Q&A 5(a)(1)-4 for further discussion of the impact of 
call options on the determination of equity investment at risk). 

 

4(h)(3)-3:  Business Scope Exception — Determining Whether More Than Half of the Total Equity, 
Debt, and Other Subordinated Financial Support Has Been Provided  

Question  

For purposes of applying paragraph 4(h)(3) of Interpretation 46(R), a reporting enterprise must identify all forms of 
subordinated financial support it provides to the entity (see Q&A 4(h)(3)-1 for how to determine whether the 
financing is subordinated).  What should an enterprise consider in determining whether it has provided more than 
half of the equity, debt, and other forms of subordinated financial support to an entity?  

Answer  

The enterprise should aggregate the fair value of the total equity, subordinated debt, and other forms of 
subordinated financial support it provides to the entity.  If that amount is greater than half of the fair value of the 
total equity, subordinated debt, and other forms of subordinated financial support of the entity, the reporting 
enterprise would meet the condition in paragraph 4(h)(3) and therefore would not be able to use the "business scope 
exception." 

Paragraph 2(e) of Interpretation 46(R) states that subordinated financial support refers to variable interests that absorb 
some or all of an entity's expected losses.  Therefore, an enterprise must consider whether any variable interests it 
holds (in addition to equity or subordinated debt) constitutes additional subordinated financial support.  Many of the 
examples of variable interests cited in Table 1 of Q&A 2(c)-1 (such as certain guarantees, put options, and agreements 
to provide services to the entity) will be considered a form of subordinated financial support if they absorb some or all 
of the expected losses of the entity.  See Q&A 4(h)(3)-1 for guidance on determining whether financing is 
"subordinated financial support." 

Example  

Company A contributes $5 million cash in exchange for 50 percent of the equity of Entity X.  Other equity holders 
contribute $3 million cash to the entity in exchange for the remaining 50 percent of the equity in Entity X, and Entity 
X raises additional funds via a $2 million note payable to a financial institution that is considered additional 
subordinated financial support.  Company A provides the financial institution with a guarantee of the note payable.  
The guarantee absorbs expected losses of the entity and is therefore also considered to be additional subordinated 
financial support.  The fair value of the guarantee is determined to be $1 million.  Since the aggregate fair value of 
Company A's equity and the guarantee ($6 million) is more than half of the total equity, debt, and other forms  
of subordinated financial support of Entity X ($11 million), Company A would not be able to avail itself of the 
paragraph 4(h) scope exception. 
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See Q&A 4(h)(3)-2 for information about how puts and calls between variable interest holders in an entity should be 
considered in evaluating whether an enterprise has provided more than half of the equity, debt, and other forms of 
subordinated financial support to an entity. 

4(h)(4)-1:  Lessee's Determination as to Whether a Capital Lease With an Entity Should Be 
Assessed Under Interpretation 46(R) 

Question 

A lessor entity holds a single asset that it leases to an enterprise.  The lease contains a residual value guarantee and a 
purchase option.  The lessee enterprise accounts for the lease as a capital lease.  Is the lessee enterprise required to 
determine whether its lease is a variable interest subject to Interpretation 46(R), even though the capital lease asset is 
already recorded on the enterprise's balance sheet? 

Answer 

Yes.  While the accounting treatment of a capital lease under FASB Statement No. 13, Accounting For Leases, may be 
similar to consolidation of the asset and related debt obligation under Interpretation 46(R), a holder of a variable 
interest must evaluate its interest in the entity unless it meets a scope exception in either paragraph 4 or paragraph 6 
of Interpretation 46(R). 

 

4(h)(4)-2: Consideration of Leasing Activities in Which the Entity Is the Lessor 

Paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R) exempts enterprises from evaluating entities deemed to be a business as 
defined in Appendix C unless one or more of several conditions exist.  Paragraph 4(h)(4) describes one of these 
conditions: "The activities of the entity are primarily related to securitizations or other forms of asset-backed 
financings or single-lessee leasing arrangements."  The primary purpose of this condition is to ensure that entities that 
were previously (i.e., before Interpretation 46(R)) considered "special-purpose entities" are evaluated under 
Interpretation 46(R). 

Question 

If an entity is designed to lease equipment or other assets to one or more enterprises as part of its ongoing 
operations, should it apply the business scope exception? 

Answer  

It depends.  Whether an entity meets the condition in paragraph 4(h)(4) depends on whether the primary activity of 
the entity is leasing to a single lessee.  This evaluation is based on various qualitative and quantitative factors, 
including why the entity was created, the terms of the lease contracts the entity has entered into, the significance of 
the entity's cash flows derived from leasing activities compared with its other activities, and the significance of the 
assets being leased compared with the entity's other assets. 

For entities whose primary activity is leasing, the next step is to determine whether the assets or group of assets is 
being leased by a single lessee.  An enterprise should look to the substance of the arrangement.  For example, 
although governing documents may permit the leasing of assets of the entity to more than one party, the enterprise 
should consider the intent of the entity and the actual leasing arrangements.  The leasing of assets to multiple parties 
that are all part of a related-party group would generally be equivalent to leasing assets to a single lessee. 

Example 1  

An entity is designed to lease medical equipment to various hospitals and meets the definition of a business in 
Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R).  About 60 percent of the entity's leasing activities are conducted with Enterprise 
B, an equity investor that owns various hospitals; the remaining 40 percent are conducted with unrelated third-party 
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customers.  There are no other arrangements between Enterprise B and the entity.  In this example, although the 
primary activity of the entity is leasing, the entity was designed to lease its equipment (and is actually leasing its 
equipment) to Enterprise B as well as to unrelated third-party customers.  Therefore, the entity would not meet the 
condition in paragraph 4(h)(4) and should apply the business scope exception, provided that none of the other 
conditions in paragraph 4(h) exist. 

Example 2 

An enterprise obtains 100 percent of the equity in an entity in exchange for a building.  At the same time, the 
enterprise leases the building from the entity.  In this example, the entity meets the condition in paragraph 4(h)(4) and 
the enterprise cannot apply the business scope exception because this transaction is considered a single-lessee leasing 
arrangement. 

Example 3 

An entity leases construction equipment to unrelated third parties, which represents 30 percent of the entity's cash 
flows.  The entity's remaining business activities do not involve leasing, securitizations, or asset-backed financings.  An 
enterprise enters into a contract in which it will lease several pieces of construction equipment from the entity.  Once 
executed, the lease contract will represent all the cash flows from the entity's leasing business.  There are no other 
arrangements between the entity and the enterprise. 

While the cash flows from the lease contract represent all of the entity's leasing business, the entity was not 
specifically designed to enter into single-lessee leasing arrangements.  In addition, the entity's activities are not 
primarily related to either leasing or asset-backed financings, as demonstrated by its significant business activities with 
parties other than the enterprise.  As a result, the entity does not meet the condition in paragraph 4(h)(4) and the 
enterprise should apply the business scope exception, provided that none of the other conditions in paragraph 4(h) 
exist. 

Example 4 

An entity owns 10 office buildings.  It leases each of these buildings to a different enterprise that is either partially or 
wholly owned by the same parent, Enterprise X.  The governing documents of the entity do not restrict it from 
entering into lease contracts with parties other than Enterprise X and its related-party group, and the entity was not 
designed solely to lease office buildings to Enterprise X.  However, even though the entity's governing documents 
allow it to enter into lease contracts with parties outside of Enterprise X and its related-party group, the actual 
activities of the entity involve leasing the office buildings to a single related-party group.  The individual lease 
contracts should be viewed as a single-lessee leasing arrangement because all of the lessees of the entity's assets are 
part of a single related-party group.  Therefore, the entity meets the condition in paragraph 4(h)(4) and cannot apply 
the business scope exception. 
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Scope 

4. This Interpretation clarifies the application of ARB 51 and replaces Interpretation 46.  With the following 
exceptions, this Interpretation applies to all entities: 

i. An enterprise shall not consolidate a governmental organization and shall not consolidate a 
financing entity established by a governmental organization unless the financing entity (1) is not 
a governmental organization and (2) is used by the business enterprise in a manner similar to a 
variable interest entity in an effort to circumvent the provisions of this Interpretation. 
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4(i)-1: Definition of Governmental Organization 

Paragraph 4(i) of Interpretation 46(R) states, an "enterprise shall not consolidate a governmental organization and 
shall not consolidate a financing entity established by a governmental organization unless the financing entity (1) is 
not a governmental organization and (2) is used by the business enterprise in a manner similar to a variable interest 
entity in an effort to circumvent the provisions of this Interpretation." 

Question 

What is the definition of "governmental organization" as used in paragraph 4(i) of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

Paragraph 1.12 of the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide, Audits of State and Local Governmental Units (Non-GASB 
34 Edition), defines governmental organization as follows: 

Public corporations and bodies corporate and politic are governmental organizations.  Other 
organizations are governmental organizations if they have one or more of the following 
characteristics: 

• Popular election of officers or appointment (or approval) of a controlling majority of 
the members of the organization's governing body by officials of one or more state 
or local governments; 

• The potential for unilateral dissolution by a government with the net assets 
reverting to a government [without compensation by that government]; or 

• The power to enact and enforce a tax levy. 

Furthermore, organizations are presumed to be governmental if they have the ability to issue 
directly (rather than through a state or municipal authority) debt that pays interest exempt 
from federal taxation.  However, organizations possessing only that ability (to issue tax-
exempt debt) and none of the other governmental characteristics may rebut the presumption 
that they are governmental if their determination is supported by compelling, relevant 
evidence. 

Paragraph 3 of the GASB staff paper, "Applicability of GASB Standards," lists additional characteristics that may 
indicate an entity is a governmental organization, including the following: 

• Legal decisions that provide the entity with the privileges or responsibilities of 
government. 

• Classification as government by the U.S. Bureau of Census. 

• Evidence of managerial control by a governmental entity (e.g., ability to designate day-
to-day operating management, imposition by statute of day-to-day operating 
requirements). 

• Possession of other sovereign powers. 

• Exemption of income from federal taxation through revenue rulings based on the 
governmental character of the entity. 

• If acquired rather than created by a government, the purpose of the acquisition and its 
expected permanence. 
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The paragraph 4(i) scope exception provides an exception for nongovernmental enterprises involved with a 
governmental organization or financing entities established by a governmental organization.  Without this scope 
exception, governmental entities could be considered variable interest entities because of their lack of equity at risk.  
Therefore, a nongovernmental enterprise could be identified as the primary beneficiary of the governmental entity.  
The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) did not intend this outcome for entities that are subject to 
accounting standards promulgated by the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB) or the Governmental 
Accounting Standards Board (GASB). 

 

4(i)-2: Determining Whether a Governmental Organization Was Used to Circumvent the 
Provisions of Interpretation 46(R) 

Paragraph 4(i) of Interpretation 46(R) states, an "enterprise shall not consolidate a governmental organization and 
shall not consolidate a financing entity established by a governmental organization unless the financing entity (1) is 
not a governmental organization and (2) is used by the business enterprise in a manner similar to a variable interest 
entity in an effort to circumvent the provisions of this Interpretation." 

Question 

How does an enterprise determine whether the governmental organization is used to circumvent the provisions of 
Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

An enterprise should determine whether the governmental organization is used to circumvent the provisions of 
Interpretation 46(R) (either intentionally or unintentionally) on the basis of a number of factors, including why the 
entity was created, the activities of the entity, the extent of involvement by the reporting enterprise in the activities of 
the entity, and the nature of the entity's interests issued.  Significant judgment is required in making this 
determination. 

Example 1  

A U.S. city (considered a governmental organization) establishes and manages a nongovernmental entity to purchase 
a water treatment plant.  The entity issues debt to finance the plant's acquisition.  The debt is purchased by several 
unrelated third-party private and/or institutional investors.  The entity is established on behalf of and for the benefit of 
the U.S. city, and the investors are not involved in any activities of the entity.  In the absence of evidence to the 
contrary, the investors would be able to apply the governmental organization scope exception because (1) the entity 
was set up on behalf of and for the benefit of the U.S. city, (2) the U.S. city manages the entity, and (3) interests held 
by the investors do not allow the investors to be involved in the activities of the entity. 

Example 2 

A state government establishes a nongovernmental entity to build an airline terminal.  The entity issues debt to 
finance the purchase of the terminal.  The airline terminal is designed to the specifications of the airline.  The airline is 
the sole lessee of the terminal, and the lease payments service the debt issued by the entity.  In this example, (1) the 
entity has been established on behalf of, and solely for the benefit of, the airline and (2) the interest held by the 
airline (the lease) allows the airline to manage the activities of the entity.  In the absence of evidence to the contrary, 
the airline would not be able to apply the governmental scope exception to the entity and would need to consider the 
provisions of Interpretation 46(R) (assuming no other scope exception is met). 
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Variable Interest Entities 

5. An entity shall be subject to consolidation according to the provisions of this Interpretation if, by design,5 
the conditions in a, b, or c exist:   

a. The total equity investment6 at risk is not sufficient to permit the entity to finance its activities 
without additional subordinated financial support provided by any parties, including equity 
holders.  For this purpose, the total equity investment at risk: 

(1) Includes only equity investments in the entity that participate 
significantly in profits and losses even if those investments do not carry 
voting rights  

(2) Does not include equity interests that the entity issued in exchange 
for subordinated interests in other variable interest entities   

(3) Does not include amounts provided to the equity investor directly or 
indirectly by the entity or by other parties involved with the entity (for 
example, by fees, charitable contributions, or other payments), unless 
the provider is a parent, subsidiary, or affiliate of the investor that is 
required to be included in the same set of consolidated financial 
statements as the investor 

(4) Does not include amounts financed for the equity investor (for 
example, by loans or guarantees of loans) directly by the entity or by 
other parties involved with the entity, unless that party is a parent, 
subsidiary, or affiliate of the investor that is required to be included in 
the same set of consolidated financial statements as the investor. 

 Paragraphs 9 and 10 discuss the amount of the total equity investment at risk that is necessary 
to permit an entity to finance its activities without additional subordinated financial support.  

Footnote 5 — The phrase by design refers to entities that meet the conditions in this paragraph because of the way they 
are structured.  For example, an enterprise under the control of its equity investors that originally was not a variable 
interest entity does not become one because of operating losses.  

Footnote 6 — Equity investments in an entity are interests that are required to be reported as equity in that entity's 
financial statements. 

 

5-1:  Qualification of a Former Special-Purpose Entity as a Voting Interest Entity  

Interpretation 46(R) nullified EITF Topic No. D-14, "Transactions Involving Special-Purpose Entities," and EITF Issue No. 
90-15, "Impact of Nonsubstantive Lessors, Residual Value Guarantees, and Other Provisions in Leasing Transactions," 
and partially nullified EITF Issue No. 96-21, "Implementation Issues in Accounting for Leasing Transactions Involving 
Special-Purpose Entities," which provided guidance for special-purpose entities (SPEs). 

Question  

Are all former SPEs automatically considered variable interest entities (VIEs) and within the scope of Interpretation 
46(R)?   
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Answer  

No.  A former SPE can qualify as a voting interest entity, and, therefore, fall outside the scope of the Interpretation 
46(R) variable interest model.  The entity must be evaluated under paragraph 5 of Interpretation 46(R) to make that 
determination.  It is important to note that all of the conditions in paragraph 5 must be met in order to demonstrate 
that an entity is not a VIE.  Solely demonstrating that one attribute of a voting interest entity as described in 
paragraph 5 (e.g., simply having sufficient equity investment at risk, or giving the equity holders voting rights with 
respect to activities of the entity), is not sufficient to conclude that an entity is not a VIE. 

If an entity falls outside the scope of Interpretation 46(R), it should be considered for consolidation under Accounting 
Research Bulletin No. 51, Consolidated Financial Statements, and FASB Statement No. 94, Consolidation of All 
Majority-Owned Subsidiaries (i.e., the voting interest model).  Additionally, most investments in qualifying SPEs and 
formerly qualifying SPEs are excluded from the scope of Interpretation 46(R) by paragraphs 4(c) and 4(d) of 
Interpretation 46(R), and are accounted for under FASB Statement No. 140, Accounting for Transfers and Servicing of 
Financial Assets and Extinguishments of Liabilities.   

 

5(a)-1:  Determination of Equity Investment at Risk When the Investor's Initial Accounting Basis 
of Its Equity Differs From Fair Value  

In some cases, generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) requires the use of carryover historical cost to record 
initial equity contributions made in the form of non-monetary assets (e.g., formation of a joint venture, contribution 
of nonmonetary assets pursuant to SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin Topic 5.G, leveraged buy-out transactions subject to 
EITF Issue No. 88-16, "Basis in Leveraged Buyout Transactions," etc.). 

Question 

How should an equity contribution be valued for the determination of the amount of the equity investment at risk 
under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

The fair value of the asset (e.g., fixed asset, intellectual property, etc.) at the date of contribution, not the carrying 
value of the asset on the contributor's books prior to the transfer, should be used as the amount of the equity 
investment. 

 

5(a)-2:  Including Mezzanine Equity Instruments in Total Equity Investment at Risk  

An issuer of a security that is redeemable at the holder's option, or upon a contingent event or other contingency 
outside the control of the issuer, may be subject to SEC Accounting Series Release No. 268 (FRR Section 211), 
Redeemable Preferred Stocks, SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin Topic 3.C, "Redeemable Preferred Stock," and EITF Topic 
No. D-98, "Classification and Measurement of Redeemable Securities," which require the issuer to present such 
security outside of permanent equity on its balance sheet (i.e., classified as temporary or mezzanine equity). 

Question 

May a security that is classified outside of permanent equity as temporary or mezzanine equity qualify to be included 
in total equity investment at risk under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

Yes.  Footnote 6 to Interpretation 46(R) states that "[e]quity investments in an entity are interests that are required to 
be reported as equity in that entity's financial statements."  Instruments that are accounted for as mezzanine or 
temporary equity would qualify to be included in an entity's total equity investment at risk, if those instruments meet 
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the conditions in paragraph 5(a)(1) through 5(a)(4) in Interpretation 46(R).  This conclusion is based on an analogy to 
the guidance provided in DIG Issue No. C2, "Application of the Exception to Contracts Classified in Temporary 
Equity," which states, in part: "temporary equity is considered stockholders' equity even though it is required by the 
SEC [in ASR 268] to be displayed outside of the permanent equity section."  However, typically, the interests that are 
classified as temporary equity do not significantly participate in the profits and losses of the entity, and thus, fail the 
requirement of paragraph 5(a)(1) to be included in equity investment at risk. 

In May 2003, FASB issued Statement No. 150, Accounting for Certain Financial Instruments With Characteristics of 
Both Liabilities and Equity, that results in certain instruments previously classified as temporary or mezzanine equity 
under ASR 268, SAB Topic 3.C, and Topic D-98 to be reclassified as a liability (or an asset in certain circumstances).   
Instruments that are classified as assets or liabilities are not qualified to be included in total equity investment at risk 
under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R).   

 

5(a)-3:  Determination of Whether a Personal Guarantee Provided by an Equity Holder 
Represents Equity Investment at Risk  

Question  

An entity's equity holder provides a personal guarantee of the entity's debt.  Does this personal guarantee count as 
equity investment at risk under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

No.  If the amount has only been guaranteed (and not funded) by the equity holder as of the date of the variable 
interest entity analysis, neither the amount guaranteed nor the fair value of the guarantee is considered equity 
investment that is at risk.   

 

5(a)-4:  Determining Whether an Instrument With a Risk and Reward Profile That Is Similar to 
Equity Qualifies as Equity  

Question  

An entity may be capitalized with equity and other instruments that cannot be reported as equity under U.S. GAAP in 
the entity's financial statements (e.g., participating subordinated debt or subordinated intercompany debt).  
Sometimes these instruments have a similar risk and reward profile as an equity investment.  Is it appropriate to 
include these other instruments as part of the total equity investment at risk under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 
46(R)? 

Answer 

No.  Form, in part, determines whether interests in an entity can qualify as equity investment at risk.  Footnote 6 to 
paragraph 5(a) states:   

Equity investments in an entity are interests that are required to be reported as equity in 
that entity's financial statements. [Emphasis added]   

Therefore, instruments that cannot be reported as equity in an entity's financial statements cannot qualify as equity 
investment at risk. 
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Paragraph D31 of Interpretation 46(R) illustrates that subordinated debt does not qualify as equity investment at risk 
as follows:   

If an entity has a very small equity investment relative to other entities with similar activities 
and has outstanding subordinated debt that obviously is effectively a replacement for an 
additional equity investment, the equity would not be expected to be sufficient.   

 

5(a)-5:  Impact of Footnote 6 of Interpretation 46(R) When the Investee Is a Foreign Entity in 
Determining Total Equity Investment at Risk  

Question  

An enterprise holds a variable interest in a foreign entity that prepares its financial statements in accordance with 
GAAP in its local foreign country.  Can that enterprise consider an investment that is classified as equity under foreign 
GAAP of the investee, but does not qualify as equity under U.S. GAAP, as part of the equity investment at risk under 
paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R)?   

Answer  

No.  Footnote 6 of Interpretation 46(R) states that "[e]quity investments in an entity are interests that are required to 
be reported as equity in that entity's financial statements."  The financial instruments in the foreign entity must 
qualify for recognition as equity under U.S. GAAP for purposes of determining total equity investment at risk under 
paragraph 5(a), notwithstanding that the foreign entity reports the instrument as equity under its local country GAAP.    

 

5(a)-6:  Non At-Risk Equity Investment as a Variable Interest  

Question  

Paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R) provides guidance on when an equity investment is considered to be at risk.  If 
an equity investment is not considered to be at risk, is it a variable interest? 

Answer 

Generally, equity that is disqualified as an equity investment at risk under paragraph 5(a) is a variable interest, 
unless the equity does not absorb or receive any of the entity's variability.  However, there are certain circumstances 
in which an equity investment would not be a variable interest (e.g., Example 1 below). 

Example 1 

Commercial Bank sponsors a trust.  The trust raises $97 by issuing redeemable preferred stock to investors unrelated 
to Commercial Bank.  Commercial Bank invests $3 for the common stock of the trust.  The trust lends, in the form of 
a note, $100 to Commercial Bank.  The terms of the note, if satisfied, will service the dividend on the preferred stock 
and provide funds for its redemption.  The trust is a VIE. 

Paragraph B7 of Interpretation 46(R) states, in part, that:   

If an entity has a contract with one of its equity investors (including a financial instrument 
such as a loan receivable), a reporting enterprise applying this Interpretation to that entity 
should consider whether that contract causes the equity investor's investment not to be at 
risk.  If the contract with the equity investor represents the only asset of the entity, that 
equity investment is not at risk.   
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Commercial Bank designed the entity so that its equity investment is not at risk by obtaining the funds for its common 
stock investment from the trust through the note.  Therefore, Commercial Bank is not exposed to the VIE's variability.  
The preferred shareholders bear the losses borne by the trust if Commercial Bank defaults on its obligation.  Any loss 
Commercial Bank suffers on its common stock investment is recouped by the "gain" it experiences by virtue of 
defaulting on the note.  Therefore, Commercial Bank's "investment" is not a variable interest in the trust preferred 
vehicle. 

Since Commercial Bank does not have a variable interest in the Trust, it cannot be the VIE's primary beneficiary and 
cannot consolidate the Trust. 

Example 2 

A VIE issues notes to third parties for $75 and common stock to Sponsor for $25.  The common stock receives a 
return only after the notes have been redeemed.  It invests $25 in a senior debt obligation of Sponsor (highly 
creditworthy) and $75 in a portfolio of debt securities issued by unrelated third parties. 

Sponsor's investment in common stock is not an equity investment at risk because it is effectively funded by the entity 
through its purchase of Sponsor's debt obligation.  However, the VIE was designed to pass along the risk related to 
the debt securities and, therefore, Sponsor is exposed to the variability of the VIE.  In effect, Sponsor's note will fund 
losses that the VIE incurs on its portfolio of debt securities for the benefit of the VIE's noteholders.  In effect, the 
common stock investment (net of Sponsor's obligation to the VIE) acts like a guarantee by Sponsor of the portfolio of 
debt securities, capped at $25.  Since guarantees are often variable interests, Sponsor should treat its common stock 
"investment" as a variable interest in the entity and evaluate whether it is the VIE's primary beneficiary.  

 

5(a)(1)-1:  Definition of "Profits and Losses" as Used in Paragraph 5(a)(1) of Interpretation 46(R)  

Question  

Does the term "profits and losses" as used in paragraph 5(a)(1) of Interpretation 46(R) refer to GAAP profits and 
losses? 

Answer 

Yes.  The evaluation of whether an entity participates significantly in profits and losses should be based on an entity's 
GAAP profits and losses, not the entity's variability in returns (i.e., expected losses and expected residual returns).   

 

5(a)(1)-2:  Including Fixed-Rate Non-Participating Preferred Stock in the Total Equity Investment 
at Risk  

Question  

Is a fixed rate non-participating (i.e., does not participate with common stock in dividends or liquidation) preferred 
stock instrument or other equity instrument that provides a fixed rate of return considered part of the equity 
investment at risk of the entity? 

Answer 

Generally, no.  Paragraph 5(a)(1) of Interpretation 46(R) requires that the equity investment at risk participate 
significantly in the entity's profits and losses (i.e., the fluctuations of an entity's profits and losses).  Therefore, fixed 
rate non-participating preferred stock or other fixed return instruments classified in equity typically would not 
participate significantly in the profits and losses of the entity.  (Note:  This is not the same as expected losses and 
expected residual returns as calculated in paragraph 8 of Interpretation 46(R) — see Q&A 5(a)(1)-1.)  There may be 
limited circumstances in which the entity will have very little expected variability in profits and losses (e.g., the entity 
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holds fixed rate assets that have little risk), such that a fixed rate instrument may be considered to participate 
significantly in the profits and losses of the entity.  This assessment must be made on the basis of facts and 
circumstances.   

 

5(a)(1)-3:  Determining Whether Equity Participates Significantly in the Profits and Losses of an 
Entity  

Paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R) states that an entity is a VIE subject to the requirements of Interpretation 46(R) 
if its total equity investment at risk is not sufficient to permit the entity to finance its activities without additional 
subordinated financial support provided by any parties, including equity holders.  Paragraph 5(a) further enumerates 
four criteria that must be met for an equity interest in an entity to be considered an equity investment at risk.  The 
first criterion states that equity investment at risk includes only those equity investments (classified in equity) that 
participate significantly in the profits and losses of the entity, even if those investments do not carry voting rights. 

Question  

How does an enterprise determine whether a class of equity significantly participates in profits and losses of an entity? 

Answer 

An enterprise must determine whether an equity instrument participates significantly in the profits and losses of the 
entity as a whole on the basis of the design of the entity at the date of the evaluation under paragraph 5(a).  
Generally, instruments that participate on a pro rata basis in the profits and losses based on generally accepted 
accounting principles of all the entity's assets and liabilities are considered to participate significantly in the profits and 
losses of the entity as a whole.  In contrast, instruments that participate in the profits and losses of specified assets are 
not considered to participate significantly in the profits and losses of the entity as a whole, and therefore would not 
qualify as equity at risk. 

Example 1 

A limited partnership is formed in which the general partner (GP) holds a 2 percent interest; the limited partners (LPs) 
hold the remaining equity interests.  Profits and losses of all assets and liabilities of the partnership are distributed 
according to ownership interests.  There are no other arrangements between the entity and the GP/LPs.  In this 
scenario, even though the GP only absorbs and receives 2 percent of the profits and losses of the limited partnership, 
its equity interest participates in the profits and losses of the limited partnership as a whole.  Therefore, the GP's 
equity interest participates significantly in the profits and losses of the limited partnership.  See also Q&A 5(b)(1)-4, 
which discusses nonsubstantive equity of a general partner. 

Example 2 

Two unrelated parties, Enterprise A and Enterprise B, each contribute $10 million for equity investments in an entity.  
The entity uses the proceeds from the equity issuance, along with another $80 million obtained from the issuance of 
two separate series of preferred stock of $40 million each, to invest in two buildings, each worth $45 million.  Both 
the preferred and the common shares are classified in equity.  The first series of preferred stock absorbs 45 percent of 
the profits and losses associated with Building 1, and the second series of preferred stock absorbs 45 percent of the 
profits and losses associated solely with Building 2.  Enterprise A contractually absorbs 10 percent of the profits and 
losses of Building 1, and Enterprise B contractually absorbs only the profits and losses of Building 2.  However, the 
common stock held by Enterprises A and B would share on a pro rata basis in liquidation.  In this example, even 
though all the interests (preferred and common) are classified in equity, none of the equity qualifies as equity 
investment at risk.  The preferred stock does not participate in the activities of the entity as a whole (and each series 
would be considered an interest in specified assets under paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R)).  Further, neither the 
equity of Enterprise A nor that of Enterprise B qualifies as an equity investment at risk because neither significantly 
participates in the profits and losses of the entity as a whole.  In this example, the parties involved that hold variable 
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interests should evaluate their interest under the "silo" provisions in paragraph 13 of Interpretation 46(R) to 
determine whether silos exist.   

 

5(a)(1)-4:  Impact of Put Options, Call Options, and Total Return Swaps on Equity Investment at 
Risk  

Paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R) states that an entity is a variable interest entity (VIE) subject to the requirements 
of Interpretation 46(R) if its "total equity investment at risk is not sufficient to permit the entity to finance its activities 
without additional subordinated financial support provided by any parties, including equity holders." [Footnote 
omitted]  Paragraph 5(a) further enumerates four criteria an equity interest in an entity must meet in order to be 
considered an equity investment at risk in that entity. 

Question 

If an equity holder in a potential VIE purchases a put option, writes a call option, or enters into a total return swap on 
its equity interest, does the equity interest subject to the put, call, or total return swap qualify to be included in total 
equity investment at risk? 

Answer 

An enterprise must consider each criterion in paragraph 5(a) to determine whether an equity investment is deemed to 
be at risk.  Equity that is subject to a put, call, or total return swap, where the counterparty is a party unrelated to the 
entity, would not disqualify the equity investment from being considered at risk.  Depending on the terms, a 
purchased put, a written call, or a total return swap entered into by an equity investor with the potential VIE or a 
party involved with the potential VIE may cause that investor's equity to be disqualified as an equity investment at risk 
under the provisions of either paragraph 5(a)(1) or 5(a)(4) of Interpretation 46(R).  See Q&A 5(a)(1)-5 for relevant 
guidance on determining whether an equity interest participates significantly in the profits and losses of an entity.  
See Q&A 2(c)-1.1 for the views of the SEC staff related to "activities around the entity." 

The following table provides an analysis of whether an equity interest subject to a purchased put, a written call, or a 
total return swap qualifies to be at risk under paragraph 5(a).  The green highlighted boxes represent equity interests 
that do not qualify as equity investment at risk under paragraph 5(a)(1) or 5(a)(4).   
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Table 5 

Original Enterprise 
Holds Equity in an 
Entity and: Counterparty Is: 

Compliant With 
Paragraph 5(a)(1)? 

Compliant With 
Paragraph 5(a)(4)? 

Additional 
Comments 

Purchases a physically 
settled fixed-price 
put on its equity 
investment 

Unrelated to the 
entity 

Yes.  Although the 
original enterprise is 
protected from losses 
via its fixed-price put 
option, the 
counterparty will 
hold the equity 
investment at risk (if 
the put is exercised) 
and become exposed 
to those losses. 

Yes.  The 
counterparty is not 
the entity or 
another party 
involved with the 
entity. 

 

Writes a physically 
settled fixed-price 
call on its equity 
investment 

Unrelated to the 
entity 

Yes.  Although the 
counterparty can 
obtain some of the 
original enterprise's 
upside, the equity 
interest itself will 
remain outstanding 
even if the 
counterparty 
exercises its call, and 
thus the equity 
interest participates 
in both the profits 
and losses of the 
entity. 

Yes.  The 
counterparty is not 
the entity or 
another party 
involved with the 
entity. 

 

Enters into a net cash 
settled total return 
swap indexed to the 
all-in return on its 
equity investment10 

Unrelated to the 
entity 

Yes.  The equity 
interest itself 
participates in both 
the profits and losses 
of the entity. 

Yes.  The 
counterparty is not 
the entity or 
another party 
involved with the 
entity. 

Note that a 
principal/agent 
relationship may 
exist (see Q&A  
2(c)-1.4). 

Purchases a physically 
settled fixed-price 
put on its equity 
investment 

The entity No.  The fixed-price 
put option purchased 
from the entity 
allows the original 
enterprise to simply 
put its equity 
instrument to the 
entity to protect it 
from incurring losses.  
Thus, the equity 
interest does not 
participate 
significantly in the 
entity's losses. 

Yes.  The equity 
interest was not 
"financed" by the 
entity. 

 

 

 
10  A total return swap on the equity interest is an arrangement in which the original enterprise will receive a fixed return (or variable interest rate 

return) and an amount equal to the decline in the value of the equity interest, and the counterparty will receive all of the cash returns on the 
equity interest and appreciation in value of the equity interest.  In effect, a total return swap transfers substantially all of the risk and return 
related to the equity interest in the entity without necessarily transferring the equity interest.  See Q&A 2(c)-1.4 for considerations of whether a 
counterparty to a total return swap has a variable interest in the underlying entity. 
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Original Enterprise 
Holds Equity in an 
Entity and: Counterparty Is: 

Compliant With 
Paragraph 5(a)(1)? 

Compliant With 
Paragraph 5(a)(4)? 

Additional 
Comments 

Writes a physically 
settled fixed-price 
call on its equity 
investment 

The entity No.  The fixed-price 
call option written to 
the entity results in 
the original 
enterprise 
participating 
significantly only in 
the entities losses but 
not profits (assuming 
the entity acts 
rationally by 
exercising the call 
option when the fair 
value of the original 
enterprise's equity 
interest exceeds the 
fixed strike price). 

Yes.  The equity 
interest was not 
"financed" by the 
entity. 

 

Purchases a physically 
settled fixed-price 
put on its equity 
investment 

A party related to 
the entity 

Yes.  Although the 
original enterprise is 
protected from losses 
via its fixed-price put 
option, the 
counterparty will 
hold the equity 
investment at risk (if 
the put is exercised) 
and become exposed 
to those losses. 

No.  The fixed-price 
put option 
purchased from the 
party related to the 
entity is 
economically 
equivalent to the 
original enterprise 
making a loan to 
the counterparty to 
finance the 
counterparty's 
investment in the 
entity. 

See Illustration 
below that further 
explains this 
concept. 
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Original Enterprise 
Holds Equity in an 
Entity and: Counterparty Is: 

Compliant With 
Paragraph 5(a)(1)? 

Compliant With 
Paragraph 5(a)(4)? 

Additional 
Comments 

Writes a physically 
settled fixed-price 
call on its equity 
investment 

A party related to 
the entity 

Yes.  Although the 
counterparty can 
obtain some of the 
original enterprise's 
upside, the equity 
interest itself will 
remain outstanding 
even if the 
counterparty 
exercises its call, and 
thus the equity 
interest participates 
in both the profits 
and losses of the 
entity. 

Yes.  The equity 
interest was not 
"financed" by the 
party related to the 
entity, except for 
deep in-the-money 
call options. 

 

Enters into a net cash 
settled total return 
swap indexed to the 
all-in return on its 
equity investment10 

A party related to 
the entity 

Yes.  The equity 
interest itself 
participates in both 
the profits and losses 
of the entity. 

Generally, no.  The 
total return swap 
entered into with a 
party related to the 
entity is 
economically 
equivalent to the 
original enterprise 
making a loan to 
the counterparty to 
finance the 
counterparty's 
investment in the 
entity. 

However, the equity 
investment may be 
at risk if the original 
enterprise that 
holds the equity is 
acting solely as an 
agent for the other 
party related to the 
entity.  Guidance on 
determining 
whether the 
arrangement 
between the two 
equity investors is 
essentially a 
principal/agent 
relationship is in  
Q&A 2(c)-1.4. 

Note that a 
principal/agent 
relationship may 
exist (see Q&A  
2(c)-1.4). 

 

 
10  A total return swap on the equity interest is an arrangement in which the original enterprise will receive a fixed return (or variable interest rate 

return) and an amount equal to the decline in the value of the equity interest, and the counterparty will receive all of the cash returns on the 
equity interest and appreciation in value of the equity interest.  In effect, a total return swap transfers substantially all of the risk and return 
related to the equity interest in the entity without necessarily transferring the equity interest.  See Q&A 2(c)-1.4 for considerations of whether a 
counterparty to a total return swap has a variable interest in the underlying entity. 
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Illustration 

A put option purchased by Enterprise A (A) (an equity investor) from Enterprise B (B) (another equity investor) on its 
equity interest is economically equivalent to B borrowing all or a portion of the amount invested in the equity of the 
entity.  In either instance (an exchangeable or participating loan; or a put option), A receives upside, but has no 
downside risk in the entity because the downside will be absorbed by B.  An equity investment that was financed by a 
loan from a party involved with the entity does not qualify as equity investment at risk under paragraph 5(a)(4).  
Likewise, this put option is economically equivalent to a "financing" of B's interest (another party involved with the 
VIE), and thus, the equity interest subject to the put option does not qualify as equity investment at risk. 

The following illustrates this concept further. 

Assume the following facts:   

• Enterprise A and Enterprise B invest $10 and $90, respectively, in VIE 1. 

• Enterprise B issued $40 of exchangeable debt to Enterprise A to finance a portion of its equity interest in 
VIE 1.  The debt is exchangeable into a $40 equity interest in VIE 1.   

In the above facts, VIE 1 is financed with $100 of equity, but only $60 qualifies as equity investment at risk.  The $40 
portion of Enterprise B's investment was financed by another party involved with the entity.  Enterprise A can receive 
the upside because of its ability to exchange the debt, but is protected from the downside risk because it only has $10 
of equity at risk in VIE 1. 

Conversely, assume that the entity is financed as follows:   

• Enterprise A and Enterprise B each invest $50 in VIE 1. 

• Enterprise A purchases a put from Enterprise B on $40 of its equity interest.   

This transaction is economically equivalent to the above.  That is, A can receive the upside of VIE 1 by retaining its 
equity interest and not exercising its put option if the value of VIE 1 increases.  However, the put option protects A 
from losses on $40 of its equity interest.  Therefore, this arrangement is economically equivalent to the exchangeable 
loan described above, and thus, is in substance a financing of $40 of the equity investment.  Therefore, only $60 of 
VIE 1's total equity qualifies as equity investment at risk.  

 

5(a)(1)-5:  Impact of Contracts and Instruments That Protect an Equity Investor on Equity 
Investment at Risk  

Paragraph 5(a)(1) of Interpretation 46(R) states that equity investment at risk "includes only equity investments in the 
entity that participate significantly in profits and losses even if those investments do not carry voting rights." 
[Emphasis added] 

Sometimes, an equity investor could be protected from incurring losses or have its ability to obtain profits capped 
because of a contract or instrument that is separate from its equity interest and entered into with a party 
other than the investee.  Examples of these arrangements include, but are not limited to:   

1. Guaranteed returns by another party involved or not involved with the entity. 

2. Put rights to another investor in the entity or an unrelated third party. 

3. Call rights granted to another investor in the entity or an unrelated third party. 

4. Total return swap on its equity written by another party involved or not involved with the entity.   
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Question  

Do contracts or instruments separate from the equity interest and entered into with a party other than the investee 
cause the equity to not be at risk under paragraph 5(a)(1)? 

Answer 

Generally, no.  Whether an equity interest participates significantly in the profits and losses of an entity generally 
should consider only the terms of the contracts or instruments with the investee entity.  Therefore, a contract 
or instrument entered into with a party other than the investee that is separate from the equity interest itself does not 
disqualify the equity investment from being considered at risk.  In the examples above, the equity interest itself 
significantly participates in the profits and losses.  The contracts and instruments may affect the holder's total return 
but does not directly affect returns from the entity on the equity investment.  Therefore, the equity investment would 
be at risk assuming it meets the other conditions in paragraph 5(a). 

Put rights, total return swaps, guarantees, etc. with parties related to the entity may cause the equity interest to be 
considered not at risk under paragraph 5(a)(4) of Interpretation 46(R).  See Q&A 5(a)(1)-3 for additional considerations 
on the determination of whether an equity investment is at risk. 

Note:  If the direct holder of the equity interest is acting solely in the capacity as agent for the counterparty to the 
other instrument or contract, the direct holding should be attributed to the counterparty for purposes of evaluating 
Interpretation 46(R)'s accounting requirements.  See paragraph 16 of Interpretation 46(R) and Q&A 2(c)-1.4 for 
additional considerations of principal-agent relationships.   

 

5(a)(3)-1:  Qualification of Equity Investments Issued in Exchange for Promises to Perform 
Services as Equity Investment at Risk  

Question  

If an equity investor acquires equity investments in exchange for performing or promising to perform services, can the 
equity investments issued by the entity be included as equity investment at risk? 

Answer 

No.  Equity investments acquired by an equity investor in exchange for providing a promise to perform services cannot 
be included in the equity investment at risk under paragraph 5(a)(3) of Interpretation 46(R), which states that the 
equity investment at risk does not include amounts provided to the equity investor by the entity such as fees or other 
payments to the equity investor.  Similarly, equity investments acquired as a result of past services performed are not 
considered equity investment at risk. 

Example 

Three investors form Entity 1 to conduct research and development activities.  Entity 1 issues equity with a par 
amount of $15 million, $5 million to each investor.  Investor A contributes $5 million in cash.  Investor B issues a 
guarantee that the fair value of the outcome of the research and development activities will be at least $90 million at 
the completion of the research and development activities.  Investor C enters into an agreement with the entity to 
provide research scientists who will each work for 500 hours towards Entity 1's research and development activities. 

Only Investor A's $5 million in equity is considered equity at risk because Investors B and C received their equity as 
payment from Entity 1 for the guarantee (promise to stand-ready) and the performance of services, respectively.   
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5(a)(3)-2:  Determining Whether Fees Received by an Equity Investor for Services Performed at 
Inception or in the Future Reduce Equity Investment at Risk  

Question  

Should the equity investment at risk be reduced for the fees paid or expected to be paid to an equity investor for prior 
or future services? 

Answer 

It depends.  Fees paid or incurrence of an obligation to pay fees to the equity investor at the inception of the entity 
(e.g., a developer or structuring fee) typically reduces the equity investment at risk of the entity.  The amount of the 
fee represents a return of the investor's equity at risk.  Since the equity investment is returned (or will be returned 
over time in the form of a payable), the portion of the investor's equity investment returned in fees is not at risk. 

In contrast, if the fees expected to be paid/incurred in the future to the investor are commensurate with a service to 
be provided (at market rates), the equity investment at risk should not be reduced for these future fees.  If future 
fees are in excess of market rates and the equity investor is unconditionally entitled to the fees, then the present value 
of the excess should reduce the entity's equity investment at risk because the above market fees received are, in 
substance, a guaranteed return of equity.   

 

5(a)(4)-1:  Determining Whether Funds Borrowed by an Enterprise Qualify as Equity Investment 
at Risk  

Question  

If an equity investor borrowed funds to finance its equity investment in an entity, is the equity investment considered 
at risk if the financing was provided by a party that is both (1) unrelated to the entity and (2) not involved with the 
entity? 

Answer 

Yes.  According to paragraph 5(a)(4) of Interpretation 46(R), amounts loaned to the equity holder are only disqualified 
if they are provided by "the entity or by other parties involved with the entity, unless that party . . . is required to be 
included in the same set of consolidated financial statements as the investor." 

Therefore, if financing of the equity investment is provided to the equity investor by an unrelated third party that is 
not involved with either the potential VIE or other parties involved with the potential VIE, the investment can be 
included as equity investment at risk, as long as the other provisions of paragraphs 5(a)(1) through 5(a)(4) also are 
met.  Conversely, if financing was provided by one equity investor to another equity investor, the investment made by 
the equity investor who received the financing generally would be excluded from equity investment at risk.  See Q&A 
2(c)-1.1 for the views of the SEC staff related to "activities around the entity." 

Note that in unusual circumstances, the equity investment may be at risk when financing is provided by one equity 
investor to another equity investor when the borrowing equity investor is acting solely in the capacity as agent for the 
other equity investor (see Example 2 below).  

Note that previous guidance on the source of initial minimum equity investment and equity capital at risk in Questions 
7 and 8 of Issue 96-21 has been nullified by Interpretation 46(R). 

Example 1 

Enterprises A, B, and C each contribute $100 to form Entity D.  Funding of Enterprise A's $100 contribution was 
provided via a loan from Bank Z (an unrelated enterprise).  Therefore, Enterprise A's equity does not fail the 
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requirements under paragraph 5(a)(4) because its loan was from an unrelated party that is not involved with either 
the potential VIE or other parties involved with the potential VIE. 

Conversely, assume that Enterprises A, B, and C each contribute $100 to form Entity D.  A qualitative analysis of the 
sufficiency of equity is inconclusive, and expected losses of Entity D are determined to be $225.  Enterprise A is 
evaluating whether Entity D's equity at risk is sufficient under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R).  Funding of 
Enterprise A's $100 contribution was provided via a loan from Enterprise B (a bank), which is another party involved 
with the entity.  Assume that Enterprise A is not acting as an agent for Enterprise B. 

Enterprise A has financed its equity investment by obtaining a loan directly from another party that is involved with 
Entity D.  In addition, Enterprise B is not required to be included in Enterprise A's consolidated financial statements.  
Therefore, Entity D would be deemed a VIE as a result of its insufficient equity investment at risk ($200 equity at risk 
compared with $225 of expected losses). 

Example 2 

Enterprises B and C each contribute $50 to form an entity.  Enterprise B funds its equity investment by obtaining a 
$50 loan from C.  Under a separate agreement, B is required to vote its interest in the entity (in all matters) in 
accordance with C's instructions; therefore, a principal-agency relationship exists.  Assume that B and C are not 
included in the same set of consolidated financial statements. 

In this scenario, all of B's equity is considered equity investment at risk.  Even though B obtained its equity through a 
loan from C (a party involved with the entity), B's equity is still considered equity investment at risk because it is 
merely acting as C's agent.   

 

s~êá~ÄäÉ=fåíÉêÉëí=båíáíáÉëW==`Ü~ê~ÅíÉêáëíáÅë=çÑ=~=`çåíêçääáåÖ=
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Variable Interest Entities 

5. An entity shall be subject to consolidation according to the provisions of this Interpretation if, by design,5 
the conditions in a, b, or c exist:   

b. As a group the holders of the equity investment at risk lack any one of the following three 
characteristics7 of a controlling financial interest: 

(1) The direct or indirect ability through voting rights or similar rights to 
make decisions about an entity's activities that have a significant effect 
on the success of the entity.  The investors do not have that ability 
through voting rights or similar rights if no owners hold voting rights or 
similar rights (such as those of a common shareholder in a corporation 
or a general partner in a partnership).8  

(2) The obligation to absorb the expected losses of the entity.9  The 
investor or investors do not have that obligation if they are directly or 
indirectly protected from the expected losses or are guaranteed a 
return by the entity itself or by other parties involved with the entity. 

(3) The right to receive the expected residual returns of the entity.  The 
investors do not have that right if their return is capped by the entity's 
governing documents or arrangements with other variable interest 
holders or the entity. 10  
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Footnote 5 — The phrase by design refers to entities that meet the conditions in this paragraph because of the way they 
are structured.  For example, an enterprise under the control of its equity investors that originally was not a variable 
interest entity does not become one because of operating losses. 

Footnote 7 — The objective of this provision is to identify as variable interest entities those entities in which the total 
equity investment at risk does not provide the holders of that investment with the characteristics of a controlling financial 
interest.  If interests other than the equity investment at risk provide the holders of that investment with the 
characteristics of a controlling financial interest or if interests other than the equity investment at risk prevent the equity 
holders from having the necessary characteristics, the entity is a variable interest entity.  

Footnote 8 — Enterprises that are not controlled by the holder of a majority voting interest because of minority veto 
rights as discussed in EITF Issue No. 96-16, "Investor's Accounting for an Investee When the Investor Has a Majority of 
the Voting Interest but the Minority Shareholder or Shareholders Have Certain Approval or Veto Rights," are not variable 
interest entities if the shareholders as a group have the power to control the enterprise and the equity investment meets 
the other requirements of this Interpretation.  

Footnote 9 — Refer to paragraphs 8 and 12 and Appendix A for discussion of expected losses.  

Footnote 10 — For this purpose, the return to equity investors is not considered to be capped by the existence of 
outstanding stock options, convertible debt, or similar interests because if the options in those instruments are exercised, 
the holders will become additional equity investors. 
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The following FASB Staff Position (FSP) provides application guidance on evaluating whether the characteristic of a 
controlling financial interest in paragraph 5(b)(1) is met.  The exhibit to this FSP provides guidance on determining 
whether the decision-making authority of the franchisor in a typical franchise arrangement results in the equity group 
lacking the characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(1).   

FSP FIN 46(R)-3 

1. Q—An entity shall be subject to consolidation according to paragraph 5(b)(1) of Interpretation 46(R) 
if, as a group, the holders of the equity investment at risk (the equity group) lack the direct or 
indirect ability to make decisions about an entity's activities through voting rights or similar rights.  
How should variable interest holders evaluate whether the equity group lacks the direct or indirect 
ability to make decisions about an entity's activities through voting rights or similar rights? 

2. A—The evaluation under paragraph 5(b)(1) should be based on the extent to which the total equity 
investment at risk provides the equity holders as a group the ability to make decisions about an 
entity's activities through voting rights or similar rights.  The equity group would not lack the 
characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(1) of Interpretation 46 in situations in which the equity group holds 
all voting rights or similar rights, and, conversely, the equity group would lack the characteristic in 
situations in which the equity group holds no voting rights or similar rights.  There are situations in 
which both the equity group and the parties outside the equity group hold voting rights or similar 
rights such that each has the ability to make or participate in decisions about an entity's activities.  In 
those situations, emphasis should be placed on the ability of the equity group to make decisions that 
have a significant impact on the success of the entity as well as the extent to which the equity group 
absorbs expected losses and receives expected residual returns of the entity. 

3.  The ability to make decisions that have a significant impact on the success of the entity becomes 
increasingly important to the equity group as the amount of the equity investment increases.  The 
greater the equity as compared to the expected losses of the entity, the less likely it is that the equity 
group would be willing to give up the ability to make decisions consistent with their interest or 
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permit others to make decisions counter to the equity group's interests.  Parties outside the equity 
group may be subject to risk by holding interests in an entity that vary with the success of the entity 
in achieving a desired return, but that risk may be significantly mitigated by the amount of the equity 
group's equity investment. 

4.  Judgment often will be necessary in evaluating whether the equity group can make decisions that 
have a significant impact on the success of the entity.  It is not possible to create a list of decisions 
that an equity group must be able to make in order to determine whether the equity group lacks the 
characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(1) since the types of decisions can vary depending on the nature of 
the activities conducted by an entity.  If the equity group has the ability to make decisions that have 
a significant impact on the success of the entity and the equity group has an obligation to absorb the 
expected losses and has the right to receive the expected residual returns of the entity, the equity 
group likely possesses the characteristic set forth in paragraph 5(b)(1), regardless of the fact that 
other parties may also have decision making rights.   

5.  The exhibit to this FSP illustrates how the paragraph 5(b)(1) evaluation should be performed to a 
franchise arrangement where there is a sharing of decision-making rights between the equity 
investors and others.  This illustration assumes that the franchisor did not meet the conditions set 
forth in paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46 (Revised December 2003).  

Effective Date and Transition 

6.  This FSP replaces FSP FIN 46-8 for all entities to which Interpretation 46(R) is being applied.  The 
guidance in this FSP shall be applied to such entities in accordance with the effective date and 
transition provisions of Interpretation 46(R).  

Exhibit 

 Some constituents have questioned whether the decision-making authority of the franchisor in a 
typical franchise arrangement results in the equity group lacking the characteristic in paragraph 
5(b)(1) such that all franchise arrangements are variable interest entities.  The FASB staff believes it 
was not the Board's expectation that all franchise arrangements would be variable interest entities.  
Rather, the FASB staff believes it was the Board's expectation that franchise arrangements with 
equity sufficient to absorb expected losses would normally be designed to provide the equity group 
(the franchisee) with key decision-making ability to enable it to have a significant impact on the 
success of the entity (the franchise).  That is, the decision-making authority would be sufficient for 
the equity group to significantly influence the fair value of the franchise.  The FASB staff understands 
that the evaluation as to whether the franchisee lacks the characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(1) can be 
difficult, since franchise arrangements typically provide franchisors certain decision-making ability 
with respect to the operations of the franchise, the level of which can vary depending on the 
arrangement.  The FASB staff believes there is an important distinction between having the ability to 
make decisions that have a significant impact on the success of a franchise and having the ability to 
make decisions that protect the franchisor's brand.  The franchisor is effectively licensing its brand to 
the franchisee for a specified period of time and therefore is likely to require certain decision-making 
rights to ensure that the level of quality associated with the franchisor's brand is maintained.  These 
franchisor rights do not necessarily limit the franchisee's ability to make decisions that have a 
significant impact on the success of the franchise.  For example, a franchise agreement may allow 
the franchisor to participate in the following decisions (not intended to be all-inclusive): 

• The right to approve the location of the retail facility or geographic area in which the 
franchisee is permitted to operate 

• The right to require equipment, signs, menuboards, supplies, and other items necessary in 
connection with adding new approved products to be acquired, installed, and utilized at the 
retail facility as soon as possible consistent with franchisor requirements  

• The right to approve the products that may be sold at the retail facility 

• The right to approve suppliers for purchases of inventory, advertising materials,  
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• The right to approve the days and hours or operation 

• The right to approve the franchisee's marketing plan  

• The right to approve relocation of a retail facility 

• The right to approve a sale of the franchise. 

 Although many of these decisions are important to the success of the franchise, the FASB staff 
believes that the franchisor's ability to participate in those decisions would not necessarily result in 
the equity group lacking the characteristic of paragraph 5(b)(1).  By entering into a franchise 
agreement, a franchisee has made a unilateral decision to operate its business in a specific location 
under a common trademark and system, and at the same time to adopt the franchisor's business 
standards.  The franchisor's ability to enforce its business standards does not cause a franchise to be 
a variable interest entity.  The equity group would not lack the characteristic of paragraph 5(b)(1) so 
long as the equity group of the franchisee maintains control over decisions that significantly impact 
the success of the franchise.  These would typically include control over the day-to-day operations of 
the franchise, including, but not limited to, hiring, firing and supervising of management and 
employees, establishing what prices to charge for products or services, and making capital decisions 
of the franchise.  Also, control over such fundamental decisions as the form (corporate, LLC, LLP, 
partnership, etc.) of the franchise entity, its charter, how it is capitalized, etc. may also be important 
to the success of the franchise.  

 The FASB staff understands that in some situations the franchisor may provide financial support to 
the franchisee or the franchisee's obligation to absorb expected losses or receive expected residual 
returns of the franchise is limited.  In those situations, the ability to make decisions that have a 
significant impact on the success of the franchise becomes increasingly important to the franchisor 
because of the additional risk borne by the franchisor.  Although the level of equity as compared to 
expected losses may mitigate the additional risk of the franchisor, in some instances the franchisor 
will require the franchisee to provide the franchisor the ability to make all decisions that have a 
significant impact on the success of the franchise.  In those instances, the equity group would lack 
the characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(1) and, as a result, the franchise would be considered a variable 
interest entity.  However, in other situations, the franchisor may require the franchisee to relinquish 
some, but not all, of its ability to make those decisions that have a significant impact on the success 
of the franchise.  In those situations, all facts and circumstances need to be considered in 
determining whether the franchisee lacks the characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(1).  The level of equity 
in comparison to expected losses may be a particularly telling indicator as to whether the franchisee 
lacks the characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(1).  Also, the franchise may fail to have the paragraph 5(a) 
characteristic and thus be a variable interest entity regardless of whether or not it has the 
characteristic of paragraph 5(b)(1).  

 It should also be noted that even if the franchise is deemed to be a variable interest entity 
because the franchisee lacks the characteristic of paragraph 5(b)(1), the level of equity 
provided by the franchisee may keep the franchisor from being considered the primary 
beneficiary of the variable interest entity. 

 

5(b)-1:  Characteristics of a Controlling Financial Interest Held Within the Group of At-Risk Equity 
Investors  

Question  

If some but not all of the at-risk equity investors in an entity fail any of the three characteristics of a controlling 
financial interest included in paragraph 5(b) of Interpretation 46(R), would that cause the entity to automatically  
be a VIE? 
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Answer 

No.  Paragraph 5(b) of Interpretation 46(R) specifically indicates that in order to be deemed a VIE pursuant to 
paragraph 5(b), the at-risk equity investors as a group must fail any of the three characteristics enumerated in 
paragraph 5(b).  Therefore, as long as the group as a whole maintains the three characteristics of a controlling 
financial interest, the failure of any individual at-risk equity investor to meet the conditions in paragraph 5(b) would 
not cause the entity to be a VIE.  See Q&A 5(b)-3 for the meaning of the phrase "as a group." 

Example 

Entity A is formed by two equity investors, one with voting rights (Investor 1) and one without any voting rights 
(Investor 2).  Both equity investments are considered equity investment at risk under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 
46(R).  As long as one of the equity investors (Investor 1) has the ability through its voting rights to make decisions 
about an entity's activities that have a significant effect on the success of the entity, the group does not lack the 
characteristic of paragraph 5(b)(1). 

Note:  The investors must analyze the entity under paragraph 5(c) due to Investor 1's disproportional voting rights.   

 

5(b)-2:  Impact of Footnote 7 of Interpretation 46(R) on Determining Characteristics of Control or 
Lack of Control by the Group of Holders of Equity Investment at Risk  

Question  

Assume the characteristics of a controlling financial interest are provided by a combination of equity and non-equity 
instruments.  Further assume that the non-equity instruments are entirely held by the holders of the at-risk equity.  
Does such a fact pattern cause the entity to be a VIE? 

Answer 

It depends on the extent to which the non-equity interests participate in control.  Footnote 7 of Interpretation 46(R) 
indicates that if the characteristics of a controlling financial interest (as identified in paragraph 5(b) of Interpretation 
46(R)) of an entity are provided to the holder(s) by any interest other than the equity investment at risk, the entity is 
a VIE.  However, if only the equity investment at risk instruments provide the holders as a group all of the 
characteristics of a controlling financial interest, the entity is not a VIE (assuming the criteria of paragraph 5(a) and 
5(c) are satisfied). 

Example 1 

Assume that an entity is formed by issuing equity and debt, both having voting rights proportional to the amount 
invested.  Investor 1 contributes $20 in return for equity with a 20 percent vote.  Investor 2 contributes $80 — $20 
for equity with a 20 percent vote and $60 for debt with a 60 percent vote.  Decisions are based on a simple majority 
of all voting rights. 

The at-risk equity participants in the aggregate appear to meet the characteristics of paragraph 5(b)(1); in reality, the 
characteristic of a controlling financial interest is shared among at-risk equity interests and the substantive 
participating rights attributable to the debt holders.  Although the holders of equity investment at risk have the ability 
to make decisions about the entity's activities that have a significant effect on the success of the entity, as a group, 
the equity holders lack the ability to make decisions.  That conclusion is reached because 60 percent of the voting 
rights attach to Investor 2's debt instrument.  The voting ability constitutes substantive participating rights (as 
discussed in Issue 96-16) in the entity. 

Therefore, the holders of the at-risk equity investments fail to meet the criterion of a controlling financial interest in 
paragraph 5(b)(1), and thus, the entity would be deemed a VIE. 
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Alternatively, if Investor 2 contributes $80 — $60 for equity with a 60 percent vote and $20 for debt with a 20 
percent vote, the characteristic of paragraph 5(b)(1) would be met because the equity holders as a group have the 
ability through voting rights (i.e., an 80 percent majority vote) to make decisions about the entity's activities.  

Example 2 

Assume that the sole asset of Entity A is a building that it leases to Company Z.  Company Z owns 20 percent of the 
at-risk equity of Entity A.  Pursuant to the lease agreement, Company Z has provided a residual value guarantee on 
the building, which protects all of the equity investors from any losses resulting from the decline of value in the 
building. 

It appears that the at-risk equity participants would have the obligation to absorb the expected losses of the entity as 
required by paragraph 5(b)(2) of Interpretation 46(R).  However, although the at-risk equity holders' exposure to 
losses is not limited directly through the terms of the at-risk equity, the at-risk equity investors are, nonetheless, 
protected from losses that arise due to declines in value of the building.  The residual value guarantee absorbs those 
losses.  Therefore, the holders of the at-risk equity investments fail to meet the criterion of a controlling financial 
interest in paragraph 5(b)(2), and, thus, the entity would be deemed a VIE. 

Example 3 

Assume that one of the at-risk equity investors in an investment fund serves as the fund's investment manager.  
Pursuant to the fund's governing documents, the investment manager is entitled to all of the fund's annualized 
returns over 10 percent in any annual period.  The at-risk equity participants as a group appear to have the right to 
receive the expected residual returns of the entity (which are not capped by the terms of the equity itself or any 
governing documents) as required by paragraph 5(b)(3) of Interpretation 46(R).  However, the rights of the investment 
manager to the entity's returns must be considered.  Therefore, the holders of the at-risk equity investments would 
fail to meet the criterion of a controlling financial interest in paragraph 5(b)(3), and, thus, the entity would be deemed 
a VIE. 

   

5(b)-3:  Meaning of the Phrase "as a Group" in Paragraph 5(b)  

Paragraph 5(b) of Interpretation 46(R) specifies that if the holders of the equity investment in an entity "as a group" 
lack any one of the paragraph's three characteristics, the entity is subject to the provisions of Interpretation 46(R).   

Question  

What is the relevance of including the phrase "as a group"?   

Answer  

The phrase "as a group" means that all three characteristics in paragraph 5(b) must be attributable solely to the 
equity instruments at risk.  If the equity investments at risk "as a group," do not possess all of the characteristics in 
paragraph 5(b), the entity will be a VIE even if there is sufficient equity at risk.  Each individual equity investment at 
risk need not possess all three characteristics of paragraph 5(b), but the total equity investments at risk must possess 
all three characteristics. 

Examples of when the equity investors "as a group" lack one or more characteristics in paragraph 5(b) causing an 
entity to be a VIE include: 

• Holders of variable interests other than equity (debt holders, providers of guarantees, counterparties on 
derivative transactions that represent variable interests, providers under service contracts that represent 
variable interests, etc.) have sufficient voting rights such that the holders of the equity "at risk" are 
prevented from making decisions that significantly impact the success of the entity. 
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• Holders of variable interests other than equity (debt holders, providers of guarantees, counterparties on 
derivative transactions that represent variable interests, providers under service contracts that represent 
variable interests, etc.) protect the equity investment at risk from expected losses or cap the return of the 
equity investment at risk. 

• Holders of equity that is not considered to be at risk under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R) have 
decision making ability that causes the entity to fail the characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(1).  See the Q&As 
on paragraph 5(a) for examples of equity instruments that are not considered to be at risk. 

See Q&A 5(b)-2 for additional guidance 

Example 1 

The financing of Entity 1 consists of $100 million in equity (two investors each hold $50 million of the equity) and 
$200 million in convertible debt held by a single unrelated investor.  The convertible debt carries 66 percent of the 
voting rights on all matters subject to shareholder vote (including those decisions that have a significant effect on the 
success of the entity).  Since the convertible debt is not considered equity at risk under paragraph 5(a) of 
Interpretation 46(R), and the convertible debt holder can vote to control the significant decisions of the entity, the 
equity investors, as a group, fail the decision making ability characteristic of paragraph 5(b)(1).  Therefore, Entity 1  
is a VIE. 

Example 2 

In many affordable housing partnerships, the general partner receives a development fee, paid up front or over time, 
which typically exceeds the amount of the general partner's interest.  The amount of the fee received represents a 
return of the general partner's equity at risk.  This arrangement is economically equivalent to the entity providing the 
equity to the investor in exchange for fees, which does not meet the condition in paragraph 5(a)(3).  See Q&A  
5(a)(3)-2. 

The general partner typically makes all of the decisions about the entity's activities that have a significant effect on the 
success of the entity (i.e., the limited partner has very limited decision making rights).  Since the general partner's 
investment is returned (or will be returned over time) in the form of developer fees, the general partner's investment 
is not at risk.  If the general partner is the decision maker, the at-risk equity holders (the limited partners) will not, as a 
group, meet the condition in paragraph 5(b)(1), and thus, the partnership is a VIE.    

 

5(b)(1)-1:  Ability by Holders of Equity Investment at Risk to Remove a Decision Maker  

Paragraph 5(b)(1) of Interpretation 46(R) states that in order not to be deemed a VIE, the holders of equity investment 
at risk, as a group, must have the direct or indirect ability to "make decisions about an entity's activities that have a 
significant effect on the success of the entity."  The collateral manager, a decision maker, of a collateralized debt 
obligation (CDO) structure makes day-to-day decisions about the investments held, purchased and sold.  Those 
decisions must be made within certain guidelines established at inception of the structure.  (See Q&A 2(c)-7 for 
information on a synthetic CDO structure.) 

Question 

If the collateral manager of a CDO has the ability to make decisions about an entity's activities that have a significant 
effect on the success of that entity (as is typically the case), and the holders of equity investment at risk as a group can 
vote to remove that collateral manager, are the equity holders considered to have the ability to make decisions as 
described in paragraph 5(b)(1)? 

Assume that other variable interest holders of the CDO do not have any participatory rights in the firing of the current 
collateral manager and hiring of a new collateral manager. 
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Answer 

It depends.  If the holders of equity investment at risk can only fire the collateral manager for cause, such as breach 
of contract, fraud, or gross negligence, and the collateral manager can make decisions about the CDO's activities that 
have a significant effect on the success of that entity, the CDO entity is a VIE, because the holders of equity 
investment at risk as a group do not control the key decisions about the entity's activities.  That is, such holders lack 
the characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(1). 

In contrast, the holders of the equity investment at risk as a group are deemed to have control over the key decisions 
about the activities of the entity if they can fire the collateral manager without cause, and the ability to remove the 
collateral manager meets the criteria of substantive kick-out rights enumerated in paragraph B20 of Interpretation 
46(R).  However, if the holders of equity investment at risk share their ability to fire the collateral manager (without 
cause) with the holders of other financial support (e.g., debt holders), the holders of equity investment at risk, as a 
group, do not control the key decisions about the CDO entity's activities that have a significant effect on the entity's 
success.  The CDO would be a VIE. 

The above guidance applies to asset managers or other decision makers of an entity. 

 

5(b)(1)-2:  Decision Making Ability Rights Granted to an Equity Holder Separately From Its Equity 
Investment at Risk  

Question  

Do decision making rights that are granted to an equity holder separately from its equity interest that qualifies as 
equity investment at risk cause an entity to lack the characteristic of the equity having the ability to make decisions as 
described in paragraph 5(b)(1) of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

It depends.  A separate management agreement that grants decision making rights (as described in Q&A 5(b)(1)-1) 
often would cause the equity holders to lack decision making ability under paragraph 5(b)(1) even if the manager, 
under the management agreement, also holds an equity investment in the entity. 

However, the determination of whether the management agreement is truly separate requires an evaluation of all of 
the relevant facts and circumstances.  For example, if a general partner (with an equity interest and a separate 
management agreement) cannot dispose of its equity interest and still maintain its decision making rights under the 
management agreement, the management agreement and the equity interests are unlikely to be considered 
substantively separate.  Also, the absence of valid and compelling business reasons for having decision maker rights 
documented separately from the equity interests is an indicator that the arrangement may have been designed solely 
or principally to achieve an accounting result.   

 

5(b)(1)-3:  Ability to Make Decisions Under Paragraph 5(b)(1) if Significant Decisions  
Are Predetermined  

Question  

If decisions about an entity's activities that have a significant effect on the success of the entity are largely or wholly 
predetermined in the entity's governing documents or contractual arrangements, does the group of holders of equity 
investment at risk still possess the ability to make decisions under paragraph 5(b)(1) of Interpretation 46(R)? 
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Answer 

No, unless the holders of the equity investment at risk have the unilateral ability to change the governing documents 
or contractual arrangements without the approval of other parties, such as lenders.  If the equity holders possess this 
unilateral ability, they would possess the ability to make decisions under paragraph 5(b)(1). 

Example 

A trust issues notes to third parties for $75 and common stock to Sponsor for $25.  It invests $25 in a senior debt 
obligation of Sponsor (highly creditworthy) and $75 in a portfolio of risky debt securities issued by unrelated third 
parties.  All of the significant decisions regarding the trust have been specified in the trust's creation documents.  
Sponsor does not have the ability to change the governing documents of the trust without the approval of the 
noteholders.  Sponsor does not possess the ability to make decisions under paragraph 5(b)(1).   

 

5(b)(1)-4:  Nonsubstantive Equity Investments of a General Partner 

A limited partnership is formed by a general partner (GP) and various limited partners (LPs) with $100 million of 
equity, all of which meets the definition of equity at risk under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R).  The sole GP 
provides all day-to-day investment decisions.  When the partnership is formed, the GP makes an initial equity 
investment of $1 thousand.  Assume the LPs have no kick-out rights.  

Question 1  

Is the GP's initial equity investment considered equity at risk under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 1  

No.  For the GP's equity investment to be considered at risk, it must be determined to be not "inconsequential."  The 
amount of equity at risk that should be considered "inconsequential" is not defined, but should be based on facts 
and circumstances.  Some considerations include the following: 

• The GP's investment in the entity compared with the value of other investments providing a similar 
return.  For example, if the GP invests $1 thousand in a $10 million fund, and the minimum investment 
required for all other participants is $500 thousand, the GP's investment may be considered 
inconsequential.  However, if the minimum investment required by others is also $1 thousand, the GP's 
investment may not be inconsequential.   

• The design of the entity.  If the entity was specifically designed to produce a desired accounting result 
(for example, to specifically avoid the provisions of Interpretation 46(R) or to cause an entity or enterprise 
to fall within the scope of Interpretation 46(R)), additional skepticism and a greater threshold for support 
should be used in arriving at a conclusion. 

• Other factors.  Considerations such as the legal and tax implications and the extent to which they drive 
the amount invested by a GP interest, as well as whether the GP is a related party of other investors in 
the entity, should also be taken into account. 

In the above scenario, the GP's equity is inconsequential when compared to the total amount of equity at risk and 
therefore does not constitute equity at risk under paragraph 5(b)(1).  In this particular fact pattern, there is no 
substantive difference between an investment of $0 and an investment of $1 thousand.    

Question 2  

In the above scenario, how does the conclusion that the GP's initial investment is not equity at risk affect whether, 
under paragraph 5(b)(1) of Interpretation 46(R), the holders of equity at risk, as a group, are able to make decisions 
about the partnership's activities that have a significant effect on its success? 
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Answer 2  

As a group, the holders of the equity investment at risk (the LPs) do not have the ability to make decisions about the 
partnership's activities and therefore would lack the characteristic described in paragraph 5(b)(1).  Accordingly, the 
partnership would be considered a VIE.  If only the form of the transaction were considered, the partnership would 
not be considered a VIE because the equity holders as a group (GP and LPs combined) would be perceived to have the 
ability to make decisions about the partnership's activities.   

 

5(b)(1)-5:  Determining Whether a General Partner Interest Should Be Aggregated With a Limited 
Partner (or Other) Interest in Evaluating a Potential VIE Under Paragraph 5 of Interpretation 46(R)  

Paragraph 5(b)(1) of Interpretation 46(R) indicates that an entity is considered a VIE if the holders of equity at risk, as a 
group, lack the "direct or indirect ability through voting or similar rights to make decisions about an entity's activities 
that have a significant effect on the success of the entity."  

At the 2006 AICPA National Conference on Current SEC and PCAOB Developments, a member of the SEC staff 
described a limited partnership arrangement in which the GP is a related party to at least one of the LPs and the GP 
has made either no equity investment or a nonsubstantive equity investment in the entity.  Consequently, the 
reporting enterprise may conclude that the LPs are the only holders of equity at risk.  In evaluating this structure under 
paragraph 5(b)(1), the reporting enterprise may have further concluded that because the GP is not an equity investor 
but has decision making ability, the group of at-risk equity holders (LPs) lacks the characteristic described in paragraph 
5(b)(1) and therefore the entity is VIE.    

However, according to the SEC staff member, although the GP is not an equity investor, the GP could be so "closely 
associated" with one or more of the LPs that the interests of the GP and one or more LPs should be considered in the 
aggregate under paragraph 5(b)(1).  If this were the case, the group of at-risk equity holders (GP and LPs) would not 
lack the characteristic described in paragraph 5(b)(1) because the GP (the party that has the ability to make decisions) 
and the LPs (the at-risk equity investors) would constitute one group that has the ability to make decisions about an 
entity's activities.  

Question  

What factors should be considered in determining whether the interests of two or more enterprises should be 
aggregated under paragraph 5(b)(1) of Interpretation 46(R)?  

Answer  

In general, the determination of whether two or more enterprises' interests should be aggregated under paragraph 
5(b)(1) depends heavily on the facts and circumstances and requires judgment.  For example, the significance of the 
relationship between separate enterprises that qualify as related parties under the guidance in FASB Statement No. 
57, Related Party Disclosures, and in paragraph 16 of Interpretation 46(R) should be carefully evaluated to determine 
whether those enterprises are so closely associated that aggregation of their interests is warranted.  In particular, if 
two or more enterprises are under common control, this strongly supports a presumption that their interests should 
be evaluated in the aggregate.  Other factors to consider in evaluating the significance of related party relationships 
include (1) the design or redesign of the entity, (2) the level of influence the parties may have over the operation and 
financial policies of the other, and (3) the extent to which aggregation of their interests might lead to a conclusion 
under Interpretation 46(R) different from that if their interests were viewed separately.       

However, the mere existence of a related-party relationship under Statement 57 and paragraph 16 of Interpretation 
46(R) does not automatically result in a conclusion that two or more enterprises are "so closely associated" that their 
interests should be viewed in the aggregate as described by the SEC staff member.      

The three examples below illustrate this concept.     
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Example 1  

A GP and several LPs form a partnership.  Assume the GP makes no or a nonsubstantive equity investment, the LPs 
hold equity at risk, and no other arrangements would cause the partnership to be a VIE under Interpretation 46(R).  
The GP and one of the LPs (LP1) are controlled by the same parent.  Because the GP and LP1 are controlled by the 
same parent, they are related parties under Statement 57.  This related party relationship is also presumptively so 
significant that the interests of the parties should be viewed in the aggregate because the common parent can make 
decisions for both the GP and LP1.  Therefore, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the GP and LP1 interests 
should be considered in the aggregate under paragraph 5(b)(1).  As a result, the group of equity holders (GP and LPs) 
would not lack the characteristic described in paragraph 5(b)(1) and therefore the partnership is not a VIE.   

Example 2  

A GP and several LPs form a partnership.  Assume the GP makes no or a nonsubstantive equity investment, the LPs 
hold equity at risk, and no other arrangements would cause the partnership to be a VIE under Interpretation 46(R).  
The GP and LPs are restricted from selling their interests without the prior approval of the other partners.  While the 
GP and LPs are in a de facto agency (related-party) relationship under paragraph 16(d)(1) of Interpretation 46(R), the 
existence of a "lock-up" provision in and of itself does not indicate a significant related party relationship because it is 
a customary part of a partnership arrangement.  Therefore, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the GP and LP 
interests should not be considered in the aggregate under paragraph 5(b)(1).  Accordingly, the group of equity 
holders (LPs) would lack the characteristic described in paragraph 5(b)(1) and therefore the partnership is a VIE. 

Example 3  

A GP and several LPs form a partnership.  In this example, the GP and the LPs all make substantive equity investments 
that qualify as equity investment at risk.  However, the GP has irrevocably transferred all of its decision making ability 
by contract to Enterprise A, which cannot be kicked out without cause.  Enterprise A does not hold any equity in the 
partnership.  However, Enterprise A and the GP are both wholly owned by a common parent.  Because the GP and 
Enterprise A are controlled by the same parent, they are related parties under Statement 57.  This related-party 
relationship is also presumptively so significant that the parties' interests should be viewed in the aggregate because 
the common parent can make decisions for both the GP and LP1.  Therefore, in the absence of evidence to the 
contrary, the GP and LP1 interests should be considered in the aggregate under paragraph 5(b)(1).  As a result, the 
group of equity holders (GP and LPs) would not lack the characteristic described in paragraph 5(b)(1) and therefore 
the partnership is not a VIE. 

 

5(b)(1)-6: The Ability to Make Decisions Under Paragraph 5(b) Versus the "Decision Maker" 
Discussion in Paragraph B18 

The evaluation of an ability to make decisions that significantly affect an entity's operations is part of determining 
whether a particular contractual arrangement is a variable interest and whether an entity is a VIE.  Paragraph 5(b)(1) 
of Interpretation 46(R) states that an entity is a VIE if the holders of equity investment at risk, as a group, lack the 
direct or indirect ability to make decisions about an entity's activities that have a significant effect on the success of an 
entity. 

Paragraphs B18–B21 of Interpretation 46(R) provide guidance on determining whether a fee paid to a decision maker 
is a variable interest.  In addition, paragraphs B22–B23 provide guidance on determining whether a service contract 
with a hired service provider other than the entity's decision maker is a variable interest.  A reporting enterprise that is 
considered a decision maker would be required to apply the guidance in paragraphs B18–B21, while a reporting 
enterprise that is not considered a decision maker would be required to apply the guidance in paragraphs B22–B23.  
Because the guidance of paragraphs B18–B21 is more restrictive than that of paragraphs B22–B23, it often results in 
more fee arrangements being considered variable interests. 

Consider a situation in which an equity holder with a decision-making ability under paragraph 5(b)(1) enters into a 
management agreement with an entity for a fee.  Questions have arisen about whether the equity holder is always a 
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decision maker and therefore whether it would have to apply paragraphs B18–B21 (as opposed to paragraphs B22–
B23) in determining whether the management agreement is a variable interest.  In such cases, the management 
agreement generally would be considered a variable interest. 

Question 

Is an equity holder that has the decision-making ability under paragraph 5(b)(1) always considered a decision maker? 

Answer 

No.  The purpose of paragraph 5(b)(1) is to determine whether the equity investment at risk has the characteristics of 
a controlling financial interest and not to identify a decision maker.  In fact, paragraph B18 acknowledges that 
sometimes a decision maker may not exist.  The determination of whether an enterprise is a decision maker should be 
based on the design of the entity, including (1) the activities of the entity, (2) the terms of the contracts the entity has 
entered into, (3) the nature of the entity's interests issued, and (4) how the entity's interests were negotiated with or 
marketed to potential investors.  Generally, if one party has unilateral control over an entity, that party would be 
identified as the decision maker. 

Example 1 

A limited partnership is created by a GP and several LPs.  The GP holds 20 percent of the equity investment at risk, 
and the LPs hold the remaining equity investment at risk.  Voting rights are proportionate to ownership interests.  The 
GP also has a management agreement that allows it to make all day-to-day decisions that affect the success of the 
limited partnership.  The GP can be removed for cause both as an equity holder and under the management 
agreement. 

In this arrangement, the GP and LPs, as a group, have the ability to make decisions about the limited partnership's 
activities that have a significant effect on the success of the limited partnership, for the purposes of paragraph 5(b)(1).  
Under a separate evaluation, the GP is considered the decision maker because the entity was designed and the 
various interests provide the GP with the ability to make day-to-day decisions.  As a result, the GP should use the 
guidance in paragraphs B18–B21 to determine whether the management agreement is a variable interest. 

Example 2 

Enterprises C, D, and E hold 40 percent, 30 percent, and 30 percent, respectively, of the equity at risk in an entity.  
Voting rights are proportionate to ownership interests.  In addition, Enterprise C also has an agreement to process the 
entity's biweekly payroll, at fees equivalent to those offered to unrelated third parties (payroll contract).  There are no 
other arrangements between the equity investors and the entity. 

Although Enterprise C holds a greater percentage of the equity than the other equity investors, the enterprise was not 
designed to be the decision maker.  Enterprise C does not have the unilateral ability, through a contract or otherwise, 
to make decisions that have a significant effect on the success of the entity.  Therefore, Enterprise C should consult 
paragraphs B22–B23, which discuss other service contracts, to determine whether the payroll contract is a variable 
interest. 

Example 3 

Enterprises X, Y, and Z hold 60 percent, 20 percent, and 20 percent, respectively, of the equity at risk in an entity.  
Voting rights are proportionate to ownership interests.  In addition, Enterprise X has entered into an agreement to 
supply the entity with the raw materials to manufacture its products.  There are no other arrangements between the 
equity investors and the entity. 

In this example, Enterprise X has the unilateral ability, through its majority voting interest, to make decisions that have 
a significant effect on the success of the entity.  Therefore, Enterprise X would be considered the decision maker and 
should use paragraphs B18–B21 to determine whether the supply contract is a variable interest.  (See also Q&A 2(c)-
17, which addresses off-market supply agreements.) 
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5(b)(2)-1:  Determining Whether an Enterprise Lacks the Obligation to Absorb Expected Losses of 
the Entity  

Question 

If it is determined that a potential VIE has a total equity investment at risk in excess of expected losses under 
paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R), can it be assumed that the equity holders as a group have the obligation to 
absorb the expected losses of the entity under paragraph 5(b)(2)? 

Answer 

No.  Although the variable interest holders of an entity may determine (under paragraph 5(a)) that the total equity 
investment at risk exceeds expected losses, paragraph 5(b)(2) focuses on whether the holders of the equity investment 
at risk are actually the sole group exposed to those expected losses before other parties involved with the entity.  If 
the holders of the equity investment at risk are protected (for example, because another party has provided a limited 
guarantee on assets that comprise more than half of the total fair value of the entity's assets) or guaranteed a return, 
the entity is a VIE, because it does not meet the characteristic under paragraph 5(b)(2). 

Example 1 

Assume that Enterprises A and B form a joint venture (Entity C) that does not qualify for any scope exceptions in 
paragraph 4 of Interpretation 46(R).  The joint venture consists mostly of three assets (all real estate assets), each with 
a fair value representing 33 percent of the entity's total assets.  Each of the real estate assets has been guaranteed by 
different third parties, each unrelated to Enterprises A and B.  Each guarantor is required to absorb decreases in the 
value of the real estate asset specific to their respective guarantee up to a stipulated amount.  The guarantor's loss 
absorption occurs prior to any absorption by the equity holders. 

In this example, the equity holders (Enterprises A and B) as a group meet the characteristic of paragraph 5(b)(2) to 
qualify as a voting interest entity because each of the guarantors is considered to hold a variable interest in a specific 
asset under paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R) rather than a variable interest in the entity as a whole.  Paragraph 12 
states that "Expected losses related to variable interests in specified assets are not considered part of the expected 
losses of the entity for purposes of . . . identifying the primary beneficiary unless the specified assets constitute a 
majority of the assets of the entity." [Emphasis added]  Therefore, since the guarantees are not considered variable 
interests in the entity, the equity holders are not considered protected by these guarantees in the context of 
paragraph 5(b)(2) of Interpretation 46(R). 

Note:  The third party guarantors need to consider the "silo" guidance in paragraph 13 of Interpretation 46(R). 

Example 2 

Conversely, the entity would lack the characteristic of paragraph 5(b)(2) if any of the following changes were made to 
the facts in Example 1 above: 

• The same guarantor guaranteed two or three of the real estate assets.  The guarantor's interests are 
required to be aggregated for purposes of determining whether it has a variable interest in the entity 
under paragraph 12.  The variable interest in specific assets represents a majority of the fair value of the 
entity's total assets; therefore, the expected losses of the assets excluding the guarantee would be 
considered part of the expected losses of the entity.  Since the equity holders as a group would be 
protected from such expected losses by the guarantee variable interest, they would lack the characteristic 
in paragraph 5(b)(2). 

 Note:  If this example were changed to reflect that the equity holders absorbed the first risk of loss up to 
the amount of their equity investments prior to the performance under the guarantee, the entity would 
not lack the characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(2). 
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• The guarantors of the real estate assets were related parties.  Similar to the previous example, the 
guarantees are required to be aggregated, which represents a majority of the fair value of the entity's 
total assets and thus, the entity would lack the characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(2). 

• One of the joint venture's real estate assets constituted the majority of the fair value of the entity's total 
assets.  As in the two examples above, the guarantee relates to a majority of the entity's total assets that 
causes the entity to lack the characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(2).   

 

5(b)(2)-2:  Determining Whether an Enterprise Has the Obligation to Absorb Expected Losses 
Using a Qualitative Approach  

Under two of the three conditions in paragraph 5, an entity is deemed a variable interest entity if by design: (1) the 
equity at risk is insufficient (paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R)), or (2) the holders of equity investment at risk lack 
certain characteristics of a controlling financial interest (paragraph 5(b) of Interpretation 46(R)).  One of the 
characteristics of a controlling financial interest is that the holders of the equity investment at risk have the obligation 
to absorb the expected losses of the entity (paragraph 5(b)(2) of Interpretation 46(R)).  Paragraph 9 of Interpretation 
46(R) provides that the sufficiency of equity may be based on either a qualitative or quantitative assessment (i.e., 
calculation of expected losses) or a combination of both. 

Question 

If it is conclusively determined that the equity investment at risk is sufficient on a qualitative basis (that is, no 
calculation of expected losses was made), how would an enterprise determine if the equity at risk has the obligation 
to absorb the expected losses under paragraph 5(b)(2)? 

Answer 

The characteristics of a controlling financial interest, including the obligation to absorb expected losses, may be 
determined qualitatively.  An enterprise should consider the contractual arrangements that it and other interest 
holders have with each other and with the entity that may protect one or more holders of equity investment at risk 
from the expected losses or guarantee them a return (e.g., a guarantee of the residual value of the majority of the fair 
value of the entity's assets, a contractual arrangement that guarantees a five-percent return, etc.).  In addition, an 
enterprise should consider the contractual allocation of cash flows to determine whether the equity investment at risk 
absorbs the first risk of loss of an entity to the extent of its equity invested.  If it can be qualitatively determined that 
there are no interests that (1) are subordinate to the equity investment at risk, (2) protect the equity investors at risk, 
or (3) guarantee the equity investors a return, then a qualitative analysis is sufficient for analyzing the equity 
investment at risk under paragraph 5(b).  Conversely, it may be qualitatively evident that the equity investors are being 
protected, and, therefore, do fail paragraph 5(b)(2).  

 

5(b)(2)-3:  Determining Whether a Put Option on an Equity Interest Causes the Holders of the 
Equity Investment at Risk to Lack the Obligation to Absorb the Expected Losses of the Entity  

Paragraph 5(b)(2) of Interpretation 46(R) provides that the group of the holders of the equity investment at risk lack a 
characteristic of a controlling financial interest if they do not have:   

The obligation to absorb the expected losses of the entity [footnote omitted].  The investor or 
investors do not have that obligation if they are directly or indirectly protected from the 
expected losses or are guaranteed a return by the entity itself or by other parties 
involved with the entity.  [Emphasis added]   
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Question 

If equity holders (individually or as a group) have the right to put their equity interest to another party not otherwise 
involved with the entity at a fixed price, would the holders of the equity investment at risk, as a group, lack the 
obligation to absorb the expected losses of the entity under paragraph 5(b)(2)? 

Answer 

No.  Although the fixed price put (whether physically or cash settled) protects the individual equity holder(s) from the 
expected losses of the entity, the put is with a party not otherwise involved with the entity.  That is, the put is 
purchased by the equity holder(s) from an unrelated third party outside the entity.  Therefore, the put option does 
not cause the entity to be a variable interest entity under paragraph 5(b)(2) because the counterparty to the put, if 
exercised, will become an additional equity investor. 

Note:  A put option on an equity investment to the entity or another party involved with the entity would disqualify 
the equity from being at risk (see Q&A 5(a)(1)-4).   

 

5(b)(2)-4:  Determining Whether a Put Option on an Entity's Assets Causes the Holders of the 
Equity Investment at Risk to Lack the Obligation to Absorb the Expected Losses of the Entity  

Question  

If the entity has the right to put, at a fixed price, a majority of its assets (based on fair values) to a specified third-
party who does not hold equity in the entity, would the holders of the equity investment at risk, as a group, lack the 
obligation to absorb the expected losses of the entity under paragraph 5(b)(2) of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

Yes.  The holders of the equity investment at risk lack the obligation to absorb the expected losses of the entity 
because the purchased put protects the equity holders from the expected losses related to the decrease in the value 
of the assets. 

Conversely, if the put option was on less than a majority of the entity's assets (based on fair values), the 
counterparty to the put option would not hold a variable interest in the entity (provided the counterparty does not 
have another variable interest in the entity, see paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R)).  Therefore, the equity 
investment at risk would not fail the criterion under paragraph 5(b)(2).  (See Q&A 5(b)(2)-1.)  

 

5(b)(2)-5: Determining the Effects of Other Arrangements on the Ability of the Equity Group to 
Absorb Expected Losses or Receive Residual Returns 

Paragraph 5(b) of Interpretation 46(R) requires that the holders of the equity investment at risk possess the 
characteristics of a controlling financial interest in order for the entity not to be considered a VIE.  Footnote 7 of 
Interpretation 46(R) clarifies that the equity investment at risk must possess these characteristics in and of itself. 

Under paragraphs 5(b)(2) and 5(b)(3), an entity is considered a VIE if the holders of the equity investment at risk, as a 
group, do not have the obligation to absorb the expected losses or the right to receive the residual returns of the 
entity. 

Question 

Does the existence of other arrangements (other than the equity investment at risk) between the equity investors or 
other parties and the entity that either absorb expected losses or receive residual returns of the entity cause that entity 
to be a VIE? 
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Answer 

It depends.  If the terms of the arrangement cause the first dollar of expected losses to be absorbed before the equity 
investment at risk, the arrangement protects the holders of equity at risk from some portion of the expected losses.  
In these instances, the holders of the equity investment at risk lack the characteristic in 5(b)(2) and the entity is a VIE.  
If the arrangement is structured such that the arrangement absorbs losses at the same level as the equity at risk (that 
is, pari passu), the holders of the equity investment at risk generally do not lack the characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(2).  
This same conclusion applies whether the arrangement is entered into between the entity and the equity investor or 
with another related or unrelated party.  The same conclusion also applies in determining whether an arrangement 
limits the rights of the holders of equity investment at risk from receiving residual returns of the entity (paragraph 
5(b)(3)). 

Example 1 

Investor B and Investor C each have a 45 percent equity interest in a joint venture, all of which qualifies as equity at 
risk.  Investor D has a 10 percent equity interest in the joint venture that does not qualify as equity at risk.  Profits and 
losses are allocated between the investors according to their ownership interests after payments are made to all other 
interests in the joint venture. 

In this scenario, while Investor D's equity interest is not considered equity at risk, it still absorbs expected losses and 
receives residual returns at the same level as the equity at risk.  That is, Investor D is not protecting the other equity 
investors from absorbing the first dollar risk of loss.  Therefore, the equity at risk does not lack the characteristics in 
paragraph 5(b)(2) or 5(b)(3). 

Example 2 

Investor B and Investor C each have a 45 percent equity interest in a joint venture, all of which qualifies as equity at 
risk.  Investor D has a 10 percent equity interest in the joint venture that does not qualify as equity at risk.  Profits and 
losses are allocated according to ownership interests after payments are made to all other interests in the joint 
venture.  Investor D is also entitled to an additional 5 percent of profits (not losses) above a specified threshold. 

In this scenario, while Investor D is entitled to additional profits above a specified threshold, Investor D's equity 
interest shares losses and residual returns at the same level as the equity interest (pari passu) of Investors B and C.  
Although Investor D's interest has a beneficial feature, its equity investment is not senior to the equity interests of 
Investors B and C.  Therefore, the returns to the holders of equity at risk are not capped and the equity at risk does 
not lack the characteristics in paragraph 5(b)(2) or 5(b)(3).  (See also Q&A 5(b)(3)-1 on whether an investor's return is 
capped.) 

Example 3 

Investor B and Investor C each have a 50 percent equity interest in a joint venture, all of which qualifies as equity at 
risk.  Investor C has also entered into a contract to supply raw materials to the joint venture at prices below those that 
could be obtained through sales with unrelated third parties (supply contract).  The supply contract is considered a 
variable interest because the equity holders are protected from the losses associated with that contract.  That is, the 
supply contract is reallocating expected losses associated with the below-market pricing from the equity interests 
directly to Investor C.  (See also Q&A 2(c)-17.) 

To illustrate how the supply contract absorbs losses prior to the equity investment at risk, assume that there are no 
other variable interest holders.  The expected losses of the entity are $110 and are allocated as follows: 

Below-Market Supply Contract — Investor C $10 

50 Percent Equity — Investor B  $50 

50 Percent Equity — Investor C   $50 
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In this scenario, the supply contract is senior to the equity interests and therefore absorbs $10 of expected losses 
before the equity-at-risk investments.  Although Investor C is an equity holder, the supply contract is not part of the 
equity investment at risk.  As a result, the equity at risk lacks the characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(2) and the entity 
would be considered a VIE. 

Example 4 

An investor owns 100 percent of the equity issued by an entity, all of which is considered equity at risk.  An unrelated 
enterprise enters into a contract to purchase finished product from the entity at a price equal to the actual cost of 
production (including costs of raw materials, labor, etc.) plus a 2 percent fixed margin.  The purchase agreement is 
designed so that the purchaser absorbs all variability associated with the production of the finished product.  There 
are no other variable interest holders in the entity. 

In this example, because the purchaser absorbs all of the variability related to the manufacturing of the products 
under the purchase agreement, the investor is protected from some portion of expected losses.  As a result, the equity 
at risk lacks the characteristic in paragraph 5(b)(2) and the entity would be considered a VIE.  (See also Q&A 2(c)-15 
on purchase and supply agreements.) 

 

5(b)(3)-1:  Determining Whether an Investor Has the Right to Receive the Expected Residual 
Returns of an Entity and Whether the Investor's Return Is Capped  

Paragraph 5(b)(3) of Interpretation 46(R) states that the investors (i.e., as a group, the holders of the equity 
investment at risk) do not have the right to receive the expected residual returns of an entity "if their return is capped 
by the entity's governing documents or arrangements [the entity may have] with other variable interest holders." 

Question 

How does an investor evaluate whether it has the right to receive the expected residual returns of an entity? 

Answer 

Paragraph 8 of Interpretation 46(R) describes the calculation of an entity's expected losses and expected residual 
returns, which will result in a dollar amount representing the expected losses and expected residual returns specific to 
that entity.  Although the first sentence of paragraph 5(b)(3) indicates that the investors need to have the right to 
receive the expected residual returns of the entity, the second sentence provides that "[t]he investors do not have 
the right if their return is capped by the entity's governing documents or arrangements with other variable interest 
holders or the entity."  [Emphasis added and footnote omitted] 

The use of the term "return" instead of "expected residual returns" indicates that the right to its GAAP return must 
not be capped for purposes of paragraph 5(b)(3).  Significant judgment must be used in determining whether returns 
are capped under paragraph 5(b)(3).  The assessment must be made on the basis of facts and circumstances.  
Investors should not be considered to have the right to receive the expected residual returns of the entity if their 
participation in the return of an entity is trivial after a specified amount. 

The following are examples of situations in which residual returns generally would be considered capped under 
paragraph 5(b)(3): 

• The investment manager receives a performance-based fee equal to all investment returns above 15 
percent in any annual period. 

• The entity is designed to serve as a profit sharing vehicle for employees of a sponsoring enterprise where 
all of the returns over a six-percent return on assets are allocated to the employees. 
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The following are examples of situations in which holders of the equity investment at risk generally would not be 
considered capped: 

• The investment manager receives a performance-based fee equal to ten percent of all investment returns 
up to 15 percent, and thereafter, shares in investment returns 30/70 with the equity investors. 

• The entity is designed to serve as a profit sharing vehicle for employees of a sponsoring enterprise where 
fifty percent of the returns over a six-percent return on assets is allocated to the employees.   

 

5(b)(3)-2:  Impact of an Outstanding Equity Call Option on Whether a Return Is Capped  

Paragraph 5(b)(3) of Interpretation 46(R) states that the investors (i.e., as a group, the holders of the equity 
investment at risk) do not have the right to receive the expected residual returns of an entity "if their return is capped 
by the entity's governing documents or arrangements with other variable interest holders or the entity." 

Question 

If the only at-risk equity investor writes a fixed-price call option on its equity to an unrelated party not involved with 
the entity, would the at-risk equity holder lack the characteristic of a controlling financial interest described in 
paragraph 5(b)(3)? 

Answer 

Footnote 10 of Interpretation 46(R) states that, "the return to equity investors is not considered to be capped by the 
existence of outstanding stock options, convertible debt, or similar interests because if the options in those 
instruments are exercised, the holders will become additional equity investors."  Similarly, the return to the at-risk 
equity investor is not capped by an outstanding fixed-price call option on the entity's equity because the holder of the 
option would become an equity investor if the option is exercised.   

 

5(b)(3)-3:  Impact of a Call Option on an Entity's Assets on Whether a Return Is Capped  

Paragraph 5(b)(3) of Interpretation 46(R) states that the equity investors (i.e., as a group, the holders of the equity 
investment at risk) do not have the right to receive the expected residual returns of an entity "if their return is capped 
by the entity's governing documents or arrangements with other variable interest holders or the entity." 

Question 

If a third party holds a fixed price call option on all or a majority of the assets of an entity, would the equity holders 
lack the right to receive the expected residual returns of the entity causing the entity to be a VIE? 

Answer 

A fixed-price call option written by the entity on specified assets of the entity that represent greater than 50 percent 
of the total fair value of an entity's assets would be considered a cap on the equity holders' right to receive the 
expected residual returns of the entity.  However, if the aggregate amount of call options with a counterparty and its 
related parties is on assets constituting 50 percent or less of the total fair value of an entity's assets, it would not 
represent a cap on the residual returns of the equity holders. 

Example 

An entity leases equipment to several unrelated lessees under operating leases.  The lessees hold fixed-price purchase 
options on the related leased equipment that are exercisable at the expiration of the lease terms.  The initial fair value 
of equipment under one of the leases is greater than 50 percent of the fair value of the lessor's total assets.  
Therefore, that lessee's purchase option under that lease would be a variable interest in the entity.  As the purchase 
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option would cap the equity holder's right to receive residual returns pursuant to paragraph 5(b)(3) (i.e., the lessor 
entity does not participate in the appreciation in value of the related equipment), the lessor would be a VIE.   
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Variable Interest Entities 

5. An entity shall be subject to consolidation according to the provisions of this Interpretation if, by design,5 
the conditions in a, b, or c exist:   

c. The equity investors as a group also are considered to lack characteristic (b)(1) if (i) the voting 
rights of some investors are not proportional to their obligations to absorb the expected losses 
of the entity, their rights to receive the expected residual returns of the entity, or both and (ii) 
substantially all of the entity's activities (for example, providing financing or buying assets) either 
involve or are conducted on behalf of an investor that has disproportionately few voting rights.11  
For purposes of applying this requirement, enterprises shall consider each party's obligations to 
absorb expected losses and rights to receive expected residual returns related to all of that 
party's interests in the entity and not only to its equity investment at risk.  

Footnote 5 — The phrase by design refers to entities that meet the conditions in this paragraph because of the way they 
are structured.  For example, an enterprise under the control of its equity investors that originally was not a variable 
interest entity does not become one because of operating losses. 

Footnote 11 — This provision is necessary to prevent a primary beneficiary from avoiding consolidation of a variable 
interest entity by organizing the entity with nonsubstantive voting interests.  Activities that involve or are conducted on 
behalf of the related parties of an investor with disproportionately few voting rights shall be treated as if they involve or 
are conducted on behalf of that investor.  The term related parties in this footnote refers to all parties identified in 
paragraph 16, except for de facto agents under item 16(d)(1).   

 

5(c)-1:  Application of the Variable Interest Entity Test Under Paragraph 5(c)  

Question 

How should an enterprise apply paragraph 5(c) to determine whether the equity investors as a group lack the 
characteristics described in paragraph 5(b)(1), resulting in the entity being a variable interest entity (VIE)? 

Answer 

To be a VIE under paragraph 5(c), both characteristics described in that paragraph must exist.  That is, (1) at least one 
of the equity investors would need to have voting rights that are not proportional to its share of the expected 
losses/residual returns of the entity, and (2) substantially all of the entity's activities (see Q&A 4(h)(2)-1 for further 
guidance on the meaning of "substantially all") would need to be conducted on behalf of the investor that has 
disproportionately few voting rights. 

At the December 2003 AICPA National Conference on Current SEC Developments, the SEC staff stated the following: 

In the event that a registrant concludes that it has disproportionately few voting rights 
compared to its economics, there must be an assessment of whether substantially all of the 
activities of the entity either involve or are conducted on behalf of the registrant.  There is no 
"bright-line" set of criteria for making this assessment.  All facts and circumstances, 
qualitative and quantitative, should be considered in performing the assessment. 
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Here the term "activities" denotes the business activities of the entity under evaluation but does not necessarily refer 
to the economic interests (i.e., the obligation of the interest holders to absorb expected losses or the right of the 
interest holders to receive expected residual returns).  In addition, it is important to understand the business reason 
why an investor chooses to accept voting rights that are not proportionate to its investment. 

The provision in paragraph 5(c) is intended to prevent an entity from circumventing the consolidation of an entity by 
forming the entity primarily for its own use with voting rights that do not equate to the allocation of the underlying 
economic gains and losses of holders of interests in the formed entity. 

See Q&A 4(h)(2)-1 for conditions to consider when determining whether an entity's activities are conducted 
substantially on behalf of an enterprise and its related-party group. 

Example 1 

Two investors, Enterprise A and Enterprise B, form a joint venture solely to manufacture steel.  Enterprise A and 
Enterprise B contribute cash of $80 million and $20 million, respectively, to fund the entity.  Each investor has 50 
percent of the voting rights.  In addition, 90 percent of the manufactured steel of the entity is sold to Enterprise A 
and 10 percent to third parties. 

In this scenario, the entity meets the first characteristic of paragraph 5(c) because Enterprise A's share in losses of the 
entity is disproportionate to its voting rights (80 percent share of losses compared with 50 percent voting rights).  The 
entity also qualifies for the second characteristic because substantially all of the entity's activities (90 percent of the 
output) are conducted on behalf of Enterprise A, the investor with disproportionately few voting rights.  Therefore, 
the entity would be a VIE because it lacks the characteristics of a controlling financial interest as described in 
paragraph 5(b)(1). 

In contrast, if the entity were to sell 50 percent or more of its manufactured steel to unrelated third parties, the entity 
would not be a VIE.  If sales to Enterprise A are greater than 50 percent but less than 90 percent, judgment should be 
used to determine whether the entity meets both characteristics of paragraph 5(c) if no other activity besides sales is 
relevant to the evaluation. 

Example 2 

An investment hedge fund (Entity 1) is established by a 99 percent limited partner (Enterprise A) and a 1 percent 
general partner (Enterprise B).  Enterprise B manages the hedge fund and makes all decisions.  Enterprise A cannot 
remove Enterprise B except for cause.  Therefore, the voting rights are not proportional to the share of expected 
losses and expected residual returns of Entity 1.  In this example, substantially all of the entity's activities would be 
considered to be on behalf of Enterprise A because Entity 1 is established to invest its money and provide a return to 
Enterprise A.  Therefore, because Entity 1 meets both conditions of paragraph 5(c), it would be deemed a VIE. 

In contrast, if limited partner interests were held by a larger number of limited partners, Entity 1 would not be 
considered a VIE under paragraph 5(c). 

Example 3 

Entity X is formed by Enterprise A and Enterprise B via equity contributions of $80 million and $20 million, 
respectively.  Each investor has a 50 percent voting interest.  Entity X's activities consist solely of purchasing 
merchandise from Enterprise A and selling and distributing it to third-party customers. 

Entity X meets the first criterion of paragraph 5(c) because the voting rights of the investors are not proportional to 
their obligation to absorb the expected losses of the entity.  Therefore, the investors of Entity X must consider the 
second criterion of paragraph 5(c). 

While the "outputs" of Entity X are not transactions with Enterprise A or B, the business of Entity X represents 
another distribution or sales channel for Enterprise A's merchandise.  Entity X appears to be an extension of Enterprise 
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A's business because it is so closely aligned in appearance and purpose.  Entity X has been designed so that 
substantially all of its activities either involve or are conducted on behalf of Enterprise A (the investor that has 
disproportionately few voting rights).  Therefore, the second criterion of paragraph 5(c) is met and Entity X is a VIE. 

Example 4 

Enterprise A and Enterprise B form Entity Y with equity contributions of $80 million and $20 million, respectively.  
Each investor has a 50 percent voting interest.  Entity Y has contracted to purchase all of its raw materials from 
Enterprise A.  Entity Y uses these raw materials to manufacture products to sell to third-party customers identified by 
Entity Y. 

Entity Y meets the first criterion of paragraph 5(c) because the voting rights of the investors are not proportional to 
their obligation to absorb the expected losses of the entity.  Therefore, the investors of Entity Y must consider the 
second criterion of paragraph 5(c). 

Entity Y sells its products directly to third parties.  That is, the "outputs" of Entity Y are not transactions conducted 
directly with Enterprise A or B.  Unlike Example 3 above, even though all of the raw materials of Entity Y are provided 
by Enterprise A, Entity Y does not appear to be an extension of Enterprise A's business and would not be considered 
to be designed so that substantially all of its activities either involve or are conducted on behalf of the investor that 
has disproportionately few voting rights.  Therefore, the second criterion of paragraph 5(c) is not met and Entity Y is 
not a VIE under paragraph 5(c). 

Note that an enterprise must also consider the criteria of paragraphs 5(a) and 5(b) before determining that Entity Y is 
not a VIE. 

 

5(c)-2:  Considering an Enterprise's Obligations to Absorb Expected Losses and Rights to Receive 
Expected Residual Returns Other Than Those Provided Through Equity Interests When Applying 
Paragraph 5(c)  

Question  

What is the meaning of the last sentence in paragraph 5(c) of Interpretation 46(R) that states "[f]or purposes of 
applying this requirement, enterprises shall consider each party's obligations to absorb expected losses and rights to 
receive expected residual returns related to all of that party's interests in the entity and not only to its equity 
investment at risk"? 

Answer 

This provision is specifically referring to the first criterion for an entity to be considered a VIE pursuant to paragraph 
5(c).  That is, "the voting rights of some investors are not proportional to their obligations to absorb the expected 
losses of the entity, their rights to receive the expected residual returns of the entity, or both."  In other words, when 
determining if an enterprise's voting rights are proportional to its obligations to absorb the expected losses of the 
entity, its rights to receive the expected residual returns of the entity, or both, an enterprise must consider all of its 
variable interests in an entity, not just those associated with its equity interests. 

Based on conversations with the FASB staff, paragraph 5(c) requires an enterprise to consider each possible scenario 
to determine whether its voting rights are proportionate to its obligations to absorb the expected losses or rights to 
receive the expected residual returns of the entity.  Therefore, an enterprise that holds voting equity investment at risk 
and any other variable interest not proportionately held by other equity interest holders (e.g., debt, service contract 
that is a variable interest, guarantee, etc.) will always meet the first condition of paragraph 5(c). 

Note:  The enterprise, also, must meet the second condition in paragraph 5(c)(ii) to be deemed a VIE under  
paragraph 5(c). 
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Example 

Two enterprises, X and Y, each contribute $1 million (aggregate equity of $2 million) in exchange for a 50 percent 
equity interest in an entity.  This entitles each enterprise to equal voting rights.  Enterprise Y, but not Enterprise X, also 
provides subordinated debt.  The criterion in paragraph 5(c)(i) is met because Enterprise Y's total variable interests, as 
a percentage of the total of all equity investment at risk holder's variable interests, is greater than its voting rights (50 
percent).  This is true even if the entity's specific amount of expected losses and expected residual returns is less than 
the $2 million equity investment at risk.  In other words, although it is not expected that the subordinated debt would 
absorb any of the expected losses, there are potential scenarios in which Enterprise Y will experience losses or returns 
that are disproportionate to its 50 percent voting interest. 

Note:  Paragraph 5(c) has a second requirement, in addition to disproportionate voting rights, that must be met for an 
entity to be deemed a VIE.   
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Interpretation 46(R) 

6. An entity subject to this Interpretation is called a variable interest entity.  The investments or other 
interests that will absorb portions of a variable interest entity's expected losses or receive portions of the 
entity's expected residual returns are called variable interests.  The initial determination of whether an 
entity is a variable interest entity shall be made on the date at which an enterprise becomes involved12 
with the entity.  That determination shall be based on the circumstances on that date including future 
changes that are required in existing governing documents and existing contractual arrangements.  An 
enterprise is not required to determine whether an entity with which it is involved is a variable interest 
entity if it is apparent that the enterprise's interest would not be a significant variable interest and if the 
enterprise, its related parties, and its de facto agents (as described in paragraph 16) did not participate 
significantly in the design or redesign of the entity.  

Footnote 12 — For purposes of this Interpretation, involvement with an entity refers to ownership, contractual, or other 
pecuniary interests that may be determined to be variable interests. 

 

6-1:  Determining Whether a Variable Interest Is Significant  

Paragraph 6 of Interpretation 46(R) states in part that "[a]n enterprise is not required to determine whether an  
entity . . . is a variable interest entity if it is apparent that the enterprise's interest would not be a significant variable 
interest and if the enterprise, its related parties, and its de facto agents . . . did not participate significantly in the 
design or redesign of the entity." 

Question 

How should the term "significant" as used in paragraph 6 be interpreted? 

Answer 

Interpretation 46(R) does not provide specific guidance on how to determine whether an interest is significant.  
Significance should be analyzed by comparing the variable interests held by the enterprise in relation to variable 
interests held by other parties associated with the entity.  This analysis should be based on the enterprise's potential 
exposure to variability (i.e., obligation to absorb expected losses and receive expected residual returns as calculated 
under paragraph 8 of Interpretation 46(R)), not the size of its interest. 
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Paragraph B5 of Interpretation 46(R) states that the "appendix does not analyze the relative significance of different 
variable interests, because the relative significance of a variable interest will be determined by the design of the 
variable interest entity."  However, the guidance in Appendix B is still useful in undertaking a qualitative assessment 
of whether a variable interest is significant because it provides explanations on whether a holding is a variable 
interest, and at times, whether or not the instrument will likely result in consolidation by the holder of such variable 
interest. 

Example 

Paragraph B9 of Interpretation 46(R) states that "senior beneficial interests and senior debt instruments with . . . fixed 
returns normally would absorb little of the entity's expected variability, and, therefore, a holder of only the most 
senior interests of a variable interest entity likely would not be the primary beneficiary of that entity, unless the 
subordinated interests . . . are not large enough to absorb the entity's expected losses."  Therefore, if an enterprise 
holds a fixed-rate senior debt that is investment grade or, if the debt is not rated, possesses the same characteristics 
as investment grade debt (e.g., an interest rate similar to non-collateralized non-guaranteed investment grade debt — 
see Q&A 4(h)(3)-1), and the entity has issued other forms of subordinated interests (such as equity that is at risk per 
paragraph 5 of Interpretation 46(R) and non-investment grade debt that is significantly greater than the senior debt), 
the holder would likely not be the primary beneficiary of an entity because it will be exposed to little credit risk.  
Under those facts and circumstances, it is reasonable for a senior debt holder to conclude that its interest is 
insignificant under paragraph 6, and, therefore, not analyze the potential variable interest entity under Interpretation 
46(R) (provided the senior debt holder did not participate significantly in the design of the entity). 

However, all of the facts and circumstances must be considered.  If an entity had very little, or no, equity investment 
at risk and the variable interests other than the senior debt were insufficient to absorb expected losses, the holder of 
investment grade debt may absorb a significant portion or majority of the expected losses; therefore, additional 
analysis would be required under Interpretation 46(R).   

 

6-2:  Anticipated Changes When Assessing Whether an Entity Is a Variable Interest Entity  

Under paragraph 6 of Interpretation 46(R), the initial determination of whether an entity is a VIE should be made "on 
the date at which an enterprise becomes involved with the entity." [Footnote omitted]  Further, the initial 
determination "shall be based on the circumstances on that date including future changes that are required in 
existing governing documents and existing contractual arrangements." [Emphasis added] 

Question 

Can anticipated, but not contractually required, future changes be considered in determining whether an entity is a 
VIE? 

Answer 

In general, the assumptions used to determine whether an entity is a VIE are limited by the design of the entity as of 
the assessment date.  Anticipated, but not required, contractual changes to the design of the entity should not be 
considered.  The design of the entity is established by the existing governing documents, and contractual 
arrangements, and usually gives insight into the purpose for which the entity was formed and the primary activities it 
is expected to perform. 

However, assumptions regarding future events or transactions are required to be made in calculating expected losses 
of the entity if they are (1) a creator (not absorber) of the variability for the entity, and (2) are expected to be incurred 
in the entity's course of business pursuant to its design. 

For example, it would be appropriate to assume entering into sales and purchase contracts in the ordinary course of 
business in the future because the entity's ability to enter into these contracts impacts the variability in the designed 
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operations.  Judgment is required when determining whether an assumption falls within the scope of the entity's 
design (see Q&A 8-10). 

Example 1 

Entity X is formed by Enterprise A (equity investment) and Enterprise B (loan to entity).  The entity is designed for the 
sole purpose of constructing and leasing one commercial real estate building.  All of the equity and debt financing are 
invested at the inception of the entity and are sufficient to complete the building.  Enterprises A and B are required to 
assess whether Entity X is a VIE at the inception date (i.e., the date each holder became involved). 

The assessment should include only those scenarios that are possible based on Entity X's current design.  The 
assessment should not include assumptions of additional financings or construction of other buildings that currently 
are not contemplated by the existing governing documents and contractual arrangements of Entity X.  However, the 
assessment should include assumptions about contracts that are expected to be entered into in Entity X's ordinary 
course of business.  For example, cash flow scenarios should reflect occupancy rates, market leasing rates, etc., even if 
Entity X does not have any current leasing agreements in place.  

Example 2 

Same facts as Example 1 except the entity was designed to construct and lease several buildings with the financing it 
received from Enterprises A and B.  The assessment should include possible outcomes that reflect the construction 
and leasing of more than one building based on the current design of Entity X.  See Q&A 6-3 for guidance on 
anticipated and contractually required future sources of financing.   

 

6-3:  Future Sources of Financing to Include in an Entity's Expected Cash Flows  

Q&A 6-2 states that assumptions regarding future events affecting the entity's cash flows must be made in calculating 
expected losses.  It further states that cash flow scenarios should include changes within the nature of the entity's 
business that are a source of the entity's variability. 

Question 

How should future financings (e.g., equity and debt) of a potential VIE be included in the determination of an entity's 
expected cash flows? 

Answer 

It depends.  If the future financings are currently required by the governing or contractual arrangements existing at 
the date of the evaluation (or contemplated by the involved parties in a manner consistent with the design of the 
entity), the future financings and resulting activities should be included in the determination of the entity's expected 
cash flows.  Only financings and activities associated with the current design of the entity can be considered (see  
Q&A 6-2). 

Note that the calculation of an entity's expected cash flows differs from its calculation of expected losses and residual 
returns.  The process for calculating expected losses and residual returns often begins with cash flow statements 
under generally accepted accounting principles (representing expected cash flows), with adjustments made to reflect 
only those cash flows from nonvariable interest holders (see Q&A 8-6).  Because all financings (including future 
financings) are generally variable interests, the calculation of expected losses and residual returns will include the cash 
flows associated with the resulting activities from future financings but will exclude the cash flows directly related 
to those financings (e.g., cash from debt issuance and the related interest and principal payments). 

In the examples below, the cash inflows and outflows directly associated with the equity and debt financings should 
be considered in the entity's expected cash flows; however, if those financings are variable interests, those cash flows 
would be excluded from the entity's calculation of expected losses and residual returns.  Further, the determination of 
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which party is the primary beneficiary of a VIE only includes parties that have an existing variable interest as of the 
date of the evaluation. 

Example 1 

Entity X is formed by the issuance of equity to Enterprise A and debt to Enterprise B.  The entity was designed solely 
to construct and lease one commercial real estate building.  However, Enterprises A and B only funded enough to 
finance the first three months of construction.  The governing documents require quarterly capital and debt 
investments from the investors for the two remaining years of construction. 

In this example, the quarterly investments made by the investors should be considered in the determination of 
expected cash flows because they are contractually required to be made. 

Example 2 

Entity Y is formed by the issuance of equity to Enterprises A and B.  The entity was designed to own and operate retail 
stores in the United States, and Enterprises A and B funded enough to finance the first two years of operations.  The 
governing documents identify the planned expansion after five years into international locations and allow for 
additional capital and debt financings as the source for such expansions. 

In this example, while the future financings are not required by Entity Y's governing documents, the international 
expansion is contemplated in the design of the entity.  Therefore, additional capital and debt financings associated 
with the international expansion may be considered in Entity Y's expected cash flows. 

Note that any future commitment to fund equity cannot be included in the analysis of the sufficiency of equity 
investment at risk under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R) because the equity is not funded at the date of 
assessment.  However, each additional contribution of equity investment at risk requires the significant variable 
interest holders to reconsider whether an entity is a VIE under paragraph 7(d) of Interpretation 46(R).  (Development-
stage enterprises have special rules for determining sufficiency at risk; see Q&A 11-2.) 

 

bîÉåíë=oÉèìáêáåÖ=oÉÅçåëáÇÉê~íáçå=çÑ=tÜÉíÜÉê=~å=båíáíó=fë=~=
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Interpretation 46(R) 

7. An entity that previously was not subject to this Interpretation shall not become subject to it simply 
because of losses in excess of its expected losses that reduce the equity investment.  The initial 
determination of whether an entity is a variable interest entity shall be reconsidered if one or more of the 
following occur: 

a. The entity's governing documents or contractual arrangements are changed in a manner that 
changes the characteristics or adequacy of the entity's equity investment at risk.   

b. The equity investment or some part thereof is returned to the equity investors, and other 
interests become exposed to expected losses of the entity.   

c. The entity undertakes additional activities or acquires additional assets, beyond those that were 
anticipated at the later of the inception of the entity or the latest reconsideration event, that 
increase the entity's expected losses. 

d. The entity receives an additional equity investment that is at risk, or the entity curtails or 
modifies its activities in a way that decreases its expected losses. 

 

 A troubled debt restructuring, as defined in paragraph 2 of FASB Statement No. 15, Accounting by 
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Debtors and Creditors for Troubled Debt Restructurings, as amended, shall be accounted for in 
accordance with that Statement and is not an event that requires the reconsideration of whether the 
entity involved is a variable interest entity. 

 

7-1:  Guidance on Reconsideration of Whether an Entity Is a Variable Interest Entity  

Paragraphs 7(a)–7(d) of Interpretation 46(R) require that the initial determination of whether an entity is a variable 
interest entity (VIE), be reconsidered if certain types of events ("reconsideration events") occur.  If one or more 
reconsideration events occur, the holder of a variable interest in a previously determined VIE must reconsider whether 
that entity continues to be a VIE.  Likewise, the holder of a variable interest in an entity that previously was not a VIE 
must reconsider whether the entity has become a VIE. 

Question 

What are some examples of reconsideration events under paragraph 7 of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

Paragraph 7 identifies four specific types of events that lead to reconsideration of VIE status, each of which is 
illustrated below with an example.  Paragraph 7 provides further guidance regarding the circumstance in which the 
entity has incurred operating losses since the initial determination date.  It states "[a]n entity that previously was not 
subject to this Interpretation shall not become subject to it simply because of losses in excess of its expected losses 
that reduce the equity investment."  Consequently, if the amount of the equity investment at risk at the entity's 
inception (or when an enterprise first became involved with the entity) was determined to be sufficient, losses later 
incurred by that entity do not by themselves require an enterprise to reconsider whether the entity has sufficient 
equity in accordance with paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R).  

When assessing whether an event that meets the characteristics of those enumerated in paragraphs 7(a)–7(d) has 
occurred, an analysis of the facts and circumstances is necessary.  In particular, paragraph 7 stipulates that a troubled 
debt restructuring as defined in paragraph 2 of Statement 15 does not require a reconsideration of VIE status.  
Further, paragraph D39 of Interpretation 46(R) indicates that insignificant events do not require reconsideration.  
Significance should be determined based on whether the event appears to have changed the sufficiency of equity 
investment at risk or whether the characteristics of a controlling financial interest of the holders of equity investment 
at risk have changed.  See Q&A 7-3 for guidance on isolating the impact of a change under paragraphs 7(a) and 7(c). 

It is important also to emphasize that paragraph 7 applies to both: 

• Entities that were not determined previously to be a VIE. 

• Entities that were determined previously to be a VIE. 

That is, an entity could become a VIE or cease being a VIE resulting from a paragraph 7 reconsideration event.  Also, a 
reconsideration event could cause an enterprise to no longer qualify for one of the scope exceptions in paragraph 4 of 
Interpretation 46(R). 

Note:  An enterprise cannot elect to reconsider the status of an entity at times other than those provided in  
paragraph 7. 
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Each of the specific events cited is illustrated by examples in the following discussion. 

7(a) The entity's governing documents or the contractual arrangements are changed in a 
manner that changes the characteristics or adequacy of the entity's equity 
investment at risk. 

Example 1 

A privately-held partnership was formed with a contribution of capital from the partners in equal portions to their 
ownership interests.  At inception, the partnership was deemed not to be a VIE because it had sufficient equity 
investment at risk and the group of holders of the equity investment at risk met the characteristics of a controlling 
financial interest.  Subsequent to inception, the partners wanted to protect their loss on the decline in value of its sole 
asset, a rental property.  Therefore, the partners paid a premium to a third party for a first-loss residual value 
guarantee on its building.  In this situation, the residual value guarantee has changed the characteristics of the 
partnership's equity investment at risk causing the entity to reconsider if the partnership is a VIE (specifically, it 
appears that the partnership no longer meets the characteristic of a controlling financial interest described in 
paragraph 5(b)(2) of Interpretation 46(R))) because the equity group does not absorb the expected losses related to 
the decline of the rental property. 

Example 2 

A CDO is formed and deemed to be a VIE because the holders of the equity investment at risk do not meet the 
characteristic described in paragraph 5(b)(1).  The equity holders failed this characteristic because all of the decisions 
about the entity's activities that have a significant effect on the success of the entity are made by the CDO manager 
and the CDO manager cannot be removed without cause during its five-year contract (see Q&A 5(b)(1)-2). 

At the end of the five years, the holders of equity investment at risk hire a different third party CDO manager to 
perform the management function of the VIE within the guidelines the equity holders provide.  The equity holders 
maintain the ability to fire the CDO manager without cause and the kick-out right meets all of the conditions 
described in paragraph B20 of Interpretation 46(R) for being substantive.  The removal of the original CDO manager 
(decision maker) is a reconsideration event under paragraph 7(a) because the entity's contractual arrangements were 
changed in a manner that changes the characteristics of the entity's equity investment at risk (i.e., it appears that the 
equity holders now meet the decision making characteristic of 5(b)(1)). 

Note:  Upon reconsideration, the variable interest holders would need to consider all of the requirements of 
paragraph 5 in determining whether the entity is a VIE. 

7(b) The equity investment or some part thereof is returned to the equity investors, and 
other interests become exposed to expected losses of the entity. 

Upon the return of the equity investment at risk, or some part thereof, each potential variable interest holder must 
determine whether other interests (whether these interests are new interests or pre-existing interests) have become 
exposed to expected losses of the entity.  Other interest holders become exposed to expected losses if the equity, at 
the time of the reconsideration, would not be sufficient to permit the entity to finance its activities without 
subordinated financial support as described in paragraph 5(a), considering the present circumstances and 
conditions at the time of the reconsideration. 

This determination may be based on a qualitative evaluation, a quantitative evaluation, or a combination of both as 
described in paragraph 9 of Interpretation 46(R).  

Example 3 

Enterprise A owns 49 percent of the common voting shares of Entity B ( a voting interest entity) and also owns Entity 
B's non-voting preferred stock.  Enterprise A does not control Entity B and does not consolidate Entity B's accounts 
under ARB 51.  Entity B finances its operations by issuance of equity and debt (rated investment grade by a nationally 
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recognized rating agency).  When Enterprise A first became involved with Entity B, Enterprise A concluded that Entity 
B was a voting interest entity based, in part, on a conclusive qualitative assessment of the sufficiency of Entity B's 
equity investment at risk. 

One year after Enterprise A made its investments in Entity B, Entity B makes a partial return of the common 
shareholders' investment.  Therefore, Enterprise A needs to reassess whether other interest holders have become 
exposed to expected losses of Entity B.  Enterprise A makes a qualitative assessment, noting that the rating agency 
has reaffirmed its investment grade rating of Entity B's debt.  This and other pertinent factors lead to a conclusive 
qualitative assessment that Entity B continues to be a voting interest entity, not subject to Interpretation 46(R). 

7(c) The entity undertakes additional activities or acquires additional assets, beyond 
those that were anticipated at the later of the inception of the entity or the latest 
reconsideration event, that increase the entity's expected losses. 

Example 4 

A real estate entity, initially determined not to be a VIE, purchases five rental properties by issuing equity and debt 
instruments.  At inception, the equity and debt holders determine that the equity investment at risk is sufficient under 
paragraphs 5(a) and 9 of Interpretation 46(R).  Subsequently, the entity issues additional subordinated debt to 
purchase additional rental properties.  The debt issuance in and of itself is not a reconsideration event.  However, 
because the entity acquired additional assets with the proceeds, which potentially increases the entity's expected 
losses, the enterprises involved must reconsider whether the entity has become a VIE.  These transactions were not 
anticipated when the entity was formed. 

Note:  Had these transactions been anticipated, the sufficiency of the equity would have had to consider the variability 
associated with the substantial uncertainty regarding the acquisition of unidentified real estate. 

Example 5 

A development stage enterprise is considered to be undertaking additional activities when the entity comes out of the 
development stage, and, therefore, in accordance with paragraph 7(c), should be re-evaluated as a potential variable 
interest entity at that time (see paragraph 11 of Interpretation 46(R) for the provisions of Interpretation 46(R) related 
to development stage enterprises).  See Q&A 11-2 for a discussion of when to assess whether a development stage 
enterprise is a VIE. 

7(d) The entity receives an additional equity investment that is at risk, or the entity 
curtails or modifies its activities in a way that decreases its expected losses. 

Example 6 

Three investors form Entity 1 to purchase real estate property.  All three investors each contribute $5 million in equity 
investment at risk and $45 million in subordinated debt.  The entity was deemed to be a variable interest entity due to 
insufficient equity investment at risk.  The original governing document requires each investor to provide an additional 
$25 million equity investment at risk 12 months subsequent to Entity 1's formation.  When that additional equity 
investment is made, a reconsideration of the entity's VIE status occurs, even though the original governing documents 
required the subsequent equity investment.    

 

7-2:  Valuation of Equity Investment at Risk When a Reconsideration Event Occurs  

Question  

How should the equity investment at risk be measured to determine the sufficiency of the equity investment at risk 
upon an event requiring reconsideration under paragraph 7 of Interpretation 46(R)? 
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Answer 

The fair value of the equity investment at risk at the reconsideration date, not the carrying value of the equity 
investments, should be used to determine the sufficiency of equity investment at risk (see Q&A 5(a)-1 for additional 
guidance on the use of fair value). 

See Q&A 7-3 for guidance on isolating the impact of a change under paragraph 7(a) and 7(c).   

 

7-3:  Isolating the Impact of a Change in the Entity's Governing Documents or Contractual 
Arrangements and the Impact of Undertaking Additional Activities or Acquiring Additional 
Assets  

The initial determination of whether an entity is a VIE must be reconsidered upon the occurrence of the events 
enumerated in paragraph 7.  Q&A 7-1 provides some examples of triggering events under paragraph 7. 

Question 

In determining whether a reconsideration event has occurred, how should changes in the adequacy of the equity 
investment at risk (paragraph 7(a)) and an increase in expected losses (paragraph 7(c)) be assessed? 

Answer 

For purposes of paragraph 7(a), the adequacy of the entity's equity investment at risk, as defined by paragraph 5(a), 
should be considered immediately before and immediately after the change in the entity's governing documents, or 
contractual arrangements occur.  Similarly, for purposes of paragraph 7(c), the expected losses of the entity should be 
considered immediately before and immediately after the entity undertakes additional activities or acquires additional 
assets that are beyond those initially anticipated (i.e., not included in an enterprise's initial assessment of 
Interpretation 46(R)). 

Paragraph 7 states that "an entity that previously was not subject to this Interpretation shall not become subject to it 
simply because of losses in excess of its expected losses that reduce the equity investment."  Therefore, by making 
these evaluations immediately before and after the reconsideration event, the reporting enterprise is considering 
changes only in expected losses that are a direct result of the potential reconsideration event. 

Example 

Entity X was formed on January 15, 2005.  At that date, all variable interest holders determined that Entity X had 
sufficient equity investment at risk (i.e., Entity X is not a VIE).  Entity X incurred significant operating losses for its first 
two years of operations.  At January 15, 2007, Entity X had insufficient equity investment at risk.  However, there has 
not been any event causing reconsideration under paragraph 7. 

On January 16, 2007, the governing documents of Entity X were changed.  The variable interest holders determined 
that the change to the governing documents did not cause a change in the adequacy of the equity investment at risk.  
Even though Entity X has insufficient equity investment at risk on January 16, 2007, the insufficiency was caused by 
operating losses, not the change in governing documents.  Therefore, a reconsideration event has not occurred.   

 

7-4: Entering Into and Emerging From Bankruptcy 

Paragraph 7 of Interpretation 46(R) requires that the initial determination of whether an entity is a variable interest 
entity (VIE) be reconsidered if one or more of the following events ("reconsideration events") occur:   
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a. The entity's governing documents or contractual arrangements are changed in a 
manner that changes the characteristics or adequacy of the entity's equity 
investment at risk.   

b.  The equity investment or some part thereof is returned to the equity investors, and 
other interests become exposed to expected losses of the entity.   

c.  The entity undertakes additional activities or acquires additional assets, beyond 
those that were anticipated at the later of the inception of the entity or the latest 
reconsideration event, that increase the entity's expected losses. 

d. The entity receives an additional equity investment that is at risk, or the entity 
curtails or modifies its activities in a way that decreases its expected losses. 

If one or more of the reconsideration events in Paragraph 7 occur, the holder of a variable interest in a previously 
determined VIE must reconsider whether that entity continues to be a VIE.  Likewise, the holder of a variable interest 
in an entity that previously was not determined to be a VIE must reconsider whether that entity has become a VIE. 

Question 1  

Is the act of filing for bankruptcy a reconsideration event under paragraph 7 of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 1  

No.  Paragraph 7 states that an entity not previously subject to Interpretation 46(R) shall not become subject to it 
simply because of losses in excess of its expected losses that reduce the equity at risk investment.  In addition, the act 
of entering into bankruptcy is not one of the four events in paragraph 7 that would require reconsideration of VIE 
status.  

Question 2  

Is emergence from bankruptcy a reconsideration event under paragraph 7 of Interpretation 46(R)?  

Answer 2  

Generally, yes.  When an entity emerges from bankruptcy, its governing documents generally establish new equity 
and other contractual arrangements that change the characteristics of the entity's equity investment at risk.  In this 
situation, an enterprise that holds a significant variable interest in an entity must reconsider its original conclusion 
related to that entity's VIE status.   
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns 

8. A variable interest entity's expected losses are the expected negative variability in the fair value of its net 
assets exclusive of variable interests.  A variable interest entity's expected residual returns are the 
expected positive variability in the fair value of its net assets exclusive of variable interests.  Expected 
variability in the fair value of net assets includes expected variability resulting from the operating results 
of the entity.  
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The following FSP provides application guidance on calculating expected losses. 

FSP FIN 46(R)-2 

1.  Q—Can an entity that has no history of net losses and expects to continue to be profitable in the 
foreseeable future be a variable interest entity? 

2.  A—Yes, even an entity that expects to be profitable will have expected losses.  The term expected losses, 
as used in Interpretation 46(R), is based on the variability in the fair value of the entity's net assets 
exclusive of variable interests and not on the anticipated amount or variability of the net income or loss. 

3.  The calculation of expected losses is described in paragraph 8 and illustrated in Appendix A of 
Interpretation 46(R).  Paragraph 8 requires that the estimated outcomes used to calculate expected losses 
are those outcomes that contribute to the expected negative variability in the fair value of the entity's net 
assets exclusive of variable interests. 

4.  The following example illustrates the calculation of expected losses:   

a. On January 1, 2004, Company X is formed to purchase a building, 95 percent of which is 
financed by debt and 5 percent by equity.  The lenders will have recourse only to the building in 
the event that Company X does not make the required debt payments.   

b. On the same day, Company Y enters into a five-year market-rate lease for the building from 
Company X that includes a guarantee of a portion of the building's residual value.  The present 
value of the minimum lease payments, including the residual value guarantee, is less than 90 
percent of the fair value of the building. 

c. There are no other interests in Company X. 

d. The appropriate discount rate is assumed to be 5 percent. 

e. In accordance with paragraph 8, the estimated annual outcomes in the example include both 
estimated cash flows and the estimated fair value of Company X's assets to be distributed to 
variable interest holders in lieu of cash, exclusive of cash flows (or flows of other assets) to and 
from variable interests.  The guarantee is a variable interest in the entity because it is an interest 
in assets with a fair value that is more than half of the total fair value of Company X's assets.  
Therefore, losses absorbed by the residual value guarantee are losses of Company X and are 
included in the outcomes used to calculate expected losses.  For calculation simplicity, the 
estimated outcomes, which include both cash flows and changes in the fair value of Company 
X's net assets, and related probabilities are assumed to be the same each year of the five-year 
lease, and at the end of the lease, the carrying value of the building is assumed to be its fair 
value. 

5.  Table 1 shows the January 1, 2004 calculation of the expected outcome at the inception of the 
guarantee identified as a variable interest.  The fair value of the expected outcome is assumed to be 
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equal to the sum of the present values of probability-weighted estimated annual outcomes for the five-
year lease term, excluding the effects of the residual value guarantee.  Any variation in estimated 
outcomes, as compared to the expected outcome, represents a change to the value of the entity's net 
assets exclusive of variable interests from the calculation-date value of those net assets. 

Table 1  
(Amounts in Thousands) 

Estimated 
Annual 

Outcomes1 Probability 

Expected 
Annual 

Outcome 
Fair Value of Expected 

Five-Year Outcomes2 

$(10,000) 5.0% $    (500) $ (2,165) 

(5,000) 10.0  (500) (2,165) 

0 20.0  0 0 

10,000 50.0  5,000 21,648 

50,000   15.0       7,500   32,471 

 100.0% $11,500 $49,789 

 

6.   Table 2 shows the calculation of expected losses as the negative variability from the fair value of 
the expected outcome.  Note that the estimated annual outcomes of $0 and $10,000 contribute 
to expected losses although neither amount is negative.  To the extent that an estimated 
outcome, although positive, is less than the expected outcome, the company will lose value in 
relation to its value based on the expected outcome.  Table 2 illustrates the calculation of this 
expected loss as the fair value of the probability-weighted negative variations from the expected 
outcome.  Expected losses include all such negative variations. 

__________________________ 

1 Estimated outcomes include both estimated cash flows, exclusive of cash flows (or flows of other assets) to 
and from variable interests, and the estimated fair value of Company X's assets to be distributed to variable 
interest holders in lieu of cash. 

2 The fair value is assumed to be the sum of the present values of the expected outcomes for each year of the 
five-year period.  Because of the simplifying assumption that the annual estimated outcomes and probabilities 
are the same for each year of the five-year period, the expected annual outcomes are treated as level 
annuities in the present value calculations to determine the fair value of the five-year expected outcomes.  
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FSP FIN 46(R)-2 

 Table 2 

(Amounts in Thousands)  

Estimated 
Annual 

Outcomes 

Present Value 
of Estimated 

Five-Year 
Outcomes3 

Fair Value of 
Expected Five–

Year 
Outcomes 

(From Table 1) 

Positive 
(Negative) 
Variation 

From 
Expected 

Value Probability 
Expected 

Losses 
Residual 
Returns 

$(10,000) $ (43,294) $49,789 $ (93,083) 5.0% $  (4,654)  

(5,000) (21,648) 49,789 (71,437) 10.0 (7,144)  

0     0      49,789 (49,789) 20.0 (9,958)  

10,000     43,294      49,789 (6,495) 50.0 (3,247)  

50,000     216,473      49,789 166,684          15.0      $25,003 

    100.0% $(25,003) $25,003 

 

7.  Negative variations can occur without having a net loss reflected in any of the estimated outcomes.  
Consequently, a profitable entity will have expected losses which must be considered in evaluating the 
sufficiency of equity-at-risk under paragraph 9(c) of Interpretation 46(R).   

Effective Date and Transition 

8.  This FSP replaces FSP FIN 46-5 for all entities to which Interpretation 46(R) is being applied.  The guidance in this 
FSP shall be applied to such entities in accordance with the effective date and transition provisions of 
Interpretation 46(R). 

__________________________ 

3 Because of the simplifying assumption that the annual estimated outcomes are the same for each year of the five-year 
period, the estimated annual outcomes are treated as level annuities in the calculation of the present value of estimated five-
year outcomes. 

 
 

8-1:  Definition of Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns  

Paragraph 2(b) of Interpretation 46(R) states that expected losses and expected residual returns refer to "amounts 
derived from expected cash flows as described in FASB Concepts Statement No. 7, Using Cash Flow Information and 
Present Value in Accounting Measurements." 

Paragraph 8 of Interpretation 46(R) states, in part, the following: 

A variable interest entity's expected losses are the expected negative variability in the fair 
value of its net assets exclusive of variable interests.  A variable interest entity's expected 
residual returns are the expected positive variability in the fair value of its net assets exclusive 
of variable interests.  

Question 

The descriptions of expected losses and expected residual returns in paragraphs 2 and 8 express different ideas — one 
explicitly referring to cash flows and the other explicitly to fair value.  What are expected losses and expected residual 
returns? 
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Answer 

"Expected losses" and "expected residual returns" are terms that the FASB created to refer to amounts derived from 
the unique calculation of expected cash flows incorporated into Interpretation 46(R).  The calculations of expected 
losses and expected residual returns are a byproduct of the Interpretation 46(R) calculation of the "expected cash 
flows of the entity."  The Interpretation 46(R) calculation of expected cash flows of the entity is based broadly on the 
techniques for developing cash flow estimates under the expected cash flow approach described in Concepts 
Statement 7.  Although both Concepts Statement 7 and Interpretation 46(R) use a cash flow scenario technique and 
require cash flows to be discounted, calculations of expected cash flows under the two are not the same. 

Application of the expected cash flow approach in Concepts Statement 7 requires an enterprise calculating expected 
values to develop estimated cash flow scenarios.  In general — as for any traditional expected value calculation — a 
"pure" (unadjusted) Concepts Statement 7 calculation would include all cash flows into and out of the entity relevant 
to each scenario regardless of the source of those cash flows.  While Interpretation 46(R) requires a cash flow scenario 
technique, Interpretation 46(R) requires that certain cash flows be included (stemming from non-variable interests) 
and certain cash flows be excluded (stemming from variable interests) from the cash flows that otherwise would be 
used as a basis for the Concepts Statement 7 calculation of the expected value of the entity.  For example, cash flow 
amounts representing distributions to holders of variable interests are not included as cash outflows of the entity in 
determining the entity's expected losses or expected residual returns.  Similarly, cash flow amounts that represent 
receipts from holders of variable interests are not considered as cash inflows to the entity.  By excluding those 
amounts, the Interpretation 46(R) calculation of expected cash flows attempts to isolate changes (variability) in the fair 
value of the entity's existing net assets attributable to non-variable interests.  The objective of the expected cash flows 
calculation under the Interpretation 46(R) model is to arrive at the single estimate resulting from the probability 
weighted, discounted cash flows generated by the entity that variable interest holders are expected to ultimately 
receive (as returns) or absorb (as losses) from the entity. 

As noted above, the calculations of expected losses and expected residual returns are a byproduct of the 
Interpretation 46(R) calculation of the expected cash flows of the entity.  As with all expected value calculations, the 
final product (expected cash flows of the entity) is a mean or average value associated with a group of possible 
probability weighted outcomes.  In calculating that mean or average, a number of cash flow scenarios are developed 
to reflect different possible outcomes.  Some cash flow scenarios will represent outcomes that are lower than the 
mean amount and some will represent outcomes higher than the mean amount.  Each of these cash flow scenario 
outcomes reflects a variance from the mean — those that are lower than the mean represent negative variability 
(these are "expected loss" scenarios) and those that are higher than the mean represent positive variability (those are 
the "expected residual return" scenarios).  The actual calculation of expected losses and expected residual returns 
requires that the outcome under each scenario be subtracted from the mean.  The "expected losses of the entity" is 
equal to the sum of the differences from the mean of all of the expected loss scenarios, whereas the "expected 
residual returns of the entity" is equal to the sum of the differences from the mean of all of the expected residual 
return scenarios. 

It is important to note that the calculation of expected cash flows under Concepts Statement 7 or under the 
Interpretation 46(R) guidance is not equivalent to the amounts that are reported in a cash flow statement prepared 
under generally accepted accounting principles.  In addition, the expected losses and expected residual returns of the 
entity do not represent actual gains or losses of the entity.  Those calculations represent the variability in the entity's 
mean cash flows.  For example, if the expected cash flows of an entity are calculated at $800,000 (this is the average 
of all scenarios), a single scenario developed for the calculation resulting in cash flows of $760,000 would be included 
in the expected losses of the entity in the amount of ($40,000). 

Note:  Although this is considered an expected loss, the actual outcome for the entity under that scenario is a positive 
cash flow of $760,000.  See Q&A 8-4 for further guidance on the calculation of the expected cash flows of a 
potential variable interest entity.  In addition, Appendix A of Interpretation 46(R) and FASB Staff Position No. FIN 
46(R)-2, "Calculation of Expected Losses Under FASB Interpretation No. 46(R)," illustrate the calculation of variability 
for both expected losses and expected residual returns.   
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8-2:  The Meaning of "Net Assets" as Used in Interpretation 46(R)  

Paragraph 8 of Interpretation 46(R) states, in part, the following: 

A variable interest entity's expected losses are the expected negative variability in the fair 
value of its net assets exclusive of variable interests.  A variable interest entity's expected 
residual returns are the expected positive variability in the fair value of its net assets exclusive 
of variable interests. [Emphasis added] 

Paragraph B2 of Interpretation 46(R) states the following: 

This Interpretation uses the terms expected losses and expected residual returns to describe 
the expected variability in the fair value of an entity's net assets exclusive of variable 
interests.  [Emphasis added] 

Question 

Does the term "net assets exclusive of variable interests" under Interpretation 46(R) mean net assets as identified on 
the entity's balance sheet under generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)? 

Answer 

No.  Net assets exclusive of variable interests as used in Interpretation 46(R) represent the non-variable interests in the 
entity.  That is, the objective of the calculation under paragraph 8 of Interpretation 46(R) is to include only the 
estimated cash flows stemming from non-variable interests.  Net assets for Interpretation 46(R) purposes are different 
from "net assets" as used, otherwise, in GAAP (i.e., the excess of assets over liabilities).  For example, net assets under 
Interpretation 46(R) may include unrecognized firm commitments, contractual arrangements with service providers or 
decision makers, supply contracts, etc., that are not recorded under GAAP.  Conversely, a derivative under GAAP that 
is deemed to be a variable interest would not be part of the net assets exclusive of variable interests as used in 
paragraph 8.  See Q&As 8-5 and 8-6 for illustrations of calculating the expected losses and expected residual returns 
of an entity, which include consideration of the calculation of the net assets under Interpretation 46(R). 

In addition, net assets exclusive of variable interests include interests in specific assets as described in paragraph 12 of 
Interpretation 46(R) because those interests are not variable interests in the entity. 

Note:  This treatment has the same effect as excluding the variability in the asset (or portion of the asset) and 
excluding the interest in that specific asset.   

 

8-3:  Purpose of Calculating the Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns of the Entity  

Question  

When are the calculations of expected losses and expected residual returns used in applying Interpretation 46(R)'s 
guidance? 

Answer 

Under Interpretation 46(R), the "expected losses of the entity" is calculated for two purposes:  (1) to determine 
whether an entity is a variable interest entity (VIE) due to a lack of sufficient equity investment at risk to absorb 
expected losses (if a qualitative assessment of the adequacy of equity investment at risk is not conclusive) and (2) to 
determine which variable interest holder (if any) is the primary beneficiary of a VIE.  As part of determining whether 
an entity is a VIE,  the entity's expected losses is the amount that is compared to the total equity investment at risk 
under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R) to determine whether the entity has sufficient equity investment at risk 
to finance its activities without additional subordinated financial support.  Second, if the entity is determined to be a 
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VIE under any of the provisions of paragraphs 5(a)–(c), paragraph 14 of Interpretation 46(R) requires the amount of 
the VIE's expected losses be compared to the losses that will be absorbed by variable interest holders to determine 
whether one of those variable interest holders (including related parties and de facto agents) absorbs a majority of the 
expected losses, and, therefore, is the VIE's primary beneficiary. 

In contrast, the calculation of "expected residual returns of the entity" is only used for purposes of determining which 
variable interest holder (if any) is the primary beneficiary of the VIE, and only when no single variable interest holder 
(including its related parties and de facto agents) is determined to absorb a majority of the expected losses under 
paragraph 14.  In other words, the calculation of expected residual returns is needed after it has been determined 
that the entity is a VIE and after an analysis of expected losses under paragraph 14 leads to a determination that no 
variable interest holder absorbs a majority of the expected losses.  In that circumstance, the amount of the VIE's 
expected residual returns is compared with the returns that will be received by variable interest holders (including 
related parties and de facto agents) to determine whether one of those variable interest holders absorbs a majority of 
the expected residual returns, and, therefore, is the VIE's primary beneficiary.   

 

8-4:  How to Determine the Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns of the Entity  

Question  

How does a variable interest holder determine the expected losses and expected residual returns of the entity under 
the provisions of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

As noted in Q&A 8-1, expected losses and expected residual returns are determined through the process of 
calculating the Interpretation 46(R) "expected cash flows of the entity."  Determining Interpretation 46(R) expected 
cash flows requires an enterprise to develop a number of estimated cash flow scenarios, each with their own cash 
flow result.  General guidance on developing estimates of cash flows for expected present value calculations is 
provided in Concepts Statement 7 and Q&A 8-10.  That guidance is useful for developing estimated cash flow 
scenarios for Interpretation 46(R) purposes.  However, estimated cash flow scenarios under Interpretation 46(R) 
exclude certain cash inflows and outflows that occur between the entity and its variable interest holders, which would 
be included in a traditional calculation of expected cash flows under Concepts Statement 7. 

Once the cash flow scenarios are developed, they are probability weighted and summed to arrive at the Interpretation 
46(R) expected cash flows of the entity.  By comparing that amount to each outcome of each estimated cash flow 
scenario, positive variability (expected residual return scenarios) and negative variability (expected loss scenarios) can 
be identified.  Finally, the expected loss and expected residual return scenarios are discounted, and each set of 
scenarios is totaled to determine the expected losses of the entity (the sum of the discounted cash flow scenarios 
giving rise to negative variability) and the expected residual returns (the sum of the discounted cash flow scenarios 
giving rise to positive variability). 

The following steps outline an approach to determining the expected losses and expected residual returns of the 
entity under Interpretation 46(R): 

Step 1:  Distinguish the non-variable interests from the variable interests in the entity. 

Step 2:  Develop Interpretation 46(R) scenarios of estimated cash flow attributable to non-variable interests. 

Step 3:  Calculate the Interpretation 46(R) expected cash flows of the entity. 

Step 4:  Calculate the expected variability (i.e., expected losses and expected residual returns) in expected cash flows 
for each scenario. 
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The following paragraphs describe these steps and provide additional guidance to assist in their application.  An 
illustration that incorporates all of these steps is illustrated in Q&A 8-5. 

Step 1:  Distinguish the Non-Variable Interests from the Variable Interests in the Entity 

Under Interpretation 46(R), each of the entity's assets, liabilities, contracts, and equity items represents an "interest," 
some of which are considered to be "variable interests" and some of which are not.  The first step in calculating the 
expected cash flows of the entity (and, consequently, the expected losses and expected residual returns) is to 
distinguish the variable and non-variable interests from among the entity's assets, liabilities, equity, and other 
contractual arrangements.  This step is important for a number of reasons.  First, each holder of a variable interest in 
the entity (unless otherwise exempt from the provisions of Interpretation 46(R)) has the possibility of being deemed 
the primary beneficiary under paragraph 14 of Interpretation 46(R) based on whether it has an obligation to absorb a 
majority of the entity's expected losses (negative variability) or a right to receive a majority of the entity's expected 
residual returns (positive variability).  Conversely, an enterprise that does not hold a variable interest (either directly or 
indirectly through its related parties or de facto agents) cannot be the primary beneficiary of a VIE.  Second, as noted 
in Q&A 8-1, cash flows to or from variable interests are not included as cash outflows or inflows of the entity in 
developing cash flow scenarios.  Consequently, it is important to distinguish non-variable interests from variable 
interests to ensure that (1) the calculation of the entity's Interpretation 46(R) expected cash flows appropriately 
represents the amount of cash flows that would be expected to be allocated to variable interest holders and (2) the 
primary beneficiary (if any) can be properly identified. 

Recall that the determination of whether an entity is a VIE and the determination of who is the primary beneficiary is 
based in part on (1) the calculation of expected losses, which is expected negative variability from the amount 
identified as the entity's Interpretation 46(R) expected cash flows, and, possibly, (2) the calculation of expected 
residual returns, which represents positive variability from the amount identified as the entity's Interpretation 46(R) 
expected cash flows (see Q&A 8-1).  Under Interpretation 46(R), the basis for the distinction between the entity's 
asset, liability, and equity items that are variable interests and those that are not is that interests that create positive 
or negative variability are not variable interests and those that receive positive or absorb negative variability are 
variable interests (see Q&A 2(c)-1 and Appendix B of Interpretation 46(R) for further guidance on determining 
whether an interest is a variable interest in an entity).  In other words, if the returns of the entity are less than 
expected (negative variability or expected losses), an item that is a variable interest typically would receive a lower 
return than expected, thus "absorbing" expected losses.  Conversely, if the returns of the entity are more than 
expected, an item that is a variable interest would typically receive a return that is greater than expected, thus 
"receiving" expected residual returns.  Any item that either absorbs expected losses or receives expected residual 
returns is considered a variable interest in the entity. 

Once the variable and non-variable interest have been distinguished, a further evaluation of the variable interests is 
necessary.  Under paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R), some interests that otherwise would be considered variable 
interests under Appendix B, are treated as non-variable interests in deriving the Interpretation 46(R) expected cash 
flows of the entity.  The guidance in paragraph 12 states in part: 

A variable interest in specified assets of a variable interest entity (such as a guarantee or 
subordinated residual interest) shall be deemed to be a variable interest in the entity only if 
the fair value of the specified assets is more than half of the total fair value of the entity's 
assets or if the holder has another variable interest in the entity as a whole (except interests 
that are insignificant or have little or no variability). 

Step 2:  Develop the Interpretation 46(R) Scenarios of Estimated Cash Flow Attributable to Non-Variable Interests 

Once the variable and non-variable interests are distinguished, Step 2 requires that the enterprise develop estimated 
(non-probability-weighted) cash flows under a number of different scenarios.  In order to calculate an entity's 
expected losses, management of an enterprise will need to develop various scenarios that each provides an estimate 
of the entity's cash flows from non-variable interests under different assumptions about future conditions and 
circumstances.  Each scenario will represent an estimate of one possible future cash flow outcome of the net assets, 
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exclusive of variable interests in the entity, and will incorporate different expectations and uncertainties about the 
amount or timing of those cash flows.  Concepts Statement 7 states that "present value should attempt to capture 
the elements that taken together would comprise a market price if one existed."  Thus, the assumptions used by 
management in developing the entity's estimated cash flow scenarios should be those assumptions that market place 
participants would use, rather than being based solely on management's own perspective. 

Note:  Distributions-in-kind should be considered in the estimate of cash flows (see Q&A 8-7). 

Differing expectations about cash flows for each scenario arise from management's consideration of the entity's 
"cash drivers," that is, the key factors that affect the cash flows associated with the entity's assets and liabilities.  
Cash drivers can vary from entity to entity and include such factors as credit risk, price risk, interest rate risk, currency 
risk, technological innovation and obsolescence, competition, supply and demand for products and services, general 
economic conditions, and so forth.  Management will have to use judgment in developing its market-based 
assumptions about changes in cash drivers and their effects on the timing and amount of estimated cash flows and 
should document its conclusions and the basis for those conclusions. 

Cash flow scenarios should be developed based on all of  the possible variations in the operating results of the entity 
(see Q&A 8-10).  The cash flow scenarios must incorporate a reasonable period of time (also see Q&A 8-10).  At the 
end of the forecast period, the cash flows should reflect the outcome of all assets being sold at fair market value with 
the proceeds used to settle all liabilities that are not variable interests (e.g., trade payables and accrued expenses that 
are not variable interests).  In other words, each cash flow scenario must incorporate a terminal value into its cash 
flow estimate if the life of the entity could extend beyond a period subject to reasonable estimation. 

An enterprise may develop its scenarios starting with either GAAP net income or cash flows (see Q&A 8-6 for the 
illustration of developing scenarios starting with GAAP cash flows), or by using other methods to develop the cash 
flow amounts.  Starting with cash flows will be easier than starting with net income because, as part of the entity's 
expected losses and expected residual returns calculations, an enterprise must calculate an amount for the expected 
cash flows of the entity using an approach based on the techniques in Concepts Statement 7 for calculating expected 
present value.  However, if GAAP-based projections are used, the cash inflows and outflows must be adjusted to 
reverse those cash inflows and outflows related to items identified as variable interests.  That is, the cash flows 
incorporated into the scenarios used to develop the entity's expected cash flows do not incorporate cash flows that 
would be paid to or received from a holder of a variable interest (identified in Step 1).  (See Q&A 8-1.)  The result of 
each scenario should represent the estimated cash flows to be absorbed or received by the collective variable interest 
holders if that scenario were to occur. 

Step 3:  Calculate the Interpretation 46(R) Expected Cash Flows of the Entity 

Whereas each scenario provides a single estimate of an amount to be paid or received in the future, the Interpretation 
46(R) expected cash flows of the entity is the sum of the probability-weighted outcomes of those scenarios.  Thus, 
each scenario outcome identified in Step 2 must be probability weighted (consistent with the approach to calculating 
expected cash flows under Concepts Statement 7).  Probabilities are assigned based on the likelihood of occurrence of 
that scenario in relation to all scenarios based on all facts and circumstances (the sum of the probabilities assigned to 
the scenarios must equal 100 percent).  See Q&A 8-10 for guidance on the selection of probabilities, which requires 
judgment.  The sum of the expected (probability weighted) cash flows for all scenarios is equal to the Interpretation 
46(R) expected cash flows of the entity. 

Step 4:  Calculate the Expected Variability (i.e., Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns) in Interpretation 46(R) 
Expected Cash Flows for Each Scenario 

The Interpretation 46(R) expected losses and expected residual returns are determined by first discounting the 
outcomes under each relevant scenario using the risk-free rate and then summing the discounted amounts (see Q&A 
8-11 for guidance on the use of the risk-free rate).  The summing of the discounted amounts results in the mean for 
which all scenarios are compared to.  The sum of the discounted amounts is the expected cash flows to be 
received/absorbed by the variable interest holders.  Appendix A of Interpretation 46(R) refers to this amount as "Fair 
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Value" in Table 1 of its illustration.  Under certain circumstances, one important check of the reasonableness of the 
calculation of discounted expected cash flows is to compare the result to the fair value of all of the variable interests.  
Fair value is assumed to be the sum of what the variable interest holders paid or the fair value of assets contributed 
for their interests at inception of the entity.  However, since the analysis is many times completed at times other than 
inception (e.g., reconsideration events under paragraph 7 of Interpretation 46(R)), a readily observable market value 
or transaction price may not be available but should be estimated. 

For purposes of the expected loss calculation, only the scenarios giving rise to negative variability are considered.  For 
purposes of the expected residual return calculation, only the scenarios giving rise to positive variability are 
considered. 

To calculate the expected variability in the Interpretation 46(R) expected cash flows for each scenario, the discounted 
expected cash flows of the entity are subtracted from the estimated cash flows in each scenario and the difference is 
multiplied by the probability associated with the relevant scenario.  When the result of that calculation is positive — 
estimated cash flows associated with a scenario are greater than the expected cash flows of the entity — the result is 
positive variability, indicating that the scenario is an expected residual return scenario.  When the cash flows 
associated with a scenario are less than the expected cash flows, the result is negative variability, indicating that the 
scenario is an expected loss scenario.  The sum of the negative variability scenarios is the expected losses of the entity.  
The sum of the positive variability scenarios is the expected residual returns of the entity. 

 

8-5:  How to Determine the Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns of the Entity — 
Illustrative Example  

Q&A 8-4 describes the steps involved in determining an entity's expected losses and expected residual returns. 

Question 

How would those steps be applied to an example? 

Answer  

To illustrate the steps in determining the expected losses and expected residual returns of the entity, assume the 
following facts: 

An entity (PowerCo) is created to hold a power plant with a fair market value of $10 million at inception.  PowerCo is 
funded by two unrelated equity holders, each contributing $1 million, and the issuance of $8 million of debt as 
follows: 

• $5 million Senior Fixed-Rate Bonds with a 5 percent interest rate to a single unrelated party. 

• $3 million Subordinated Fixed-Rate Bonds with a 7.5 percent interest rate to a single unrelated party. 

• The two bondholders are unrelated to each other or to the equity holders.  Both the senior and 
subordinated bonds are due in a lump sum payment ("bullet maturity") at the end of twenty-five years. 

Assume the following additional facts: 

• PowerCo uses $9.95 million of the proceeds from equity contributions and debt to purchase a power 
plant.  The other $50,000 of proceeds was used to pay a guarantee premium on the Subordinated Bond 
as discussed below. 
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• As a condition of lending, the subordinated debt holder required PowerCo to obtain a credit guarantee.  
The guarantee will cover any shortfall of the subordinated debt principal payments up to $1 million.  
PowerCo paid a third-party guarantor a premium of $50,000 for the guarantee. 

• PowerCo enters into a forward contract to sell its output at market value to an unrelated third party.  
PowerCo retains a significant amount of the operating risk associated with the power plant. 

• An unrelated party, ManageCo, runs the plant and makes all of the significant operating decisions.  
ManageCo has a five-year contract and receives a fixed fee of $90,000 per year, plus an additional one 
percent of net income before such fee, impairment expense, depreciation expense, and guarantor 
premiums or proceeds.  ManageCo cannot be fired or relieved of its duties except for breach of contract 
during its five-year term. 

Although PowerCo is a "business" as defined by Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R), the equity holders, the bond 
holders, and ManageCo participated significantly in the design of the entity.  Therefore, they are not exempt from 
analyzing PowerCo to determine whether it is subject to Interpretation 46(R).  See Q&A 4(h)-1 for further discussion 
of the business scope exception.  

For the purpose of this illustration, assume that a qualitative assessment was completed in accordance with  
paragraph 9 of Interpretation 46(R), but was not conclusive in determining that PowerCo had sufficient equity 
investment at risk. 

Step 1:  Distinguish the Non-Variable Interests From the Variable Interests in the Entity. 

The following table provides an analysis of interests in PowerCo to determine which are variable interests:   

Equity PowerCo's equity does not create losses or residual returns.  The equity is the most 
subordinated interest in PowerCo.  If returns of the entity are less than expected, it 
absorbs losses (negative variability) first, and if returns of the entity are greater than 
expected, it will receive returns (positive variability) in excess of those provided to 
more senior interests (i.e., the senior bond holder and the subordinated bond holder 
receive their principal and interest prior to the equity absorbing any residual returns of 
PowerCo).  Thus, the equity interests are variable interests. 

Subordinated Bond The subordinated bond does not create losses or returns for the entity.  Instead, it is a 
variable interest in PowerCo because it is subordinated to the senior bond, and, 
therefore, would have to absorb losses (after the equity) if the entity does not 
generate enough cash to pay interest or principal on the bond. 

Senior Bond Following the same analysis as that for the subordinated bond above, the senior bond 
is a variable interest in PowerCo.  Although the equity and subordinated bond would 
absorb PowerCo's expected losses first, there are possible scenarios when returns are 
less than expected for which the senior bond also will absorb losses.  Therefore, the 
senior bond is a variable interest in PowerCo. 

Subordinated Bond Guarantee The subordinated bond guarantee is a variable interest in the entity because it must 
absorb losses if the entity does not generate enough cash to pay interest or principal 
on the subordinated bond.  Paragraph B10 of Interpretation 46(R) states that "[t]o the 
extent the counterparties of guarantees . . . will be called on to perform in the event 
expected losses occur, those arrangements are variable interests, including fees or 
premiums to be paid to those counterparties."  Although the guarantee gives rise to 
future cash flows of the entity, those cash flows are triggered by and are intended to 
make up for returns that are less than expected. 

Note:  Because PowerCo meets the definition of a business in Appendix C of 
Interpretation 46(R), although the guarantor is a variable interest holder, the 
guarantor need not analyze its interest under the provisions of Interpretation 46(R) 
assuming that the guarantor was not significantly involved in the design of the entity. 
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Power Plant The power plant is the primary asset of the entity.  The operations of the power plant 
create variability because it will generate and incur cash flows related to operating the 
business.  As such, the power plant creates variability in cash flows that will be 
absorbed by those identified as variable interest holders.  Thus, the power plant is not a 
variable interest. 

Third Party Customers The design of the entity is an important consideration in determining whether the 
third party customer holds a variable interest in the entity.  According to FASB Staff 
Position (FSP) No. FIN 46(R)-6, "Determining the Variability to Be Considered in 
Applying FASB Interpretation No. 46(R)," the determination as to whether a forward 
contract to sell electricity is a variable interest is based, in part, on whether (a) its 
underlying is an observable market rate, price, index of prices, or other market 
observable variable and (b) the counterparty is senior in priority relative to other 
interest holders in the entity.  In addition, if changes in the cash flows or fair value of 
the forward contract are expected to offset all, or essentially all, of the electricity price 
risk and operating risk related to the power plant, further analysis of the design of the 
entity would be required.  Criteria (a) and (b) above are met in this instance, and 
although the entity sells the electricity at market value, it still retains a significant 
amount of operations risk associated with the power plant; therefore, the forward 
contract is considered a creator of variability and is not a variable interest.  This 
conclusion would change if the forward contract was designed to reimburse the entity 
for all or essentially all the costs related to operating the power plant.  See example 6 
in the Appendix to FSP FIN 46(R)-6. 

ManageCo Service Contract The ManageCo service contract provides ManageCo with decision making authority.  
Interpretation 46(R) provides specific guidance on how to determine whether the fee 
stream paid to a decision maker is or is not a variable interest.  In this case, as described 
by paragraph B18 of Interpretation 46(R), the ManageCo contract is a variable interest.  
The ManageCo contract fails to meet all of the conditions in paragraph B19 (specifically 
B19(d)) to be considered a non-variable interest because ManageCo is not subject to 
substantive kick-out rights by means of the inability to be removed by a vote of other 
parties involved with PowerCo.   

 

Based on the above analysis, the following assets and contracts create variability in PowerCo (and are not variable 
interests): 

• The estimated cash flows from the operations of the power plant (including the sales to third parties). 

• The estimated changes in the fair value of the power plant not reflected in net income or loss. 

The following liabilities, contracts, and equity absorb or receive the variability created by the above (and are variable 
interests in the entity): 

• Equity. 

• Senior bond. 

• Subordinated bond. 

• Subordinated bond guarantee. 

• ManageCo (through its decision maker fees). 

As stated in the table above, only the holders of the equity, the senior bond, the subordinated bond, and ManageCo 
will analyze whether PowerCo is a VIE and whether any of them is the primary beneficiary.  The guarantor of the 
subordinated debt does not need to analyze its interest held because PowerCo meets the definition of a business in 
Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R) and none of the conditions in paragraph 4(h) are met with respect to its variable 
interest in PowerCo.  However, all of those interests that absorb or receive variability will be treated as variable 
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interests by the variable interest holders within the scope of Interpretation 46(R) for purposes of calculating the 
expected cash flows of the entity. 

Step 2:  Develop the Interpretation 46(R) Scenarios of Estimated Cash Flow Scenarios Attributable to Non-Variable 
Interests. 

Cash flow scenarios must be developed based on all of the possible variations in the operating results of PowerCo.  
PowerCo uses the "indirect method" (as illustrated in Q&A 8-6) for calculating the estimated cash flows for each 
scenario.  It is important to note that the calculation of expected cash flows for each scenario only should include 
those cash flows created by the entity.  That is, as noted in Q&A 8-1, the result for each cash flow scenario should 
reflect the cash flows available to the holders of variable interests as identified in Step 1 above for that scenario.  In 
this case, PowerCo only will consider cash flows related to the operations of the plant and the changes in fair value of 
the power plant that, otherwise, are not reflected in net income or loss (i.e., the estimated termination value of the 
power plant at the end of the estimated cash flow period).  PowerCo starts its calculation with amounts derived under 
GAAP; therefore, it must adjust its cash flow estimates to exclude the impact on GAAP amounts of cash flows related 
to the variable interests (that is any cash flow to or from the holders of equity, debt, the guarantee, or the 
management contract). 

For simplicity, this illustration assumes only three scenarios for PowerCo. — best case (Scenario 1), most-likely case 
(Scenario 2) and worst case (Scenario 3). However, as previously stated, in practice three scenarios is unrealistic, and 
many more scenarios will be necessary.  See Q&A 8-10 for guidance on the number of scenarios needed to calculate 
the Interpretation 46(R) expected cash flows of the entity. 

The cash flows of PowerCo have been estimated over a five-year period for simplicity of the illustration.  However, in 
practice judgment must be used to determine the appropriate period of time that cash flows reasonably can be 
estimated.  At the end of the five-year period, the assets of the entity (e.g., the power plant) are assumed to be sold 
at fair market value under each scenario and the proceeds from the sale are incorporated into the estimated cash flow 
scenarios.  In other words, the termination value of the entity must be considered in each cash flow scenario.  For 
each scenario, assume the power plant is depreciated over 20 years.  Q&A 8-6 illustrates the calculations of cash flow 
scenarios for PowerCo for Scenario 3.  The following table shows the result of all three scenarios:   

Table 6 — Undiscounted Cash Flows 

Undiscounted Cash Flows  
to Be Received From or Paid 
to the Entity by Variable 
Interests   Year 1 Year 2  Year 3   Year 4   Year 5        Total 

Scenario 1 $1,485,000 $1,755,000 $1,420,000 $1,238,000 $9,552,000 $15,450,000 

Scenario 2 1,435,000 1,255,000 1,320,000 1,038,000 8,172,000 13,220,000 

Scenario 3 785,000 755,000 720,000 588,000 5,866,400 8,714,400 
 

Step 3:  Calculate the Interpretation 46(R) Expected Cash Flows of the Entity. 

In order to arrive at expected cash flows of the entity under Interpretation 46(R), each cash flow outcome associated 
with each of the three scenarios developed by PowerCo must be probability weighted (consistent with the approach 
to calculating expected cash flows under Concepts Statement 7).  Probabilities are assigned based on the likelihood of 
occurrence of that scenario in relation to all scenarios based on all facts and circumstances (the sum of the 
probabilities assigned to the scenarios must equal 100 percent).  See Q&A 8-10 for guidance on the selection of 
probabilities. 

The following table demonstrates the result of the calculation of the Interpretation 46(R) expected cash flows of 
PowerCo.  The calculation of the discounted cash flows is shown below in Step 5.   
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Table 7 — Undiscounted Expected Cash Flows 

PowerCo 

Undiscounted 
Estimated Cash Flows 

(A) Probability (B) 

Probability Weighted 
Expected Cash Flows  

(A x B) 

Scenario 1 $15,450,000 25% $  3,862,500 

Scenario 2 13,220,000 50 6,610,000 

Scenario 3 8,714,400          25     2,178,600 

Interpretation 46(R) 
     Undiscounted Expected Cash  
     Flows         100% $12,651,100 
 

Step 4:  Calculate the Expected Variability (i.e., Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns) in Expected Cash 
Flows for Each Scenario. 

The Interpretation 46(R) expected losses and expected residual returns are determined by first discounting the 
outcomes under each relevant scenario using the risk-free rate and then summing the discounted amounts.  The 
summing of the discounted amounts results in the mean for which all scenarios are compared to.  The table below 
illustrates the discounting of the PowerCo example:   

Table 8 — Discounted Expected Cash Flows 

PowerCo 

Discounted 
Estimated Cash Flows 

(A) 11 Probability (B) 

Probability Weighted 
Discounted Expected Cash 

Flows (A x B) 

Scenario 1 $12,735,519 25% $  3,183,880 

Scenario 2 10,902,195 50  5,451,098 

Scenario 3 7,134,616          25                   1,783,654 

Interpretation 46(R) 
     Discounted Expected Cash 
     Flows         100 % $10,418,632 
 

Table 9 — Discounted Estimated Cash Flows (Scenario 3) 

Discounted Cash Flow 
Attributable to Non-Variable 
Interests Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 

Cash Flows to Be  
     Received From or Paid to the  
     Entity by Non-Variable Interests $785,000             $755,000            $720,000           $588,000          $5,866,400  $8,714,400 

Discount Rate12             5%            5%             5%             5%              5%      

Discounted Cash Flows $747,619              $684,807            $621,963            $483,749          $4,596,478 $7,134,616 
 

In Table 8, the discounted expected cash flows were calculated at $10,418,632.  Paragraph A2 of Interpretation 46(R) 
refers to this amount as "Fair Value" in its illustration.  Under certain circumstances, one check of the reasonableness 
of the calculation of discounted expected cash flows is the fair value of all of the variable interests.  At inception, fair 

 
11  Table 9 illustrates the calculation of discounted estimated cash flows for Scenario 3. 
12  The discount rate used was held constant at five percent for all years for simplicity.  However, an enterprise should use the implied yield currently 

available on zero-coupon U.S. government issues with a remaining term equal to the term associated with the cash flows being valued (see  
Q&A 8-11 for further discussion of discount rate).  The same forward interest rate curve should be used for each scenario.  That is, one of the 
variables in each scenario cannot be a fluctuation in the discount rate (i.e., use of a different yield curve). 
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value is assumed to be the sum of what the variable interest holders paid or contributed for its interests.  However, 
since the analysis is many times completed at times other than inception (e.g., reconsideration events under 
paragraph 7), a readily observable market value or transaction price may not be available but should be estimated.  

In the facts above, the fair value of the variable interest holders in the entity is the amount invested in or received 
from the entity by the variable interest holders.  Therefore, the approximate fair value is as follows:   

Table 10 — Fair Value of Variable Interest Holders 

Variable Interest Holder Fair Value 

Equity Holders $  2,000,000 

Senior Bond Holder 5,000,000 

Subordinated Bond Holder 3,000,000 

Third Party Guarantor — 13     

Decision Maker        417,048 14      

Total Fair Value  $10,417,048 
 

As the discounted expected cash flows above of $10,418,632 approximates the fair value of the variable interests in 
the entity of $10,417,048, the underlying assumptions used in developing the estimated cash flows appears 
appropriate based on this comparison.  In addition, as described in Q&A 14-2, the discounted expected cash flows of 
each variable interest can be compared to its fair value at inception to determine whether the assumptions and 
probabilities used appear proper.  The next step in determining the expected losses and expected residual returns is to 
calculate the expected variability in Interpretation 46(R) expected cash flows for each scenario. 

Table 11 illustrates the calculation of expected losses of the entity based on the amounts from the scenarios 
developed utilizing the discounted expected cash flows calculated in the table above:   

Table 11 — Calculation of Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns 

PowerCo 

Probability Weighted 
Discounted Expected 

Cash Flows Probability Variability15 
Expected 

Losses 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns 

Scenario 1 $ 3,183,880 25% $  579,222                   $579,222 

Scenario 2 5,451,098 50             241,782                      241,782 

Scenario 3     1,783,654          25             (821,004)                  $(821,004)            — 

 $10,418,632        100%  $(821,004) $821,004 
 

 
13  The third party guarantor has a fair value of zero as the entity gave up value of $50,000 in the form of a premium for a promise to pay in the 

future.  The discounted probability weighted cash flows are ($50,000) for honoring the guarantee. 
14  The decision maker has a fair value based on its discounted probability weighted fees to be received from the entity. 
15 Variability is calculated as follows (example for Scenario 1): 

Expected Cash Flows Above $ 10,418,63 

Multiply by Probability of Scenario                 25%    

Probability Weighted Amount 2,604,658 

Probability Weighted Discounted  

     Expected Cash Flow of Scenario 1 3,183,880 

Less Probability Weighted Amount     (2,604,658)            

Variability $     579,222 
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Negative variability results in an expected loss scenario and positive variability results in an expected residual return 
scenario.  "Expected losses" does not refer to what an entity or variable interest holder expects to lose.  The amount 
relates to the variability in the cash flows to be absorbed by the variable interest holder.  All entities, therefore, have 
expected losses (see FSP FIN 46(R)-2 for further discussion that even profitable entities have expected losses).  
Typically, the more risk involved in the activities of the entity, the larger its expected losses and expected residual 
returns. 

Conclusion 

As stated in Q&A 8-3, the expected losses are calculated for two purposes.  First, they are used to compare the 
amount to the total equity investment at risk under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R) to determine whether the 
entity has sufficient equity in determining whether the entity is a VIE.  In the calculation above, the expected losses of 
the entity is $821,004.  Since PowerCo has equity investment at risk of $2 million, its equity is sufficient to cover the 
expected losses of the entity. 

Sufficient equity investment at risk is just one of the characteristics that must be met to conclude that an entity is not 
a VIE.  The provisions of paragraphs 5(b) and 5(c) of Interpretation 46(R) are additional obstacles an entity must clear.  
For instance, under paragraph 5(b)(1), the equity investment at risk must allow the group of equity investors to have 
the direct or indirect ability through voting rights or similar rights to make decisions about an entity's activities that 
have a significant effect on the success of the entity.  The facts and circumstances of PowerCo included that 
ManageCo (the decision maker) makes the significant decisions of the operations of the power plant and cannot be 
removed, except in the case of breach of contract.  Therefore, PowerCo would be deemed a VIE as the equity group 
lacks the characteristics of decision making ability described in paragraph 5(b)(1) of Interpretation 46(R). 

Since PowerCo is a VIE, the second use of the calculation of expected losses is to determine which variable interest, if 
any, is the primary beneficiary of PowerCo, and, therefore, must consolidate the company (see Q&A 14-2 for an 
illustration of allocating expected losses and expected residual returns to the variable interest holders of PowerCo).   

 

8-6:  Calculation of Estimated Cash Flows Using the Indirect Method  

Interpretation 46(R) requires that an enterprise develop estimated cash flow scenarios as part of the calculation of 
expected losses and expected residual returns under paragraph 8 of Interpretation 46(R).  Q&A 8-4 indicates that 
there are various approaches that an enterprise may use in developing estimated cash flows. 

Question 

How are estimates of cash flows of an entity developed using the "indirect method"? 

Answer 

The indirect method is similar to the indirect method used in preparing GAAP cash flow statements.  The process 
involves adjusting GAAP net income to a cash basis, and further adjusting the cash flows to reflect only those 
resulting from non-variable interest holders.  (Alternatively, an enterprise could start with GAAP cash flows, adjusted 
to reflect only those resulting from non-variable interest holders-that is, the direct method)  To illustrate the indirect 
method, the example of PowerCo in Q&A 8-5 will be used.  As stated in the example, the cash flows will be estimated 
over five years for simplicity of the illustration.  However, in practice, judgment must be used to determine the 
appropriate period of time that cash flows reasonably can be estimated.  For this illustration, the only scenario that 
will be illustrated is Scenario 3 (the worst-case scenario). 

For this worst-case scenario, the power plant is depreciated over 20 years and has a termination value at the end of 
the five years of $5,500,000.  The five-year income statement is estimated for Scenario 3 as follows:   
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Table 12 — Scenario 3 Income Statement 

Income Statement Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Power Sales Income  $ 3,300,000     $ 3,350,000      $ 3,350,000     $ 3,250,000   $3,000,000      

Operating Expenses  (2,600,000)   (2,550,000)  (2,750,000)  (2,600,000)  (2,535,600) 

Third Party Guarantor Fees16  (2,000)  (2,000)  (2,000)  (2,000)  (42,000) 

Depreciation Expense  (497,500)  (497,500)  (497,500)  (497,500)  (497,500) 

Decision Maker Fees17  (91,600)  (93,100)  (91,100)  (91,600)  (90,000) 

Interest Expense — Senior 
Debt  (250,000)  (250,000)  (250,000)  (250,000)  (250,000) 

Interest Expense — 
Subordinated Debt   (240,000)   (240,000)   (240,000)   (240,000)  (240,000) 

Impairment Loss18    —          —          —          —        (1,962,500) 

Guarantee Proceeds19    —          —          —          —        243,000   

Gain on Extinguishment of 
Debt20    —          —          —          —       

 
 2,000,000       

Net Income (Loss)  $ (381,100)  $ (282,600)  $ (480,600)  $ (431,100)  $ (374,600) 

 

Table 13 illustrates the adjustments required to develop the paragraph 8 estimated cash flows using the indirect 
method. 

Note:  These adjustments would be the same using the direct method.  The principle is to adjust the cash flows to 
those that create variability.  Said another way, the result should be those cash flows that will be absorbed by or paid 
to the entity by variable interest holders:   

 

 
16  The $50,000 guarantee premium is amortized over the term of the subordinated bond (i.e., 25 years).  Year 5 includes the remaining expense 

since the entity is liquidated at the end of the five years in this cash flow scenario. 
17   Per the facts in Q&A 8-3, ManageCo receives decision maker fees of a fixed amount of $90,000 per year, plus an additional one percent of net 

income before such fee, impairment expense, depreciation expense and guarantor proceeds.  
18  Based on FASB Statement No. 144, Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets, an impairment loss is calculated at the end 

of five years based on the carrying value in excess of fair value.  The termination value at the end of five years in this scenario is estimated at 
$5,500,000 and the carrying value is $7,462,500 ($9,950,000 purchase, less $2,487,500 of depreciation).  Accordingly, an impairment charge of 
$1,962,500 is made in Year 5. 

19  The subordinated bond holder has required the entity to obtain a third party guarantee that would cover a shortfall of the subordinated bond 
principal payments up to $1 million.  The guarantee would be triggered in Year five if cash flows are not available to pay the guaranteed 
principal payments of the subordinated bond.  In this scenario, the cash flows available to the subordinated bond holder prior to any guarantor 
proceeds is $757,000.  Therefore, the guarantor must pay the entity $243,000 as the subordinated bond holder is guaranteed $1,000,000 of its 
principal payments.  The $243,000 of guarantee proceeds is reflected as an increase in net income for the entity in Year 5. 

20  The subordinated bond holder only received $1,000,000 of its $3,000,000 of principal.  Therefore, the entity would record a gain on 
extinguishment of debt of $2,000,000 in Year 5. 
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Table 13 — Illustration of Indirect Method 

Indirect Method Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 

Net Income (Loss) $(381,100) $(282,600) $(480,600) $(431,100) $   (374,600)  

Non-Cash Items:       

Depreciation Expense     497,500         497,500         497,500       497,500     497,500      

Amortization Expense of 
Premium21 2,000        2,000     2,000      2,000     42,000      

Impairment Loss —       —       —       —           1,962,500      

Gain on Extinguishment   
of Debt —       —       —       —       (2,000,000)  

Change in Working 
Capital Accounts22       85,000        (45,000)    120,000     (62,000) (150,000)  

Net Operating Positive 
(Negative) Cash Flows     203,400         171,900        138,900      6,400     (22,600)  

Other Adjustments:       

Fair Value of Power Plant 
at the End of Five 
Years23 —       —       —       —        5,500,000      

Fair Value of Other Assets 
Less Assumed 
Settlement of 
Liabilities24 —       —       —       —          52,000      

Payments By a Variable 
Interest Holder Reflected 
in Net Income (Loss):       

Guarantee Proceeds25 —       —       —       —       (243,000)  

Payments to Variable 
Interest Holders 
Reflected in Net Income 
(Loss):       

Senior Bond Interest 
Expense26  250,000  250,000  250,000  250,000     250,000  

Subordinated Bond 
Interest Expense26 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000  

Decision Maker Fees 
Paid27    91,600    93,100     91,100     91,600       90,000  

Cash Flows to Be (Received 
From) or Paid to the 
Entity by Variable 
Interests $785,000 $755,000 $720,000 $588,000 $5,866,400 $ 8,714,400 

 
 

See page 130 for accompanying footnotes. 
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8-7:  Non-Cash Receipts or Distributions in Determining the Entity's Estimated Cash Flow 
Scenarios  

Question 

In developing an entity's estimated cash flow scenarios, a holder of a variable interest could receive non-cash assets 
from the entity (for example, real estate, other tangible assets, or investments) in one or more scenarios.  How are 
non-cash distributions (e.g., dividends-in-kind, distributions of real estate or investments, etc.) to variable interest 
holders and non-cash receipts from variable interest holders (e.g., contributions of fixed assets, real estate, or 
identifiable intangible assets, etc.) treated in the development of an entity's estimated cash flow scenarios for 
purposes of calculating expected losses or expected residual returns? 

Answer 

The receipt or distribution of assets other than cash should be treated as if a receipt or distribution (respectively) of 
cash equal to the fair value of the assets was received or distributed.  For example, if a variable interest holder has 
agreed to provide assets other than cash to settle its obligations to the entity, or if the entity is required to settle an 
obligation to a variable interest holder with noncash assets, those receipts or distributions of noncash assets must be 
considered as receipts from, or distributions to, variable interests holders on the same basis as a cash receipt or 
distribution. 

Example 

Assume BigLessor holds all of the equity in SpecialLeaseCo, an entity that was established for the sole purpose of 
financing the purchase of property that is then leased under an operating lease with LesseeCo, an unrelated third 
party.  The lease term is 20 years.  At the end of the lease term, SpecialLeaseCo will dissolve and title to the property 
will be distributed to the equity holder of SpecialLeaseCo, BigLessor. 

For purposes of calculating the estimated cash flows under this scenario, the property (an asset of the entity) would 
be considered a non-variable interest for purposes of determining the entity's estimated cash flows (see Q&A 8-2).  
Thus, each scenario would include as part of the entity's cash flows an amount equal to the fair value of the property 
(a positive cash flow to the entity that is available under that estimated scenario for distribution to a holder of a 
variable interest in the entity) at the end of the 20 year lease term.  Under all scenarios in which the property is 
distributed to BigLessor, the distribution is treated as a cash flow allocation to BigLessor (a variable interest holder) at 
an amount equal to the fair value of the property for purposes of evaluating which variable interest holder is the 
primary beneficiary of SpecialLeaseCo.   

21  The premium of $50,000 is amortized over the life of the subordinated bond (i.e., 25 years). 
22  Change in working capital accounts reflects the changes in balance sheet accounts (e.g., prepaid accounts, accounts receivable, accounts 

payable and accrued expenses) excluding the payment of the prepaid premium to adjust to a cash basis. 
23  The estimated fair value of the power plant at the end of five years must be included in cash flows to be absorbed by variable interests because 

all assets must be assumed to be sold or distributed at fair value at the end of the period to estimate terminal value. 
24  Adjustment reflects the accumulation of the change in working capital accounts reflected in footnote 22 above.  As the estimated cash flows is 

for five years, all assets are assumed to be received at fair value and liabilities paid at carrying value at the end of such date. 
25  As the guarantor of the subordinated bond is a variable interest holder in the entity, any payments made by the guarantor to the entity in 

honoring its guarantee must be adjusted as the payment is a reduction to net income above.  In other words, any payment received from a 
variable interest holder by the entity which is reflected in net income must be adjusted to create a zero impact on cash flows.  The adjustment is 
made so that those cash flows can be allocated to the guarantor as illustrated in Q&A 14-2. 

26  Consistent with the guarantor in footnote 24 above, interest payments on the senior and subordinated bond are payments from the entity to a 
variable interest holder that are deducted in net income above.  It is assumed that all interest is received in each period presented.  However, in 
instances where an accrual is made at year-end and reflected in interest expense, only the actual cash paid to the bond holders would be 
adjusted.  This adjustment is made so that those cash flows can be absorbed by the senior and subordinated bond holder as illustrated in Q&A 
14-2. 

27  In addition, the decision maker fees, which are deducted from net income, must be adjusted so that the ManageCo's variable interest can 
absorb those cash flows. 
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8-8:  Inclusion of Low-Income Housing or Similar Tax Credits in an Expected Losses and Expected 
Residual Returns Calculation  

Paragraph 8 of Interpretation 46(R) states that the expected losses and expected residual returns of a variable VIE are 
the expected negative and positive variability, respectively, "in the fair value of its net assets exclusive of variable 
interests."  Paragraph 2(b) of Interpretation 46(R) refers to expected losses and expected residual returns as "amounts 
derived from expected cash flows as described in FASB Concepts Statement No. 7, Using Cash Flow Information and 
Present Value in Accounting Measurements" (see Q&A 8-1 for further discussion).  However, some entities, such as 
affordable housing projects, are designed to provide all or a significant portion of the return to certain investors 
through pass-through tax credits. 

Question 

Should tax credits be considered in an expected losses and expected residual returns calculation? 

Answer 

Expected cash flow scenarios developed for expected losses and expected residual returns calculations generally 
should not include the effect of the variable interest holder's income taxes (i.e., the income tax effect on the variable 
interest holder).  However, the estimated income taxes to be paid by the potential VIE should be considered because 
the entity's payment of income taxes affects the amount of cash flows available to the variable interest holders. 

Notwithstanding the general rule, in certain limited circumstances, the economics of the entity and the fair value of a 
variable interest will not be considered appropriately without including the effects of (non-cash) tax credits that may 
be passed through the entity to variable interest holders.  Therefore, the incremental cash flow equivalent from 
income tax credits should be included in the expected cash flow calculation at its fair value.  For example, an 
enterprise may invest in an entity that receives tax incentives in the form of tax credits (e.g., affordable housing 
projects, projects that produce energy or fuel from alternative sources, etc.).  Depending on the structure of the 
entity, the tax credits may pass through to the investors in the entity rather than benefiting the entity itself.  
Regardless of whether the tax credits will be utilized by the entity or the investors in the entity, because the tax credits 
affect the fair value of the entity and the amount that an investor would be willing to pay for its interest, they should 
be included in the expected cash flows, similar to non-cash distributions, at fair value for the purpose of calculating 
the expected losses and expected residual returns (see Q&A 8-7 for guidance on non-cash distributions).   

At the 2004 AICPA National Conference on Current SEC and PCAOB Developments, the SEC staff supported this 
position, stating as follows: 

In another situation involving activities around the entity, investors became involved with an 
entity because of the availability of tax credits generated from the entity's business. Through 
an arrangement around the entity, the majority of the tax credits were likely to be available to 
one specific investor. Accordingly, the staff objected to an analysis by this investor that 1) did 
not include the tax credits as a component of the investor's variable interest in the entity and 
2) did not consider the impact of the tax credits and other activities around the entity on the 
expected loss and expected residual return analysis.   

 

8-9:  Effect of Options on Specific Assets in Determining the Entity's Estimated Cash Flows  

Question  

How are the cash flows associated with an option to purchase an asset of the entity (a call option written by the 
entity) or a residual value guarantee on an asset of the entity (a put option purchased by the entity) reflected in 
developing an entity's estimated cash flow scenarios? 
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Answer 

The answer depends on whether the option (or the guarantee) is determined to be a variable interest in the entity 
under paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R).  If the fair value of the asset is less than 50 percent of the total fair value 
of the entity's assets, the option (or guarantee) on the asset would not be considered a variable interest in the entity.  
However, if the option is considered a variable interest in the entity, the "cash flows" in all scenarios do not include 
the cash flows of variable interests. 

Example 

Assume that SpecialLeaseCo holds five properties each with an equal fair value, and each being leased to a different 
unrelated lessee.  Assume that LesseeCo, unrelated to SpecialLeaseCo, held an option to purchase its leased property, 
Property A, at the end of its lease term for $1 million.  Further assume that LesseeCo holds no other interest in the 
entity.  The purchase option relates to specific assets whose fair value is less than 50 percent of the total fair value of 
the entity's assets.  LesseeCo does not have a variable interest in the entity.  LesseeCo would need to consider 
whether its interest is part of a "silo" that may need to be consolidated under paragraph 13 of Interpretation 46(R).  
In these circumstances, the existence of the purchase option effectively limits the terminal value associated with 
Property A for purposes of determining SpecialLeaseCo's cash flow scenarios.  That is, Interpretation 46(R) expected 
cash flows from Property A for SpecialLeaseCo would be $1 million in any scenario under which the fair value of 
Property A exceeded $1 million, because the variable interest holders will only be able to receive up to $1 million in 
cash flows (any reasonable lessee will exercise its purchase option if the fair value of the property is in excess of the 
purchase price). 

To illustrate, assume there were five possible scenarios at the end of 20 years, and the fair value of Property A under 
each scenario were as follows:   

 Probability 

Fair Value of 
Property A at End of 

Lease 

Amount Included as "Cash Flow" to  
the Entity's Variable Interest Holders  

When the Option Is Not a Variable  
Interest in the Entity 

Scenario 1  20%  $2,000,000 $1,000,000 

Scenario 2  20 1,500,000 1,000,000 

Scenario 3  20 1,100,000 1,000,000 

Scenario 4  20 750,000 750,000 

Scenario 5  20 500,000 500,000 
 
 

In scenarios 1, 2, and 3, LesseeCo would be expected to exercise its option to purchase Property A for $1 million 
because the fair value of Property A is greater than $1 million in those scenarios.  In Scenarios 4 and 5, LesseeCo 
would be expected to not exercise its option because the fair value of Property A is less than $1 million. 

It is important to note that if Property A were the only property (or represented more than 50 percent of the total fair 
value of assets) in SpecialLeaseCo, the option held by LesseeCo would be considered a variable interest in 
SpecialLeaseCo.  In that case, the effect of the option would not be considered in developing the entity's cash flows.  
Amounts identified in the column "Fair Value of Property A at End of Lease," would be the amounts included as 
"cash flows" to the entity's variable interest holders.  When those cash flows are allocated to variable interest holders 
to determine who is the primary beneficiary, LesseeCo will receive the excess of fair value over $1 million and the 
other variable interest holders will receive the $1 million purchase price in each scenario (e.g., $2 million in  
Scenario 1 — $1 million to LesseeCo and $1 million to the other variable interest holders).   
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8-10:  Developing Estimated Cash Flow Scenarios and Assigning Probabilities for Expected Loss 
and Expected Residual Return Calculations  

Question  

Calculating expected losses or expected residual returns requires an enterprise to develop estimated cash flow 
scenarios.  What is the minimum number of scenarios required and how are probabilities assigned to those scenarios? 

Answer 

There is no set number of scenarios that must be developed for expected losses and expected residual returns 
calculations.  As a directional guide, theoretically, the number of scenarios should be sufficient such that the 
Interpretation 46(R) expected cash flows of the entity discounted at the risk free rate approximates the fair value of 
the entity's net assets exclusive of variable interests (also approximates fair value of the entity's variable interests) at 
the date of determination. 

Determination of the number of scenarios and the assignment of probabilities in developing the inputs for the 
expected loss and expected residual return calculations must be made by management using its judgment based on 
facts and circumstances.  For complex entities or entities with a large number of dissimilar assets and liabilities that are 
affected by various risk factors, cash flow estimates may need to be developed for individual asset or liability groups 
or by categories of risks and aggregated in order to arrive at an appropriate estimate of the cash flows in any given 
scenario. 

Note:  A technique such as a monte carlo simulation approach may be helpful in calculating expected losses and 
expected residual returns.  This approach at times considers thousands of scenarios based on the primary factors that 
impact the cash flows and variability of the entity.  It may be especially useful if there are multiple drivers of expected 
losses in the entity. 

Management should keep in mind the following guidelines regarding the number of cash flow estimates/scenarios: 

• The best-case scenario and worst-case scenario provide upper and lower boundaries on the estimated 
cash flow. 

• The sum of the probabilities associated with each scenario must equal 100 percent. 

• The most-likely scenario (if there is one) will have the highest probability relative to the others. 

In addition, the following should be considered in developing scenarios and assigning probabilities (this list is not 
intended to be all-inclusive): 

• The scenarios should reflect the effects of possible changes in key drivers of cash flows (e.g., interest rate 
risk, credit risk, risk of changes in market price of assets, supply and demand for products, technological 
innovation and obsolescence) on the entity's asset values that can result in variations in expected losses 
and expected residual returns.  (A scenario that does not address assumptions about the critical cash flow 
drivers should be viewed with skepticism.) 

• Scenarios should not include changes to the design of an entity's business that are not required by 
existing governing documents and contractual arrangements (see Q&A 6-2).  For example, scenarios used 
for an entity that is designed to hold and operate a manufacturing facility with installed machinery 
should not include a change, whether planned or unplanned, to remove the machinery and convert the 
building into a rental property, unless that change is specified in the entity's governing documents or 
contractual arrangements. 
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However, scenarios should include changes within the design of the entity's business that are a source 
of the entity's variability.  For example, assume an entity is designed to hold investment securities that it 
plans to actively manage within defined parameters, resulting in changes in the mix of securities held.  
For that entity, scenarios should include the cash flow effects of potential acquisitions and dispositions of 
securities within the defined parameters.  It is not appropriate to include scenarios that only reflect a 
static pool of securities for such an entity. 

• In general, the more scenarios that are developed, the more precise will be the analysis of which variable 
interest holder absorbs a majority of the entity's expected losses.  To illustrate, assume there are two 
variable interest holders that have similar, but not identical variable interests.  Further assume that in 
most circumstances, the two variable interest holders absorb expected losses on a 51-49 percent basis, 
but in a limited number of circumstances the variable interest holder that usually absorbs 49 percent 
would absorb 100 percent of the expected losses.  If those limited circumstances are not incorporated 
into the estimated cash flow scenarios, for example, because management decided they were not 
sufficiently likely, it is possible that an inappropriate determination of the primary beneficiary would be 
made.  Thus, management should be mindful of scenarios (even if characterized by very limited 
circumstances or low probabilities) that distinguish which variable interest holder is the primary 
beneficiary. 

• The calculations of expected losses and expected residual returns of the entity include those expected 
losses and returns associated with variable interests in the entity.  Some variable interest holders may 
hold interests in specified assets of the entity that are not considered variable interests in the entity (see 
paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R) and Q&A 8-9). 

• When discounted at the risk-free rate, the sum of probability-weighted cash flows from all scenarios 
should approximate the fair value of the entity's non-variable interests (net assets exclusive of variable 
interests) and approximate the fair value of the entity's variable interests at the date of the 
determination. 

• Management of an enterprise analyzing the entity should be in a position to justify the assignment of a 
probability to a particular scenario.  Probabilities are developed using market-based assumptions.  The 
perspective of market participants about the ability to realize asset values and related cash flows may 
differ from management's perspective for various reasons, such as management's possession of 
information that is not available to market participants, management's intent to use an asset in a 
different or innovative way that is not incorporated into the assumptions used by market participants, 
and so forth (paragraphs 25–38 of Concepts Statement 7 provide additional discussion).  For purposes of 
the expected losses calculation, management should develop probabilities from the perspective of market 
participants and the information that would be available to them. 

• General guidance on developing estimates of cash flows for expected present value calculations is 
provided in Concepts Statement 7.  In addition, the FASB has published a number of articles in its series, 
Understanding the Issues, to assist enterprises in understanding the application of the guidance in 
Concepts Statement 7 to real-life situations.   

Note:  The calculation of expected cash flows under Interpretation 46(R) and Concepts Statement 7 are not exactly 
the same (see Q&A 8-1 for further discussion).   

 

8-11:  Discount Rate to Use for Expected Loss and Expected Residual Return Calculations  

Question 1 

What is the appropriate discount rate to apply to the individual, probability-weighted cash flows in each scenario 
developed for calculating expected losses and expected residual returns? 
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Answer 1 

The risk-free rate should be used.  Regarding the expected cash flow approach to computing present value, 
paragraph 40 of Concepts Statement 7 states that only the time value of money is included in the discount rate 
because other risk factors that cause adjustments to the cash flows are reflected in the cash flow estimates in each of 
the scenarios and the probabilities associated with them.  For U.S. entities, the risk-free interest rate is the rate 
currently available on zero-coupon U.S. government issues.  Thus, for each cash flow scenario, an enterprise should 
use the implied yield currently available on zero-coupon U.S. government issues, with a remaining term equal to the 
term associated with the cash flows being valued.  For example, the five-year zero-coupon U.S. government rate 
should be used for cash flows projected five years from the date the cash flow analysis began (see the discussion 
below related to the cash flow and fair value approaches). 

This approach is different from traditional present value techniques, which develop a single scenario (in many cases, 
the contractual cash flows or the most probable cash flows) discounted by a rate that incorporates risks (e.g., a 12 
percent discount rate is used to adjust for risks that are not considered in the single scenario).  The risk-free rate is 
appropriate under the Interpretation 46(R) calculation because, similarly to the Concepts Statement 7 approach, 
Interpretation 46(R) requires a probability-weighted cash flow approach that incorporates these risks into the various 
scenarios, as opposed to adjusting for risks in its discount rate.  If a rate higher than the risk-free rate were used, an 
enterprise would understate the variability in cash flows in accordance with the calculation required by paragraph 8 of 
Interpretation 46(R). 

Paragraph 62 of Concepts Statement 7 also provides the following guidance on use of a risk adjustment when 
calculating fair value and expected cash flows (see also Q&A 8-13, which  discusses the impact of FASB Statement No. 
157, Fair Value Measurements, on an expected losses/residual returns calculation): 

An estimate of fair value should include the price that marketplace participants are able to receive for bearing the 
uncertainties in cash flows — the adjustment for risk — if the amount is identifiable, measurable, and significant.  An 
arbitrary adjustment for risk, or one that cannot be evaluated by comparison to marketplace information, introduces 
an unjustified bias into the measurement.  On the other hand, excluding a risk adjustment (if it is apparent that 
marketplace participants include one) would not produce a measurement that faithfully represents fair value.  There 
are many techniques for estimating a risk adjustment, including matrix pricing, option-adjusted spread models, and 
fundamental analysis.  However, a reliable estimate of the market risk premium often may not be obtainable or the 
amount may be small relative to potential measurement error in the estimated cash flows.  In such situations, the 
present value of expected cash flows, discounted at a risk-free rate of interest, may be the best available estimate of 
fair value in the circumstances. 

Question 2 

What are the cash flow and fair value approaches to calculating expected losses and expected residual returns? 

Answer 2 

Under both the cash flow and fair value approaches, an enterprise should develop multiple cash flow scenarios that 
result from all potential outcomes.  There are no differences in these gross projected cash flows under either the cash 
flow or fair value approach.  The differences, as described below, arise only from the discount rates applied to each of 
the cash flow scenarios. 

Cash Flow Approach 

The underlying principle of the cash flow method approach is that an entity's variability arises from fluctuations in its 
cash flows.  The cash flow method does not anticipate changes in future interest rates.  In an expected losses/residual 
returns calculation, the only variations in the risk-free rates used are within each cash flow scenario — to reflect the 
time value of money for varying periods. 
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Example — Cash Flow Approach 

Entity X (a U.S. legal entity) is created with cash contributions from various equity investors.  Entity X's governing 
documents state that its life is five years.  Assume that there are three cash flow scenarios for Entity X's expected 
losses/residual returns calculation.  At inception, the zero-coupon bond rates for U.S. Treasury bonds maturing 
between one and five years are 5.0 percent, 5.15 percent, 5.25 percent, 5.5 percent, and 5.75 percent, respectively.  
Under the cash flow approach, the first year of cash flows in each of the three scenarios would be discounted at 5.0 
percent, the second year's cash flows at 5.15 percent, etc.  The discount rates applied to the various scenarios do not 
anticipate increases or decreases in future interest rates.  In other words, a static yield curve is used. 

Fair Value Approach 

The underlying principle of the fair value approach is that the source of an entity's variability is fluctuations in the fair 
value of the entity's net assets.  In contrast to the cash flow approach, the fair value approach of calculating expected 
losses and residual returns incorporates anticipated changes in interest rates in each cash flow scenario.  In other 
words, multiple yield curves are used to reflect the different interest rate environments the entity may encounter.  The 
different yield curves used under the fair value approach should be consistent with the assumptions used in the 
related scenario. 

Example — Fair Value Approach 

Entity X (a U.S. legal entity) is created with cash contributions from various equity investors.  Entity X's governing 
documents state that its life is five years.  Assume there are three cash flow scenarios for Entity X's expected 
losses/residual returns calculation.  At inception, the zero-coupon bond rates for U.S. Treasury bonds maturing 
between one and five years are 5.0 percent, 5.15 percent, 5.25 percent, 5.5 percent, and 5.75 percent, respectively.  
In the calculation of expected losses, the discount rates applied in each of the three scenarios should incorporate the 
changes in interest rates that Entity X may encounter and should be consistent with the assumptions used in each of 
the three scenarios.  Therefore, in contrast to the cash flow method, the discount rate applied to the first year of cash 
flows may be different in each of the three scenarios to reflect an anticipated increase or decrease in interest rates 
(and not a single yield curve). 

Question 3 

When is it appropriate to use either the cash flow method or the fair value method when calculating expected losses 
and residual returns? 

Answer 3 

It depends.  In April 2006, the FASB issued FSP FIN 46(R)-6 to help determine whether an interest in an entity is a 
variable interest.  The FSP introduces the "by-design" approach to determining which variability to consider in 
evaluating whether an interest is a variable interest.  An enterprise that holds a significant variable interest in a VIE 
should consider the guidance in FSP FIN 46(R)-6 in determining the variability that an entity is designed to create and 
pass along to its interest holders.   

In many instances, the entity may be designed to create and pass along cash flow variability to its variable interest 
holders.  Therefore, it would be appropriate for an enterprise to use a cash flow approach.  However, an entity may 
be designed primarily to pass along fair value variability, in which case it would be appropriate to apply the fair value 
approach.  Although the FSP does not provide specific guidance on when either of these methods should be used to 
calculate expected losses and residual returns, the FSP does give examples of when using these methods would be 
appropriate.   

Example 2 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 describes an entity that is designed to create and pass along fair value variability due to 
changes in interest rates.  In this example, the entity holds fixed-rate assets and floating-rate debt (no interest rate 
swap is used); therefore, an interest rate mismatch exists.  The interest rate mismatch was designed to expose the 
debt investors to changes in the fair value of the investments.  Therefore, Example 2 of FSP FIN 46(R)-6 concludes that 
interest rate risk associated with changes in the fair value of fixed-rate periodic interest payments received must be 
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considered.  In this example, it is reasonable to use a fair value method of calculating expected losses and residual 
returns.   

If an enterprise is applying different approaches to different VIEs, it should ensure that (1) different methods are not 
used for VIEs that have similar structures and (2) there is a reasonable basis supporting the use of different methods 
based on the enterprise's specific facts and circumstances.    

 

8-12:  Determining Whether Decision Maker Fees Are Included in Expected Losses and Expected 
Residual Returns  

Prior to the issuance of Interpretation 46(R), its predecessor, Interpretation 46 observed in paragraph 14 that: 

A direct or indirect ability to make decisions that significantly affect the results of the activities 
of a variable interest entity is a strong indication that an enterprise has one or both of the 
characteristics [i.e., majority of expected losses or expected residual returns] that would 
require consolidation of the variable interest entity. 

Paragraph 8 of Interpretation 46 required treatment of decision maker fees in such a way that resulted in a higher 
likelihood that a decision maker would be an entity's primary beneficiary (i.e., consolidator).  Paragraph 8 of 
Interpretation 46(R) removed this provision. 

Question 

When are decision maker fees included in the cash flows of the entity when computing expected losses and expected 
residual returns under Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

The treatment of decision maker fees depends on whether or not the fees are required to be treated as a variable 
interest.  If it is determined that decision maker fees are variable interests, the fees would be excluded from the 
expected losses calculation (i.e., excluded from the entity's cash flows).  Accordingly, the amount determined as 
expected losses would be allocated to the variable interest holders, including decision makers deemed to hold a 
variable interest.  In general, decision maker fees are presumed to be variable interests unless certain conditions are 
met.  Those conditions are identified in paragraphs B18–B21 of Interpretation 46(R).   

 

8-13: Whether Statement 157 Affects an Expected Losses/Residual Returns Calculation 

An enterprise with a significant variable interest in an entity may be required to calculate expected losses and residual 
returns under Interpretation 46(R).  Paragraph 2(b) of Interpretation 46(R) defines expected losses and residual returns 
as "amounts derived from expected cash flows [an expected present value technique] as described in Concepts 
Statement 7." 

In September 2006, the FASB issued Statement 157 in part to define fair value and establish a framework for 
measuring it.  Although Statement 157 did not amend Concepts Statement 7, it clarifies Concepts Statement 7's 
guidance on determining fair value. 

Paragraphs B12–B19 of Statement 157 discuss a risk premium in the context of an expected present value calculation 
used to determine fair value.  The risk premium is an adjustment to an expected present value calculation to convert 
the expected cash flows to certainty-equivalent cash flows.  That is, the effect of the adjustment results in an 
indifference to trading a certain cash flow for an expected cash flow.  Statement 157 describes two methods of 
adjusting an expected present value technique used to calculate fair value for a risk premium.  In the first method, the 
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expected cash flows are adjusted by subtracting out a cash risk premium; in the second method, the risk premium is a 
percentage adjustment to the risk-free interest rate. 

Question 

How does the issuance of Statement 157 affect the calculation of expected losses/residual returns described in 
paragraph 2(b) of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

Although Appendix D of Statement 157 acknowledges that the Statement is not intended to amend Interpretation 
46(R), enterprises should be mindful of a market risk premium in developing an expected loss calculation.  Appendix A 
of Interpretation 46(R) refers to the sum of the discounted probability-weighted amounts for each scenario under the 
expected present value technique as fair value.  Therefore, Statement 157's guidance should be considered in an 
Interpretation 46(R) calculation of expected losses and expected residual returns.  In practice, determining adjustments 
for such risk premiums may require considerable judgment. 

As an alternative to including an adjustment for a risk premium in the expected loss/residual return calculation, an 
enterprise may consider the risk premium during the reasonableness check discussed in Q&As 8-5 and 14-2.  These 
Q&As indicate that one method of checking the overall reasonableness of the cash flows used in the expected 
loss/residual return calculation is to compare the total of the probability-weighted discounted cash flows with the fair 
value of the net assets of the entity, exclusive of its variable interests.  An enterprise should also perform this 
reasonableness check for each of its significant variable interests.  When performing this reasonableness check, an 
enterprise may discover a difference between the transacted or known fair value and the probability-weighted 
discounted cash flows.  This difference may partially or entirely represent the risk premium described above. 

When evaluating the reasonableness of an expected loss calculation under Interpretation 46(R), an enterprise should 
understand the potential causes of this difference, including the portion that can reasonably be attributed to the risk 
premium.  Errors in the calculation should not be attributed to the effect of the risk premium.  Because the primary 
drivers of the risk inherent in the entity's operations are reflected in the probability weighting of the different 
scenario's projected cash flows, the risk premium adjustment should generally be smaller relative to the expected cash 
flows or risk-free interest rate.  In addition, when an adjustment to the risk-free rate is made, the resulting interest 
rate will probably be lower than the risk-adjusted rate used in the discount rate adjustment technique.  Note that the 
discount rate adjustment technique (described in paragraphs B7–B11 of Statement 157) uses a single set of cash 
flows from the range of possible outcomes.  The discount rate used is derived from observed rates of return for 
comparable assets and liabilities traded in the market. 
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Interpretation 46(R) 

9. An equity investment at risk of less than 10 percent of the entity's total assets shall not be considered 
sufficient to permit the entity to finance its activities without subordinated financial support in addition 
to the equity investment unless the equity investment can be demonstrated to be sufficient.  The 
demonstration that equity is sufficient may be based on either qualitative analysis or quantitative analysis 
or a combination of both.  Qualitative assessments, including but not limited to the qualitative 
assessments described in paragraphs 9(a) and 9(b), will in some cases be conclusive in determining that 
the entity's equity at risk is sufficient.  If, after diligent effort, a reasonable conclusion about the 
sufficiency of the entity's equity at risk cannot be reached based solely on qualitative considerations, the 
quantitative analyses implied by paragraph 9(c) should be made.  In instances in which neither a 
qualitative assessment nor a quantitative assessment, taken alone, is conclusive, the determination of 
whether the equity at risk is sufficient shall be based on a combination of qualitative and quantitative 
analyses.   
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a. The entity has demonstrated that it can finance its activities without additional subordinated 
financial support. 

b. The entity has at least as much equity invested as other entities that hold only similar assets of 
similar quality in similar amounts and operate with no additional subordinated financial support.   

c. The amount of equity invested in the entity exceeds the estimate of the entity's expected losses 
based on reasonable quantitative evidence.  

10. Some entities may require an equity investment at risk greater than 10 percent of their assets to finance 
their activities, especially if they engage in high-risk activities, hold high-risk assets, or have exposure to 
risks that are not reflected in the reported amounts of the entities' assets or liabilities.  The presumption 
in paragraph 9 does not relieve an enterprise of its responsibility to determine whether a particular entity 
with which the enterprise is involved needs an equity investment at risk greater than 10 percent of its 
assets in order to finance its activities without subordinated financial support in addition to the equity 
investment. 

 

9-1:  Determining Whether a Quantitative Assessment of Equity Investment at Risk Is Necessary  

Paragraph 9 of Interpretation 46(R) presumes that an "equity investment at risk of less than 10 percent of the entity's 
total assets [is not] . . . sufficient to permit the entity to finance its activities without subordinated financial support in 
addition to the equity investment."  That presumption can be overcome by a qualitative analysis, a quantitative 
analysis, or a combination of both. 

Question 

Is a quantitative analysis (i.e., a calculation of expected losses) always required to determine if an entity has sufficient 
equity investment at risk? 

Answer 

A quantitative analysis may be unnecessary if a qualitative assessment is deemed conclusive in determining whether 
the entity's equity at risk is sufficient.  Paragraphs 9(a) and 9(b) provide the following two examples of qualitative 
assessments that reasonably conclude that the equity investment at risk is sufficient under paragraph 5(a): 

a. The entity has demonstrated that it can finance its activities without additional 
subordinated financial support.  

b.  The entity has at least as much equity invested as other entities that hold only 
similar assets of similar quality in similar amounts, and operate with no additional 
subordinated financial support.     

Further, Interpretation 46(R) permits a qualitative assessment to be based on additional factors specifically not cited 
above.  Paragraph D31 of Interpretation 46(R) cites as other important qualitative considerations the following:  
design of the entity, apparent intentions of the party that created the entity, debt ratings, interest rates, and other 
financing terms. 

If a qualitative assessment of the sufficiency of the equity investment at risk has been performed and is conclusive, a 
quantitative approach is unnecessary for the purposes of analyzing paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R).  However, 
if it is conclusively determined that the equity investment at risk is insufficient based on qualitative factors, an 
enterprise still may need to complete a quantitative evaluation for purposes of determining which party, if any, should 
consolidate the entity under paragraph 14 of Interpretation 46(R). 

Interpretation 46(R) indicates that the qualitative analysis should be the first step in determining whether an entity's 
equity investment at risk is sufficient.  Only if, after diligent effort, a reasonable conclusion about the sufficiency of 
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the entity's equity at risk cannot be reached solely on qualitative considerations should a quantitative assessment be 
required to be performed.  The quantitative analysis discussed in paragraph 9(c) requires that the amount of equity 
invested in the entity exceed the estimate of the entity's expected losses based on reasonable quantitative evidence.  
If a quantitative assessment does not produce conclusive evidence (see Q&A 9-2), then a combination of both 
qualitative and quantitative assessment is required.  

Example 1 

An entity is formed with:  (1) $50 million equity investment that meets the conditions in paragraph 5(a) for being "at 
risk" and (2) $950 million in senior debt, which has been rated as high credit quality (e.g., AAA).  The high credit 
rating of the debt is an indication that the independent rating agency believes that entities other than the debt 
holders will absorb the entity's expected losses.  If the only variable interest besides the debt is the equity, the equity is 
considered to be sufficient to finance the entity's activities without additional subordinated financial support. 

Although the enterprise has reached a conclusion as to the sufficiency of the entity's equity at risk, the enterprise 
must still analyze the entity to determine whether it fails any of the characteristics in paragraphs 5(b) and 5(c) before 
concluding the entity is not a variable interest entity. 

Example 2 

An entity is formed with:  (1) one percent equity investment that meets the conditions in paragraph 5(a) for being "at 
risk" and (2) 99 percent debt, which contractually receives a high rate of return in relation to the interest rate of an 
instrument with similar terms that is investment grade.  Since the entity only has one percent equity and has received 
subordinated debt in return for a high rate of return, a qualitative analysis would lead to a conclusion that the entity is 
a variable interest entity.   

 

9-2:  Qualitative Versus Quantitative Analysis of Whether an Entity Is a Variable Interest Entity  

Paragraph 9 of Interpretation 46(R) states that "[t]he demonstration that equity is sufficient may be based on either 
qualitative analysis or quantitative analysis or a combination of both."  Paragraph 9 requires that an enterprise 
undertake the qualitative analysis first.  Only if, after diligent effort, a reasonable conclusion cannot be made, a 
quantitative assessment should be made.  Paragraph 9 further states that "[i]n instances in which neither a qualitative 
assessment nor a quantitative assessment, taken alone, is conclusive, the determination of whether the equity at risk 
is sufficient shall be based on a combination of qualitative and quantitative analyses." 

Question 

Will a quantitative analysis always be conclusive, such that it overrides a qualitative analysis? 

Answer 

No.  Paragraph D32 of Interpretation 46(R) discusses the Board's views on the preferred method of assessing the 
sufficiency of equity at risk.  While paragraph 9 provides an approach that could require a qualitative, a quantitative, 
or a combined approach (see Q&A 9-1), Interpretation 46(R) raises the prominence of undertaking a qualitative 
assessment in lieu of an expected losses calculation.  Paragraph D32 notes two reasons: 

• Detailed estimates and computations (which could require significant effort and costs to an enterprise), 
as required by the quantitative approach, can be avoided by taking a qualitative approach. 

• While a quantitative approach may appear more precise and less subjective, the lack of objective 
evidence on which to base the estimates and assumptions used to make the computation results in 
imprecision and subjectivity. 
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Therefore, paragraph D32 concluded that a reasoned professional judgment, considering all facts and circumstances, 
often is as good as, or even better than, mathematical computations based on estimates and assumptions that 
management has not been accustomed to making.  In practice, the final analysis of whether equity is sufficient should 
include all facts and circumstances, including qualitative and quantitative considerations. 

Example 

Enterprise A contributes $1,000 in return for an equity investment in a joint venture.  Assume the joint venture is not 
scoped out of Interpretation 46(R) under the provisions of paragraph 4 of Interpretation 46(R).  To determine if the 
joint venture is a variable interest entity, Enterprise A must determine if the entity's equity at risk is sufficient to 
finance its activities without additional subordinated financial support.  Using the criteria in paragraph 5(a) of 
Interpretation 46(R), Enterprise A determines that the entity's equity at risk is $1,000.  Enterprise A initially determines 
that the available qualitative evidence does not provide conclusive evidence regarding the sufficiency of the entity's 
equity at risk.  Therefore, Enterprise A performs an expected losses calculation and determines that the entity's 
expected losses are $995. 

Although the entity's $1,000 equity at risk exceeds the calculated expected losses of $995, the relatively insignificant 
difference between the two amounts provides little comfort that the quantitative approach alone is an adequate 
assessment of the sufficiency of the equity at risk.  In this case, Enterprise A must consider this quantitative analysis as 
well as the qualitative evidence in order to conclude that the entity's equity at risk is sufficient under the paragraph 
5(a) test.   

 

9-3: Consideration of Subordinated Debt in a Qualitative Assessment of Sufficiency of Equity  
at Risk 

Paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R) indicates that an entity is a VIE if the "total equity investment at risk is not 
sufficient to permit the entity to finance its activities without additional subordinated financial support provided by 
any parties, including equity holders." [Footnote omitted]  According to paragraph 9 of Interpretation 46(R), 
demonstration that equity is sufficient may be based on qualitative analysis, quantitative analysis, or both.  The 
qualitative analysis should be the first step in determining whether an entity's equity investment at risk is sufficient.  
An enterprise should only perform a quantitative assessment if qualitative considerations alone do not allow the 
enterprise to reach a reasonable conclusion about the sufficiency of the entity's equity at risk. 

Question 

Is the existence of subordinated debt a qualitative factor indicating that an entity's equity investment at risk is not 
sufficient? 

Answer 

Yes.  In a qualitative assessment, the existence of subordinated debt is a factor indicating that an entity's total equity 
investment at risk may not be sufficient to absorb expected losses.  That is, by virtue of its subordination, 
subordinated debt is expected to absorb expected losses beyond an entity's equity investment at risk.  However, the 
existence of subordinated debt should not be considered determinative in itself.  An evaluation of the sufficiency of 
equity at risk should be based on all facts and circumstances.  Paragraph D31 of Interpretation 46(R) cites the 
following additional qualitative considerations: design of the entity, "apparent intentions of the parties that created 
the entity," debt ratings, interest rates, and other financing terms.  See also Q&A 9-2, which discusses qualitative and 
quantitative assessment of whether an entity is a VIE. 

Example 1 

Entity D (D) is formed with $50 equity and $50 long-term debt.  The long-term debt consists of two issuances: Debt 
A, $45, and Debt B, $5.  Debt B is subordinate to Debt A.  Because D was recently formed, it could not obtain senior 
debt (Debt A) in an investment-grade form. 
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In a qualitative assessment, the existence of subordinated debt is a factor indicating that D does not have sufficient 
equity at risk.  An enterprise should consider this factor, along with all other facts and circumstances, in such an 
assessment.  When an analysis of all other facts and circumstances results in an inconclusive qualitative assessment, 
an enterprise should perform a quantitative analysis (i.e., calculation of expected losses/residual returns) to determine 
whether D is a VIE. 

Example 2 

Assume that in Example 1, D is a VIE.  Two years later, D engages in additional business activities beyond those that 
were considered at formation, and is an established, profitable business.  Because of its improved financial condition 
and desire to further expand its business, D issues investment-grade debt.  Assume that a reconsideration event has 
occurred because the additional business activities increase D's expected losses (paragraph 7(c) of Interpretation 
46(R)).  As a result, the significant variable interest holders must determine whether D is still a VIE. 

In a qualitative assessment, D's ability to obtain investment-grade debt is one factor indicating that D, at the 
reconsideration date, has sufficient equity at risk.  In other words, D would not have been able to obtain an 
investment-grade rating on the new debt if its existing equity at risk was not sufficient.  However, all other facts and 
circumstances existing at the reconsideration date should be considered.  If a qualitative assessment is not conclusive, 
a quantitative analysis should be performed to determine whether D is a VIE at the reconsideration date. 

Example 3  

Entity M (M) is formed with equity and three issuances of debt.  One of the debt instruments is investment grade, 
while the other two are unrated debt.  At formation, a qualitative assessment provides conclusive evidence that M has 
sufficient equity at risk.  There are no other factors that would cause M to be a VIE. 

Five years later, M has incurred losses in several periods and disposes of two significant lines of business.  M also 
obtains additional financing in the form of subordinated debt.  Assume that a reconsideration event has occurred 
because M has curtailed its activities in a way that decreases its expected losses (paragraph 7(d)).  As a result, the 
variable interest holders must determine whether M is a VIE at the reconsideration date. 

While M holds investment-grade debt, the subsequent issuance of subordinated debt is one factor, in a qualitative 
assessment, indicating that M does not have sufficient equity at risk (in other words, if M had sufficient equity at risk 
to finance its activities, the issuance of subordinated debt would be unnecessary).  However, all other facts and 
circumstances existing at the reconsideration date should be evaluated.  If a qualitative assessment is not conclusive, a 
quantitative analysis should be performed to determine whether M is a VIE at the reconsideration date. 
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Development Stage Enterprises 

11. Because reconsideration of whether an entity is subject to this Interpretation is required only in certain 
circumstances, the initial application to an entity that is in the development stage13 is very important.  A 
development stage entity is a variable interest entity if it meets one of the conditions in paragraph 5.  A 
development stage entity does not meet the condition in paragraph 5(a) if it can be demonstrated that 
the equity invested in the entity is sufficient to permit it to finance the activities it is currently engaged in 
(for example, if the entity has already obtained financing without additional subordinated financial 
support) and provisions in the entity's governing documents and contractual arrangements allow 
additional equity investments.  However, sufficiency of the equity investment should be reconsidered as 
required by paragraph 7, for example, when the entity undertakes additional activities or acquires 
additional assets.  

Footnote 13 — Guidelines for identifying a development stage enterprise appear in paragraphs 8 and 9 of FASB 
Statement No. 7, Accounting and Reporting by Development Stage Enterprises.  

 

11-1:  Determining Whether a Development Stage Enterprise Is a Business  

Question  

Can a development stage enterprise be considered a business under the definition in Appendix C of  
Interpretation 46(R) to qualify for the scope exception provided under paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

Generally, no.  Paragraph C7 of Interpretation 46(R) provides that if a set of activities and assets conducted and 
managed for the purpose of providing a return to investors is "in the development stage and has not commenced 
planned principal operations, the set is presumed not to be a business."   

 

11-2:  Development Stage Enterprises — Assessing the Sufficiency of Equity Investment at Risk  

Paragraph 11 of Interpretation 46(R) provides that a development stage enterprise, as described in paragraphs 8 and 
9 of Statement 7 would be considered to have sufficient equity at risk under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R) "if 
it can be demonstrated that the equity invested in the entity is sufficient to permit it to finance the activities it is 
currently engaged in (for example if the entity has already obtained financing without additional subordinated 
financial support) and provisions in the entity's governing documents and contractual arrangements allow additional 
equity investments." 

Note:  These rules are specific to entities that meet the definition of a development stage enterprise and should not 
be analogized to by other entities.  See Q&A 6-3 for a discussion of anticipated and contractually required future 
sources of financing when assessing whether an entity is a variable interest entity. 

Question 

When and how should a development stage enterprise's equity investment at risk be assessed? 
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Answer 

A development stage enterprise is deemed to have sufficient equity investment at risk if it is sufficient to fund its 
current activities (i.e., the equity is adequate to fund the expected losses associated with the current "phase" of the 
enterprise's development) and the entity's governing documents and contractual arrangements allow additional 
equity investments to provide funding for future activities or "phases." 

The initial assessment of whether the entity is a variable interest entity should be made on the date an enterprise first 
becomes involved with the entity.  This assessment must be reconsidered upon the occurrence of any of the events in 
paragraph 7 of Interpretation 46(R).  For a development stage enterprise, this would include (not all inclusive): 

• Funding of additional equity. 

• Commencement of additional activities (e.g., entering a subsequent "phase" of development). 

Example 

Entity D is a development stage enterprise as defined by Statement 7.  Investor A and Investor B each contributed $1 
million of equity financing to Entity D.  Entity D's current activities consist of product development and marketing 
surveys ("Phase I").  Upon successful completion of Phase 1, Entity D plans to commence test marketing (i.e., selling 
these products in selected areas) ("Phase II").  During the final phase of Entity D's development stage, it plans to 
engage in limited scale production and selling efforts ("Phase III").  Entity D's by-laws allow Investor A and Investor B 
to fund additional equity upon the completion of Phase I and Phase II. 

When assessing the sufficiency of equity at risk under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R), Entity D need only 
consider the current "phase" of its development.  Thus, if at inception, it can be demonstrated that the $2 million of 
equity capital is sufficient to finance Phase I, Entity D would be considered to have sufficient equity investment at risk.  
This determination should be reassessed at the commencement of Phase II and Phase III, and/or upon the funding of 
additional equity financing. 

 

11-3: Determining Whether an Entity Is a Development-Stage Enterprise 

Paragraph 11 of Interpretation 46(R) provides that a development-stage enterprise, as described in paragraphs 8 and 
9 of Statement 7 would be considered to have sufficient equity at risk under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R) "if 
it can be demonstrated that the equity invested in the entity is sufficient to permit it to finance the activities it is 
currently engaged in (for example, if the entity has already obtained financing without additional subordinated 
financial support) and provisions in the entity's governing documents and contractual arrangements allow additional 
equity investments." 

Interest holders in an entity considered a development-stage enterprise can apply paragraph 11 of Interpretation 46(R) 
to determine whether the total equity at risk is sufficient to permit the entity to finance its activities under paragraph 
5(a).  In other words, entities that are in the development stage are treated differently than entities that are not in 
determining whether a potential VIE equity investment is sufficient under paragraph 5(a) of Interpretation 46(R).  The 
difference is that using the guidance in paragraph 11, interest holders only need to consider whether the equity 
invested in the entity is sufficient to permit it to finance the activities it is currently engaged in (current phase of 
development) and that the entity's governing documents and contractual arrangements allow for additional equity 
investments.  Conversely, if the entity is not a development-stage enterprise, interest holders need to consider 
whether the equity invested in the entity is sufficient to permit it to finance the activities it will be engaged in 
throughout the life of the entity. 

In practical terms, the calculation of expected losses for entities that are not in the development stage would include 
cash flow scenarios from the date of evaluation (i.e., the date the reporting enterprise first becomes involved in the 
entity or the latest reconsideration date) until the termination of the entity, whereas in evaluating an entity in the 
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development stage, an enterprise should only incorporate those cash flow scenarios associated with the current phase 
in the expected losses calculation.  See Q&A 11-2 for additional guidance on applying paragraph 11 of Interpretation 
46(R). 

Footnote 13 of Interpretation 46(R) indicates that paragraphs 8 and 9 of Statement 7 should be used to identify a 
"development stage entity."  Statement 7 defines a development-stage enterprise as an enterprise that is "devoting 
substantially all of its efforts to establishing a new business" and for which either (1) planned principal operations 
have not begun or (2) no significant revenue has been generated from planned principal operations that have begun.  
Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R) defines "business" and the necessary elements for a set of activities and assets to 
constitute a business. 

Question 

When evaluating whether a potential VIE is a development-stage entity under paragraph 11 of Interpretation 46(R), is 
a reporting enterprise required to demonstrate that the potential VIE's current efforts will eventually result in the 
establishment of an entity that is a business as defined in Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

No.  The business to be established does not need to meet the definition under Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R).  
Rather, the entity should be devoting its efforts to establishing operating activities that include providing its products, 
services, or both to a customer(s), resulting in a sustained revenue stream.  Although many of the elements outlined 
in Appendix C must exist to meet this requirement, the entity's set of activities and assets, when it exits the 
development stage, do not need to possess all of those elements to be considered a development-stage enterprise in 
the context of Interpretation 46(R).  However, of particular importance is that the entity will eventually begin planned 
principal operations from which it will derive sustained revenues and it anticipates profitability (that is, it will have an 
operating phase).  The determination of whether an entity is a development-stage enterprise will depend on individual 
facts and circumstances. 

Example 1 

A joint venture entity is formed and is involved in pharmaceutical research and development.  Typically, the 
development of new drugs requires three phases of clinical testing.  The entity is currently involved in phase III of 
clinical testing of a newly developed drug that must be completed before the entity obtains regulatory approval to 
manufacture and market the drug.  Upon completion of phase III, the entity will manufacture and sell the drug to 
third-party customers.  However, one of the venture partners will hold all rights to the drug patent and intellectual 
property.  In this example, if there is no evidence to the contrary, the entity should be considered a development-
stage enterprise.  It is devoting virtually all of its efforts to establishing an operating entity whose principal operations 
include providing its products (the newly developed drug) to customers, which will result in a sustained revenue 
stream.  The interest holders may apply paragraph 11 of Interpretation 46(R) to determine the sufficiency of the 
equity at risk. 

Example 2 

Assume the same facts in Example 1, except that, upon regulatory approval, the entity must sell 100 percent of its 
newly developed drug to one of the venturers.  Although the entity cannot obtain access to the customers that 
purchase the drugs (one of the elements of a business in paragraph C3 of Interpretation 46(R)), it will still be an 
operating entity with a sustained revenue stream through its sale of the newly developed drug to the venturer.  
Therefore, if there is no evidence to the contrary, the entity would be considered a development-stage enterprise.  
The interest holders may apply paragraph 11 of Interpretation 46(R) to determine the sufficiency of the equity at risk. 

Example 3 

Assume the same facts in Example 1, except that upon regulatory approval the entity will sell the patent on the newly 
developed drug to one of the venturers, at which time the entity will dissolve.  In this scenario, because the sale of the 
patent to the venturer is a one-time event, the entity would not establish operating activities with a sustained revenue 
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stream.  Therefore, if there is no evidence to the contrary, the entity would not be considered a development-stage 
enterprise.  The interest holders must apply paragraph 5(a) and may not apply paragraph 11 of Interpretation 46(R) to 
determine the sufficiency of the equity at risk. 

 

s~êá~ÄäÉ=fåíÉêÉëíë=~åÇ=fåíÉêÉëíë=áå=péÉÅáÑáÉÇ=^ëëÉíë=çÑ=~=s~êá~ÄäÉ=
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Variable Interests and Interests in Specified Assets of a Variable Interest Entity 

12. A variable interest in specified assets of a variable interest entity (such as a guarantee or subordinated 
residual interest) shall be deemed to be a variable interest in the entity only if the fair value of the 
specified assets is more than half of the total fair value of the entity's assets or if the holder has another 
variable interest in the entity as a whole (except interests that are insignificant or have little or no 
variability).14  The expected losses and expected residual returns applicable to variable interests in 
specified assets of a variable interest entity shall be deemed to be expected losses and expected residual 
returns of the entity only if that variable interest is deemed to be a variable interest in the entity.  
Expected losses related to variable interests in specified assets are not considered part of the expected 
losses of the entity for purposes of determining the adequacy of the equity at risk in the entity or for 
identifying the primary beneficiary unless the specified assets constitute a majority of the assets of the 
entity.  For example, expected losses absorbed by a guarantor of the residual value of leased property are 
not considered expected losses of a variable interest entity if the fair value of the leased property is not a 
majority of the fair value of the entity's total assets. 

13. An enterprise with a variable interest in specified assets of a variable interest entity shall treat a portion of 
the entity as a separate variable interest entity if the specified assets (and related credit enhancements, if 
any) are essentially the only source of payment for specified liabilities or specified other interests.15  That 
requirement does not apply unless the entity has been determined to be a variable interest entity.  If one 
enterprise is required to consolidate a discrete portion of a variable interest entity, other variable interest 
holders shall not consider that portion to be part of the larger variable interest entity.   

Footnote 14 — This exception is necessary to prevent an enterprise that would otherwise be the primary beneficiary of a 
variable interest entity from circumventing the requirement for consolidation simply by arranging for other parties with 
interests in certain assets to hold small or inconsequential interests in the entity as a whole.  

Footnote 15 — The portions of a variable interest entity referred to in this paragraph have sometimes been called silos. 
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The following FSP provides application guidance on the requirement to treat a specific asset as a separate VIE. 

FSP FIN 46(R)-1 

1.  Q — Should a specified asset (or group of assets) of a variable interest entity and a related liability 
secured only by the specified asset or group be treated as a separate variable interest entity (as discussed 
in paragraph 13 of Interpretation 46(R)) if other parties have rights or obligations related to the specified 
asset or to residual cash flows from the specified asset? 

2.  A —  No.  A separate variable interest entity is deemed to exist for accounting purposes only if essentially 
all of the assets, liabilities, and equity of the deemed entity are separate from the overall entity and 
specifically identifiable.  In other words, essentially none of the returns of the assets of the deemed entity 
can be used by the remaining variable interest entity, and essentially none of the liabilities of the deemed 
entity are payable from the assets of the remaining variable interest entity. 

Effective Date and Transition 

3.  This FSP replaces FSP FIN 46-2 for all entities to which Interpretation 46(R) is being applied.  The guidance 
in this FSP shall be applied to such entities in accordance with the effective date and transition provisions 
of Interpretation 46(R). 

 

12-1:  Guarantees That Represent a Variable Interest in the Entity Versus a Variable Interest in 
Specified Assets of the Entity  

Question  

Does a provider of a guarantee always hold a variable interest in the guaranteed entity? 

Answer 

Not always.  Any guarantee of any portion of an entity's liabilities is considered a variable interest in the entity.  
However, for guarantees of assets of the entity (e.g., a residual value guarantee of a leased asset), only guarantees 
on assets that represent more than half of the total fair value of the assets of the entity are considered variable 
interests in the entity. 

Note:  A holder, including its related parties, of a variable interest in specified assets must combine all of their interests 
in specified assets to determine whether the aggregate interest is in more than 50 percent of the fair value of the 
entity's total assets.  In addition, if a guarantor holds a separate variable interest in the entity that is more than 
insignificant and is exposed to more than a little variability, the guarantee is a variable interest in the entity even if it 
covers less than 50 percent of the total fair value of the assets of the entity (see Q&A 12-2). 

If the guarantee is on assets whose fair value is not more than 50 percent of the total fair value of the assets of the 
entity, the guarantee is considered a variable interest in specified assets rather than a variable interest in the entity 
(provided the guarantor has no other variable interest in the entity).  Assuming the holder, including its related parties 
and de-facto agents, of a variable interest in specified assets holds no other variable interest in the entity as a whole, 
it generally cannot be the primary beneficiary of the entity.  However, the holder of an interest in specified assets 
must consider the "silo" (a portion of an entity) provisions of paragraph 13 of Interpretation 46(R) to determine 
whether it should consolidate the silo.   
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12-2:  Considering a Party's Other Interests When Analyzing a Variable Interest in Specified 
Assets of an Entity  

Paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R) explains that if a variable interest holder has (1) a variable interest in specified 
assets of the variable interest entity (VIE), and (2) another variable interest in the VIE as a whole, then its interest in 
specified assets is considered a variable interest in the entity as a whole.  However, if the holder's interest in the 
entity as a whole is insignificant or deemed to have little or no variability, then the holder's interest in specified assets 
would not be considered a variable interest in the entity. 

Question 

What is meant by "insignificant" and "little or no variability" for purposes of determining whether the holder's 
interest in specified assets represents a variable interest in the VIE as a whole? 

Answer 

All facts and circumstances surrounding the variable interest holder's interests in the VIE should be considered in 
determining whether its interest in the entity as a whole is significant or will absorb a significant amount of variability 
in the entity's cash flows.  When determining significance, companies should consider quantitative factors (e.g., the 
fair value of the "non-guarantee" variable interest and the extent to which it absorbs or participates in the entity's 
variability) and qualitative factors (e.g., specific rights or obligations borne by the variable interest in the entity and the 
purpose served by this interest in the design of the entity). 

Footnote 14 of Interpretation 46(R) explains that this provision is necessary to prevent a variable interest holder that 
might otherwise be required to consolidate the entity from circumventing the consolidation requirement by arranging 
for another party with interests in specified assets (e.g., a guarantor of less than 50 percent of the entity's assets) to 
hold small or inconsequential interests in the entity as a whole.  That is, the expected losses that would be attributable 
to the interest holder in specified assets are excluded from the calculation (see Q&A 8-9).  Footnote 14 prevents 
another variable interest holder from "structuring" another variable interest with little substance such that the 
expected losses attributable to the interest holder in specified assets is included in the calculation. 

Example 

Enterprise A (A) owns 99.97 percent of the equity in Entity X (X).  Entity X is a lessor of three assets that each 
approximate 33 percent of the fair value of X.  The assets are individually leased to three unrelated enterprises.  Each 
lease contains a residual value guarantee of the asset at the end of the lease term.  The entity requires, in conjunction 
with entering into the lease, that each lessee invests in .01 percent of the equity of X.  Since the equity held by each 
lessee is insignificant and has little variability, the residual value guarantees would be considered interests in specified 
assets under paragraph 12.  Therefore, the expected losses relating to the residual value guarantees are excluded 
from the expected losses of the entity, and A cannot avoid being the primary beneficiary.   

 

12-3:  Considering a Related Party's Interest When Analyzing a Variable Interest in Specified 
Assets of an Entity  

Paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R) explains that if a variable interest holder has (1) a variable interest in specified 
assets of the VIE, and (2) another variable interest in the VIE as a whole, then its interest in specified assets is 
considered a variable interest in the entity as a whole. 

Question 

Enterprises A (A) and B (B) are related parties (see paragraph 16 of Interpretation 46(R)).  Individually, A has a variable 
interest in VIE X (X).  Individually, B does not have a variable interest in X because B's arrangement with X consists of a 
guarantee of less than 50 percent of X's assets.  Should A and B consider both of their interests, taken together, as a 
variable interest in X? 
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Answer 

Yes.  This is consistent with paragraph 16 of Interpretation 46(R), which states "For purposes of determining whether 
it is the primary beneficiary of a variable interest entity, an enterprise with a variable interest shall treat variable 
interests in that same entity held by its related parties as its own interests."  [Emphasis added]  Otherwise, a 
variable interest holder simply could avoid having a variable interest in the entity as a whole by having a related party 
hold the other variable interest. 

See Q&A 12-2 for further information on this provision.   

 

12-4: Consideration of Interests in Specified Assets 

Paragraphs 12 and 13 of Interpretation 46(R) provide guidance on how to consider interests in specified assets in the 
determination of the expected losses of a potential VIE.  Depending on the terms of an interest in specified assets, the 
expected losses and expected residual returns associated with that interest may be (1) included in the expected losses 
of the entity as a whole if the interest relates to assets with a fair value that exceeds 50 percent of the total assets of 
the entity, (2) excluded from the expected losses of the entity as a whole if the interest relates to assets whose fair 
value is less than 50 percent of the total assets of the entity, or (3) considered separately from the legal entity and, 
instead, considered as part of a deemed entity called a silo.   

Question  

What is an interest in specified assets? 

Answer 

An interest in specified assets is a contractual, ownership, or other pecuniary interest whose value changes according 
to changes in the value of selected assets of the potential VIE.  In other words, the risks and returns associated with 
the interest are tied to a specific asset or group of assets and not to the risks and returns of the entity as a whole.  
Interests that typically are considered to be interests in specified assets include such arrangements as: 

• A fixed price purchase option or residual value guarantee on a leased asset.  For example, an enterprise 
leases equipment from a potential VIE and the terms of the lease allow the enterprise to purchase the 
equipment at the end of the lease term for a fixed price.  The enterprise has a variable interest in 
specified assets (i.e., the leased equipment) of the potential VIE. 

• Nonrecourse debt.  For example, an enterprise makes a loan to a potential VIE and repayment of the loan 
is made solely from the cash flows that come from specified securities held by the potential VIE such that 
if the securities do not fully repay the loan or if the potential VIE goes bankrupt, the enterprise has no 
recourse to other assets of the potential VIE.  The loan is an interest in specified assets (the specified 
securities).   

• Credit guarantees and put options held by the potential VIE.  For example, a potential VIE holds a 
portfolio of receivables and purchases a credit guarantee from a third party enterprise.  The third party 
enterprise has an interest in specified assets (the portfolio of receivables). 

• Certain types of equity or other residual interests.  For example, an enterprise holds preferred stock that 
pays a return on the basis of specified activities of the potential VIE, such as so-called target stock.  

• A forward contract to purchase or sell an asset at a price other than fair value.   

While all of the above examples may be interests in specified assets, once an enterprise has identified that it has an 
interest in specified assets it must further evaluate the interest under paragraphs 12 and 13 of the Interpretation to 
determine whether that interest should be considered an interest in specified assets, an interest in the entity as a 
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whole, or an interest in a silo.  The outcome of that evaluation will, in turn, affect determination of what cash flows 
are required to be included in the calculation of expected losses of the potential VIE.  Considerations in making that 
evaluation include: 

• The design of the entity. 

• The existence of silos. 

• The proportion of fair value represented by the assets underlying the interest. 

• Legal recourse available to the interest holder in bankruptcy. 

• Whether the enterprise has other interests in the entity that are not interests in specified assets. 

 

13-1: Determining Whether a Silo Exists 

Paragraph 13 of Interpretation 46(R) explains that in certain instances, an enterprise with a variable interest in 
specified assets of a VIE should treat those assets and the related liabilities and equity as a distinct VIE that is separate 
and apart from the larger host VIE.  The separate VIE is referred to as a "silo."  The FASB included guidance for 
identifying silos as separate VIEs because it is possible for an entity to be designed in such a way that portions of the 
entity essentially operate economically as distinct legal entities even though they do not have a separate legal identity 
for financial reporting, tax, or legal purposes. 

Once a silo is identified, Interpretation 46(R) requires that the silo be evaluated separately from the larger legal entity 
if it is determined that the larger legal entity, excluding the silo, is a VIE.  Therefore, determining that a silos exists 
directly affects the calculation of expected losses, which, in turn affects the conclusions as to whether the entity is a 
VIE and which party should consolidate the larger host VIE. 

The following steps must be performed in applying the provisions of Interpretation 46(R): 

Step 1: Identify any variable interest in specified assets of an entity (if yes, apply Step 2).28 

Step 2: Determine whether any silos exist in a larger host entity (if yes, apply Step 3). 

Step 3: Determine whether the host entity is a VIE (if yes, apply Step 4). 

Step 4: Determine whether the enterprise holds a variable interest in the silo (if yes, apply Step 5). 

Step 5: Determine whether the silo is a VIE (if yes, apply Step 6). 

Step 6: Determine the primary beneficiary of the silo. 

An enterprise that holds an interest in the host entity when a silo exists must determine whether that interest is a 
variable interest and, if so, whether the enterprise is the primary beneficiary of the host entity. 

Question 

How should an enterprise determine whether any silos exist in a larger host entity? 

 
28 A silo's assets may be greater than 50 percent of the fair value of an entity's total assets.  Therefore, in determining whether a silo exists, 

enterprises should disregard the requirement in paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R) that interests in specified assets must be 50 percent or less 
of the total fair value of the entity's assets. 
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Answer 

In identifying whether a silo exists, an enterprise should first look to paragraph 13 of Interpretation 46(R) and to FSP 
FIN 46(R)-1.  According to paragraph 13, an "enterprise with a variable interest in specified assets of a variable 
interest entity shall treat a portion of the entity as a separate variable interest entity if the specified assets (and related 
credit enhancements, if any) are essentially the only source of payment for specified liabilities or specified other 
interests." 

A silo typically exists when the obligations or claims of the holder of an interest in the specified assets are not 
effectively commingled with the obligations or claims of the holders of interests in the entity as a whole.  FSP FIN 
46(R)-1 elaborates on the guidance in paragraph 13, stating that a portion of a VIE should be treated as a silo if 
essentially all of the assets, liabilities, and equity of the deemed silo entity are separate from the larger host entity and 
specifically identifiable.  That is, essentially none of the returns of the assets of the deemed silo entity can be used by 
the remaining VIE, and essentially none of the liabilities of the deemed silo entity are payable from the assets of the 
remaining VIE.  The FASB did not define "essentially all."  This term should be considered to mean that 95 percent or 
more of the assets, liabilities, and equity of the potential silo entity are separate from the host entity and that the 
related expected losses and expected residual returns inure to the interest holders in the potential silo entity.  Under 
that guidance, two characteristics must exist for a silo to be present.  First, the risks or returns associated with the 
interest in specified assets must be legally limited to changes in fair value or cash flows associated with a specifically 
identified asset or group of assets within the larger legal entity (see Q&A 12-4).  That is, the holder of a liability or 
other interest in those assets does not have the ability to look to the entity as a whole for compensation if it has a loss 
in value or cash flows, and the holder's risk and return exposure is limited to the specifically identified asset or group 
of assets.  Second, the larger entity as a whole does not have a significant legal claim on the specified assets or group 
of assets and does not depend on the returns of the silo assets to satisfy other claims on the entity as a whole.  That 
is, the assets are segregated from the general claims of the entity as a whole, and the entity as a whole essentially 
does not participate in changes in fair value or cash flows associated with those assets.  This second characteristic 
distinguishes interests in specified assets that should be viewed as silos from other interests in specified assets that 
would be analyzed under paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R) as part of the larger legal entity. 

Note that there may be rare instances in which a silo may be identified on the basis of the guidance in paragraph 13 
and FSP FIN 46(R)-1 but the enterprise may conclude from the facts and circumstances that a silo does not exist.  This 
will be the case when an enterprise determines that the entity and its potential silos should be viewed as a single 
entity because the economic performance of the entity and its potential silos were designed to operate as a single 
entity and economically the performance of the entity and the potential silos are effectively commingled.  In making 
this determination, the enterprise should look to the design of the entity, including how decisions about the 
operations of the potential silos are made and how the risks and returns of the potential silos are managed and 
controlled by the investors. 

Example 1 

Assume a lessor entity is formed and capitalized with equity from two unrelated investors in the amount of $10.  The 
entity obtains third-party financing in the form of two $95 loans (Loans A and B) $190 that are recourse to the entity 
(the loans are cross-collateralized) and uses the proceeds to purchase two $100 buildings.  The entity leases each of 
the buildings to unrelated lessees.  Each lease includes a fixed-price purchase option and provides a residual value 
guarantee to the lessor entity.  In this example, no silos exist because each building is not essentially the only source 
of payment for the entity's debt.  The expected losses and residual returns of each of the buildings do not inure to a 
specified liability (the debt absorbs expected losses of the whole entity) or to specified other interests. 

Example 2 

Assume a lessor entity is formed and capitalized with equity from two unrelated investors in the amount of $10.  The 
entity obtains third-party financing in the form of two $95 nonrecourse loans (Loans A and B) and uses the proceeds 
of Loan A to purchase Building A for $100 and Loan B to purchase Building B for $100.  The rental cash flows from 
Building A can only be used to repay Loan A, and the rental cash flows from Building B can only be used to repay 
Loan B.  The entity leases each of the buildings to unrelated lessees.  Each lease includes a fixed-price purchase option 
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and provides a residual value guarantee to the lessor entity.  In this example, two separate silos exist because 
essentially all (95 percent or more) of the expected losses and expected residual returns of each building inure to a 
specified liability (the nonrecourse debt) or to specified other interests.  Each silo consists of a building, its related 
nonrecourse debt, and an allocation of equity.  The equity and debt holders must determine whether their specific silo 
is a VIE. 

 

13-2: Determining Whether a Host Entity Is a Variable Interest Entity When a Silo Exists 

Question  

How should an enterprise determine whether the host entity is a VIE if a silo exists? 

Answer 

If a silo exists, the provision of Interpretation 46(R) must be applied to the host entity as if the silo were a separate 
legal entity and not a part of the entity as a whole.  The enterprise must next determine whether the host entity is a 
VIE by applying the provisions of Interpretation 46(R) to the host entity (exclusive of the assets, liabilities, and residual 
interests associated with the silo).  This analysis includes determining whether the host entity's equity is sufficient to 
absorb expected losses under paragraph 5(a), as well as evaluating the host entity under the other provisions of 
paragraph 5.  In performing analysis under paragraph 5, the enterprise should only consider the expected losses of 
the host entity (excluding the silo's expected losses) and the at-risk equity of the host entity (excluding the at-risk 
equity, if any, of the silo).  That is, to determine whether the host entity has sufficient equity, the enterprise should 
compare the equity at risk of the host entity with the expected losses of the host entity. 

In making this determination, the enterprise should be mindful of whether it has a variable interest in specified assets 
of the host entity that are not part of the silo.  This will affect the expected loss calculation of the host entity because 
expected losses associated with the variable interests in the specified assets are not considered part of the expected 
losses of the entity for purposes of determining the adequacy of the entity's equity investment at risk in certain 
circumstances.  According to paragraph 12 of Interpretation 46(R), a variable interest in specified assets of a VIE is a 
variable interest in the entity as a whole (and therefore should not be treated as an interest in specified assets, but 
rather, as a variable interest in the entity) "only if the fair value of the specified assets is more than half of the total 
fair value of the entity's assets or if the holder [of the variable interest in the specified assets] has another variable 
interest in the entity as a whole."  When a silo exists, the guidance in paragraph 12 is applied to the host entity 
exclusive of the silo — that is, the fair value of the silo's assets should be deducted from the fair value of the host 
entity's total assets. 

Example 1 

Assume an entity is formed and capitalized with $30 of equity from three unrelated investors (Investor A contributed 
$5, Investor B contributed $10, and Investor C contributed $15).  The entity obtains third-party financing in the form 
of two loans and uses the proceeds to purchase two assets.  Further assume that one separate silo exists and that it 
consists of an asset, its relating loan, and the equity from Investor A.  Further assume that Investors B and C do not 
have a variable interest in specified assets of the entity.  The expected losses of the entire entity are $40 and the 
expected losses relating to Investor A's silo are $8.  In this example, for purposes of determining the sufficiency of 
equity of the host entity, the amount of the host entity's equity at risk is $25 ($30 – $5) and the expected losses of 
the host entity are $32 ($40 – $8).  Therefore, the host entity is a VIE.  Because the host entity is a VIE, Investor A 
must determine whether the silo is a VIE. 

Example 2 

Assume that an entity is formed and capitalized with $30 of equity from three unrelated investors (Investor A 
contributed $5, Investor B contributed $10, and Investor C contributed $15).  The entity obtains third-party financing 
in the form of three loans from three unrelated lenders in the amount of $270, and the entity uses the proceeds from 
Loan A to purchase Asset A, Loan B to purchase Asset B, and Loan C to purchase Asset C.  The lenders have recourse 
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only to the cash flows generated by the respective asset.  The fair values of Assets A, B, and C are $100, $50, and 
$150, respectively.  Further assume that one separate silo exists and that it consists of Asset A of $100, its relating 
loan of $95, and the $5 equity from Investor A.  The expected losses of Asset A are $8; Asset B, $12; and Asset C, 
$20. 

In this situation, the fair value of the host entity (Assets B and C) is $200.  Lender B does not have a variable interest 
in the host entity as a whole because the fair value of the asset (Asset B) in which it has a variable interest is less than 
half of the fair value of the total assets of the host entity (25 percent).  Lender C has a variable interest in the host 
entity as a whole because the fair value of the asset (Asset C) in which it has a variable interest is greater than half of 
the fair value of the total assets of the host entity (75 percent).  For purposes of determining the sufficiency of equity 
of the host entity, the amount of the host entity's equity at risk is $25 ($30 – $5) because the silo's equity must be 
excluded from the analysis.  The expected losses of the host entity are $20 ($40 – $12 – $8) because the silo's 
expected losses ($8) and the expected losses associated with the variable interests in specified assets ($12) must be 
excluded from the analysis.  Therefore, the host entity is not a VIE. 

 

13-3: Determining Whether the Silo Is a Variable Interest Entity if the Host Entity Is a Variable 
Interest Entity 

Question 

How should an enterprise determine whether the silo is a VIE? 

Answer 

A silo cannot be a VIE unless the host entity is a VIE.  Therefore, if it is determined that the host entity is not a VIE, the 
silo is no longer viewed as a separate entity for purposes of Interpretation 46(R) or other consolidation guidance.  If 
the host entity is a VIE, the silo must be separately evaluated to determine whether it, too, is a VIE.  This analysis 
includes determining whether the silo's equity is sufficient to absorb expected losses under paragraph 5(a).  In 
performing this analysis, the enterprise should only consider the expected losses of the silo (excluding the host entity's 
expected losses) and the at-risk equity of the silo (excluding the at-risk equity of the host entity).  That is, to determine 
whether the silo has sufficient equity, the enterprise should compare the equity at risk of the silo with the expected 
losses of the silo. 

Example 

Assume that an entity is formed and capitalized with $30 of equity from three unrelated investors (Investor A 
contributed $5, Investor B contributed $10, and Investor C contributed $15).  The entity obtains third-party financing 
in the form of two loans and the entity uses the proceeds to purchase two assets.  Further assume that one separate 
silo exists; that this silo consists of an asset, its relating loan, and the equity from Investor A; and that Investors B and 
C do not have a variable interest in specified assets of the entity.  The expected losses of the entire entity are $40, and 
the expected losses associated with Investor A's silo are $8.  In this example, for purposes of determining the 
sufficiency of equity of the silo, the amount of the silo's equity at risk is $5 and the expected losses of the silo are $8.  
Therefore, the silo is a VIE.  The enterprise must next determine which party, if any, is the primary beneficiary of  
the silo. 

 

13-4: Determining the Primary Beneficiary of the Host Entity and Silo 

Question  

How should an enterprise determine the primary beneficiary of the host entity and the silo? 
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Answer 

Once it is determined that both the host entity and the silo are VIEs, each must be separately evaluated to determine 
which party, if any, is the primary beneficiary of the host entity and which party, if any, is the primary beneficiary of 
the silo.  In the analysis of which party is the primary beneficiary of the host entity, the silo's expected losses and 
residual returns should be excluded in determining which party absorbs a majority of the expected losses and residual 
returns of the host entity.  That is, only the host entity's expected losses and residual returns should be used in the 
analysis.  If a related-party relationship exists such that paragraph 17 of Interpretation 46(R) applies, the factors in that 
paragraph should be applied only to the host entity.   

Likewise, in the analysis of which party is the primary beneficiary of the silo, the host entity's expected losses and 
residual returns should be excluded in determining which party absorbs a majority of the expected losses and residual 
returns of the silo.    

An enterprise that has a variable interest in a host entity that includes a VIE silo should also consider the guidance in 
paragraph 13 of Interpretation 46(R).  According to paragraph 13, "If one enterprise is required to consolidate a 
discrete portion of a variable interest entity, other variable interest holders shall not consider that portion to be part of 
the larger variable interest entity."  This guidance precludes two parties from consolidating the same assets, liabilities, 
and equity of a silo.  Therefore, the primary beneficiary of the host entity should only consolidate the host entity 
(excluding the silo). 
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Consolidation Based on Variable Interests 

14. An enterprise shall consolidate a variable interest entity if that enterprise has a variable interest (or 
combination of variable interests) that will absorb a majority of the entity's expected losses, receive a 
majority of the entity's expected residual returns, or both.  An enterprise shall consider the rights and 
obligations conveyed by its variable interests and the relationship of its variable interests with variable 
interests held by other parties to determine whether its variable interests will absorb a majority of a 
variable interest entity's expected losses, receive a majority of the entity's expected residual returns, or 
both.  If one enterprise will absorb a majority of a variable interest entity's expected losses and another 
enterprise will receive a majority of that entity's expected residual returns, the enterprise absorbing a 
majority of the losses shall consolidate the variable interest entity. 

 

14-1:  Methodology for Allocating Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns to Determine 
the Primary Beneficiary  

Paragraph 14 of Interpretation 46(R) states that "[a]n enterprise shall consolidate a variable interest entity if that 
enterprise has a variable interest (or combination of variable interests) that will absorb a majority of the entity's 
expected losses, receive a majority of the entity's expected residual returns, or both."  Therefore, to determine the 
primary beneficiary (i.e., consolidator of the VIE), the expected losses and expected residual returns of the entity must 
be allocated to each variable interest holder based on their contractual right to absorb expected losses and residual 
returns.  However, Interpretation 46(R) does not provide specific guidance on how to allocate expected losses and 
expected residual returns. 

Question 

What method should be used to allocate expected losses and expected residual returns to determine the primary 
beneficiary of a VIE? 
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Answer 

Constituents have developed various techniques for allocating expected losses and expected residual returns among 
the variable interest holders.  Paragraph D34 of Interpretation 46(R) states "[t]he Board decided not to specify a single 
technique for analysis of variable interest entities or otherwise limit an enterprise's ability to choose the technique it 
believes applies in its own specific circumstances."  See Q&A 14-4 for a discussion of acceptable allocation 
techniques. 

An enterprise, therefore, can select any reasonable allocation method that it determines to be most appropriate.  
Practice appears to be evolving towards the selection of a single allocation method for all VIEs that an enterprise is 
analyzing under Interpretation 46(R) because of the concern that an allocation method could be chosen for a 
particular VIE simply to achieve an accounting result.  If an enterprise has used different allocation methods for 
different VIEs in the past, it should ensure that (1) different methods are not used for VIEs that have similar structures, 
activities, or risk profiles, and (2) there is a reasonable basis supporting the use of different methods based on the 
enterprise's specific facts and circumstances. 

Due to the evolution of practice, an enterprise generally should select either the "bottoms up" method or one of the 
"top down" methods (see Q&A 14-4) as an accounting policy decision for the entire enterprise.  An enterprise should 
not use different allocation methods except in the following circumstances: 

• If an enterprise chooses the bottoms up method, also it should adopt, as part of its accounting policy, 
one of the top down approaches for VIEs with structures in which the bottoms up method is not 
operational (see Q&A 14-4.1). 

• In rare circumstances where there is a reasonable basis supporting the use of different methods based on 
specific facts and circumstances. 

Q&A 14-2 illustrates the application of one allocation method to an example of a company that owns and operates a 
power plant. 

Note:  Paragraph 14 requires that "[i]f one enterprise will absorb a majority of a variable interest entity's expected 
losses and another enterprise will receive a majority of that entity's expected residual returns, the enterprise absorbing 
a majority of the losses shall consolidate the variable interest entity."  In other words, the calculation of expected 
residual returns is needed only after it has been determined that the allocation of expected losses did not result in a 
primary beneficiary.   

 

14-2:  Allocating Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns for Purposes of Determining the 
Primary Beneficiary — Illustrative Example  

Q&A 8-5 provides an illustrative example in determining an entity's expected losses and expected residual returns.  
The analysis in the illustration at Q&A 8-5 deemed PowerCo to be a VIE as a result of the group of equity at risk 
holders lacking decision making ability as required by paragraph 5(b)(1) of Interpretation 46(R).  Expected losses and 
expected residual returns were calculated at $821,004.  The next step in determining which variable interest holder, if 
any, should consolidate PowerCo, is to allocate the expected losses to each variable interest holder.  Paragraph 14 of 
Interpretation 46(R) states that "[a]n enterprise shall consolidate a variable interest entity if that enterprise has a 
variable interest (or combination of variable interests) that will absorb a majority of the entity's expected losses, 
receive a majority of the entity's expected residual returns, or both." 

Question 

Assuming the facts in Q&A 8-5, how should the expected losses and expected residual returns be allocated to 
determine the primary beneficiary? 
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Answer 

As discussed in Q&A 14-1, an enterprise can select any reasonable allocation method that it determines to be 
appropriate based on its own specific circumstances.  The illustration below provides an allocation methodology that 
would be appropriate based on the operating nature of PowerCo and types of variable interests held in PowerCo.  
This allocation approach extends the calculation of expected losses as shown in Tables 6–9 and 11 of Q&A 8-5 to 
each variable interest holder.  The following steps outline an acceptable approach to allocating expected losses and 
expected residual returns under paragraph 14. 

Step 1:   Allocate the undiscounted cash flows to each variable interest holder for each period under each scenario.  
The cash flows for each scenario from Table 6 of Q&A 8-5 must be allocated based on the contractual arrangements 
with each variable interest holder. 

Step 2:  Discount the estimated cash flows of each variable interest holder under each relevant scenario using the 
risk-free rate and then sum the discounted amounts.  (Note:  The risk-free rate (five percent) must be the same used 
for PowerCo in Table 9 of Q&A 8-5.) 

Step 3:  Calculate the expected variability in the discounted expected cash flows for each variable interest holder. 

Step 4:  Determine whether any of the variable interest holders absorb the majority of PowerCo's expected losses, 
expected residual returns, or both. 

The following guidance and tables illustrate the process outlined above.  

Step 1:  Allocate the undiscounted cash flows to each variable interest holder for each period under each scenario. 

In many instances, the same gross cash flows can result in a different allocation (e.g., the decision maker fees paid to 
ManageCo are based on specific elements of net income).  Table 13 of Q&A 8-6 essentially provides the allocation of 
cash flows to each variable interest holder.  The analysis in Table 13 was required to determine the estimated cash 
flows available to the variable interest holder for Scenario 3 (the worst-case scenario).  To illustrate this process, Table 
14 demonstrates the allocation of the estimated cash flows for Scenario 3, which was calculated in Table 13 of  
Q&A 8-6): 

Table 14 — Allocation of Estimated Cash Flows (Scenario 3) 

 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 

Equity Holders $153,400 $171,900 $138,900 $    6,400 $ (470,600) —      

Senior Bond 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 5,250,000    $6,250,000      

Subordinated Bond 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 1,240,000     2,200,000      

Guarantor 50,000 — — — (243,000) (193,000) 

ManageCo     91,600     93,100     91,100     91,600        90,000          457,400      

Total Scenario 3 $785,000 $755,000 $720,000 $588,000 $5,866,400     $8,714,400      

 

Note:  The amounts in Table 14 are allocated contractually using the cash flow estimates in Table 13 of Q&A 8-6.  
This process must be completed for each scenario and can be completed by using an Excel spreadsheet or other 
similar software.  The amounts allocated to each variable interest holder for Scenario 3 agree to the "Allocated Cash 
Flow" column in Tables 17–21.  
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Step 2:  Discount the estimated cash flows of each variable interest holder under each relevant scenario. 

Table 9 of Q&A 8-5 illustrates the discounting of cash flows for each period in Scenario 3 for PowerCo.  This process 
must be completed for each variable interest holder to calculate the expected discounted cash flows of each variable 
interest holder.  The following table illustrates this calculation for the Senior Bond holder under Scenario 3. 

Table 15 — Discounting of Cash Flows (Scenario 3 — Senior Bond Holder) 

 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 

Undiscounted Cash Flows to 
Be Received From or Paid to 
the Senior Bond Holder29 $250,000    $250,000 $250,000     $250,000   $5,250,000    $6,250,000           

Discount Rate30             5%               5%              5%                5%                 5%              5% 

Discounted Cash Flows $238,095     $226,757 $215,959     $205,676   $4,113,513     $5,000,000          

 

Step 3:  Calculate the expected variability in the discounted expected cash flows for each variable interest holder. 

As a reminder, Table 16 provides a summary of the calculation of expected losses and expected residual returns that 
was completed for PowerCo at Q&A 8-5. 

Table 16 — Calculation of Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns (PowerCo) 

PowerCo 

Estimated 
Cash Flow 

(A) 
Probability 

(B) A x B31 Discounted31 Variability31 
Expected 
Losses31 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns31 

Scenario 1 $15,450,000 25% 
$  

3,862,500 $  3,183,880 $  579,222     —     $579,222 

Scenario 2 13,220,000  50 6,610,000 5,451,098 241,782      —     241,782 

Scenario 3 8,714,400      25    2,178,600    1,783,654 (821,004) $(821,004)            — 

   100% 
$12,651,10

0 $10,418,632  $(821,004) $821,004 
 

Tables 17–21 illustrate the calculation of expected losses and expected residual returns of each variable interest holder 
(see Table 11 of Q&A 8-5 for an illustration of how to calculate variability and a discussion of expected losses and 
expected residual returns). 

Table 17 — Calculation of Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns (Equity) 

Equity Holders 

Allocated 
Cash Flow 

(A) 
Probability 

(B) A x B Discounted Variability 
Expected 

Losses 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns 

Scenario 1 $4,462,100  25% $1,115,525 $   968,716 $  467,540     —     $467,540 

Scenario 2 2,232,500  50 1,116,250 1,021,356 19,002     —     19,002 

Scenario 3 —       25               —        14,634 (486,542) $ (486,542)            — 

    100% $2,231,775 $2,004,706  $ (486,542) $486,542 
 

 
29  The cash flows are derived from Table 14 above. 
30  The discount rate is the same used for PowerCo in Table 9 of Q&A 8-5. 
31  These amounts are the same amounts calculated at Q&A 8-6 when calculating expected losses for PowerCo. 
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Table 18 — Calculation of Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns (Senior Bond) 

Senior Bond 

Allocated 
Cash Flow 

(A) 
Probability 

(B) A x B Discounted Variability 
Expected 

Losses 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns 

Scenario 1 $6,250,000  25% $1,562,500 $1,250,000 — — — 

Scenario 2 6,250,000  50  3,125,000 2,500,000 — — — 

Scenario 3 6,250,000     25  1,562,500   1,250,000 —            —            — 

    100% $6,250,000 $5,000,000                   —             —  
 

Table 19 —Calculation of Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns (Subordinated Bond) 

Subordinated 
Bond 

Allocated 
Cash Flow 

(A) 
Probability 

(B) A x B Discounted Variability 
Expected 

Losses 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns 

Scenario 1 $4,200,000 25% $1,050,000 $  847,413 $    97,941     —     $ 97,941 

Scenario 2 4,200,000 50 2,100,000 1,694,826 195,882      —     195,882 

Scenario 3 2,200,000     25      550,000      455,650 (293,823) $(293,823)            —  

    100% $3,700,000 $2,997,890  $(293,823) $293,823 
 

Table 20 — Calculation of Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns (Guarantor) 

Guarantor 

Allocated 
Cash Flow 

(A) 
Probability 

(B) A x B Discounted Variability 
Expected 

Losses 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns 

Scenario 1 $    50,000     25% $   12,500     $   11,905     $  11,900     —     $11,900 

Scenario 2 50,000     50    25,000     23,808     23,799     —     23,799 

Scenario 3 (193,000)     25   (48,250)     (35,694) (35,699) $(35,699)          — 

    100% $(10,750) $          19      $(35,699) $35,699 
 

Table 21 — Calculation of Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns (ManageCo) 

ManageCo 
Allocated 

Cash Flow (A) 
Probability 

(B) A x B Discounted Variability 
Expected 

Losses 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns 

Scenario 1 $487,900 25% $121,975 $105,847 $  1,842     —     $1,842 

Scenario 2 487,500 50    243,750 211,106 3,098     —     3,098 

Scenario 3 457,400     25   114,350     99,064 (4,940) $(4,940)        — 

    100% $480,075 $416,017  $(4,940) $4,940 
 

In this example, the discounted expected cash flows for each variable interest holder approximates the fair value of its 
variable interests (i.e., the amount the interest holder contributed to the entity).  Therefore, the underlying 
assumptions used in developing the estimated cash flows appear appropriate based on this comparison. 

Step 4:  Determine whether any of the variable interest holders absorb the majority of PowerCo's expected losses, 
expected residual returns, or both. 

Compare the amount of expected losses allocated to each of the variable interest holders to the total expected losses 
of PowerCo.  If any holder is allocated the majority (i.e., more than 50 percent), that enterprise is the primary 
beneficiary and must consolidate PowerCo.  If expected losses do not identify a primary beneficiary, the variable 
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interest holders must compare their share of expected residual returns to the total of PowerCo.  If neither the 
allocation of expected losses nor expected residual returns identifies a primary beneficiary, no variable interest holder 
consolidates the entity. 

Table 22 illustrates the primary beneficiary test. 

Table 22 — Primary Beneficiary Determination 

Variable Interest Holder 
Expected  

Losses 
Expected Residual 

Returns 
Percentage  

of Total 

Equity Holder 1 $(243,271) $ 243,271 29.6% 

Equity Holder 2 (243,271) 243,271 29.6 

Senior Bond32 —                 — 0.0 

Subordinated Bond (293,823) 293,823 35.8 

Guarantor (35,699) 35,699 4.3 

ManageCo        (4,940)       4,940        0.7 

Total $(821,004) $821,004       100% 
 

Based on the allocation of expected losses and expected residual returns in Table 22, no individual variable interest 
holder absorbs a majority of the expected losses or expected residual returns. 

Note:  Expected losses equal expected residual returns for each variable interest holder.  As discussed in Q&A 8-1, the 
expected cash flows of the entity is a mean or average value associated with a group of possible probability-weighted 
outcomes.  Therefore, some cash flow scenarios will represent outcomes that are lower than the mean amount, and 
some will represent outcomes higher than the mean amount.  When allocating expected losses and expected residual 
returns under the approach illustrated above, the absolute value of the two calculations must, in all circumstances, be 
equal, because the outcomes represent the value under the mean (expected losses) and the value above the mean 
(expected residual returns). 

In this illustration, no variable interest holder will consolidate PowerCo.  Nonetheless, certain disclosures are required 
under paragraph 24 of Interpretation 46(R) for any enterprise with a significant variable interest in a variable interest 
entity that is not the primary beneficiary.  In addition, because PowerCo meets the definition of a business in 
Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R), each enterprise that does not qualify for the business scope exception under 
paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R) (i.e., the equity holders, Senior Bond, and Subordinated Bond as discussed in 
Step 1 of Q&A 8-5) must reassess whether it is the primary beneficiary when events listed in paragraph 15 of 
Interpretation 46(R) occur (see Q&A 15-1).  Enterprises that do qualify for the business scope exception under 
paragraph 4(h) (i.e., Guarantor and ManageCo) must assess whether they still qualify for the scope exception each 
reporting period (see Q&A 4(h)-2). 

Note:  If two or more variable interest holders were related parties, as described in paragraph 16 of Interpretation 
46(R), the related party interests would need to be combined to determine if, as a group, they absorb the majority of 
expected losses or expected residual returns.  Paragraph 17 of Interpretation 46(R) provides guidance on which party 
within a related party group should consolidate the VIE under that circumstance. 

 

 
32  The Senior Bond has no variability under the three scenarios developed (that is, the Senior Bond holder receives all of its cash flows under all 

three scenarios).  However, in practice, a debt instrument should have scenarios in which it does not receive all of its contractual cash flows, and, 
therefore, would be allocated expected losses under this approach.  Only three scenarios were developed for simplicity of the illustration. 
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14-3:  How Does an Enterprise Apply Interpretation 46(R) When It Is Apparent It Is Not the 
Primary Beneficiary  

Question  

Does an enterprise need to apply Interpretation 46(R) when it is apparent that the enterprise is not the primary 
beneficiary? 

Answer 

Yes.  Determination of which variable interest holder, if any, is the primary beneficiary of an entity is undertaken only 
after it is determined that the entity is a VIE.  Although an enterprise may not be the primary beneficiary of a VIE, an 
enterprise with a significant variable interest in that entity is still required to disclose certain information about the 
variable interest entity as provided in paragraph 24 of Interpretation 46(R).  Thus, when it is apparent that an investor 
would not be the primary beneficiary, the investor remains in the scope of Interpretation 46(R) unless: 

1. It is determined that the entity or the enterprise meets a scope exception in paragraph 4 of Interpretation 
46(R). 

2. The investor determines that its interest is not a significant variable interest and the enterprise, its related 
parties and de facto agents were not involved in forming the entity under paragraph 6 of Interpretation 
46(R). 

3. It is determined that the entity is not a VIE. 

Although it may be clear that an enterprise is not the primary beneficiary, an enterprise is still required to perform 
sufficient analysis to meet the disclosure requirements of Interpretation 46(R). 

However, the enterprise may be able to determine that it is readily apparent that it is not the primary beneficiary, and 
therefore, not complete an expected losses and expected residual returns calculation (assuming that the 
determination that the entity is a VIE was completed qualitatively). 

Example 

Enterprise A holds 20 percent of the equity securities (common stock) of Entity B (a potential VIE).  The other 80 
percent of the common stock is held by unrelated parties.  Enterprise A is unrelated to all of the other variable interest 
holders in the entity and has no other interest in Entity B.  Enterprise A's common shares do not have terms that 
protect it from losses or cap its returns.  Enterprise A's common shares receive profits and losses on a proportionate 
basis with all other common stock (i.e., A gets a 20 percent share), and Enterprise A has no commitment to fund 
future losses.  Under these facts and circumstances, it is apparent that there would be no circumstance in which 
Enterprise A would absorb a majority of Entity B's expected losses or expected residual returns.  Therefore, Enterprise 
A will not be the primary beneficiary.  In this case, Enterprise A might be able to avoid undertaking a calculation of 
expected losses if it can assess and determine whether Entity B is a VIE based on qualitative considerations.  If Entity B 
is a VIE, Enterprise A would have to provide the disclosures required by paragraph 24, if its 20 percent equity holding 
is deemed significant. 

Notwithstanding the above, it may be difficult to determine that it is apparent that an enterprise would not be the 
primary beneficiary of an entity due to the complex nature of the expected losses and expected residual returns 
calculation and allocation.  All of the facts and circumstances must be considered to determine that an enterprise and 
its related parties do not have other interests, or that the terms of their interests do not provide them with atypical 
rights and obligations that potentially would increase the exposure to expected losses or rights to residual returns.   
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14-4:  What Are Some Acceptable Allocation Techniques in Determining the Primary Beneficiary  

Constituents have developed various techniques for allocating expected losses and expected residual returns among 
the variable interest holders.  Paragraph D34 of Interpretation 46(R) states in part: 

The Board decided not to specify a single technique for analysis of variable interest entities or 
otherwise limit an enterprise's ability to choose the technique it believes applies in its own 
specific circumstances. 

Question 

What are some acceptable techniques in allocating expected losses and expected residual returns to variable interest 
holders to determine the primary beneficiary of a VIE? 

Answer 

An enterprise can select any reasonable allocation method that it determines to be most appropriate.  However, an 
enterprise consistently should apply its selected allocation method/approach as an accounting policy decision (see 
Q&A 14-1 for further discussion). The selection of a consistent allocation method is required and extremely important 
because the different methods may result in identifying a different primary beneficiary for identical entities as 
demonstrated in Table 31. 

There are two fundamental allocation methods (the "bottoms up" and "top down" methods described below), plus 
several variations or approaches of the top down method.  Each of these individual approaches may result in different 
conclusions depending on the facts and circumstances.  The following table discusses these two fundamental 
methods: 

Method Approach in Illustration Below Comments 

Top Down Approaches A, B, and C The top down method has many variations, but 
fundamentally, each variable interest holder calculates its 
expected losses and expected residual returns based on the 
cash flows that would be allocated to it under each 
scenario.  That is, the same cash flows that are used to 
calculate the expected losses and expected residual returns 
at the entity level are allocated to each variable interest 
holder based on the contractual provisions of its interests 
and the underlying assumptions used for each scenario. 

The difference between Approaches A, B, and C relates to 
how the expected losses and expected residual returns are 
assigned to each variable interest holder when one party 
absorbs an expected loss while another receives an 
expected residual return in a single scenario.  As stated in 
Q&A 14-1, an enterprise's accounting policy decision should 
adopt only one of the approaches under the top down 
method unless the company can support a different top 
down approach for different VIEs.  To date, practice has 
not developed a conceptual reason to select more than one 
of the top down approaches within the same enterprise. 
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Bottoms Up Approach D Under the bottoms up method, the expected loss (and 
expected residual return, if necessary) of the VIE is treated 
as the single scenario that is assumed to occur.  That 
amount of expected loss and expected residual return is 
allocated to each variable interest holder (based on the 
calculated fair value of each variable interest holder (i.e., 
the probability weighted discounted expected cash flows)) 
in the VIE starting with the most subordinate variable 
interest to the most senior variable interest.   

 

Illustration 

Assume the following facts: 

• Entity A issues to Enterprise X a one-year, zero-coupon debt instrument with a maturity amount of 
$800,000 for $733,333 in cash. 

• Entity A issues to Enterprise Y an equity certificate for $23,810 in cash. 

• Entity A invested the $757,143 in a pool of assets. 

• All of the asset's cash flows are expected to occur in one year. 

• The discount rate (risk-free rate — see Q&A 8-11) is five percent. 

• Entity A prepared its expected loss and expected residual return calculation as follows. (Note:  This 
calculation of entity expected losses is taken from Appendix A of Interpretation 46(R).) 

Table 23 — Calculation of Expected Losses and Expected Residual Returns (Entity A)  

Entity A 

Estimated 
Cash 
Flows Probability 

Probability 
Weighted 
Estimated 
Cash Flows 

Probability 
Weighted 

Discounted 
Expected 

Cash Flows Variability 
Expected 

Losses 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns 

Scenario 1 $650,000 5% $  32,500 $  30,952 $  (6,905) $  (6,905) —  

Scenario 2 700,000  10 70,000 66,667 (9,048) (9,048) —  

Scenario 3 750,000  25 187,500 178,571 (10,714) (10,714) —  

Scenario 4 800,000  25 200,000 190,477 1,191      —      $  1,191 

Scenario 5 850,000  20 170,000 161,905 10,476      —      10,476 

Scenario 6 900,000         15 135,000   128,571 15,000                 —        15,000 

       100%  $757,143  $(26,667) $26,667 
 

Entity A is a VIE because its equity investment at risk ($23,810) is less than its expected losses ($26,667).  Therefore, 
the equity holder and debt holder must each determine which party should consolidate the entity.  The following 
tables demonstrate some acceptable allocation methods, sometimes resulting in the identification of a different 
primary beneficiary. 

Approaches A, B, and C are all similar in methodology but differ in the manner in which amounts are allocated in 
scenarios where one party absorbs an expected loss while another receives an expected residual return, as is the case 
in Scenario 4 (in all other scenarios both parties suffer losses or enjoy benefits).  Therefore, the expected losses and 
expected residual returns allocated to each variable interest holder are the same under Approaches A, B, and C in all 
scenarios except for Scenario 4.  
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Top Down Allocation Method 

Approach A 

Note:  In some structures, it may be common for one variable interest holder to absorb an expected loss and another 
variable interest holder to receive a residual return in a specific scenario.  Under Approach A, the variable interest 
holder's individual variability amount for such a scenario is placed in the expected losses or expected residual returns 
column based on whether the entity's overall variability is an expected loss or expected residual return for that 
scenario.  In Scenario 4, since Entity A's overall variability was a residual return of $1,191, the equity holder 
considered its negative variability an expected residual return.  This methodology is one way to ensure that the 
aggregate of the expected losses and expected residual returns for each variable interest holder equals the total 
expected losses and expected residual returns of the entity. 

Table 24 — Allocating Calculation:  Debt Holder  

Approach A:  
Debt Holder 

Allocated 
Cash Flows 

Probability 
Weighted 
Allocated 

Cash Flows 

Discounted 
Allocated 

Cash Flows Variability 
Expected 

Losses 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns 

Scenario 1 $ 650,000 $ 32,500 $   30,952 $(5,714) $  (5,714) —  

Scenario 2 700,000 70,000 66,667 (6,667) (6,667) —  

Scenario 3 750,000 187,500 178,571 (4,762) (4,762) —  

Scenario 4 800,000 200,000 190,477 7,143      —       $  7,143 

Scenario 5 800,000 160,000 152,381 5,714       —       5,714 

Scenario 6 800,000 120,000   114,286 4,286               —           4,286 

   $733,334  $(17,143) $17,143 
 

Table 25 — Allocating Calculation:  Equity Holder  

Approach A:  
Equity Holder 

Allocated 
Cash Flows 

Probability 
Weighted 
Allocated 

Cash Flows 

Discounted 
Allocated 

Cash Flows Variability 
Expected 

Losses 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns 

Scenario 1         —       —        — $  (1,191) $(1,191) — 

Scenario 2 — — —     (2,381) (2,381) — 

Scenario 3 — — —     (5,952) (5,952) — 

Scenario 4 — — —      (5,952)33 —          $   (5,952)33    

 Scenario 5 $  50,000 $ 10,000    $  9,524     4,762 —       4,762 

Scenario 6 100,000 15,000   14,285        10,714                             —            10,714 

   $23,809  $ (9,524) $    9,524 
 

Top Down Allocation Method 

Approach B 

Note:  In some structures, it may be common for one variable interest holder to absorb an expected loss and another 
variable interest holder to receive a residual return in a specific scenario.  Under Approach B, the variable interest 
holder's individual variability amount for such a scenario is placed in the expected losses column if it is negative, and 
in the expected residual returns column if it is positive.  However, if the combined expected losses and expected 

 
33  See note in Approach A above. 
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residual returns for all variable interest holders are greater than the entity's total, a transfer is required from the 
residual returns column to the expected losses column equal to the equity holder's expected loss.  Therefore, the 
negative amount of $5,952 in Table 27 for Scenario 4 must be adjusted by the debt holder in the expected losses 
column so that the combined expected loss allocation is equal to Entity A's expected losses.  This adjustment is made 
so that the aggregate of the expected losses and expected residual returns for each variable interest holder equals the 
total expected losses and expected residual returns of the entity. 

Table 26 — Allocating Calculation:  Debt Holder  

Approach B:  
Debt Holder 

Allocated 
Cash Flows 

Probability 
Weighted 
Allocated 

Cash Flows 

Discounted 
Allocated 

Cash Flows Variability 
Expected 

Losses 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns 

Scenario 1 $ 650,000 $  32,500 $   30,952 $ (5,714) $    (5,714) —  

Scenario 2 700,000 70,000 66,667 (6,667) (6,667) —  

Scenario 3 750,000 187,500 178,571 (4,762) (4,762) —  

Scenario 4 800,000 200,000 190,477 7,143 34          5,95234           $      1,191  34   

Scenario 5 800,000 160,000 152,381 5,714       —      5,714 

Scenario 6 800,000 120,000   114,286 4,286                                           —             4,286 

   $733,334  $(11,191)  $11,191 
 

Table 27 — Allocating Calculation:  Equity Holder  

Approach B:  
Equity Holder 

Allocated 
Cash Flows 

Probability 
Weighted 
Allocated 

Cash Flows 

Discounted 
Allocated 

Cash Flows Variability 
Expected 

Losses 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns 

Scenario 1          —       —         — $(1,191) $ (1,191) —  

Scenario 2 — — — (2,381) (2,381) —  

Scenario 3 — — — (5,952) (5,952) —  

Scenario 4 — — — (5,952) (5,952) —  

Scenario 5 $ 50,000 $10,000 $  9,524 4,762      —      $  4,762 

Scenario 6 100,000 15,000   14,285 10,714                                         —         10,714 

   $23,809  $(15,476) $15,476 
 

Top Down Allocation Method 

Approach C 

Note:  In some structures, it may be common for one variable interest holder to absorb an expected loss and another 
variable interest holder receive a residual return in a specific scenario.  Under Approach C, the variable interest 
holder's individual variability amount is placed in the expected losses column if negative, and in the expected residual 
returns column if positive.  In contrast to Approaches A and B, no adjustment is made to Scenario 4 under Approach 
C to force the aggregate of the expected losses and expected residual returns for each variable interest holder to 
equal the total expected losses and expected residual returns of the entity (i.e., the aggregated expected losses 
allocated to the equity holder and debt holder are greater than the expected losses of the entity).  This approach 
requires a determination of which variable interest holder, if any, absorbs a majority of the sum of each variable 
interest holders' allocated expected losses, not the majority of the total expected loss of the entity. 

 
34  See note in Approach B above. 
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Table 28 — Allocating Calculation:  Debt Holder  

Approach C:  
Debt Holder 

Allocated 
Cash Flows 

Probability 
Weighted 
Allocated 

Cash Flows 

Discounted 
Allocated 

Cash Flows Variability 
Expected 

Losses 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns 

Scenario 1 $650,000 $  32,500 $  30,952 $(5,714) $  (5,714) —  

Scenario 2 700,000 70,000 66,667 (6,667) (6,667) —  

Scenario 3 750,000 187,500 178,571 (4,762) (4,762) —  

Scenario 4 800,000 200,000 190,477 7,143      —      $  7,143 

Scenario 5 800,000 160,000 152,381 5,714       —      5,714 

Scenario 6 800,000 120,000   114,286 4,286                                          —            4,286 

   $733,334  $(17,143) $17,143 
 

Table 29 — Allocating Calculation:  Equity Holder  

Approach C:  
Equity Holder 

Allocated 
Cash Flows 

Probability 
Weighted 
Allocated 

Cash Flows 

Discounted 
Allocated 

Cash Flows Variability 
Expected 

Losses 

Expected 
Residual 
Returns 

Scenario 1         —       —         — $  (1,191) $  (1,191) —  

Scenario 2 — — — (2,381) (2,381) —  

Scenario 3 — — — (5,952) (5,952) —  

Scenario 4 — — — (5,952) (5,952) —  

Scenario 5 $ 50,000 $10,000 $  9,524 4,762      —      $  4,762 

Scenario 6 100,000 15,000   14,285 10,714                                         —           10,714 

   $23,809  $(15,476) $15,476 
 
 

Bottoms Up Allocation Method 

Approach D 

Note:  Under Approach D, the expected loss of the entity is allocated to each variable interest holder starting with the 
most subordinated interest.  Therefore, in this example, the equity holder, as the lowest level of subordination, first, 
will allocate the expected loss to the extent of its fair value.  Second, the debt holder absorbs the remaining expected 
loss, if any.  As noted in Q&A 14-4.1, the bottoms up method may only be applied in certain limited circumstances. 

Table 30 — Allocating Calculation:  Debt and Equity Holder  

 Expected Losses 

Approach D Entity A Debt Holder Equity Holder 

Fair Value of Variable Interests —        $733,333 $   23,810 

Allocated Expected (Losses)35 $(26,667) $       2,857) $(23,810)           

 

 

 
35  See note in Approach D above. 
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The following table summarizes the results of the methods illustrated: 

Table 31 — Summary of All Approaches  

  Expected Losses 

 Primary Beneficiary Debt Holder Equity Holder 

Approach A Debt Holder $(17,143) $  (9,524) 

Approach B Equity Holder (11,191) (15,476) 

Approach C Debt Holder (17,143) (15,476) 

Approach D Equity Holder (2,857) (23,810) 
 

Table 31 illustrates that it is possible for (1) more than one variable interest holder to consolidate if the variable 
interest holders used different approaches (e.g., the equity holder applied Approach B and the debt holder applied 
Approach A), or (2) for neither party to consolidate if the variable interest holders used different approaches (e.g., the 
equity holder applied Approach A and the debt holder applied Approach B).  As stated previously, an enterprise 
consistently should apply its selected allocation method as an accounting policy decision (see Q&A 14-1). 

 

14-4.1:  What Are the Limitations of the Bottoms Up Method in Allocating Expected Losses and 
Expected Residual Returns  

Question  

What are the limitations of using the bottoms up method in allocating expected losses and expected residual returns 
to variable interest holders to determine the primary beneficiary of a VIE? 

Answer 

In many structures, the bottoms up method is not operational because the method does not consider the timing and 
causes of the expected losses and expected residual returns of the VIE when allocating those amounts to the variable 
interest holders.  In short, the bottoms up method is not operational if the cause of expected variability is specifically 
targeted to and absorbed only by, for example, a single class of variable interests. 

Under the bottoms up method, as with the top down method, the contractual provisions between the entity and the 
variable interest holders as to cash inflows and outflows must be followed.  However, because the bottoms up 
method assumes that only the overall expected loss and/or expected residual return of the entity occur (i.e., occur as 
GAAP net income or loss), this approach may be used only in situations where there is one type of risk (i.e., it is clear 
that the loss or return could come from only one factor) or the subordination of classes of variable interest to other 
variable interests is the same for all types of risk.  That is, no matter what type of risk causes the entity's loss, the loss 
must be absorbed in the ascending order of the various classes of variable interests' priority claims.  The expected 
losses of the entity are the result of an aggregation of numerous possible scenarios that could occur.  The cause of 
the loss is not known under the bottoms up method because the expected loss of the entity that is being allocated is 
treated as a single "hypothetical" scenario that is assumed to occur. 

The following are examples of situations in which the bottoms-up method is not operational: 

• The VIE's loss could be the result of either credit risk or interest rate risk, and one class of variable interest 
would absorb the loss if it is the result of a credit default, and another class of variable interest would 
absorb the loss if it is the result of interest rate changes. 

• A variable-interest holder in the VIE guarantees the value of an asset of the VIE; however, changes in the 
value of the asset are not the only source of variability in the VIE.  The variable interest holder that would 
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actually absorb a loss would depend on whether the loss was caused by a decrease in the value of the 
asset specifically or some other source of variability in the VIE. 

• A forward contract or a contract with a service provider or decision maker of the VIE (in which the 
counterparty is a variable interest holder), absorbs certain elements of variability of the VIE but not all 
elements of variability.  The variable interest holder that would actually absorb a loss would depend on 
which of the multiple risks of the entity caused the loss. 

As stated in Q&A 14-1, because of the limitations of the bottoms up method, an enterprise that chooses the bottoms 
up method as its accounting policy decision also should adopt, as part of its accounting policy, one of the top down 
approaches for variable interests it holds in VIEs for which the bottoms up method is not operational.  

 

14-5:  Determining Whether More Than One Enterprise Can Consolidate a Variable Interest Entity  

Paragraph 14 of Interpretation 46(R) states in part: 

An enterprise shall consolidate a variable interest entity if that enterprise has a variable 
interest (or combination of variable interests) that will absorb a majority of the entity's 
expected losses, receive a majority of the entity's expected residual returns, or both. 

Question 

Can more than one enterprise consolidate a VIE? 

Answer 

Theoretically, it is inappropriate for more than one enterprise to consolidate the same VIE.  However, because each 
enterprise holding a variable interest in an entity independently determines (often based on significant judgments) 
whether an entity is a VIE, and if so, whether it should consolidate the VIE, it is possible for more than one enterprise 
to conclude that it should consolidate an entity.  An enterprise may NOT conclude that it should not consolidate an 
entity based solely on the knowledge that another enterprise is consolidating the entity.  Each enterprise 
independently must analyze its involvement with an entity and have its own basis for determining whether the entity 
is a VIE, and whether it should consolidate the entity.  The following are possible scenarios that could result in more 
than one enterprise concluding that it should consolidate an entity (not meant to be all-inclusive): 

• An enterprise with voting control of an entity may determine that the entity is a voting interest entity 
because there is sufficiency of equity, and consolidate under the voting interest model of ARB 51.  Due 
to the significant judgment and estimates in concluding whether an entity is a VIE, a second unrelated 
enterprise involved with the entity may determine the entity is a VIE and consolidate under the 
Interpretation 46(R) model. 

• An enterprise with voting control may qualify for the business scope exception provided in paragraph 
4(h) of Interpretation 46(R) and consolidate under the voting interest model of ARB 51 (assume the 
enterprise purchased its equity interests subsequent to inception, and thus, was deemed not to have 
significantly participated in the design or redesign of the entity).  An unrelated enterprise may not apply 
the business scope exception (e.g., because it participated in the design) and conclude that the entity is a 
VIE, and that it is the VIE's primary beneficiary.   
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Interpretation 46(R) 

15. The enterprise that consolidates a variable interest entity is called the primary beneficiary of that entity.  
An enterprise shall determine whether it is the primary beneficiary of a variable interest entity at the time 
the enterprise becomes involved with the entity.  An enterprise with an interest in a variable interest 
entity shall reconsider whether it is the primary beneficiary of the entity if the entity's governing 
documents or contractual arrangements are changed in a manner that reallocates between the existing 
primary beneficiary and other unrelated parties (a) the obligation to absorb the expected losses of the 
variable interest entity or (b) the right to receive the expected residual returns of the variable interest 
entity.  The primary beneficiary also shall reconsider its initial decision to consolidate a variable interest 
entity if the primary beneficiary sells or otherwise disposes of all or part of its variable interests to 
unrelated parties or if the variable interest entity issues new variable interests to parties other than the 
primary beneficiary or the primary beneficiary's related parties.  A holder of a variable interest that is not 
the primary beneficiary also shall reconsider whether it is the primary beneficiary of a variable interest 
entity if that enterprise acquires additional variable interests in the variable interest entity.  A troubled 
debt restructuring, as defined in paragraph 2 of Statement 15, as amended, shall be accounted for in 
accordance with that Statement and is not an event that requires the reconsideration of whether an 
enterprise is the primary beneficiary of the variable interest entity.  

 

15-1:  Guidance on Reconsideration of a Variable Interest Entity's Primary Beneficiary  

Paragraph 15 of Interpretation 46(R) states that an enterprise with an interest in a VIE should determine whether it is 
the primary beneficiary (1) at the time it becomes involved with the VIE, and (2) if a reconsideration event occurs.  The 
reconsideration requirements of paragraph 7 of Interpretation 46(R) (i.e., whether the entity is a VIE) and paragraph 
15 (i.e., whether the enterprise is the primary beneficiary) present ongoing accounting and reporting challenges.  
Enterprises will need to understand whether any of these types of events could occur, so as to ensure timely 
reconsideration. 

Question 

After the initial determination of the primary beneficiary of a VIE, when should a variable interest holder re-determine 
whether it is the primary beneficiary of a VIE? 

Answer 

Paragraph 15 specifies the types of events that trigger reconsideration by the primary beneficiary (to determine 
whether it should continue to consolidate as the VIE's primary beneficiary), and by each holder of a variable interest in 
the VIE other than the primary beneficiary (to determine whether it has become the VIE's primary beneficiary). 

The following is a list of events that, if they occur, would trigger the primary beneficiary's reconsideration of whether 
it is still a primary beneficiary of a VIE: 

• A change in the entity's governing documents or the contractual arrangements "in a manner that 
reallocates between the existing primary beneficiary and other unrelated parties (a) the obligation to 
absorb the expected losses of the variable interest entity or (b) the right to receive the expected residual 
returns of the variable interest entity." 

• A sale or disposal of all or part of the primary beneficiary's variable interest to unrelated parties. 
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• The issuance of new variable interests by the variable interest entity "to parties other than the primary 
beneficiary or the primary beneficiary's related parties." 

The following events trigger current variable interest holders that are not the primary beneficiary to reconsider 
whether they are the primary beneficiary of the VIE: 

• A change in the entity's governing documents or the contractual arrangements "in a manner that 
reallocates between the existing primary beneficiary and other unrelated parties (a) the obligation to 
absorb the expected losses of the variable interest entity or (b) the right to receive the expected residual 
returns of the variable interest entity."  (Note:  Only the parties involved with or impacted by the change 
need to reconsider.) 

• The acquisition by the enterprise of additional variable interests in the VIE. 

Interpretation 46(R) stipulates that a troubled debt restructuring as defined in paragraph 2 of FASB Statement No. 15, 
Accounting by Debtors and Creditors for Troubled Debt Restructurings, does not trigger a redetermination. 

Note:  An enterprise cannot elect to reconsider at times other than those provided in paragraph 15.  However, see 
Q&A 15-3 for guidance on a circumstance that would cause a reconsideration of the primary beneficiary, but is not 
identified specifically in paragraph 15. 

Example 

Enterprise A, Enterprise B, and Enterprise C are unrelated to each other.  Each invests $1 million to acquire a one-third 
share of the interests in a VIE (Entity 1).  There are no other variable interest holders.  At inception, it was determined 
there is no primary beneficiary, because no single party absorbs the majority of the expected losses or expected 
residual returns of Entity 1.  At a later date, Enterprise A acquires Enterprise B's entire interest in Entity 1 in a single 
transaction.  The acquisition of Enterprise B's interest by Enterprise A would require Enterprise A to reconsider 
whether it is the primary beneficiary of Entity 1.  Enterprise C is not affected by the transaction; therefore, Enterprise 
C would not be required to reconsider whether it is the primary beneficiary of Entity 1.   

 

15-2:  Whether Amending an Entity's Governing Documents to Incorporate the Ability to Remove 
a Decision Maker Is a Paragraph 15 Reconsideration Event  

Paragraph 5(b)(1) of Interpretation 46(R) states that in order not to be deemed a VIE, the holders of equity investment 
at risk, as a group, must have the direct or indirect ability "to make decisions about an entity's activities that have a 
significant effect on the success of the entity."  Many entities will be deemed a VIE because a service provider that is a 
decision maker (e.g., a collateral manager as discussed in Q&A 5(b)(1)-1) cannot be removed by the equity holders.  
That is, the group holding the equity at risk does not have the ability to remove the decision maker through 
substantive kick-out rights as defined in paragraph B20 of Interpretation 46(R).  Without substantive kick-out rights, 
the equity at risk holders cannot make significant decisions about the activities of the entity, which causes the entity 
to be deemed a VIE under paragraph 5(b)(1).  Also, as a result of the lack of substantive kick-out rights, the decision 
maker is deemed to hold a variable interest in the entity. 

Question 

Does the amendment of an entity's governing documents to incorporate the ability to remove a decision maker 
trigger a reconsideration of whether the enterprise is the primary beneficiary of the entity under paragraph 15 of 
Interpretation 46(R) and/or whether the entity is a VIE under paragraph 7 of Interpretation 46(R)? 
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Answer 

If an entity amends its governing documents to incorporate the ability to remove a decision maker (i.e., substantive 
kick-out rights) resulting in the decision maker no longer holding a variable interest, the amendment is a 
reconsideration event under paragraph 15 that requires a reconsideration of which party is the primary beneficiary 
(i.e., consolidator of the VIE).  (Note:  In determining whether a decision maker is a variable interest holder, all of the 
characteristics of paragraph B19 of Interpretation 46(R) should be considered.)  An amendment to the governing 
documents to add substantive kick-out rights triggers a reconsideration event only if the contractual arrangements 
have been changed in a manner that reallocates between the primary beneficiary and unrelated parties the obligation 
to absorb the expected losses and the right to receive the expected residual returns of the VIE.  This reallocation 
occurs if the decision maker (as a variable interest holder) previously was allocated expected losses and expected 
residual returns; but after the amendment, the decision maker would no longer be allocated any expected losses or 
expected residual returns. 

Also, the addition of substantive kick-out rights to the agreement results in a reconsideration under paragraph 7 of 
whether the entity is a VIE.  Paragraph 7(a) indicates that the amendment is a reconsideration event because it is a 
change in the governing documents that results in a change in the characteristics of the entity's equity investment at 
risk.  That is, the equity holders now have the ability to make decisions about an entity's activities that have a 
significant effect on the success of the entity, as required by paragraph 5(b)(1).   

 

15-3:  Evaluating Reconsideration Events When There Is No Primary Beneficiary of the Entity  

Paragraph 15 of Interpretation 46(R) states, in part, "An enterprise with an interest in a variable interest entity shall 
reconsider whether it is the primary beneficiary of the entity if the entity's governing documents or contractual 
arrangements are changed in a manner that reallocates between the existing primary beneficiary and other 
unrelated parties (a) the obligation to absorb the expected losses of the entity or (b) the right to receive the expected 
residual returns of the variable interest entity."  [Emphasis added] 

Because this provision includes the phrase "existing primary beneficiary," readers of Interpretation 46(R) question 
whether it only is to be applied when there is an existing primary beneficiary. 

Question 

Assume a variable interest entity (VIE) has no primary beneficiary upon initial assessment.  Subsequently, an event 
occurs that changes the entity's governing documents, or contractual arrangements, in a manner that reallocates the 
expected losses among the variable interest holders.  Does the occurrence of the event require the variable interest 
holders to reconsider the VIE's primary beneficiary under paragraph 15? 

Answer 

Yes.  Such an event requires reconsideration of the VIE's primary beneficiary despite the lack of a primary beneficiary 
at initial assessment.  However, reconsideration is not permitted or required when an event, other than the types 
listed in paragraph 15, occurs that reallocates expected losses among the variable interest holders.  That is, the 
occurrence of the type of event listed in paragraph 15 is a requirement causing reconsideration of the primary 
beneficiary. 

Example 1 

The variable interest holders in VIE X (X) absorb expected losses and expected residual returns at the inception of X as 
follows: 

• A single equity holder absorbs 45 percent. 

• A single subordinated debt holder absorbs 35 percent. 
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• Another senior debt holder absorbs 20 percent. 

As a result, no variable interest holder (or related party group) absorbs a majority of the expected losses or expected 
residual returns.  Assume X pays off the senior debt.  This causes a change to the contractual arrangements of the 
entity because the senior debt contract no longer exists.  In addition, the change reallocates the expected losses of the 
entity between the continuing variable interest holders.  Therefore, the payoff of the senior debt is a reconsideration 
event that requires the equity holder and subordinated debt holder to reassess whether they are the primary 
beneficiary of X on the date of reconsideration. 

Note:  In addition, issuance of debt is also a change in contractual arrangements that may reallocate expected losses, 
and should be treated as a reconsideration event.  

Example 2 

Assume the same facts as Example 1 except, instead of paying off the debt entirely, X makes a principal payment 
prior to its scheduled due date.  The senior debt contract allows for early payment of principal.  The early principal 
payment is not a reconsideration event because there has been no change to the entity's governing documents or 
contractual arrangements.  

 

15-4:  Reconsideration of Primary Beneficiary Upon Expiration of a Guarantee  

VIE X was formed with equity contributions from Investors A and B.  VIE X financed the acquisition of its assets 
through a loan from Bank C (subordinated debt — five-year term loan).  Investor A has provided a guarantee of the 
debt obligation of VIE X to Bank C.  By virtue of Investor A's guarantee on the subordinated debt, combined with its 
other variable interests in VIE X, Investor A was deemed to be the primary beneficiary of VIE X.  The term of the 
guarantee is for a period of three years. 

Question 

Would the expiration of the Investor A's guarantee after Year 3 be considered a reconsideration event under 
paragraph 15 of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

Yes.  Paragraph 15 of Interpretation 46(R) states, in part: 

An enterprise with an interest in a variable interest entity shall reconsider whether it is the 
primary beneficiary of the entity if the entity's governing documents or contractual 
arrangements are changed in a manner that reallocates between the existing 
primary beneficiary and other unrelated parties (a) the obligation to absorb the 
expected losses of the variable interest entity or (b) the right to receive the expected 
residual returns of the variable interest entity.  [Emphasis added] 

Due to the expiration of the guarantee (i.e., a change in a contractual arrangement), expected losses are reallocated 
from Investor A to other unrelated parties.  Investor A will no longer have the obligation to absorb the expected losses 
associated with the potential default on the subordinated debt.  Bank C will now absorb that variability.  As such, 
Investor A should reconsider whether it continues to be the primary beneficiary of VIE X and Bank C should reconsider 
whether it becomes the primary beneficiary of VIE X.   
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Related Parties 

16. For purposes of determining whether it is the primary beneficiary of a variable interest entity, an 
enterprise with a variable interest shall treat variable interests in that same entity held by its related 
parties as its own interests.  For purposes of this Interpretation, the term related parties includes those 
parties identified in FASB Statement No. 57, Related Party Disclosures, and certain other parties that are 
acting as de facto agents or de facto principals of the variable interest holder.  The following are 
considered to be de facto agents of an enterprise: 

a. A party that cannot finance its operations without subordinated financial support from the 
enterprise, for example, another variable interest entity of which the enterprise is the primary 
beneficiary 

b. A party that received its interests as a contribution or a loan from the enterprise 

c. An officer, employee, or member of the governing board of the enterprise 

d. A party that has (1) an agreement that it cannot sell, transfer, or encumber its interests in the 
entity without the prior approval of the enterprise or (2) a close business relationship like the 
relationship between a professional service provider and one of its significant clients.  The right 
of prior approval creates a de facto agency relationship only if that right could constrain the 
other party's ability to manage the economic risks or realize the economic rewards from its 
interests in a variable interest entity through the sale, transfer, or encumbrance of those 
interests. 

17. If two or more related parties (including the de facto agents described in paragraph 16) hold variable 
interests in the same variable interest entity, and the aggregate variable interest held by those parties 
would, if held by a single party, identify that party as the primary beneficiary, then the party, within the 
related party group, that is most closely associated with the variable interest entity is the primary 
beneficiary.  The determination of which party within the related party group is most closely associated 
with the variable interest entity requires judgment and shall be based on an analysis of all relevant facts 
and circumstances, including: 

a. The existence of a principal-agency relationship between parties within the related party group 

b. The relationship and significance of the activities of the variable interest entity to the various 
parties within the related party group 

c. A party's exposure to the expected losses of the variable interest entity 

d. The design of the variable interest entity. 
 

16-1:  Factors to Consider in Determining Whether a Relationship Represents a De Facto Agency  

Paragraph 16 of Interpretation 46(R) states that "an enterprise with a variable interest shall treat variable interests in 
that same entity held by its related parties [and de facto agents] as its own interests" for the purpose of determining 
the primary beneficiary. 

Question 

What are some factors to consider in applying this guidance? 
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Answer 

Interpretation 46(R) defines related parties as those "identified in FASB Statement No. 57, Related Party Disclosures, 
and certain other parties that are acting [in a "de facto agency" capacity with] . . . the variable interest holder." 

Related parties within Statement 57 are as follows: 

• Affiliates. 

• Parent company and subsidiaries. 

• Subsidiaries of a common parent. 

• Entities for which investments are accounted for by the equity method. 

• Trusts for the benefit of employees that are managed or under the trusteeship of management. 

• Principal owners. 

• Management. 

• Directors. 

• Members of the immediate families of the principal owners of the enterprise and its management. 

• Other parties that control or significantly influence the management or operating policies of the others to 
an extent that one of the transacting parties may be prevented from fully pursuing its own separate 
interests. 

• Another party that can significantly influence the management or operating policies of the transacting 
parties and can significantly influence the others to an extent that one or more of the transacting parties 
might be prevented from fully pursuing its own separate interests. 

Additional related parties, as defined by Interpretation 46(R), include certain other parties acting in a "de facto 
agency" with the variable interest holder.  The following are considered to be de facto agents: 

• "A party that cannot finance its operations without subordinated financial support from the enterprise, 
for example, another variable interest entity of which the enterprise is the primary beneficiary." 

• "A party that received its interests as a contribution or loan from the enterprise." 

• "An officer, employee, or member of the governing board of the enterprise." 

• A party that has "an agreement that it cannot sell, transfer, or encumber its interests in the entity 
without the prior approval of the enterprise . . . the right of prior approval creates a de facto agency 
relationship only if that right could constrain the other party's ability to manage the economic risks or 
realize the economic rewards from its interests in a variable interest entity through the sale, transfer, or 
encumbrance of those interests" (see Q&A 16(d)-1). 

• A party that has "a close business relationship like the relationship between a professional service 
provider and one of its significant clients." 

Identifying related parties will require judgment based on the facts and circumstances.  In addition to the guidance in 
paragraphs 16 and D40–D44 of Interpretation 46(R), the SEC staff has indicated in informal discussions that EITF Issue 
No. 96-19, "Debtor's Accounting for a Modification or Exchange of Debt Instruments," and EITF Issue No. 99-19, 
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"Reporting Revenue Gross as a Principal Versus Net as an Agent," provide factors to consider in evaluating an agency 
relationship.  In these informal discussions, the SEC staff concluded that the principal in an agency relationship should 
consolidate a variable interest entity based on specific facts and circumstances.  However, certain agency-like 
relationships are not addressed expressly in Interpretation 46(R) (because the principal has no direct interest in the 
VIE).  In such instances, the determination that an enterprise is an agent — and hence does not apply Interpretation 
46(R) — requires careful analysis and contemporaneous documentation of the reasons for the conclusion that the 
enterprise is an agent. 

Example 

Two parties enter into a joint venture for 20 years.  The entity does not meet the scope exception in paragraph 4(h) 
and is determined to be a VIE.  The joint venture partners have entered into a five-year lock-up agreement whereby 
neither party is permitted to sell, transfer, or encumber its interest in the joint venture without the written consent of 
the other party.  As a result, the two parties are considered related parties (i.e., de facto agents) for the term of the 
lock-up period, in accordance with paragraph 16(d).   

 

16-2:  Aggregation of Variable Interests When the Enterprise Does Not Hold a Variable Interest 
Directly in the Entity  

Question  

Should an enterprise that does not hold a variable interest directly in a VIE consider variable interests held by its 
related parties as that term is used in paragraph 16 of Interpretation 46(R), as its own? 

Answer 

Generally, no.  Aggregation of an enterprise's variable interests is only required when the enterprise holds a variable 
interest.  Paragraph 16 specifically states, in part, "for purposes of determining whether it is the primary beneficiary of 
a variable interest entity, an enterprise with a variable interest shall treat variable interests in that same entity held 
by its related parties as its own interests." [Emphasis added]  There is no additional requirement for enterprises 
without variable interests to treat related party interests as their own for purposes of preparing separate financial 
statements of the enterprise that neither holds any interest nor includes the assets and liabilities of the related party in 
its financial statements. 

However, it may not always be apparent whether an enterprise holds a variable interest because an enterprise may 
not have a direct contractual interest in the entity, but instead may be implicitly exposed to the entity's expected 
losses or expected residual returns.  All arrangements (whether explicit or implicit) between parties should be 
evaluated with a high degree of scrutiny to determine whether a variable interest exists when it is apparent that (1) an 
enterprise's related parties have entered into transactions on behalf of the enterprise, and (2) the related enterprise, 
otherwise, would have consolidated the VIE if it was determined that it had a direct or explicit variable interest in the 
entity.  See Q&A 2(c)-1.6 for further discussion related to an operating lease with a related party with an implicit 
guarantee and Q&A 2(c)-1.4 for a principal/agent relationship. 

Example 

VIE 1 was formed by issuing an equity instrument to Enterprise 1 and a debt instrument to Enterprise 2.  Enterprise 3, 
a related party of Enterprise 1, provided a loan to Enterprise 1 to purchase the interest, but Enterprise 3 does not have 
an interest directly in VIE 1 nor does it limit Enterprise 1's exposure to expected losses or expected residual returns.  
Enterprise 3, generally, does not have to consider (for purpose of preparing financial statements as described above) 
whether it would need to consolidate VIE 1 because it does not hold a direct variable interest in that entity.  However, 
Enterprise 3 holds a variable interest in Enterprise 1 via its related party loan and it may need to consider whether 
Enterprise 1 is a VIE.  Further, whether or not Enterprise 1 is considered a VIE, if the terms of the loan are such that 
Enterprise 1 is acting as an agent for Enterprise 3 (e.g., a non-recourse participating loan for which Enterprise 3 
essentially is receiving all of the risks and rewards of Enterprise 1's interest in VIE 1), Enterprise 3 may be deemed to 
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have an implicit variable interest in VIE 1 (see Q&As 2(c)-1.4 and 2(c)-1.6).  See Q&A 16-1, Issue 96-19, and Issue No. 
99-19 for further guidance on determining whether a principal/agency relationship exists.   

 

16-3:  Related Parties — Impact of an Enterprise's Pension Plan  

Enterprise A has a variable interest in VIE X.  In addition, Enterprises A's defined benefit pension plan has an 
investment in VIE X. 

Question 

In determining whether Enterprise A is the primary beneficiary of VIE X, should Enterprise A consider the investment 
in VIE X held by its pension plan as its own interest? 

Answer 

Yes.  Paragraph 16 of Interpretation 46(R) requires that an enterprise with a variable interest shall treat variable 
interests in that same entity held by its related parties as its own interest.  Enterprise A and its pension plan are 
considered related parties under Statement 57.  Specifically, paragraph 1 of Statement 57 provides various examples 
of related party transactions including transactions between "an enterprise and trusts for the benefit of employees, 
such as pension and profit-sharing trusts that are managed by or under the trusteeship of the enterprise's 
management."  Additionally, the pension plan would be considered a de facto agent of Enterprise A because the 
pension plan is funded by Enterprise A.  Accordingly, Enterprise A should combine its interests with the interests of its 
pension plan for purposes of evaluating whether it is the primary beneficiary of VIE X. 

Typically when related party relationships exist in Interpretation 46(R) and the related party group is determined to be 
the primary beneficiary, further analysis under paragraph 17 of Interpretation 46(R) is required to determine which of 
the parties in the related party group is most closely associated with the VIE (that party being the party that will 
ultimately consolidate the VIE);  however, when the related party group is composed of an employer sponsor 
(Enterprise A) and its pension plan, such an evaluation is not necessary.  In such cases, Enterprise A would be 
considered the party most closely associated with VIE X, and therefore the primary beneficiary of VIE X, because of 
the following factors: 

1. The existence of a principal-agency relationship between Enterprise A (acts as principal) and the pension 
plan (acts as agent) because the pension plan's interest in VIE X is funded by Enterprise A. 

2. The relationship and significance of the activities of VIE X (i.e., the investments in VIE X held by the 
pension plan) are on behalf of the employees of Enterprise A. 

3. Any variability in VIE X that is absorbed by the pension plan is ultimately absorbed by Enterprise A 
because the variability absorbed by the pension plan will either increase or decrease the amounts 
required to be funded by Enterprise A. 

It would not be appropriate for the pension plan to analyze its interest in VIE X under paragraph 17 of Interpretation 
46(R), since pension plans are not within the Interpretation's scope (see Q&A 4(b)-1).  Additionally, it would not be 
appropriate for an enterprise to circumvent the provisions of Interpretation 46(R) and avoid consolidation of a VIE by 
merely structuring a transaction to have its pension plan hold the variable interests in the VIE.  The substance of an 
arrangement must be carefully evaluated.   
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16(b)-1:  De Facto Agency Relationship When Receiving Only Part of an Interest as a Loan or 
Contribution From Another Enterprise  

Paragraph 16(b) of Interpretation 46(R) states that "A party that received its interests as a contribution or a loan from 
the enterprise" is considered to be a de facto agent of the enterprise. 

Question 

If a party received only a portion of its interest as a loan or contribution from an enterprise, is the party considered a 
de facto agent of the enterprise under paragraph 16(b)? 

Answer 

Yes.  A de facto relationship is created by a loan or contribution of a portion of an interest.  For purposes of 
aggregating variable interests within a related party group under paragraph 16, the entire interest would be 
combined, not just the portion that was loaned or contributed, to determine whether the aggregate variable interests 
of the related party group, if held by a single party, would identify that party as the primary beneficiary. 

Example 

Enterprises A, B, and C have formed an entity that will manufacture products to be sold to the general public.  Each 
enterprise will contribute $20 million for one third of the equity of the entity.  Enterprise A loaned B $11 million to 
acquire its interest in the entity.  Even though B obtained only part of its interest in the entity using the proceeds of a 
loan from A, B is considered a de facto agent of A.  Therefore, if the entity is a variable interest entity (VIE), the $20 
million A and B each contributed would be combined to determine whether their aggregate variable interests, if held 
by a single party, would identify that party as the primary beneficiary.  If so, either A or B must consolidate the VIE 
under the guidance in paragraph 17 of Interpretation 46(R).   

 

16(b)-2:  Related Party Determination — Interests Received as a Loan  

Paragraph 16 of Interpretation 46(R) requires an enterprise to aggregate its variable interests with its related parties' 
variable interests when determining the primary beneficiary of a VIE.  Interpretation 46(R) defines related parties as 
"those parties identified in FASB Statement No. 57, Related Party Disclosures, and certain other parties that are acting 
as de facto agents or de facto principals of the variable interest holder."  [Emphasis added]  Paragraph 16(b) states 
"A party that received its interests as a contribution or a loan from the enterprise" is considered to be a de facto 
agent of an enterprise. 

Question 

Do circumstances ever arise where two enterprises need not consider themselves to be related parties when one of 
the enterprises has received its interest as a loan from the other enterprise? 

Answer 

Yes, in limited circumstances.  A careful examination of the facts and circumstances associated with a loan between 
two variable interest holders is required when determining whether the parties are related parties as defined by 
Interpretation 46(R). 

Paragraph D41 of Interpretation 46(R) states in part that the purpose of paragraph 16 is as follows: 

An enterprise and its affiliates, managers, agents, and other related parties may work as a 
group to establish and manage a variable interest entity even if no single party in the group 
meets the conditions in paragraph 14 of this Interpretation.  Paragraph 16 includes a 
provision intended to prevent a variable interest holder from avoiding consolidation 
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of a variable interest entity by arranging to protect its interest or indirectly expand its 
holdings through other parties.  [Emphasis added] 

The FASB staff has indicated that if loans between variable interest holders are not made for the purpose that the 
provision in paragraph 16 is intended to prevent (as described in paragraph D41), the parties may not be considered 
de facto agents (by virtue of the lent interest).  All factors should be considered.  For example, the following set of 
factors generally would indicate that the existence of a loan between two variable interest holders does not create a 
related party relationship under paragraph 16: 

• The creditor does not control and is not able to significantly influence the debtor. 

• The debtor receives the full benefits and obligations associated with its financed interest.  The debtor's 
rights associated with its interest are not affected in any manner by the fact that the financing was 
provided by another variable interest holder. 

• The debtor was not required to obtain its financing from the creditor.  That is, the debtor has the right 
to obtain its interest in a manner of its choosing (i.e., paying cash or financing the interest with any party 
it chooses). 

• The loan is originated in the normal course of business as an arms-length commercial transaction.  
Consideration must be given to whether the loan was provided at market rates, similar to rates for similar 
types of transactions. 

• The lender has full recourse to the debtor's assets, the creditor's ability to repay the loan is not 
dependent on the performance of the interest lent, and the creditor is able to pursue any remedy 
available by law. 

• The creditor has the right to sell, pledge, or hold the loan. 

• The debtor has the right to sell or hold the financed interest.  Restrictions placed on the financed interest 
should be considered in a manner similar to the analysis required by paragraph 16(d)(1). 

Example 

Enterprise A develops and acquires a timeshare membership association.  Enterprise A transfers timeshare properties 
to Entity B (a VIE), established by Enterprise A.  In return for the transferred properties, Enterprise A receives vacation 
credits from Entity B.  Entity B was established for the benefit of the vacation credit owners to care for, own, lease, 
maintain, operate, and manage the properties transferred by Enterprise A.  Enterprise A is granted the exclusive right 
to sell the vacation credits and retain the proceeds, and will, in-turn, sell the vacation credits to individual customers.  
The vacation credits represent variable interest in Entity B. 

Individual customers, which are otherwise unrelated to Enterprise A, can purchase vacation credits from Enterprise A 
by (1) paying cash outright, (2) paying cash financed from independent third-parties, or alternatively, (3) obtaining 
financing from Enterprise A for a portion of the price of vacation credits.  The terms of any financing from Enterprise 
A follows: 

• Timeshare owners have the same rights and obligation, with respect to their interest in Entity B, as 
owners that do not obtain financing from Enterprise A, including the right to hold or sell its interest. 

• Loans are originated at market rates. 

• Enterprise A has full recourse provisions in the event of default. 

• Enterprise A has the right to sell or hold the loans. 
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Based on these facts and circumstances, it appears that the purpose and intent of paragraph 16 has not been met.  
That is, Enterprise A did not create Entity B to avoid consolidation; the purpose of the loan is not to protect anyone's 
interest or indirectly expand their holdings.  Entity B, instead, provides a legal entity under which the joint owners can 
care for, own, lease, maintain, operate, and manage the properties.  Therefore, the individual timeshare owners 
would not be considered a related party of Enterprise A in the determination of which party, if any, is the primary 
beneficiary of Entity B.   

 

16(d)-1:  Considering Whether Restrictions on an Enterprise's Ability to Sell, Transfer, or 
Encumber Its Interests in a Variable Interest Entity Constitute Constraint  

Interpretation 46(R) defined a new term, "de facto agent," to be considered as a related party in analyzing whether 
an enterprise is the primary beneficiary of a VIE.  If an enterprise is deemed to have a de facto agency relationship 
with another variable interest holder, the enterprise must aggregate the variable interests to determine if, in the 
aggregate, the interests would absorb a majority of the expected losses, receive a majority of the expected residual 
returns, or both. 

Paragraph 16(d)(1) of Interpretation 46(R) states that a de facto agency is present when a party has "an agreement 
that it cannot sell, transfer, or encumber its interests in the entity without the prior approval of the enterprise," only if 
such approval prevents the other party's ability to manage their economic interest in the VIE. 

Question 

What are some factors to consider in determining whether a restriction on an enterprise's ability to sell, transfer, or 
encumber its interests in a variable interest entity constrains that party's ability to manage the economic risks or 
realize the economic rewards from its interests in the VIE? 

Answer 

Paragraph D43 of Interpretation 46(R) explains that the analysis of whether this type of restriction on sale or transfer 
constrains another party is a matter of judgment and depends on the facts and circumstances.  A restriction does not 
always constitute constraint and create a de facto agency relationship.  Some factors to consider may be, but are not 
limited to, the following: 

• Generally, a phrase such as "without prior approval which cannot be unreasonably withheld" within a 
contractual agreement indicates that a variable interest holder is not constrained from managing the 
economic risks or realizing the economic rewards from its interest.  Conversely, a de facto agency 
relationship is presumed if such language is absent from contractual agreements or if the agreements 
only cite narrow specific circumstances that would not be atypically encountered under which approval 
cannot be unreasonably withheld. 

• Paragraph D43 of Interpretation 46(R) indicates that "if a party has the ability to realize the economic 
benefits of its interest by selling that interest without the enterprise's prior approval," the party would 
not be constrained "even if the enterprise's prior approval is required for all other transfers or 
encumbrances of that interest." 

• Paragraph D43 of Interpretation 46(R) cites the following example in which a restricted party is not 
constrained; "if the right of prior approval is designed solely to prevent transfer of the interest to a 
competitor or less creditworthy, or otherwise less qualified, holder, and such parties are not the only 
potential purchasers of that interest." 

• Paragraph D44 of Interpretation 46(R) clarifies that a party that cannot sell, transfer, or encumber its 
interest, but can manage the risk of owning the interest by hedging that risk is constrained.  
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Example 1 

Enterprise X holds a $1,000,000 interest in VIE 1.  Enterprise Y, another holder of an interest in VIE 1 must approve all 
sales and transfers of Enterprise X's interest.  Enterprise X otherwise may encumber its interest in VIE 1 without the 
approval of Enterprise Y; however, financial institutions will only loan $300,000 to Enterprise X using its $1,000,000 
interest as collateral.  Thus, Enterprise X is able to manage only a portion of its risk by encumbering its interest.  
Because Enterprise X cannot realize, by encumbrance, all or most of the cash inflows that are the primary economic 
benefits of its interest, Enterprise X is constrained and is deemed to have a de-facto agency relationship with 
Enterprise Y. 

Example 2 

Assume the same facts as Example 1.  Enterprise X enters into a total return swap with an unrelated third party, 
Banker 1, to economically hedge its variable interest.  Under the total return swap, Enterprise X will receive cash equal 
to substantially all of the benefits encompassed in its variable interest during the term of the swap.  The terms of the 
swap are such that Enterprise X is not acting as an agent for Banker 1.  Although Enterprise X has managed its risk of 
ownership in VIE 1, Enterprise X is constrained (because a total return swap is not a sale, transfer or encumbrance) 
and is deemed to have a de facto agency relationship with Enterprise Y in accordance with paragraph D44 of 
Interpretation 46(R). 

Example 3 

Assume the same facts as Example 1 except that VIE 1 is a franchise (that does not meet the paragraph 4(h) of 
Interpretation 46(R) scope exception), and the franchise agreement provides that the franchisor must approve any 
prospective purchasers of the franchisee's interest in order to prevent sales to competitors, less creditworthy 
purchasers, or purchasers who do not intend to maintain the franchise at the existing level of quality.  There are 
several other potential purchasers who would qualify.  The franchisee is not considered constrained under paragraph 
16(d)(1) because it can still manage its economic interest in VIE 1 through sale and transfer (i.e., the restriction is only 
on the sale to a nonqualified investor and there are other qualified investors who could purchase the interest).   

 

16(d)-2:  The Effect of a Put Option on a De Facto Agency Relationship  

Enterprise B (B) and Enterprise C (C) each hold equity interests in a VIE.  Enterprise B is restricted from selling, 
transferring, or encumbering its interests in the VIE without the prior approval of Enterprise C.  Furthermore, B holds 
an option that allows it to put its equity interest to C. 

Question 

Does the existence of the put option affect whether B has a de facto agency relationship with C as described in 
paragraph 16(d)(1) of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

It depends.  In certain situations, the existence of a put option could affect whether there is a de facto agency 
relationship under Interpretation 46(R). 

As discussed in paragraph D42 of Interpretation 46(R), the Board believes that "an enterprise that can restrict, 
through approval rights, the sale, transfer, or encumbrance of another party's interests in a variable interest entity 
may effectively control the economic risks and rewards of those interests.  Those rights suggest that the restricted 
party is acting as an agent. . . . The right of prior approval creates a de facto agency relationship under paragraph 
16(d)(1) if the right could constrain the party's ability to manage the economic risks or realize the economic rewards 
from its interests in a variable interest entity." 

The existence of a fair value put option that is currently exercisable for 100 percent of the interest held and with no 
restrictions may be sufficient to allow the enterprise holding the put option to manage the economic risks or realize 
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the economic rewards from its interests in a VIE.  However, all facts and circumstances should be evaluated to 
determine whether a put option would affect whether a de facto agency relationship exists.  For example, fair value 
should be based on an independent valuation at the exercise date rather than on a predetermined formula that is not 
updated to reflect current market conditions.  Conversely, if the exercise price of the put option is fixed36 or at other 
than fair value, the de facto agency relationship cannot be overcome.   

 

17-1:  Determining Which Party in a Related-Party Group Is Most Closely Associated With a 
Variable Interest Entity  

Paragraph 17 of Interpretation 46(R) states, in part, the following: 

If two or more related parties (including the de facto agents described in paragraph 16) hold 
variable interests in the same variable interest entity, and the aggregate variable interest held 
by those parties would, if held by a single party, identify that party as the primary beneficiary, 
then the party, within the related party group, that is most closely associated with the 
variable interest entity is the primary beneficiary. 

Question 

How does an enterprise determine which party in a related-party group is most closely associated with a VIE? 

Answer 

An enterprise must consider all facts and circumstances regarding a VIE in making this determination.  Paragraph D49 
of Interpretation 46(R) explains that no single factor is determinative and that an enterprise must use judgment when 
evaluating such factors as "the nature of the relationships between, and activities of, the parties involved."  
Consequently, whereas in the absence of a related-party relationship, the Interpretation 46(R) model relies on the 
expected loss allocation for determination of the primary beneficiary, when a related-party relationship exists, an 
enterprise must consider additional qualitative factors when determining the primary beneficiary under paragraph 17 
of the Interpretation. 

Paragraph 17 cites four factors to evaluate.  Each factor should be evaluated individually to identify the extent to 
which one or more factors point toward a particular party.  The factors should also be evaluated as a whole to 
determine which party, on balance, is most closely associated with the entity.  For any given set of facts and 
circumstances, the relative weighting of each factor will most likely differ.  However, it is important to recognize that 
the overall determination is which related party "is most closely associated with the variable interest entity" as a 
whole; therefore, a comprehensive assessment of the relationship and significance of the activities of the entity 
(paragraph 17(b)) and the overall design of the entity (paragraph 17(d)) to each of the related parties (not just as they 
relate to the reporting enterprise making the assessment) is paramount to the exercise of judgments made under 
paragraph 17. 

 
36  A fixed-price put option purchased from a party related to the entity is economically equivalent to a loan received from another party involved 

with the entity, as described under paragraph 5(a)(4) of Interpretation 46(R).  In this instance, equity equal to the amount of the fixed-price put 
option would not be considered "equity at risk."  See Q&A 5(a)(1)-4. 
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The following table discusses the four factors:  

 

Factor  Comments  

1.  The existence of a principal-agency relationship 
between parties within the related-party group 

The existence of a principal-agency relationship between parties 
typically indicates that the principal in the relationship is most closely 
associated with a VIE when this factor is considered under paragraph 
17.  Assessing the relationship between related parties includes 
consideration of (1) whether a de facto agency relationship as 
described by paragraph 16 of Interpretation 46(R) results in a 
principal-agency relationship and (2) the guidance in Issue 96-19 and 
Issue 99-19 to determine whether, by analogy, a principal-agency 
relationship exists. 

2.  The relationship and significance of the 
activities of the VIE to the various parties within 
the related-party group 

This analysis should consider all of the significant activities conducted 
by the entity, the extent to which one or both parties have an active 
role in conducting those activities, and the relative importance of the 
activities of the entity to each party.  In assessing the importance of 
the entity's activities to each party, an enterprise should consider 
factors such as supply arrangements, purchase arrangements, and 
other material contracts. 

3.  A party's exposure to the expected losses of the 
VIE 

Analysis of this factor typically requires a quantitative assessment of 
each party's relative exposure on the basis of the allocation of the 
entity's expected losses under paragraph 14 of Interpretation 46(R) 
(see Q&A 14-2.)  Sometimes it is also possible to determine 
qualitatively that one of the parties in a related-party group has 
greater exposure to expected losses. 

4.  The design of the VIE One important consideration to assessing this factor is contemplation 
of the design of the entity, including the nature and reasoning 
behind the formation of the entity at inception or at the latest 
reconsideration date.  Factors such as the business or economic 
purpose of the entity, the role played by each of the parties in the 
design or redesign of the entity, the level of ongoing involvement in 
the entity's financial and operating activities and decision making, 
and the entity's capital structure and levels of financial support 
should be considered.   

  

At the 2004 AICPA National Conference on Current SEC and PCAOB Developments, the SEC staff stated: 

It is important to read the words in paragraph 17 plainly.  Paragraph 17 requires an overall 
assessment of which party is the most closely associated with the entity.  When considering 
questions under paragraph 17, the staff considers all the factors in paragraph 17 and any 
other factors that may be relevant in making this overall assessment.  We do not view 
paragraph 17 to be a matter of checking the boxes for the four factors listed and adding up 
who has the most boxes checked.  Instead we look at all relevant factors in their entirety 
considering the facts and circumstances involved.  We have also been asked whether any of 
the factors in paragraph 17 carry more weight than any others or whether any of the factors 
in paragraph 17 are determinative.  There is no general answer to this question.  Instead, the 
facts and circumstances of the situation should be considered to determine whether one 
factor or another is more important. 

An important element of concluding which party in a related-party group should consolidate a VIE is dependent on 
the relative weighting of each indicator.  Factors should be weighted on the basis of individual facts and 
circumstances.  Although no factor in paragraph 17 is determinative, more relative weighting of one factor may be 
required depending on the nature of the transaction and the related-party relationship. 
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For example, consider a scenario in which no one party within the related-party group controls another party within 
that group.  In the analysis of the four factors in paragraph 17, there is no principal-agency relationship within the 
related-party group, and neither the design of the VIE nor the relationships between the VIE and the related-party 
group conclusively demonstrate which party is most closely associated with the VIE (that is, the facts and 
circumstances associated with the factors in 17(a), (b), and (d) are not conclusive individually or in the aggregate). 

In this scenario, a party's exposure to expected losses (factor (c) of paragraph 17) may be the most significant factor 
to consider in identifying the primary beneficiary (note that more weighting would not be given to condition (c) of 
paragraph 17 when one party controls another party within the related-party group, since the controlling party has 
the ability to dictate expected losses to the controlled party).  Consideration should always be given to arrangements 
(explicit or implicit) between parties within the related-party group or any single party within the related-party group 
and the VIE. 

Example 1 

Enterprises A and B are related parties not under common control, and each made an equity investment in VIE X.  
There are no other variable interest holders or arrangements between Enterprise A or B and VIE X.  Expected losses 
were allocated as follows: 

Enterprise A — 90 percent 

Enterprise B — 10 percent 

The aggregate variable interests of Enterprises A and B would, if held by a single party, identify that party as the 
primary beneficiary.  In a paragraph 17 analysis, assume that conditions (a), (b), and (d) do not indicate which 
enterprise is most closely associated with VIE X because there is no apparent principal-agency relationship, the 
activities of the entity have roughly equal significance to both Enterprise A and Enterprise B, and both parties were 
equally involved in the design of VIE X. 

Given the nature of the transaction, it would probably be appropriate to give more relative weighting to condition (c), 
a party's exposure to expected losses, because no other factor in paragraph 17 points toward a particular party.  
Because Enterprise A absorbs a majority of an entity's expected losses, in this example it may be reasonable to 
conclude that Enterprise A is the primary beneficiary of VIE X. 

Example 2 

Enterprises A and B are related parties not under common control.  They each made equity investments of $40 and 
$60, respectively, in VIE X.  There are no other variable interest holders.  At inception, Enterprise A entered into a 
supply agreement with VIE X to purchase 100 percent of the output of VIE X.  There are no other arrangements 
between Enterprises A and B and VIE X.  Expected losses were allocated as follows: 

Enterprise A — 52 percent 

Enterprise B — 48 percent 

In this example, Enterprise A entered into a contractual arrangement with VIE X to purchase 100 percent of the 
output of VIE X.  The contractual arrangement would be an important consideration in Enterprise A's evaluation of 
the factors associated with the activities (paragraph 17(b)) and design of the entity (paragraph 17(d)), and individually, 
those factors may point toward Enterprise A as the primary beneficiary.  Enterprise A also absorbs the majority of the 
entity's expected losses.  Although Enterprise A must also assess the factors in paragraphs 17(a)–(d) with respect to 
Enterprise B, in this example, consideration of all the factors seems to indicate that Enterprise A is most closely 
associated with VIE X, and it may be reasonable to conclude that Enterprise A would be considered the primary 
beneficiary.   
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17-2:  Consideration of the Factors in Issue 04-5 When Determining Which Related Party Is Most 
Closely Associated  

A partnership agreement may restrict a limited partner's ability to sell, transfer, or encumber the interests in a 
partnership without the approval of the general partner (GP).  According to paragraph 16(d)(1) of Interpretation 
46(R), this creates a de facto agency relationship between the GP and limited partner, thereby creating a related-party 
group. 

Paragraph 17 of Interpretation 46(R) discusses how to determine the primary beneficiary in a VIE when related  
parties . . . hold interests in the same entity.  "If two or more related parties hold variable interests in the same 
variable interest entity, and the aggregate variable interest held by those parties would, if held by a single party, 
identify that party as the primary beneficiary, then the party, within the related-party group, that is most closely 
associated with the variable interest entity is the primary beneficiary." 

EITF Issue No. 04-5, "Determining Whether a General Partner, or the General Partners as a Group, Controls a Limited 
Partnership or Similar Entity When the Limited Partners Have Certain Rights," provides guidance modeled on 
Accounting Research Bulletin No. 51, Consolidated Financial Statements, to determine whether a GP controls a 
limited partnership or similar entity when certain rights are held by the limited partners.  This guidance is applicable to 
limited partnerships or similar entities that are determined not to be VIEs and are therefore not within the scope of 
Interpretation 46(R). 

Question 

Should the accounting conclusion that otherwise would have been made under Issue 04-5 (if the partnership were 
not a VIE) be considered when evaluating which party in a related-party group is "most closely associated" with a 
partnership under paragraph 17 of Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

No.  The accounting conclusion under Issue 04-5 should not be considered in determining which partner is most 
closely associated under paragraph 17 of Interpretation 46(R), because Issue 04-5 is a different accounting model 
than Interpretation 46(R).  However, the factors considered in the Issue 04-5 analysis may be helpful in determining 
which party is most closely associated with the limited partnership. 

For example, a GP determines that a limited partnership is a VIE and that there is a de facto agency relationship 
between the GP and the limited partners.  The GP performs an analysis under paragraph 17 of Interpretation 46(R) 
and concludes that the following factors, when compared to all other facts and circumstances, identify the GP as 
most closely associated with the partnership: 

1. The activities performed under a management agreement between the GP and the limited partner are 
significant to the partnership (paragraph 17(b)). 

2. The partnership was designed on behalf of the GP (paragraph 17(d)). 

Although similar factors may be considered in determining whether a GP would need to consolidate a partnership 
(that is not a VIE) under Issue 04-5, that accounting conclusion would not be considered in the above analysis.  
Rather, an analysis of the conditions in paragraph 17, along with all other relevant facts and circumstances, should be 
considered.   
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Initial Measurement 

18. Except for enterprises under common control and assets and liabilities that are consolidated shortly after 
transfer from a primary beneficiary to a variable interest entity, the primary beneficiary of a variable 
interest entity shall initially measure the assets, liabilities, and noncontrolling interests of the newly 
consolidated entity at their fair values at the date the enterprise first becomes the primary beneficiary.  
That date is the first date on which, if the enterprise issued financial statements, it would report the 
entity in its consolidated financial statements.   

19. If the primary beneficiary of a variable interest entity is under common control with the variable interest 
entity, the primary beneficiary shall initially measure the assets, liabilities, and noncontrolling interests of 
the variable interest entity at the amounts at which they are carried in the accounts of the enterprise that 
controls the variable interest entity (or would be carried if the enterprise issued financial statements 
prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles).  

20. The primary beneficiary of a variable interest entity shall initially measure assets and liabilities that it has 
transferred to that variable interest entity at, after, or shortly before the date that the enterprise became 
the primary beneficiary at the same amounts at which the assets and liabilities would have been 
measured if they had not been transferred.  No gain or loss shall be recognized because of such 
transfers.  

21. The excess, if any, of (a) the fair value of the newly consolidated assets and (b) the reported amount of 
assets transferred by the primary beneficiary to the variable interest entity over (1) the sum of the fair 
value of the consideration paid, (2) the reported amount of any previously held interests, and (3) the fair 
value of the newly consolidated liabilities and noncontrolling interests shall be allocated and reported as 
a pro rata adjustment of the amounts that would have been assigned to all of the newly consolidated 
assets as specified in paragraphs 44 and 45 of FASB Statement No. 141, Business Combinations, as if the 
initial consolidation had resulted from a business combination.  The excess, if any, of (a) the sum of the 
fair value of the consideration paid, (b) the reported amount of any previously held interests, and (c) the 
fair value of the newly consolidated liabilities and noncontrolling interests over (1) the fair value of the 
newly consolidated identifiable assets and (2) the reported amount of identifiable assets transferred by 
the primary beneficiary to the variable interest entity shall be reported in the period in which the 
enterprise becomes the primary beneficiary as: 

a. Goodwill, if the variable interest entity is a business16  

b. An extraordinary loss, if the variable interest entity is not a business.  

Footnote 16 — Appendix C provides guidance on determining whether an entity constitutes a business. 

 

19-1:  Balance Sheet Classification of Parent's Interest — Primary Beneficiary and VIE Under 
Common Control  

Enterprise E (E) and a variable interest entity (VIE X) are under common control of Parent P (P).  While P holds all of the 
outstanding common stock in VIE X, E has been determined to be the primary beneficiary of VIE X under the guidance 
in paragraph 17 of Interpretation 46(R) because E is most closely associated with VIE X. 

Question 

How should E report P's share of VIE X's net assets in its stand-alone consolidated financial statements? 
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Answer 

Because E and VIE X are under common control, pursuant to paragraph 19, E should initially measure the assets, 
liabilities, and the non-controlling interest of VIE X at the amounts at which they are carried in the financial 
statements of the common parent (Parent P). 

Paragraph 19 of Interpretation 46(R) states: 

If the primary beneficiary of a variable interest entity is under common control with the 
variable interest entity, the primary beneficiary shall initially measure the assets, liabilities, and 
noncontrolling interests of the variable interest entity at the amounts at which they are 
carried in the accounts of the enterprise that controls the variable interest entity (or would be 
carried if the enterprise issued financial statements prepared in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles). 

Two approaches may be considered for a reporting entity to report a parent's or affiliate's interest in the reporting 
entity's consolidated subsidiary (i.e., the reporting of P's interest in S by R).  The "traditional minority interest" under 
Approach A is always an acceptable approach.  However, we are aware that the SEC staff may question the use of 
Approach B in some circumstances.  SEC registrants that wish to apply Approach B are encouraged to preclear the 
use of that approach with the SEC staff prior to the issuance of financial statements. 

Approach A — Traditional Minority Interest 

Under Approach A, the reporting entity presents the parent's or affiliate's interest in a manner similar to a traditional 
minority interest.  The equity owned by the parent or affiliate is presented as a separate line item between the 
reporting entity's liabilities and equity.  All of the subsidiary's revenues and expenses are included in income from 
continuing operations of the subsidiary, and the parent or affiliate's share of the reporting entity's income is shown as 
a deduction between the deduction for income taxes and income from continuing operations.   

Approach B — Parent or Affiliate Interest Attributed to the Reporting Entity 

Under Approach B, the parent's or affiliate's interest in the subsidiary is attributed to the reporting entity.  Therefore, 
the balance of the parent or affiliate's investment is included as a component of the reporting entity's equity.  It can 
not be described as "minority interest." The amount should be described as "affiliate's interest in subsidiary," 
"parent's interest in subsidiary," or a similar descriptive term.  The presentation of the parent's or affiliate's interest in 
the reporting entity's consolidated income statement should be consistent with the balance sheet presentation.  That 
is, the income attributable to that interest should be included in the reporting entity's consolidated earnings, with no 
minority interest deduction from income from continuing operations. 

It is not appropriate to use the balance sheet presentation from one approach and the income statement presentation 
from the other approach. 

21-1:  Qualification of an Entity as a Business for Recording Goodwill Upon Consolidating a 
Variable Interest Entity  

Paragraph 21 of Interpretation 46(R) requires "the excess, if any, of (a) the sum of the fair value of the [purchase] 
consideration paid, (b) the reported amount of any previously held interests, and (c) the fair value of the newly 
consolidated liabilities and noncontrolling interests over (1) the fair value of the newly consolidated identifiable assets, 
and (2) the reported amount of identifiable assets transferred by the primary beneficiary to the variable interest 
entity" should be reported as goodwill on initial consolidation of a variable interest entity only if the entity is a 
"business."  Footnote 16 to paragraph 21 indicates that Appendix C of Interpretation 46(R) "provides guidance on 
determining whether an entity constitutes a business."  Appendix C also must be considered in determining whether 
an entity qualifies for the scope exception in paragraph 4(h) of Interpretation 46(R). 
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Question 

If an entity is disqualified under the scope exception in paragraph 4(h) due to the conditions listed in paragraphs 
4(h)(1)–(4), also, is it disqualified as a business for the purposes of determining whether to record goodwill under 
paragraph 21? 

Answer 

No.  The determination of whether an entity is a business under paragraph 21 is strictly related to whether the entity 
meets the definition of a business in Appendix C.  That is, even if the scope exception for a business in paragraph 4(h) 
is not applicable because one or more of the four additional conditions described in paragraph 4(h)(1)–(4) is met, as 
long as the definition of a business in Appendix C is met, goodwill, if any, should be recorded under paragraph 21.   
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Interpretation 46(R) 

22. The principles of consolidated financial statements in ARB 51 apply to primary beneficiaries' accounting 
for consolidated variable interest entities.  After the initial measurement, the assets, liabilities, and 
noncontrolling interests of a consolidated variable interest entity shall be accounted for in consolidated 
financial statements as if the entity were consolidated based on voting interests.  Any specialized 
accounting requirements applicable to the type of business in which the variable interest entity operates 
shall be applied as they would be applied to a consolidated subsidiary.  The consolidated enterprise shall 
follow the requirements for elimination of intercompany balances and transactions and other matters 
described in paragraphs 6–15 of ARB 51 and existing practices for consolidated subsidiaries.  Fees or 
other sources of income or expense between a primary beneficiary and a consolidated variable interest 
entity shall be eliminated against the related expense or income of the variable interest entity.  The 
resulting effect of that elimination on the net income or expense of the variable interest entity shall be 
attributed to the primary beneficiary (and not to noncontrolling interests) in the consolidated financial 
statements. 

 

22-1:  Accounting After Initial Measurement — Intercompany Eliminations  

Paragraph 22 of Interpretation 46(R) requires that after "initial measurement, the assets, liabilities and noncontrolling 
interests of a consolidated variable interest entity shall be accounted for in [the primary beneficiary's] consolidated 
financial statements as if the entity were consolidated based on voting interests." 

Question 

How does Interpretation 46(R) guidance, related to the elimination of intercompany transactions between a primary 
beneficiary and a VIE, differ from guidance in paragraphs 6–15 of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 51, Consolidated 
Financial Statements? 

Answer 

Interpretation 46(R) generally requires the principles of ARB 51 to be followed.  However, Interpretation 46(R) 
contains additional guidance on the effect of certain intercompany eliminations when an enterprise consolidates a 
VIE.  Paragraph 22 of Interpretation 46(R) states, in part: 
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Fees or other sources of income or expense between a primary beneficiary and a consolidated 
variable interest entity shall be eliminated against the related expense or income of the 
variable interest entity.  The resulting effect of that elimination on the net income or expense 
of the variable interest entity shall be attributed to the primary beneficiary (and not to 
noncontrolling interests) in the consolidated financial statements. 

Further, paragraph D55 of Interpretation 46(R) states, in part: 

Paragraph 14 of ARB 51 states, "The elimination of the intercompany profit or loss may be 
allocated proportionately between the majority and minority interests."  Paragraph 22 of 
Interpretation 46 provides guidance on the treatment in consolidation of the effects of 
intercompany eliminations on the net income or expense of a variable interest entity.  The 
modification to paragraph 22 is intended to clarify that any effects on income of eliminating 
intercompany fees or other sources of income or expense between the variable interest entity 
and its primary beneficiary should be attributed to the primary beneficiary in the consolidated 
financial statements. 

On a consolidated basis, the primary beneficiary will continue to eliminate intercompany amounts received from a 
consolidated VIE.  After elimination, these amounts will not be included in revenue or other income.  However, the 
effect (i.e., the benefit) of these amounts received from the VIE still should be recognized in consolidated net income 
of the primary beneficiary as illustrated below. 

Illustration 

Company X (X) is a VIE capitalized by an equity investment of $10 from Enterprise Y (Y) and a loan of $990 from 
Enterprise Z (Z).  Enterprise Z has determined that it is the primary beneficiary of X.  Each year, Z recognizes $75 of 
interest income as a result of its 7.5 percent interest rate on the debt. 

The following two tables illustrate the impact on Z's financial statement of consolidating X under ARB 51 and 
Interpretation 46(R).  The differences between the two tables illustrate the effects of allocating eliminations 
proportionally and attributing the effect of the elimination to the primary beneficiary.   

Table 32 — ARB 51 Approach to Intercompany Eliminations  

 Z X (VIE) 
Consolidating 

Entries Consolidated Z 

Sales $15,000 $1,500 $    —      $16,500 

Cost of sales   13,000   1,300      —       14,300 

Operating margin 2,000 200 —      2,200 

Other income (expense)     

Interest income 75 — (75) — 

Interest expense — (75)           75      — 

Noncontrolling interest         —       —   (200)     (200)        

Net income $ 2,075 $  125 $(200) $ 2,000 
 

Under ARB 51, the effect of eliminating intercompany interest income or expense is allocated in proportion to equity 
ownership.  Since Z does not have an equity interest in X, all income after eliminations is allocated to the 
noncontrolling interest.  Enterprise Z's consolidated net income has been reduced by $75.   
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Table 33 — Interpretation 46(R) Approach to Intercompany Eliminations  

 Z X (VIE) 
Consolidating 

Entries Consolidated Z 

Sales $15,000 $1,500 $    —      $16,500 

Cost of sales     13,000      1,300           —         14,300 

Operating margin 2,000 200 —      2,200 

Other income (expense)     

Interest income 75 — (75) — 

Interest expense — (75)          75      — 

Noncontrolling interest           —          —      (125)        (125)        

Net income   $ 2,075    $  125     $(125)   $ 2,075 
 

Under Interpretation 46(R), the effect of eliminating intercompany interest income or expense has been attributed to 
Z (the primary beneficiary).  Enterprise Z's interest income has been eliminated.  However, Z's consolidated net income 
remains unchanged at $2,075.  This reflects the fact that Y's (the noncontrolling interest) legal right to net income is 
limited to $125.   
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Interpretation 46(R) 

Disclosure 

23. In addition to disclosures required by other standards, the primary beneficiary of a variable interest entity 
shall disclose the following (unless the primary beneficiary also holds a majority voting interest):17   

a. The nature, purpose, size, and activities of the variable interest entity  

b. The carrying amount and classification of consolidated assets that are collateral for the variable 
interest entity's obligations 

c. Lack of recourse if creditors (or beneficial interest holders) of a consolidated variable interest 
entity have no recourse to the general credit of the primary beneficiary. 

24. An enterprise that holds a significant variable interest in a variable interest entity but is not the primary 
beneficiary shall disclose:   

a. The nature of its involvement with the variable interest entity and when that involvement 
began   

b. The nature, purpose, size, and activities of the variable interest entity  

c. The enterprise's maximum exposure to loss as a result of its involvement with the variable 
interest entity. 

25. Disclosures required by Statement 140 about a variable interest entity shall be included in the same note 
to the financial statements as the information required by this Interpretation.  Information about variable 
interest entities may be reported in the aggregate for similar entities if separate reporting would not add 
material information.  

26. An enterprise that does not apply this Interpretation to one or more variable interest entities or potential 
variable interest entities because of the condition described in paragraph 4(g) shall disclose the following 
information: 

a. The number of entities to which this Interpretation is not being applied and the reason why 
the information required to apply this Interpretation is not available 
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b. The nature, purpose, size (if available), and activities of the entity(ies) and the nature of the 
enterprise's involvement with the entity(ies) 

c. The reporting enterprise's maximum exposure to loss because of its involvement with the 
entity(ies) 

d. The amount of income, expense, purchases, sales, or other measure of activity between the 
reporting enterprise and the entity(ies) for all periods presented.  However, if it is not practicable 
to present that information for prior periods that are presented in the first set of financial 
statements for which this requirement applies, the information for those prior periods is not 
required.  

Footnote 17 — A variable interest entity may issue voting equity interests, and the enterprise that holds a majority voting 
interest also may be the primary beneficiary of the entity.  If so, the disclosures in paragraphs 23 and 27 are not required. 

 

23-1:  Interpretation 46(R) Versus Statement 140 Disclosures on Securitizations Under 
Statement 140  

Question  

If an enterprise (1) securitizes assets under FASB Statement No. 140, Accounting for Transfers and Servicing of 
Financial Assets and Extinguishments of Liabilities, (regardless of whether the securitization achieved sale accounting 
or whether the securitization is accounted for as a financing or a failed sale) and (2) has a significant variable interest 
or is the primary beneficiary of the securitization vehicle, should the enterprise follow the disclosure requirements of 
Statement 140 or Interpretation 46(R)? 

Answer 

Disclosures meeting the requirements of both standards should be provided.  As noted in paragraph 25 of 
Interpretation 46(R), the disclosures required by Statement 140 are to be included in the same note to the financial 
statements as the disclosures required by Interpretation 46(R).   

 

24-1:  Definition of Maximum Exposure to Loss for Disclosure Purposes  

Paragraph 24 requires an enterprise to provide disclosures when it holds a significant variable interest in a VIE, but is 
not the primary beneficiary.  One of the required disclosures is the enterprise's maximum exposure to loss as a result 
of its involvement with the VIE (paragraph 24(c)). 

Question 

What does the "enterprise's maximum exposure to loss" comprise under paragraph 24(c)? 

Answer 

The enterprise's maximum exposure to loss includes: 

• The amount invested in, and advanced to, the VIE as of the reporting date. 

• Any legal or contractual obligation to provide financing in the future. 

An enterprise's maximum exposure to loss should include unavoidable future advances of funds or other assets to the 
VIE, net of the fair value of any goods or services that are received in exchange.  For example, losses related to a firm 
commitment to purchase future goods from the VIE at above market rates.  
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Effective Date and Transition 

27. If it is reasonably possible that an enterprise will initially consolidate or disclose information about a 
variable interest entity when this Interpretation becomes effective, the enterprise shall disclose the 
following information in all financial statements initially issued after December 31, 2003, regardless of 
the date on which the variable interest entity was created: 

a. The nature, purpose, size, and activities of the variable interest entity  

b. The enterprise's maximum exposure to loss as a result of its involvement with the variable 
interest entity.  

28. An enterprise with an interest in an entity to which the provisions of Interpretation 46 have not been 
applied as of December 24, 2003, shall apply Interpretation 46 or this Interpretation to that entity in 
accordance with paragraphs 29–41.  

Public Entity That Is Not a Small Business Issuer 

29. A public entity18 (enterprise) that is not a small business issuer19 shall apply this Interpretation to all 
entities subject to this Interpretation no later than the end of the first reporting period that ends after 
March 15, 2004 (as of March 31, 2004, for calendar-year enterprises).  This effective date includes those 
entities to which Interpretation 46 was previously applied. 

30. However, prior to the required application of this Interpretation, a public entity (enterprise) that is not a 
small business issuer shall apply Interpretation 46 or this Interpretation to those entities that are 
considered to be special-purpose entities20 no later than as of the end of the first reporting period that 
ends after December 15, 2003 (as of December 31, 2003, for calendar-year enterprises). 

31. A public entity (enterprise) that is not a small business issuer that has applied Interpretation 46 to an 
entity prior to the effective date of this Interpretation shall either continue to apply Interpretation 46 until 
the effective date of this Interpretation or apply this Interpretation at an earlier date.   

32.  A public entity21 (enterprise) that is a small business issuer22 shall apply this Interpretation to all entities 
subject to this Interpretation no later than the end of the first reporting period that ends after December 
15, 2004 (as of December 31, 2004, for a calendar-year enterprise).  This effective date includes those 
entities to which Interpretation 46 had previously been applied. 

Footnote 18 — The term public entity is defined in paragraph E1 of FASB Statement No. 123 (revised 2004), Share-Based 
Payment. 

Footnote 19 — The term small business issuer is defined in SEC Regulation S-B §228.10(a)(1).  

Footnote 20 — The term special-purpose entity in paragraphs 30 and 33 refers to an entity that previously would have 
been accounted for by applying the guidance in EITF Issues No. 90-15, "Impact of Nonsubstantive Lessors, Residual Value 
Guarantees, and Other Provisions in Leasing Transactions," No. 96-21, "Implementation Issues in Accounting for Leasing 
Transactions Involving Special-Purpose Entities," and No. 97-1, "Implementation Issues in Accounting for Lease 
Transactions, Including Those Involving Special-Purpose Entities," and EITF Topic No. D-14, "Transactions Involving 
Special-Purpose Entities."  Special-purpose entities for this provision are expected to include any entity whose activities 
are primarily related to securitizations or other forms of asset-backed financings or single-lessee leasing arrangements.  

Footnote 21 — Refer to footnote 18. 

Footnote 22 — Refer to footnote 19. 
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33. However, prior to the required application of this Interpretation, a public entity (enterprise) that is a small 
business issuer shall apply Interpretation 46 or this Interpretation to those entities that are considered to 
be special-purpose entities no later than as of the end of the first reporting period that ends after 
December 15, 2003 (as of December 31, 2003, for a calendar-year enterprise). 

34. A public entity (enterprise) that is a small business issuer that has applied Interpretation 46 to an entity 
prior to the effective date of this Interpretation shall either continue to apply Interpretation 46 until the 
effective date of this Interpretation or apply this Interpretation at an earlier date.   

Nonpublic Entities 

35. A nonpublic entity23 (enterprise) with an interest in an entity that is subject to this Interpretation and that 
is created after December 31, 2003, shall apply this Interpretation to that entity immediately.  A 
nonpublic enterprise shall apply this Interpretation to all entities that are subject to this Interpretation by 
the beginning of the first annual period beginning after December 15, 2004.  

Investment Companies 

36. The effective date for applying the provisions of Interpretation 46 or this Interpretation is deferred for 
investment companies that are not subject to SEC Regulation S-X, Rule 6-03(c)(1) but are currently 
accounting for their investments in accordance with the specialized accounting guidance in the AICPA 
Audit and Accounting Guide, Audits of Investment Companies.  Paragraph 4(e) of this Interpretation 
states that "an enterprise subject to SEC Regulation S-X, Rule 6-03(c)(1) shall not consolidate any entity 
that is not also subject to that same rule."  Other investment companies that are currently accounting for 
their investments in accordance with the specialized accounting guidance in the Audit Guide should not 
apply the provisions of Interpretation 46 to such investments until the Board has completed its 
consideration of whether to modify paragraph 4(e).  The effective date of this Interpretation or 
Interpretation 46 for those investments is delayed while the AICPA finalizes its proposed Statement of 
Position (SOP) on the clarification of the scope of the Audit Guide and accounting by the parent 
companies and equity method investors for investments in investment companies.  Following AICPA 
issuance of the final SOP, the Board will consider modifying paragraph 4(e) to provide an exception for 
companies that apply the Audit Guide as revised by the SOP.  This effective date deferral does not extend 
to investments made after March 27, 2002, that are held by an investment company that is not a 
separate legal entity, unless those investments were acquired pursuant to an irrevocable binding 
commitment that existed prior to March 28, 2002.  (Refer to EITF Abstracts, Topic No. D-74, "Issues 
Concerning the Scope of the AICPA Guide on Investment Companies," for additional information on the 
applicability of the Audit Guide to nonregistered investment companies.)  The transitional disclosures in 
paragraph 27 of this Interpretation are not required for investments of nonregistered investment 
companies that are covered by this deferral provision. 

Transition 

37. If initial application of the requirements of this Interpretation results in initial consolidation of an entity 
created before December 31, 2003, the consolidating enterprise shall initially measure the assets, 
liabilities, and noncontrolling interests of the variable interest entity at their carrying amounts at the date 
the requirements of this Interpretation first apply.  In this context, carrying amounts refers to the 
amounts at which the assets, liabilities, and noncontrolling interests would have been carried in the 
consolidated financial statements if this Interpretation had been effective when the enterprise first met 
the conditions to be the primary beneficiary.  If determining the carrying amounts is not practicable, the 
assets, liabilities, and noncontrolling interests of the variable interest entity shall be measured at fair value 
at the date this Interpretation first applies.  Any difference between the net amount added to the 
balance sheet of the consolidating enterprise and the amount of any previously recognized interest in the 
newly consolidated entity shall be recognized as the cumulative effect of an accounting change.   

Footnote 23 — The term nonpublic entity is defined in paragraph E1 of Statement 123(R). 
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38. The determinations of (a) whether an entity is a variable interest entity and (b) which enterprise, if any, is 
a variable interest entity's primary beneficiary should be made as of the date the enterprise became 
involved with the entity or if events requiring reconsideration of the entity's status or the status of its 
variable interest holders have occurred, as of the most recent date at which Interpretation 46 or this 
Interpretation would have required consideration.  (Refer to paragraphs 7 and 15 for discussions of 
reconsideration.)  However, if at transition it is not practicable for an enterprise to obtain the information 
necessary to make the determinations as of the date the enterprise became involved with an entity or at 
the most recent reconsideration date, the enterprise should make the determinations as of the date on 
which this Interpretation is first applied.  If the variable interest entity and primary beneficiary 
determinations are made in accordance with this paragraph, then the primary beneficiary shall measure 
the assets, liabilities, and noncontrolling interests of the variable interest entity at fair value as of the date 
on which this Interpretation is first applied.  

39. The effect of applying this Interpretation to an entity to which Interpretation 46 had previously been 
applied shall be reported as the cumulative effect of an accounting change.  Goodwill previously written 
off as required by Interpretation 46 shall not be reinstated.  

40. This Interpretation may be applied by restating previously issued financial statements for one or more 
years with a cumulative-effect adjustment as of the beginning of the first year restated.  Restatement is 
encouraged but not required. 

41. An enterprise that has not applied this Interpretation to an entity because of the condition described in 
paragraph 4(g) and that subsequently obtains the information necessary to apply this Interpretation to 
that entity shall apply the provisions of this Interpretation as of the date the information is acquired in 
accordance with paragraph 37.  Restatement in accordance with paragraph 40 is encouraged but not 
required. 
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Introduction 

B1. This Interpretation provides guidance for identifying entities for which analysis of voting interests, and 
the holdings of those voting interests, is not effective in determining whether a controlling financial 
interest exists because the entity does not have adequate equity capital or the equity instruments do 
not have the normal characteristics of equity that provide its holders with a potential controlling 
financial interest.  Those entities are called variable interest entities.  This Interpretation also provides 
guidance for determining whether an enterprise shall consolidate a variable interest entity.  An 
enterprise that consolidates a variable interest entity is called the primary beneficiary of that variable 
interest entity.  The guidance in this Interpretation identifies the primary beneficiary as a holder of 
variable interests in a variable interest entity that absorb or receive a majority of the entity's expected 
losses or expected residual returns.  This appendix provides guidance for identifying variable interests 
and explains in general how they may affect the determination of the primary beneficiary. 

B2. The identification of variable interests requires an economic analysis of the rights and obligations of an 
entity's assets, liabilities, equity, and other contracts.  Variable interests are contractual, ownership, or 
other pecuniary interests in an entity that change with changes in the fair value of an entity's net assets 
exclusive of variable interests.  This Interpretation uses the terms expected losses and expected residual 
returns to describe the expected variability in the fair value of an entity's net assets exclusive of variable 
interests. 

B3. For an entity that is not a variable interest entity (sometimes called a voting interest entity), all of the 
entity's assets, liabilities, and other contracts are deemed to create variability, and the equity investment 
is deemed to be sufficient to absorb the expected amount of that variability.  In contrast, variable 
interest entities are designed so that some of the entity's assets, liabilities, and other contracts create 
variability and some of the entity's assets, liabilities, and other contracts (as well as its equity at risk) 
absorb or receive that variability. 

B4. The identification of variable interests involves determining which assets, liabilities, or contracts create 
the entity's variability and which assets, liabilities, equity, and other contracts absorb or receive that 
variability.  The latter are the entity's variable interests.  The labeling of an item as an asset, liability, 
equity, or as a contractual arrangement does not determine whether that item is a variable interest.  It 
is the role of the item-to absorb or receive the entity's variability-that distinguishes a variable interest.  
That role, in turn, often depends on the design of the entity. 

B5. This appendix describes examples of variable interests in entities subject to this Interpretation.  The 
appendix is not intended to provide a complete list of all possible variable interests.  In addition, the 
descriptions are not intended to be exhaustive of the possible roles, and the possible variability, of the 
assets, liabilities, equity, and other contracts.  Actual instruments may play different roles and be more 
or less variable than the examples discussed.  Finally, this appendix does not analyze the relative 
significance of different variable interests, because the relative significance of a variable interest will be 
determined by the design of the variable interest entity.  The identification and analysis of variable 
interests must be based on all of the facts and circumstances of each entity.  

B6. This appendix also does not discuss whether the variable interest is a variable interest (a) in a specified 
asset of a variable interest entity or (b) in the entity as a whole.  Guidance for making that 
determination is provided in paragraph 12.  Paragraph 13 provides guidance for when a variable 
interest entity should be separated with each part evaluated to determine if it has a primary beneficiary. 
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Equity Investments, Beneficial Interests, and Debt Instruments 

B7. Equity investments in a variable interest entity are variable interests to the extent they are at risk.  
(Equity investments at risk are described in paragraph 5 of this Interpretation.)  Some equity investments 
in a variable interest entity that are determined to be not at risk by the application of paragraph 5 also 
may be variable interests if they absorb or receive some of the entity's variability.  If an entity has a 
contract with one of its equity investors (including a financial instrument such as a loan receivable), a 
reporting enterprise applying this Interpretation to that entity should consider whether that contract 
causes the equity investor's investment not to be at risk.  If the contract with the equity investor 
represents the only asset of the entity, that equity investment is not at risk. 

B8. Investments in subordinated beneficial interests or subordinated debt instruments issued by a variable 
interest entity are likely to be variable interests.  The most subordinated interest in an entity will absorb 
all or part of the expected losses of the entity.  For a voting interest entity the most subordinated 
interest is the entity's equity; for a variable interest entity it could be debt, beneficial interests, equity, or 
some other interest.  The return to the most subordinated interest usually is a high rate of return (in 
relation to the interest rate of an instrument with similar terms that would be considered to be 
"investment grade") or some form of participation in residual returns. 

B9. Any of a variable interest entity's liabilities may be variable interests because a decrease in the fair value 
of an entity's assets could be so great that all of the liabilities would absorb that decrease.  However, 
senior beneficial interests and senior debt instruments with fixed interest rates or other fixed returns 
normally would absorb little of the entity's expected variability, and therefore, a holder of only the most 
senior interests of a variable interest entity likely would not be the primary beneficiary of that entity, 
unless the subordinated interests of the variable interest entity are not large enough to absorb the 
entity's expected losses (or unless there are provisions such as embedded derivatives that expose the 
senior interests to losses).  By definition, if a senior interest exists, interests subordinated to the senior 
interests will absorb losses first.  The variability of a senior interest with a variable interest rate is usually 
not caused by changes in the value of the entity's assets and thus would usually be evaluated in the 
same way as a fixed-rate senior interest.  Senior interests normally are not entitled to any of the residual 
return.  

Guarantees, Written Put Options, and Similar Obligations 

B10. Guarantees of the value of the assets or liabilities of a variable interest entity, written put options on the 
assets of the entity, or similar obligations such as some liquidity commitments or agreements (explicit or 
implicit) to replace impaired assets held by the entity are variable interests if they protect holders of 
other interests from suffering losses.  To the extent the counterparties of guarantees, written put 
options, or similar arrangements will be called on to perform in the event expected losses occur, those 
arrangements are variable interests, including fees or premiums to be paid to those counterparties.  The 
size of the premium or fee required by the counterparty to such an arrangement is one indication of the 
amount of risk expected to be absorbed by that counterparty.   

B11. If the entity is the writer of a guarantee, written put option, or similar arrangement, the items usually 
would create variability.  Thus, those items usually will not be a variable interest of the entity (but may 
be a variable interest in the counterparty). 
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Forward Contracts 

B12. Forward contracts to buy assets or to sell assets that are not owned by the entity at a fixed price will 
usually expose the entity to risks that will increase the entity's expected variability.  Thus, most forward 
contracts to buy assets or to sell assets that are not owned by the entity are not variable interests in the 
entity. 

B13. A forward contract to sell assets that are owned by the entity at a fixed price will usually absorb the 
variability in the fair value of the asset that is the subject of the contract.  Thus, most forward contracts 
to sell assets that are owned by the entity are variable interests with respect to the related assets.  
However, if the term of a forward contract is short or the volatility of the value of the asset is low or 
both, the holder of the forward contract is not likely to absorb a majority of the entity's expected losses 
or to receive a majority of the entity's expected residual returns.  Because forward contracts to sell 
assets that are owned by the entity relate to specific assets of the entity, it will be necessary to apply the 
guidance in paragraph 12 to determine whether a forward contract to sell an asset owned by an entity 
is a variable interest in the entity as opposed to a variable interest in that specific asset. 

Other Derivative Instruments 

B14. Derivative instruments held or written by an entity should be analyzed in terms of their option-like, 
forward-like, or other variable characteristics.  If the instrument creates variability, in the sense that it 
exposes the entity to risks that will increase expected variability, the instrument is not a variable interest.  
If the instrument absorbs or receives variability, in the sense that it reduces the exposure of the entity to 
risks that cause variability, the instrument is a variable interest.  Rights and obligations under derivative 
instruments whose underlyings are market interest rates or currency exchange rates probably will not 
cause the holder to be a primary beneficiary unless the primary causes of variability in the entity's assets 
are the same or similar interest rates or currency exchange rates. 

B15. Derivatives, including total return swaps and similar arrangements, can be used to transfer substantially 
all of the risk or return (or both) related to certain assets of an entity without actually transferring the 
assets.  Derivative instruments with this characteristic should be evaluated carefully.  If the arrangement 
effectively transfers significant risks to the counterparty, the counterparty is likely to be the entity's 
primary beneficiary. 

B16. Some assets and liabilities of a variable interest entity have embedded derivatives.  For the purpose of 
identifying variable interests, an embedded derivative that is clearly and closely related economically to 
its asset or liability host is not to be evaluated separately.   

Assets of the Entity 

B17. Assets held by an entity almost always create variability and, thus, are not variable interests.  However, 
as discussed separately in this appendix, assets of the entity that take the form of derivatives, 
guarantees, or other similar contracts may be variable interests. 

Fees Paid to a Decision Maker  

B18. A variable interest entity's expected losses and expected residual returns shall not include the expected 
variability in fees paid to the decision maker (if there is a decision maker) except as discussed in the last 
sentence in this paragraph.  Those contractual rights to receive fees are considered variable interests 
that absorb rather than cause variability.  However, a fee paid by a variable interest entity to a decision 
maker is not considered a variable interest in the entity if all of the characteristics of a hired service 
provider or an employee relationship identified in paragraph B19 are present in an arrangement.   
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B19. Fees paid to a decision maker shall not be considered variable interests if all of the following conditions 
exist: 

a. The fees are compensation for services provided and are commensurate with the level of effort 
required to provide those services.  Paragraph B21 describes factors that may indicate that fees 
exceed the level of compensation that would be commensurate with the services provided. 

b. The fees are at or above the same level of seniority as other operating liabilities of the entity 
that arise in the normal course of business, such as trade payables. 

c. Except for the fees described in conditions (a) and (b), the decision maker and the decision 
maker's related parties25 do not hold interests in the variable interest entity that individually, or 
in the aggregate, would absorb more than a trivial amount of the entity's expected losses or 
receive more than a trivial amount of the entity's expected residual returns. 

d. The decision maker is subject to substantive kick-out rights, as that term is described in 
paragraph B20. 

B20. The ability of an investor or another party to remove the decision maker (that is, kick-out rights) does 
not affect the status of a decision maker's fees in the application of paragraphs B18 and B19 unless the 
rights are substantive.  The determination of whether the kick-out rights are substantive should be 
based on a consideration of all relevant facts and circumstances.  Substantive kick-out rights must have 
both of the following characteristics: 

a. The decision maker can be removed by the vote of a simple majority of the voting interests 
held by parties other than the decision maker and the decision maker's related parties.26  

b. The parties holding the kick-out rights have the ability to exercise those rights if they choose to 
do so; that is, there are no significant barriers to the exercise of the rights. Barriers include, but 
are not limited to: 

(1) Kick-out rights subject to conditions that make it unlikely they will be exercisable, for 
example, conditions that narrowly limit the timing of the exercise 

(2) Financial penalties or operational barriers associated with replacing the decision maker 
that would act as a significant disincentive for removal 

(3) The absence of an adequate number of qualified replacement decision makers or 
inadequate compensation to attract a qualified replacement 

(4) The absence of an explicit, reasonable mechanism in the contractual arrangement, or 
in the applicable laws or regulations, by which the parties holding the rights can call 
for and conduct a vote to exercise those rights  

(5) The inability of parties holding the rights to obtain the information necessary to 
exercise them. 

Footnote 25 — The term related parties refers to all parties identified in paragraph 16. 

Footnote 26 — Refer to footnote 25. 
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B21. Determination of whether fees paid to a decision maker represent compensation for services provided 
commensurate with the level of effort required to provide those services will require judgment based on 
all relevant facts and circumstances.  The following factors may indicate that the fees exceed the level 
of compensation that would be commensurate with the services provided: 

a. The service arrangement includes terms, conditions, or amounts that are not customarily 
present in arrangements for similar services negotiated at arm's length. 

b. The total amount of the expected fees is large relative to the total amount of the variable 
interest entity's expected return to its variable interests. 

c. The expected variability in the fees is large relative to the total expected variability in the fair 
value of the variable interest entity's net assets exclusive of variable interests.  

Other Service Contracts 

B22. Service contracts with hired service providers other than the entity's decision maker are not variable 
interests if all three conditions below are met: 

a. The fees are compensation for services provided and are commensurate with the level of effort 
required to provide those services. 

b. Substantially all of the fees are at or above the same level of seniority as other operating 
liabilities of the entity that arise in the normal course of the entity's activities, such as trade 
payables. 

c. The service contracts are subject to cancellation provisions that are customary for such 
contracts and there is an adequate number of qualified replacement service providers. 

B23. Service contracts that do not have all of the features listed above may be variable interests.  The 
counterparties to the contracts could absorb or receive some of the variability of the entity.  

Operating Leases 

B24. Receivables under an operating lease are assets of the lessor entity and provide returns to the lessor 
entity with respect to the leased property during that portion of the asset's life that is covered by the 
lease.  Most operating leases do not absorb variability in the fair value of an entity's net assets because 
they are a component of that variability.  Guarantees of the residual values of leased assets (or similar 
arrangements related to leased assets) and options to acquire leased assets at the end of the lease 
terms at specified prices may be variable interests in the lessor entity if they meet the conditions 
described in paragraph 12 of this Interpretation.  Alternatively, such arrangements may be variable 
interests in portions of a variable interest entity as described in paragraph 13 of this Interpretation.  The 
guidance in paragraphs B8 and B9 related to debt instruments applies to creditors of lessor entities.  
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Variable Interests of One Variable Interest Entity in Another Variable Interest Entity 

B25. One variable interest entity is the primary beneficiary of another variable interest entity if it meets the 
conditions in paragraph 14.  A variable interest entity that is the primary beneficiary of a second 
variable interest entity will consolidate that second variable interest entity.  If another enterprise 
consolidates the first variable interest entity, that enterprise's consolidated financial statements include 
the second variable interest entity because the second entity had already been consolidated by the first.  
For example, if Entity X (a variable interest entity) is the primary beneficiary of Entity Y (a variable 
interest entity), Entity X consolidates Entity Y.  If Enterprise Z is the primary beneficiary of Entity X, 
Enterprise Z consolidates Entity X, and Enterprise Z's consolidated financial statements include Entity Y 
because Entity X has consolidated Entity Y.  

B26. [An interest that continues to be held by a transferor] of financial assets to a variable interest entity is a 
variable interest in the transferee entity but it is not a variable interest in a second variable interest 
entity to which the transferee issues a beneficial interest.  The following example illustrates this point:27  

a. Enterprise A transfers financial assets to Entity 1 (a variable interest entity that holds no other 
assets), retains a subordinated beneficial interest, and reports the transfer as a sale under the 
provisions of Statement 140.  

b. Entity 1 issues all of its senior beneficial interests in the transferred assets to Entity 2 (a variable 
interest entity).  Entity 2 issues various types of interests in return for cash and uses the cash to 
pay Entity 1.  Entity 1 uses the cash received from Entity 2 to pay Enterprise A. 

c. Enterprise A's subordinated beneficial interest is a variable interest in Entity 1, but neither 
Entity 1 nor Enterprise A has a variable interest in Entity 2.  

Footnote 27 — This analysis describes variable interests in all variable interest entities including qualifying special-purpose 
entities.  However, a special requirement applies to qualifying special-purpose entities.  Refer to paragraphs 4(c) and 4(d). 
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